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APPENDIX
Public meetings are outlined in Part 4: Public Involvement. All meetings were held at St James United Methodist
Church, 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30342, except for the workshop, which was held
at Sarah Smith Elementary Intermediate Campus, 4141 Wieuca Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30342. The specific
agendas, attendees, and presentations when applicable are detailed in this appendix in the following order:

Public Meetings
Kickoff Meeting
Date/Time: Tuesday, July 15, 2014. 7:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance
• Presentation
• Comments Recieved on Cards
Public Workshop
Date/Time: Saturday, August 16, 2014. 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance
• Presentation
• Comments Received on Table Maps
Draft Plan Presentation
Date/Time: Tuesday, September 30, 2014. 7:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance
• Presentation
• Comments Recieved on Boards and Maps
Final Draft Plan Presentation
Date/Time: Thursday, December 4, 2014. 7:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance
• Presentation
• Comments Recieved on Individual Handouts

Stakeholder Group Meetings
Stakeholder Meeting 1
Date/Time: Monday, August 11, 2014. 7:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance
Stakeholder Meeting 2
Date/Time: Monday, August 26, 2014. 7:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance

Stakeholder Meeting 3
Date/Time: Monday, December 1, 2014. 7:00 p.m.
• Agenda
• Recorded Attendance

Online Surveys Conducted by NBCA
Five online survey tools were developed using a combination of graphic images and targeted questions to help
citizens give shape to their ideas for the future of the area. Comments from the surveys are provided in the
following order:
The Pre Master Plan Survey
Dates: October 13 - 21, 2013
Respondants: 255
The Post Kickoff Meeting Survey
Dates: July 16 - August 4, 2014
Respondants: 117
The Transportation Bond Infrastructure Specific Survey
Dates: September - October 2014
Respondants: 222
Draft Plan Survey
Dates: November 4 - 19, 2014
Respondants: 83

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Public Kickoff Meeting: July 15, 2014, 7:00 PM

St. James United Methodist Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

Walk-In Map: Share where you live and/or work.
1. Background
Gordon Certain, President, North Buckhead Civic Association

2. Master Plan Overview

Caleb Racicot, Senior Principal, TSW

3. Involvement Opportunities
- Steering Committee
- Meeting Events:
Neighborhood Workshop
August 16, 2014
9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Sarah Smith Elementary
Intermediate Campus
4141Wieuca Rd
Atlanta, GA, US, 30342

Draft Plan Presentation
September 30, 2014
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
St. James UMC
4400 Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd NE
Atlanta, GA, US, 30342

Final Plan Presentation
December 4, 2014
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
St. James UMC
4400 Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd NE
Atlanta, GA, US, 30342

4. Brainstorming: What do you think the plan should focus on?
-Transportation?
-Parks and Open Space?
-Land Use and Design?
-Quality of Life?
-Other?
5. Brainstorming: Please review and comment on draft Master Plan goals.

Contact Information
Gordon Certain
North Buckhead Civic Association
(404) 231-1192
NorthBuckhead@Yahoo.com

Garrett Hyer
TSW
(404) 873-6730 x109
ghyer@tsw-design.com

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Public Kickoff Meeting: July 15, 2014, 7:00 PM

St. James United Methodist Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

Thank you for attending the first of
several public meetings that will be
hosted by the North Buckhead Civic
Association and aimed at developing
a City-recognized master plan for this
sprawling jewel of a community.
With private-sector support from experts
in the fields of land use, traffic
engineering, environmental sciences,
and other subjects, you will have the
opportunity to assess North Buckhead's
strengths & weaknesses and review
options for enhancing the former and
transforming the latter. Are more
sidewalks needed? If, so, what locations
should receive top priority? What steps
can be taken to calm speeders and
reduce traffic congestion? Are there
enough parks & green spaces?
Having such a plan on the books will better protect sensitive areas, encourage
the make-over of existing stress-points, and place the neighborhood in position
to win such implementation funding opportunities as present themselves.
My office will work as a liaison between the coordinators of this effort and the
various City planners & engineers who must review it prior to any official
adoption. Please be sure and avail yourself of this chance to affirm your control
of North Buckhead's future.
Howard Shook
Atlanta City Council, District 7

SIGN-IN EXERCISE
Help us get to know you…

NORTH BUCKHEAD

Place an ORANGE dot where you live
and/or

NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN

Place a BLUE dot where you work

KICKOFF MEETING
JULY 15, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:
July 15, 2014

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

July 15, 2014

BACKGROUND
President
North Buckhead
Civic Association

Fall 2013 Survey
•

Issue - Where to focus

•

255 survey participants
- Not just NBCA Members
- 68% NBCA members
- 32% non-members

•

July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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Select NBCA committee
studied these results for
six months.

July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

Communications

Crime Reporting

• North Buckhead Newsletter

•

Weekly reports on-line for NBCA
members

•

North Buckhead Crime

• 16 pages, 4,300+ mailed quarterly
• Sent to all single-family houses and
condos in North Buckhead

• Emails – North Buckhead Update
•
•
•
•
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BACKGROUND
How the North Buckhead
Civic Association concluded
the neighborhood needed a
master plan.

Gordon Certain

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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- Higher on major streets
- Lower in residential areas

2,100 email addresses in 1,600 homes
300,000+ email copies sent in 2013
50%+ open rate
Subject line always lists contents

• Surveys – by email, newsletter & web
• About once a year
• Open to everyone: Residents /
non-residents / businesses
July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

Crime maps at www.nbca.org/plan
5
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BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

Traffic

Land Use & Zoning

•

•

External congestion sources
- 9,000 residents
- 100,000+ daily vehicles

Antiquated street grid

•

Need better use of streets

•

Implement approved solutions

•

Another bubble?
- 2,500 apartments are planned/
underway in North Buckhead
- 4,000 more in Buckhead
- 2,500 more in Sandy Springs

- Piedmont at Habersham

43% in survey provided
complaints & suggestions

July 15, 2014

Goal: Establish a blueprint for
growth
- Consistent with protecting existing
single-family areas, and
- Avoiding traffic strangling uses

•

•

From the Fall 2013 Survey:

•

Traffic and growth intertwined
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July 15, 2014

From the Fall 2013 Survey:

•

Much has been accomplished in
securing sidewalks for North
Buckhead

•

Critical needs remain

From the Fall 2013 Survey:

Speeding
•

Speeding a major concern
- Complaints about speeding are
often made about Wieuca and Old
Ivy Roads, particularly near the
school campuses.

“Sidewalks should be
available on both sides
of (Wieuca Road) from
Roswell Rd. to Phipps
Blvd.”

•

Infrastructure updates might help
- The pavement on some streets
appears to be too wide,
encouraging speeding.
- Restriping, etc. should be
considered.

•
North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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Parks

Parks Complaint

•
•

•

We have to drive to Little Nancy
Creek Park.

•

N.B. neighbors can’t walk to it
safely -- no sidewalks.

•

The City paid $2.7 million for
the land.

•

Need sidewalks on west side of
Peachtree Dunwoody Road!

6 to 1
18 to 1
38 to 1
23 to 1
4 to 1

36 text comments
- Many said they were unaware of our
historic cemetery on Loridans Drive
near GA 400.

July 15, 2014
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[Need] “more police presence”
“My complaint is speeding on Old Ivy.”
“Wieuca Road is a cut-through. Too much
speeding.”
“[I’d like] Speed traps by the police officers;
people frequently speed down Wieuca and
P’tree Dunwoody. They could make a lot of
money.”

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

BACKGROUND

Our most-used park? Chastain
Favored park projects?

“I would like to see more speed bumps in our
area. North Stratford Road is very dangerous
with speeders.”

Need more police enforcement.

July 15, 2014

BACKGROUND

•
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BACKGROUND

Sidewalks

- PATH400 multi-use trail
- Mountain Way Common
- Little Nancy Creek Park
- Blue Heron Nature Preserve
- Lowrey-Stevens Cemetery

“Traffic is totally horrible
and only getting worse.
Build the infrastructure
BEFORE any more
development of any kind.”

- Are impact fees high enough?

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

BACKGROUND

July 15, 2014

“We can't stop the
growth…”

July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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BACKGROUND
Crosswalks
•

Wieuca Road bisects the
neighborhood
- There are two one mile stretches
without crosswalks

•

Roswell Road is 5-lanes wide
- Big gaps without crosswalks:
- One 0.8 miles long
- Two 0.3 miles long
- How are MARTA buses supposed to
work?

July 15, 2014

BACKGROUND
From the Fall 2013 Survey:

Eyesores, Etc.

“Crosswalks on heavilytravelled roads should be at
signalized crossings only. I
feel that [having] crosswalks
without lights of some kind is
asking for trouble.”

•

Some in the neighborhood need
to perform more upkeep to
protect everyone’s property
values.

•

The ugly traffic islands on
Peachtree Dunwoody at
Peachtree are a sad gateway to
North Buckhead and Historic
Brookhaven.

“Crosswalks removed from
Roswell Road: hard to cross
Roswell Road to get over to
Chastain Park.”

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

Social Events

North Buckhead needs a plan

•

While lowest in survey priority,
social events provide an
important way to build a sense of
neighborhood. At our Fall Flings,
we have a strong turnout. But it’s
not for everybody.

•

North Buckhead is bigger than many
think. It is as big as a city.

•

It has many strengths.

14

- 8,332 residents in 2010
- Atlanta’s 4th most populous
- Growing, maturing
- Healthy diversity
- Transit, X-way and hiking
- Wildlife and high-rises
- Great shopping and dining

•

But it is changing rapidly.

•

NBCA concluded we seriously need a
master plan.

- With some big city issues and risks

July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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BACKGROUND

PLAN OVERVIEW

Draft Master Plan Goals

Caleb Racicot

The goals of the North Buckhead Neighborhood Master Plan include:
• Protecting existing single-family areas
• Preserving the neighborhood’s character and historic resources
• Creating a park-accessible neighborhood
• Establishing a blueprint for growth
• Addressing cut-through traffic and speeding
• Promoting walking, bicycling, and transit use
• Targeting key intersections for transportation upgrades
• Making efficient use of existing transportation infrastructure
• Enhancing neighborhood services
July 15, 2014
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Senior Principal
TSW

17

July 15, 2014
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PLAN OVERVIEW
Where is North Buckhead?
Boundaries
– North: Atlanta/Sandy Springs line
– South: Peachtree Road
– East: Peachtree-Dunwoody Road
– West: Piedmont & Roswell Roads

Total Area
– 2.66 square miles
– 1,707 acres
– 2,573 parcels

July 15, 2014

Single Family Residential
North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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Apartments

Townhomes
July 15, 2014
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20

July 15, 2014
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North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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Condominiums

Office
July 15, 2014
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July 15, 2014

Mixed-Use Retail

Strip - Retail
North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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Schools
July 15, 2014
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July 15, 2014
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July 15, 2014
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July 15, 2014

Curtsey of NAPPS

July 15, 2014

Parks

Natural Environment
July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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Continued Growth
30

PLAN OVERVIEW

PLAN OVERVIEW

Why is it being studied?

What will the plan include?

• A long-term vision for the neighborhood’s future
• A pro-active guide for development and preservation

• Executive Summary
• Context & History
• Existing Conditions

– Describing what should happen where

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

• A guide for the City of Atlanta
–
–
–
–

Future Land Use Plan Map
Rezoning Activity
Operational Projects (i.e. APD, code enforcement, etc.)
Capital Improvement Projects (i.e. streetscapes, traffic calming, etc.)

• Recommendations
• Public Involvement
• Implementation

• A guide for other agencies
– MARTA, Georgia DOT, etc.

• A guide for the neighborhood!
July 15, 2014
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Demographics & Socioeconomics
Land Use
Housing
Transportation
Environment
Infrastructure & Facilities
Urban Design & Historic Resources

31

PLAN OVERVIEW

PLAN OVERVIEW

What should we think about?

What should we think about?

• What can we do now to create the North
Buckhead we want to see in 25 or 50
years?
• How can we calm traffic and make our
streets serve everyone, not just drivers?
• How can we encourage a diverse and
sustainable mix of uses?
• How can we accommodate and
encourage smart growth and
development while protecting the
neighborhood’s existing character,
businesses and residents?

• What can we do to improve the
neighborhood’s visual character?

July 15, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

July 15, 2014

• How can we create a strong identity
and character for North Buckhead?
• How will we work with others (BCID,
MARTA, GDOT, etc.) to leverage
“win-win” situations?
• How can we enhance or borders
commercial nodes while still
protecting our residential core?
33

EXISTING PROJECTS

PLAN OVERVIEW

Around the Neighborhood…

Planning Process

• Transportation Enhancements
• PATH 400

34
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We are here.

• Parks
• Pedestrian Connectivity

Inventory &
Analysis

Visioning

Key Steps

Key Steps

Key Steps

Technical analysis

Visioning

Draft
recommendations

Draft Plan

Final Plan

• Five major developments already
underway

Review of existing
studies

July 15, 2014
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July 15, 2014

Goals
Preliminary
Ideas

Testing
Community feedback

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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PLAN OVERVIEW

PLAN OVERVIEW

What should we expect?

Public Meetings

• Public Meetings
–
–
–
–

Public Kickoff Meeting
Public Workshop
Draft Plan Presentation
Final Plan Presentation

Inventory &
Analysis

Visioning

Draft Plan

Final Plan

• Steering Committee
– Meet between public meetings
– Guide planning process
– Help spread the word

Now –

• Focus groups

Next Month

– Convened as-needed
– Neighborhood-led
– Detailed exploration of special topics
July 15, 2014
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PLAN OVERVIEW
Neighborhood Workshop
• Brainstorm ideas
• Discuss preliminary
recommendations

Final Plan
Presentation

September 30

December 4

July 15, 2014
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Sarah Smith Elementary
Intermediate Campus

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

– Information on Agendas

39
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PLAN OVERVIEW

BRAINSTORMING

Online Survey

What are your goals for the
plan focus on in…

In advance of the workshop, please take our short survey:

• Transportation?
• Parks and Open Space?

www.nbca.org/Plan

• Land Use and Design?
• Quality of Life?

Share your thoughts on the
Draft Master Plan Goals.

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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July 15, 2014
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Ground Rules
1. We want to hear from
everyone.
2. Visit as many stations as
you wish. Comment Box
also available.
3. Be considerate of others.

• Other?

July 15, 2014
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How can I be involved?
• Steering Committee
• Attend Master Plan events
• Online survey
• Comment box
• Contact us!

4141 Wieuca Road
Atlanta, GA 30342

July 15, 2014

Draft Plan
Presentation

August 16

PLAN OVERVIEW
The workshop will be:

Saturday
August 16, 2014
9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

• Review key findings

Neighborhood
Workshop

4. Think long-term.
5. Have fun!

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING
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NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
KICKOFF MEETING
JULY 15, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:
July 15, 2014

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: KICKOFF MEETING

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Public Kickoff Meeting: July 15, 2014, 7:00 PM

St. James United Methodist Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

The following are raw comments while brainstorming areas to focus on from
various breakouts and comment box feedback from the North Buckhead
Master Plan Kickoff, held on July 15, 2014 at the St. James United Methodist
Church, 7:00 PM.
PARKS AND OPEN SPACE BOARD


Walking connectivity between parks



Easements



Warning bumps



Access to Little Nancy Creek Park



Erica/Hx (?)



Playgrounds



Medians Roswell Road



Neighborhood and Regional Parks



Bike lanes



More green space, more parks

QUALITY OF LIFE BOARD


Bad state of roads. Potholes need repair! Dangerous



Need dedicated and separated bike lanes



Sidewalks in disrepair, not useable



Visual appeal of major of major North Buckhead intersections



Visual appeal of Roswell Road, sidewalks, medians



Pedestrian bridges (or tunnels) across major streets to allow pedestrian
walks to not be compartmentalized



Density guidelines?



Infrastructure requirements – street load, parking, sewer, water, fire, police,
etc.



Pedestrian crosswalks on main intersections and pedestrian visibility

LAND USE AND DESIGN BOARD


North Stratford (cul-de-sac)



Vision for Roswell Road



Intersection Peachtree and Peachtree Dunwoody Traffic Islands



West Wieuca Road land use



Habersham / Old Ivy area



Transforming from high density to low density



Congestion on Arc between Peachtree and Piedmont (Wieuca, Phipps,
Buckhead Connector)



High density mixed use transit oriented development



Develop streetscapes for roswell road



Preserve tree canopy – require that supplemental trees be maintained



Maintain residential area



Design standards



Improve neighborhood identity (signs, flags, monuments)

TRANSPORTATION BOARD


Traffic between Piedmont and Peachtree Dunwoody on Peachtree Road



Condition of Streets



Improved synchronization of traffic signals – traffic flow control



Intersection Wieuca and Phipps (park ave)



Mass transit to and from MARTA



Access and crossing on Roswell Road to Chastain Park



West Wieuca intersection



Traffic calming (Wieuca and Old Ivy)



Peachtree and Peachtree Dunwoody concrete islands



MARTA bus service on Peachtree Dunwoody Road



Encourage employers to subscribe to MARTA passes



Protected bike lanes



Habersham at Old Ivy backup condition



Piedmont Road and Roswell Road backup condition

OTHER BOARD


Pollution
o Air pollution in general
o Encourage carbon-neutral development
o Require Leed certification / at least silver or gold level
o PATH 400 cut downs no negative deficit, where will new trees be
planted to replace



Impact fees – proper use
o Solve problems directly created by new developments that are
paying aforementioned fees
o Require sidewalk installation with all new home construction
(residential) and with renovation/remodels above $20,000.



Pesticide usage: Insect/animal protection, environmental awareness



Water use (overuse): quality, creek protection (Nancy Creek, Little Nancy
Creek, and Mills)



Code enforcement and presence (drive-by visits by officers)



Police directed traffic
o Roswell/Piedmont, Peachtree/Piedmont, Peachtree/Lenox, etc.
o Pedestrian right-of-way (pedestrian bridges)



Expansion of North Buckhead CID to include all of North Buckhead

COMMENT CARDS
Transportation


We would like a flashing pedestrian crosswalk like at MARTA and 10th or
Roswell at Long Island at Peachtree Dunwoody and Carter. How much
will this cost?



In the Phipps Drive and Wieuca Road area there will be two large
apartment complexes built totaling 700 apartments. At the corner of
Phipps Drive and Peachtree there will be built a major hotel (Marriott I
think). This translates to at least 1200-1500 cars. What will be done re:
traffic?



Would like to know how the plan will address rush hour commuter traffic
on Old Ivy leading to Habersham. The police officers that direct traffic at
Habersham and Piedmont and at Roswell Road seem ineffective in
moving the traffic though quickly enough.



We need a real stoplight at Peachtree Dunwoody at the Little Nancy
Creek Park – red/amber/green.

Quality of Life


I am worried about our schools. The most recent school ranking are our
(based on CRCT Scores 2014). Jackson is 25/1072 in the state. Brandon is
50/1072. Sarah Smith is 238/1072. Yikes! And now 125-150 families have left
to attend the charter schools so the scores will go down again. The
current school demographics are 55% Caucasian 45% minority. Next year
will be another shift with the charter school and a lot of families leaving
toward private school. Kids are being bussed in from 4 miles away when
our school was already too crowded. Who will buy our houses if Sarah
Smith is not a great school? Can we lobby to change our school zone to
end at Peachtree or at least at E Paces Ferry?

Other


Does anyone really believe that 6,500 new residential apartments isn’t a
drain on police, fire, emergency services, resulting in an increases in crime,
will not turn North Buckhead into Buford Highway?

SIGN-IN ACTIVITY: WHERE PEOPLE LIVE (ORANGE) OR WORK (BLUE)

AREAS IDENTIFIED AS MOST THE CRITICAL TRANSPORTAION NEEDS

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Neighborhood Workshop: August 16, 2014, 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
Sarah Smith Elementary Intermediate Campus: 4141 Wieuca Road

AGENDA
9:00 AM

Welcome and Introduction
Caleb Racicot, TSW

9:15 AM

- Summary of Feedback from Kickoff and Online Survey
- Overview of Existing Plans
- Format of Breakout Groups, Flexibility, and Ground Rules
Caleb Racicot, TSW

9:30 AM

Breakout Groups
Break into groups of focus. Each group will review existing plans and projects,
and depending on focus, will brainstorm a combination of future development
character, design, and transportation options.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Peachtree/Piedmont Corridor
Roswell Road Corridor
Residential Core
Area-wide Traffic Issues
Area-wide Public Spaces

12:00 PM

Breakout Group Presentations

12:45 PM

Next Steps
Caleb Racicot, TSW

1:00 PM

Adjourn

FUTURE MASTER PLAN MEETINGS
DRAFT Plan Presentation: 7PM, September 30, St. James Church
FINAL Plan Presentation: 7PM, December 4, St. James Church
St. James United Methodist Church is located at 4400 Peachtree-Dunwoody Road

TSW: Garrett Hyer, 404-873-6730 x109, ghyer@tsw-design.com

WELCOME

NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
WORKSHOP
AUGUST 16, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP
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North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

Where is North Buckhead?
Boundaries

Why is North Buckhead being studied?
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• A long-term vision for the neighborhood’s future
• A pro-active guide for development and preservation

– North: Atlanta/Sandy Springs line
– South: Peachtree Road

– Describing what should happen where

– East: Peachtree-Dunwoody Road

• A guide for the City of Atlanta

– West: Piedmont & Roswell Roads

– Future Land Use Plan Map and any Rezoning Activity
– Operational Projects (i.e. APD, code enforcement, etc.)
– Capital Improvement Projects (i.e. streetscapes, traffic calming, etc.)

Total Area
– 2.66 square miles

• A guide for other agencies

– 1,707 acres

– MARTA, Georgia DOT, BCID, etc.

– 2,573 parcels

• A guide for the neighborhood!
3
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August 16, 2014

PLAN OVERVIEW

August 16, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP
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ORIGINAL SURVEY

Planning Process

Fall 2013 Survey
255 survey participants

We are here.

- 68% NBCA members
Inventory &
Analysis

Visioning

Key Steps

Key Steps

Key Steps

Technical analysis

Visioning

Draft
recommendations

Review of existing
studies

August 16, 2014

Goals
Preliminary
Ideas

Draft Plan

- 32% non-members

Final Plan

Testing
Community feedback

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP
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KICKOFF MEETING: JULY 15

KICKOFF MEETING

Areas of Focus from Kickoff Meeting:

Biggest Problem
Intersections!

• Traffic
• Connectivity – Sidewalks, Crosswalks, Paths/Trails
• Access to Parks

• Wieuca / Phipps

• Access to Transit

• Habersham + Old Ivy / Piedmont

• Future Land Use Concerns at Borders and Transitions

• W. Wieuca + Wieuca / Roswell

• Design Standards for Development

• Lenox + Tower Place / Piedmont

• Code Enforcement

August 16, 2014
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RECENT ONLINE SURVEY

RECENT ONLINE SURVEY

What Do You Like MOST?

What Do You Like LEAST?

August 16, 2014
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MASTER PLAN GOALS

EXISTING PROJECTS

Resulting Goals Based on Feedback:

Around the Neighborhood…

• Preserving the neighborhood’s character and historic resources

• Transportation Enhancements
• PATH 400

• Creating a park-accessible neighborhood

• Parks

• Establishing a blueprint for growth

• Pedestrian Connectivity

• Addressing cut-through traffic and speeding

• New Developments Underway

• Protecting existing single-family areas

8
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• Promoting walking, bicycling, and transit use
• Targeting key intersections for transportation upgrades
• Making efficient use of existing transportation infrastructure
• Enhancing neighborhood services
August 16, 2014
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TODAY’S FORMAT

TODAY’S FORMAT

Tables are around the room to
brainstorm ideas. Each table has a
focus, but discussion is not limited to
that focus. All maps are the same.

Steps

Tables are around the room to
brainstorm ideas. Each table has a
focus, but discussion is not limited to
that focus. All maps are the same.

1. Review and discuss existing
plans or projects in area
2. Brainstorm Future
Development Character if
applicable

Breakout Tables
• Peachtree/Piedmont Corridor
• Residential Core

• Peachtree/Piedmont Corridor

3. Be considerate of others.

• Roswell Road Corridor

4. Be creative; think long-term.

• Residential Core
4. Prepare a Brief Summary for
Large Group

• Area-wide Traffic

5. Have fun!

• Area-wide Traffic

• Area-wide Public Space

• Area-wide Public Space
13

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP

August 16, 2014

2. Visit as many tables as you
wish. Comment Box also
available.

Breakout Tables

3. Brainstorm Transportation
and Public Space
aspirations

• Roswell Road Corridor

Ground Rules
1. We want to hear from
everyone.

14
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PROCESS REVIEW
Public Meetings

NORTH BUCKHEAD

Inventory &
Analysis

Visioning

Neighborhood
Kickoff

Neighborhood
Workshop

Draft Plan
Presentation

Final Plan
Presentation

July 15

Today

September 30

December 4

Draft Plan

Final Plan

NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
BREAKOUT GROUPS
AUGUST 16, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:

August 16, 2014

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP

August 16, 2014

NEXT MEETING
Draft Plan Presentation
• Review Key Findings
• Discuss Draft
Recommendations

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP
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RESOURCES
Draft Plan Presentation

Find all Master Plan Documents Online

Tuesday
September 30, 2014
7:00 PM

www.nbca.org/Plan

St. James United
Methodist Church
4400 Peachtree‐Dunwoody Rd

August 16, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP
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August 16, 2014
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NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
WORKSHOP
AUGUST 16, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:
August 16, 2014

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: WORKSHOP

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Public Workshop: August 16, 2014, 9:00 AM
Sarah Smith Elementary School Intermediate Campus

The following are summary comments from the breakout tables of the North
Buckhead Master Plan Workshop on August 16, 2014.
TABLE 1: PEACHTREE/PIEDMONT CORRIDOR


General discussion on connections to Buckhead Loop. Alexander Drive
extension and Stratford – opportunities and challenges



Retainer pond on N. Stratford, could be park space



Scale, density, zoning and taxation concerns

TABLE 2: ROSWELL ROAD CORRIDOR


Need to feed off of GDOT and Sandy Springs complete street
development standards



Coordinate with Chastain Park and E Chastain Neighborhood on the
other side of Roswell Road. Consider connecting Blue Heron Nature
Preserve to Chastain Park



Focus on Nodes that allow for potential greater development depth – I.E.
On Roswell Road around Wieuca and West Wieuca and also around
Habersham/Old Ivy/Piedmont



Consider traffic circles and/or major transportation improvements at
Wieuca/Roswell as well as Piedmont/Roswell



Transitions from single-family core to Roswell Road intensity



Street/crosswalk connections are important. Must think about Safety and
awareness.



Make the high tension electrical towers along Roswell Road part of the
long-term design for the corridor; celebrate them.

TABLE 3: RESIDENTIAL CORE


Neglected maintenance of streets and sidewalks



Street signs – none or overgrown – dirty



Speeding through neighborhood streets; traffic calming needed



Preservation of tree canopy, clear cutting by developers



North Stratford cul-de-sac discussion

TABLE 4: AREA-WIDE PUBLIC SPACES


Mixed use area – incentives for green roofs



Bike parking/storage at MARTA bridge



Bike rental along PATH 400 and mixed use area



Cameras and police patrols along PATH 400, not just at trailheads



Sidewalk legislation to require installation with new construction or
significant renovation (above $x value, for example)



Sidewalks on Peachtree Dunwoody to Little Nancey Creek Park



Make Wieuca a bike lane boulevard



Crosswalks at Wieuca, Peachtree-Dunwoody, Loridans, Roswell to make
MARTA accessible



Need connectivity from parks



Old Ivy at Allison, need crosswalk calming



Need more park space



Need to walk across GA400 on Lenox road



Pedestrian-activated crossing at right turns



Crosswalks – i.e. Wieuca and pine crest, Wieuca should not be cutthrough but local road

TABLE 5: AREA-WIDE TRAFFIC/TRANSPORTATION


Speed limit enforced



Enforce no blocking of intersections, creates gridlock



Red lights to prohibit turns to allow other traffic to flow



Phipps/Lenox – left turn needs reengineering



Use red arrows to prohibit right turns if needed



Enforce school zone speed limits (15mph)



Traffic calming features at important crosswalks and on busiest streets
where cars speed, i.e. painted/stamped or even raised crosswalks
o Old Ivy / Alanson
o Sarah Smith both locations
o Alexander / Phipps
o Pine crest Road



Repair existing sidewalks – Old Ivy



Sidewalks mandatory with any new construction



Stovall / Peachtree-Dunwoody signal

Workshop: Neighborhood Core Table

Workshop: Transportation Table

Workshop: Public/Open Space Table

Workshop: Roswell Road Table

Workshop: Summary/Synthesis Map

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Draft Plan Presentation: September 30, 2014, 7:00 PM
St. James Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

AGENDA
7:00 PM

- Welcome and Introduction
- Planning Process
- Summary of Feedback

7:30 PM

- Draft Recommendations
- Land Use
- Parks & Open Space
- Environment
- Transportation
- Infrastructure
- Urban Design/Historic Resources
-Q&A

8:00 PM

- Next Steps
- Prioritization of Pedestrian Improvements
- Adjourn

FINAL MASTER PLAN MEETING
Final Plan Presentation: 7PM, December 4, St. James Church
St. James United Methodist Church is located at
4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

TSW: Garrett Hyer, 404-873-6730 x109, ghyer@tsw-design.com

TONIGHT’S AGENDA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
D R A F T P L A N P R E S E N TAT I O N

Background
Master Plan Goals
Process Overview
Feedback and Events to Date
Draft Recommendations
Next Meeting
Closing Activity

SEPTEMBER 30, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:
September 30, 2014

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN

September 30, 2014

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

Where is North Buckhead?
Boundaries

Why is North Buckhead being studied?
• A long-term vision for the neighborhood’s future
• A proactive guide for development and preservation

– North: Atlanta/Sandy Springs line
– South: Peachtree & Piedmont Roads

– Describing what should happen where

– East: Peachtree Dunwoody Road

• A guide for the City of Atlanta

– West: Roswell Road

– Future Land Use Plan Map
– Operational Projects (i.e. APD, code enforcement, etc.)
– Capital Improvement Projects (i.e. streetscapes, traffic calming, etc.)

• A guide for other agencies
– MARTA, Georgia DOT, BCID, etc.

• A guide for the neighborhood!
September 30, 2014
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September 30, 2014

MASTER PLAN GOALS

PLAN OVERVIEW

Goals Based on Feedback:

Planning Process
We are here.

• Protecting existing single-family areas
• Preserving the neighborhood’s character and historic resources
• Creating a park-accessible neighborhood
• Establishing a blueprint for growth

Inventory &
Analysis

Visioning

Key Steps

Key Steps

Key Steps

Technical analysis

Visioning

Draft
recommendations

Draft Plan

Final Plan

• Addressing cut-through traffic and speeding
• Promoting safe and convenient walking, bicycling, and transit use
• Targeting key intersections for transportation upgrades
• Making efficient use of existing transportation infrastructure

Review of existing
studies

• Enhancing neighborhood services
September 30, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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September 30, 2014

Goals
Preliminary
Ideas

Testing
Community feedback

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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ONLINE SURVEY

ONLINE SURVEY

What Do You Like MOST?

What Do You Like LEAST?

September 30, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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KICKOFF MEETING: JULY 15

WORKSHOP: AUGUST 16

Areas of Focus:

Key Takeaways:

• Traffic

• Pedestrian Intersection Enhancements
Throughout Neighborhood

• Connectivity – Sidewalks, Crosswalks,
Paths/Trails

8

• Parks and Trail Connections Throughout
Neighborhood

• Access to Parks

• Traffic Calming Throughout Neighborhood

• Access to Transit

• Roswell Road Corridor Streetscape
Improvements and Land Use Changes

• Future Land Use Concerns at Borders
and Transitions
• Code Enforcement

September 30, 2014
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DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS

September 30, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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Recommendation Overview
• Recommendations present a long-term vision
• Assume willing property owners and developers
• Requires public and private support
• Based on public input, including workshops and focus groups

September 30, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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Types of Recommendations
Policies:
General guidelines that provide direction to the
implementation of the plan’s vision. They often
support recommended projects, and should serve
as the basis for future actions on the part of
decision makers.
Projects:
Specific tasks, such as transportation
improvements, studies, or signs, with a defined
cost and timeframe.
September 30, 2014
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Transportation Projects
• All projects are conceptual
• Most will require refinement
• Consideration of advantages and
disadvantages for different users that
must be considered on both technical and
contextual grounds
• Conformance with national engineering
guidelines (i.e. MUTCD, AASHTO, FHWA,
ITE, etc.)
• Local warrant studies

• Further study and implementation will
include community input
September 30, 2014
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Types of Transportation Projects

Types of Transportation Projects

• “Complete Streets”

• New sidewalks

• Not a project, per se
• Reflects a philosophy about
the road’s character
• Includes bicycle, pedestrian,
and vehicular upgrades
• Balances the needs of various
users and respects the land
use context

September 30, 2014

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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Sidewalks, ADA-ramps,
crosswalks

• New streetscapes
Sidewalks, ADA-ramps,
crosswalks, lighting, trees

• Crosswalk upgrade
Standard
Enhanced (calm traffic too)

17

September 30, 2014
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Existing Crosswalk (typical)

Basic Crosswalk (typical)
ADA‐Ramp
Crosswalk
Signs

September 30, 2014
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Enhanced Crosswalk (refuge)

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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Traffic Calming
• Crosswalks can
double as traffic
calming
• Must comply with
City procedures
• Focus on horizontal
elements
• Avoid speed humps
and bumps

ADA‐Ramp
Crosswalk
Signs
Refuge

September 30, 2014

September 30, 2014
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Rapid-Flash Beacon
Any Enhanced
Option
Rapid‐Flash
Beacon
Warrant Study

September 30, 2014
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PROCESS REVIEW
Public Meetings
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September 30, 2014

NEXT MEETING

Draft Plan

Neighborhood
Kickoff

Neighborhood
Workshop

Draft Plan
Presentation

Final Plan
Presentation

July 15

August 16

Today

December 4

September 30, 2014

Final Plan

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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Closing Exercise
1. Review recommendations.
2. Let us know what you think.

Tuesday
December 4, 2014
7:00 PM

• Report Final
Recommendations
• Discuss Steps Toward
Adoption

Did we get it right?
Comment cards, sticky notes
3. Tell us your priority per board (green dot)
4. Tell us if there is a recommendation that you
don’t like (red dot)

St. James United
Methodist Church

Master Plan Website

4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd

www.nbca.org/Plan

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN

NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
D R A F T P L A N P R E S E N TAT I O N
SEPTEMBER 30, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
& Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:
September 30, 2014

Visioning

Final Plan Presentation

Final Plan Presentation

September 30, 2014

Inventory &
Analysis

TSW

North Buckhead Master Plan: DRAFT PLAN
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NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Final Draft Plan Presentation: December 4, 2014, 7:00 PM
St. James Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

AGENDA
7:00 PM

- Welcome and Introduction
- Planning Process
- Summary of Feedback

7:15 PM

- Draft Recommendations + Recommendation Updates
- Land Use
- Parks & Open Space
- Environment
- Transportation
- Infrastructure
- Urban Design/Historic Resources
-Q&A

7:30 PM

- Full Sheet Comment Cards
- Review Planning Boards
- Adjourn

TSW: Garrett Hyer, 404-873-6730 x109, ghyer@tsw-design.com

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN

Background
Master Plan Goals
Process Summary
Feedback Received
Draft Recommendations
Closing Activity

F I N A L D R A F T P L A N P R E S E N TAT I O N
DECEMBER 4, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
+ Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:

TSW

December 4, 2014
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December 4, 2014

Context

Why A Master Plan?

Where is North Buckhead?
Boundaries

• A long-term vision for the neighborhood’s future
• A proactive guide for development and preservation
– Describing what should happen where

– North: Atlanta/Sandy Springs line

• A guide for the City of Atlanta

– South: Peachtree Road

– Future Land Use Plan Map
– Operational Projects (i.e. APD, code enforcement, etc.)
– Capital Improvement Projects (i.e. streetscapes, traffic calming, etc.)

– East: Peachtree Dunwoody Road
– West: Roswell Road + Piedmont Road

• A guide for other agencies
– MARTA, Georgia DOT, BCID, etc.

• A guide for the neighborhood!

December 4, 2014
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Master Plan Goals

Plan Overview

Goals Based on Feedback:

Planning Process

We are here.

• Protecting existing single-family areas
• Preserving the neighborhood’s character and historic resources
• Creating a park-accessible neighborhood
• Establishing a blueprint for growth

Inventory &
Analysis

Visioning

Key Steps

Key Steps

Key Steps

Technical analysis

Visioning

Draft
recommendations

Draft Plan

Final Plan

• Addressing cut-through traffic and speeding
• Promoting safe and convenient walking, bicycling, and transit use
• Targeting key intersections for transportation upgrades
• Making efficient use of existing transportation infrastructure

Review of existing
studies

• Enhancing neighborhood services
December 4, 2014
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Goals
Preliminary
Ideas

Testing
Community feedback
6

How Did We Get Here?

Recommendation Highlights

Outreach

• Recommendations present a long-term vision
• Assume willing property owners and developers
• Requires public and private support
• Based on public input, including workshops and focus groups

• Kickoff Meeting
• Community Workshop
• Draft Plan Presentation
• Stakeholder Committee Meetings (4 total)
• Website Outreach

Technical Considerations
• TSW, City of Atlanta Staff
• Resident experts

December 4, 2014
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Types of Recommendations

Land Use

Policies
General guidelines that provide direction to the
implementation of the plan’s vision. They often
support recommended projects, and should serve
as the basis for future actions on the part of
decision makers.

• Preserve existing single-family areas.
• Encourage mixed-use redevelopment
along Roswell Road:

8

• Street grid with redevelopment
• Potential NC or MRC zoning

Projects
Specific tasks, such as transportation
improvements, studies, or signs, with a defined
cost and timeframe.
December 4, 2014
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Land Use

Open Space

• Retain existing land use and zoning
policies.
• Provide strategic updates to the 15Year Future Land Use Map:

• Buckhead Collection
- Greenways along creeks
- Preserved floodplains
- Not publicly accessible

• The Blueway
• Potential future open spaces

- Low Density Mixed-Use on Roswell
Road
- Open Space at existing parks

December 4, 2014
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December 4, 2014
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Transportation

Transportation

• Complete streets

• All projects are conceptual
• Most will require refinement

• Sidewalks, bike facilities, potential traffic
calming

• Consideration of advantages and
disadvantages for different users that
must be reviewed on both technical
and contextual grounds
• Conformance with national
engineering guidelines (i.e. MUTCD,
AASHTO, FHWA, ITE, etc.)
• Local warrant studies

• Major intersection upgrades
• Roswell Road
• Short and long-term sidewalk upgrades
• Potential BRT (per Concept 3)
• Access management

• Further study and implementation
will include community input

• Bus upgrades
• Better stops, route 110 extension
December 4, 2014
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Types of Transportation Projects

Types of Transportation Projects

• “Complete Streets”

• New sidewalks

• Not a project, per se
• Reflects a philosophy about
the road’s character
• Includes bicycle, pedestrian,
and vehicular upgrades
• Balances the needs of various
users and respects the land
use context

December 4, 2014
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Sidewalks, ADA-ramps,
crosswalks

• New streetscapes
Sidewalks, ADA-ramps,
crosswalks, lighting, trees

• Crosswalk upgrade
Standard
Enhanced (calm traffic too)

15

December 4, 2014
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Infrastructure and
Facilities

Environment
• Preserve and enhance the tree canopy.

• Encourage the burial of low voltage utility
lines along Roswell Road and other areas
• Roswell Road Utility Art program

• Encourage:
• Xeriscaping and native species
• Sustainable development
• Green infrastructure
• Renewable energy

• Address crime on Roswell Road
• Neighborhood Watch Programs
• Walking Public Safety Audits

• Minimize exterior light pollution.
• Neighborhood Tree plantings

December 4, 2014

17

December 4, 2014
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Urban Design and Historic
Preservation

Next Steps
Final Feedback
- Written Public Feedback by December 19
- City Formal Feedback in December + January
Adoption Process
- TSW sends final document to City of Atlanta in January
- District 7 office brings plan to City Council for adoption in March
Master Plan Website
- Watch for updates
- www.nbca.org/Plan

• Encourage:
• Quality building materials
• High-quality architecture.

• Preserve historic buildings if feasible
• Incorporate public art into new projects
• Conceal parking with redevelopment
• Continue “branding” the neighborhood
• Historic Homes Preservation Study Committee
• Lowery Stephens Cemetery Historic Assessment
December 4, 2014
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20

December 4, 2014

Closing Exercise: Did We Get it Right?
1. Review recommendations.
2. Fill out a comment sheet.
3. Use other comment cards
as needed.

NORTH BUCKHEAD
NEIGHBORHOOD MASTER PLAN
F I N A L D R A F T P L A N P R E S E N TAT I O N
DECEMBER 4, 2014
Sponsored By: North Buckhead Civic Association
+ Council Member Howard Shook
Prepared By:

December 4, 2014
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December 4, 2014

TSW

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Stakeholder Meeting #1: August 11, 2014, 7:00 PM
St. James United Methodist Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

1. Welcome, Introductions, and Roles
2. Review Project Schedule, Goals, and Kickoff and Online Survey Feedback
3. Public Workshop Format Overview
4. Brainstorming: What should the tables focus on for the upcoming Public Workshop?
-

Sub-Area 1: Roswell Road North

-

Sub-Area 2: Roswell Road South

-

Sub-Area 3: Greater North Stratford Road

-

Sub-Area 4: Greater Phipps/Wieuca Road

-

Sub-Area 5: Greater Single Family Neighborhood

-

Neighborhood-wide Open Space Vision

5. Volunteers for table captains – at least one person per table. TSW will have three.
Responsibilities include facilitating discussion based on ground rules, recording
feedback, and reporting out to large group (or assigning to a community member).
Future Meetings
Public Workshop: 9AM – 1PM, August 16, Sarah Smith Elem. Intermediate Campus

Participate or volunteer with the planning team as the neighborhood talks though key issues

Stakeholder Meeting #2: 7PM, August 25, August 26, St. James Church

Review a synthesis of comments from the Public Workshop and assist the planning team sort out
initial plans and potential recommendations

Public Draft Plan Presentation: 7PM, September 30, St. James Church

Participate or volunteer with the planning team as we share with the neighborhood a draft
version of the Master Plan and recommendations

Stakeholder Meeting #3: 7PM, October 27, St. James Church

Review a refined version of the Master Plan and recommendations before we present it to the
public as final

Public Final Plan Presentation: 7PM, December 4, St. James Church

Participate or volunteer with the planning team as we share with the neighborhood a final
version of the Master Plan and recommendation

TSW Contact: Garrett Hyer, 404-873-6730 x109, ghyer@tsw-design.com

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Stakeholder Meeting #2: August 26, 2014, 7:00 PM
St. James United Methodist Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

AGENDA
1. Welcome
2. Review Public Workshop Synthesis Map (TSW will provide)
3. Feedback on Synthesis Map
4. Review Next Steps
5. Adjourn

Future Meetings
Public Draft Plan Presentation: 7PM, September 30, St. James Church

Participate or volunteer with the planning team as we share with the neighborhood a draft
version of the Master Plan and recommendations

Stakeholder Meeting #3: 7PM, October 27, St. James Church

Review a refined version of the Master Plan and recommendations before we present it to the
public as final

Public Final Plan Presentation: 7PM, December 4, St. James Church

Participate or volunteer with the planning team as we share with the neighborhood a final
version of the Master Plan and recommendation

TSW Contact: Garrett Hyer, 404-873-6730 x109, ghyer@tsw-design.com

NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN
Stakeholder Meeting #3: December 1, 2014, 7:00 PM

St. James United Methodist Church: 4400 Peachtree Dunwoody Road

AGENDA
1. Welcome
2. Online Survey Summary (Gordon Certain)
3. Review and Discuss Recommendations and Recent Changes (TSW)
4. Next Steps and Upcoming Public Meeting
5. Adjourn

Final Draft Plan Presentation
7PM, December 4, St. James Church

NBCA Fall 2013 Survey
Results

255 Survey Responses

Survey conducted October 13-21, 2013
North Buckhead Civic Association
October 24, 2013
This report is available at www.nbca.org/Fall2013Survey.htm

Survey Table of Contents
Question

Topic

1, 2, & 3 Survey taker information

Page
3 of 54

4

NBCA Direction

5

Which Parks Are Used?

10 of 54

6

Parks and Recreation Initiatives

16 of 54

7

New Parks & Recreation Projects?

21 of 54

8

Traffic Problems or Suggestions?

28 of 54

9

Volunteering for NBCA

43 of 54

Anything Else to Tell NBCA?

47 of 54

10

Send questions and comments to NorthBuckhead@Yahoo.com

4 of 54

Questions 1, 2, 3 – Name, Address, and Email

255 Responses

10/24/2013

Personal Information Not Reported

NBCA Fall 2013 Survey - 3 of 54

Question 4 – NBCA Direction

255 Responses
49 Text Comments
See Next Pages
10/24/2013

NBCA Fall 2013 Survey - 4 of 54

Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

Yes

Buff Dr

Yes

Carmain Dr

Yes

Chateaugay Ln

Yes

Conifer Cir (longleaf)

Yes

Conifer Park Ln

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

You need to make sure that when you look at these things‐ like parks, zoning, sidewalks, etc, that you include
people from the neighborhood/area that are being affected directly. All views should be listened to & represented.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

I do not understand when people complain about traffic congestion and speeding in the nbhd. There is NO traffic
that I can see and hardly what you would consider congestion. The signs in people's yards "We LiveHere" I find
almost arrogant. WE ALL live somewhere and the streets are Public Streets, so stop acting like you are the only ones
with any right to use them and we are intruders into your PRIVATE space. As long as people observe traffic
laws..give it a rest!

Yes

Glengary Dr

Condition of roads should be a high priority. Many of the streets are in sad disrepair.

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Ivy Chase

10/24/2013

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?
In my opinion, the reason we belong to NBCA is to be informed about the above issues‐the relative importance of
which varies by level of individual interest. Must we omit some topics?
Our streets are a disaster and in need of repaving. Because of infill housing, streets that never flooded during heavy
rains look like rivers.
Communications relating to Crime, lost pets, dangers in the area, etc. are most valuable.
Excellent job. Thanks so much for your time and effort!
NBCA does a great job at getting timely information out to members. Thank you for your service.
Speed around the neighborhood is a problem. As is the constant avoidance of stop signs. The construction at the
corner of Longleaf Drive and Phipps Blvd. is horrific
Zoning and land use, communications and having events/functions that get the neighborhood together should be
what the civic association should be involved in.

Bikers ignore traffic law and are dangerous. Sarah smith is at risk of becoming the apartment school and we really
need to protect our property values
FYI, respondent is female, 65+, retired, lives alone, no children, no grandchildren. Answers probably influenced by
preceding facts.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?
Use your NBCA Facebook page much more frequently. Would be be er to get info here rather than email messages.

Yes

Ivy Knoll

Open a Twi er account and use it (and link it to your Facebook page to simplify pos ng info).
Social media will get you many more residents following your organization, especially the younger adults!
Speed tables installed.
Sidewalks
Path 400 impact
Crosswalks on heaviy‐travelled roads should be at signalized crossings only. I feel that crosswalks without lights of
some kind is asking for trouble.
Blue Heron Nature Preserve could be better manicured. Especially across from Pikes. Right now it isn't eye
appealing at all.
I would like to see a dog park in the area.
Get the word out to people to use sidewalks we have and educate about safety issues of walking with their back to
cars traveling in the same direction.

Needs to
renew

Ivy Rd

Yes

Ivy Rdg

No

Ivy Rdg

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Yes

Loridans Dr

Speeding, safety, and crime awareness / prevention are of the most importance

Loridans Dr

parks and playgrounds are a good thing, but we need to make sure that they don't negatively impact homeowners
in the immediate area of the park. For example, traffic, parking and security concerns often have a harmful effect
on not only close in homes, but the neighborhood in general.

Yes

I am curious why there is so much talk about yard signs all of a sudden. Signs have always been out during election
periods. There are builders signs all over year round and nothing has been men oned previously.

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

10/24/2013

Also, a resident on Loridans has had an overgrown yard for many years and her car is back up inch by inch over time
as trash flows from her house. She has been a reported hoarder for a long time.
Extremely concerned abou the congestion we'll be faced with in the coming years with all the new planned
construction and especially the new shopping/living center in sandy springs.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?
Need road maintenance. Every time I meet someone who bicycles and tell them my street name (Mountain Way), I
am immediately an object of their anger. The street is horribly in need of resurfacing (and has been to the 17 years
we've lived on it). The recent patches may have helped delay further deterioration of the roadbed, but the patches
exacerbated the roughness of the road.
There should be more concentration on infrastucture problems and each time a patch needs to be repatched (some
times 4 or 5 times)the NBCA should post signs by each patch noti9ng the number of times a repair has occurred so
we can properly eveluate city provided services
The Mountain Way Commons plan appears to have the potential to enhance property values, which we would like.
Our concerns are: (1) will the dams in any way affect the creek on our property (e.g., will the dams cause flooding
and/or a reduction in depth on our part of the creek)?(2) will the new plan generate unwanted traffic and parking in
front of our house? (3) will excess removal of vegetation create more noise and reduce wildlife habitat? Your
response would be most appreciated.

Needs to
renew

Mountain Way

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

I would like to see the reduction/elimination of rental homes that are not rented to families/individuals. Homes
rented to individuals (3‐4 or more) who sublet rooms is incongruent with the family oriented neighborhood.

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Still trying to get speed humps on Old Ivy,Stratford ,Longleaf but no response from traffic study management

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Old Ivy, like Weiuca, and as a cut‐through, is rife with speeding; especially near Sarah Smith Elementary where I live.
Therefore, I have a keen interest on traffic and pedestrian safety efforts.

10/24/2013

Keeping our community safe is a top priority for me.
In order to accelerate progress and increase efficacy, perhaps we should assign neighbors in each "zone" of North
Buckhead to police such initiatives (e.g. overgrown yards, eyesores, etc.)
I would like to see more speed bumps in our area. North Stratford Road NE is very dangerous with speeders. I would
also like to coordinate or help coordinate additional patroling from either a off duty cop or talk with city for
additional patrols.
I have emailed the police and the NCBA repeatedly regarding dangerous drivers in the intersection at
Buff/Carmain/N Stratford between 7:15‐8:30 am and 5‐6:15 pm. Despite some attention from the police, the
problem remains as bad as ever.
No. 1 priority is traffic. If the city continues to allow unlimited high‐density development all around us, with no
improvements to roadways, we won't have a functional neighborhood in 10 years.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?

Yes

Park Ave

Traffic is totally horrible and only getting worse. Build the infrastructure BEFORE any more development of any kind.
It's time for a HUGE moratorium on any type of development, especially, apartments, condos, retail and office! We
can't support what we have now...it's time to STOP IT ALL!!!!!!!!

Yes

Park Ave

Most important ‐ zoning, traffic, overbuilding

Yes

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd NBCA has always done an excellent job in all of these areas. We are so thankful.
Item 5 (Pedestrian signalized x‐walks) this is a bear; having too many (unused for the most part) and the auto‐buffs
getting very testy over having to stop for pedestrians.

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

Needs to
renew

Rickenbacker Way

We can't stop the growth, but we can do something about the neighborhood streets being used as cutthroughs

Yes

Rickenbacker Way

They're all important. But there are limited resources. You're doing a great job now.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Love more greenspace but if it is just to have more playgrounds for kids, say no. Love kids, but parents are a BIG
problem. Have a plot at the LNCP Comm.Garden, which was great until the playground opened. My grdn
ornaments have been vandalized, parents park for playground at garden lot (why?when spaces at ground level are
so much better&empty)& parents flip the bird when one gently mentions gardeners need the pkg to unload & haul
grdn stuff. Very tired of rude & entitled parents.

Yes

Stratford Pl

Gordon Certain does a really great job with the email newsletter. I always read them. Part of that is the sample
ballot before elections. That is a great service.

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Overgrown yards on Loridans need to be addressed

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Illegal signs, overgrown lots, and other esthetic concerns still are a big problem. It might be practical and helpful to
have a "sign kiosk" for residents to post lost dogs and other needs, plus for workers to advertise, rather than tack up
signs, along with a media blitz from NBCA/police saying illegal signs will be taken down and fines applied.

Yes

Whittington Dr

Many thanks for the helpful, and selfless, work of Certain and the board..

Needs to
renew

Whittington Dr

I think NBCA does a great job in all these areas.

Yes

Wieuca Rd

10/24/2013

Sidewalks for Wieuca Rd ‐ please.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?

Wieuca Rd

NBCA provides AWARENESS on each of these issues. I am most grateful for the job that you do in keeping the
neighborhood informed.

Wieuca Rd

I guess that my emphasis here is on community safety, particularly where the children are concerned.

Non‐resident

[Pharr Rd]

Peachtree and Pharr Rd. needs a turn signal badly.

Non‐resident

[Rdgdale Park]

10/24/2013

I think you're doing a fine job......love the Christmas tree sale!
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Question 5 – Which Parks Are Used?

255 Responses
50 Text Comments
See Next Pages
10/24/2013
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Question 5 – Which Parks Are Used?
Where are Current/Future Parks?

1. Chastain Park: West Wieuca Road at Lake Forrest Drive to Powers Ferry Road
2. Blue Heron Nature Preserve: 4055 Roswell Road. Also at Emma Lane cul-desac.
3. Tower Place Park: Just northeast of Tower Place high-rise, 3340 Peachtree Road
4. PATH400 (planned): Mostly along GA400 right-of-way. 2014 efforts: Tower Place
to Old Ivy Road.
5. North Buckhead Park: Wieuca Road at Phipps Blvd. (northwest corner)
6. Little Nancy Creek Park: 4012 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
7. Mountain Way Common (Planned): Mountain Way at GA400
8. Lowrey-Stevens Cemetery (Planned): Loridans Drive at GA400 (southeast
corner)

10/24/2013
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

The only reason I don't use our greenspace more often is due to frequent work travel. I'm a advocate of continuous
support regardless.

Yes

Beverly Ln

Don't walk alone of Blue Heron Trail

Yes

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?

Brookhaven Springs Ct We have a 14 year old....that explains it!

Yes

Buff Dr

Needs to
renew

Carlton Rdg

Yes

Creek Wood Close

Yes

Glengary Dr

We use Chastain park often because baseball happens there. We do not use the playground there. We used to when
my child was <2.

Yes

Glengary Dr

We are long over‐due to visit the Blue Heron Preserve.

Yes

Glengary Dr

We are at NYO more than anywhere else.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Way

Yes

Ivy Chase

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

10/24/2013

Did not know about parks ‐ North Buckhead and Tower Place?
We are so impressed with LNCP and the effort put in by the board to make it a reality. Our only complaint would be
the lack of sidewalks from Carlton Ridge to the park. We have to cross Peachtree Dunwoody twice to get to the park
and have sidewalk access the entire way.
At Chastain, there is actually little of the Park available for public use (vs. golf, NYO, etc.)

To call the N.Buckhead Park a park at all is really a joke. It's so tiny only a couple of people could sit on a bench. Is
much better than a concrete median but a "Park" it's not. The other green spaces are definitely an improvement in
our lack of parks in this area. I don't know how you would go about getting any space for a spot in the community
garden?
The community gardens are closed to new people and the Nancy Creek Park cost too much to qualify to use the
garden area.
I would LOVE to use the parks more. The lack of usage is my own fault . . . plus uncertainty about parking, security,
etc.
I have supported and would like to use a dog park. My children are grown and, unfortunately, grandkids do not live
here.
If we were younger, we would use all of the above. Our children are grown and grandchildren live out of town. We
think the parks are wonderful. Keep up the good work!
New to neghborhood
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?
I have always wished there was a place to play with my dog off leash. There is almost no where in Atlanta to throw a
ball for my
dog off leash. I understand the issues with safety but I still think it's a shame that all the parks are for children and
children's sports and none are for dog owners.

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

No

Ivy Rd

Used to use a lot when my kids were younger

Yes

Ivy Rdg

The area in front of Little Nancy Creek and the Blue Heron Nature Preserve on Roswell Rd in front of Pike's really
needs to be cleaned up...It is a complete eye sore from the rest of Roswell Rd...The big grass could be cut for a start
and the wild red leaf plants cut from the road.

Needs to
renew

Meadowbrook Dr

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Glad these are available and intend to use Blue Heron more frequently.

The property ought to fit gently into i
Haven't even hear about some of these parks. I would use nancy creek park more but parking is terrible.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Though we don't use these parks at present, we would be inclined to use them in the future. We urge that design
proposals be public and subject to resident feedback. We also hope that these parks would be for local residents.
We're also concerned that the proposed dams on the creek in the Mountain Way Commons may have negative
impact on the parts of the creek that run through the Blue Heron Nature Preserve & Little Nancy Creek Park. Dams
can have negative impact and unintended consequences.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

drive by them, but never stop....

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Need dog walking paths

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Although have never been, I do like hearing about activities at the Blue Heron Nature Preserve

10/24/2013

I wish we could more easily access Little Nancy Creek Park via sidewalk‐ we use it almost daily. In addition, can't wait
to see what happens with the Mountain Way Common. Hope to see a playground there, and good security!
I mostly use a park for the playground area, so if there isn't one, I probably wouldn't go. If it's just me out, I like
walking around the neighborhood...of course, I wish there were more sidewalks.
The only reason I have not used the parks that I marked never is because we have temporarily moved away and have
not been back since they opened. I think we will use them when we move back next summer. The parks are very
important. I also think we need to have more police presence and keep the crime down. A true neighborhood watch
might be an idea in the future.
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Yes

Olde Ivy Sq

Yes

Park Ave

Yes

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd

Yes

Peachtree Rd

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?
Blue Heron has become and eyesore rather than an oasis of Nature in an urban setting which it was intended to be.

We have enjoyed the great Li le Nancy Creek park
with our Greatgrandchildren.
I assume that North Buckhead Park is the one at intersection of Wieuca and Phipps.
Blue Heron has become and eyesore rather than an oasis of Nature in an urban se ng which it was intended to be.
Overgrowth makes this area forbidding and anything but a Park or Greenspace.
The property ought to fit gently into its urban setting; therefor it cannot be a complete wilderness as it might be in a
more remote country side.

Needs to
renew

Pinecrest Rd

Proximity and time are key.

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

We used them when our grandchild was young, but not as often now.

Yes

Rickenbacker Way

While I don't personally use the parks, they are necessary for children. I walk to Brookhaven, and most people won't
walk that far.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

See previous comment. Until this year, I was a great gardener at LNCP Comm. Garden. Got so tired this year of the
bratty parents parking at our garden (when plenty of pkg was available @ the lower lot, which blows my mind as why
do they insist on parking @ the garden lot which is crummy & then they have to walk downhill w/o a path? The
lower surface lot & path are so much better to access the McDonaldland playground. They traipse thru the garden
and harvest plants&vandalize ornaments.So rude.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

I used them more in the past when my child was younger.

Yes

Stovall Ter

I don't even know what North Buckhead Park and Tower Place Park are!

Yes

Stratford Pl

I am unfamiliar with the two I didn't mark. We always enjoy Blue Heron, and Little Nancy Creek is great too.

Yes

Valley Green Dr

10/24/2013

We fully support more parks in Buckhead ‐ especially with running trails!
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Yes

Whittington Dr

While I'm not a park USER, I feel they are an extremely important benefit for the character of our neighborhood. I
also would like the board to at least converting the "catch basin" off North Stratford into a lake. I think it might be
able to resemble the lake in Garden Nills‐‐ Ducks and Swans and Geese, Oh My!!!!

Needs to
renew

Whittington Dr

My kids are grown so I don't use the closer, newer parks. I walk/run at Chastain weekly, and also use the tennis
center there, and my son uses the golf course. My youngest child is a senior in high school at Galloway so we are at
Chastain frequently.

Yes

Wieuca Overlook

Yes

Wieuca Rd

I'm 82 onm a walker

Wieuca Rd

Just having all of this greenspace available makes our neighborhood so much more desirable.

Wieuca Rd

Again, though I don't use the park areas, we have a lot of kids in this area, and I think that we owe it to them to have
these spaces.

Wieuca Rd

I have only visited Little Nancy Creek once so far, but hope to do so from time to time in the future.

Wieuca Rd

We need bathrooms at little nancy creek park

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Yes
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Non‐resident

Wieuca Trce
[Fountain Oaks Ln]

10/24/2013

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?

no young children

never heard of these parks: North Buckhead Park and Tower Place Park
Spend 1.5 to 2 hours a day walking at Chastain.
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255 Responses
36 Text Comments
See Next Pages
10/24/2013
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

Yes

Arden Way

Yes

Buff Dr

Needs to
renew

Emma Ln

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

10/24/2013

PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: North Buckhead is the site of several important
initiatives involving parks, greenspace, and recreation. Information about each of these
projects is available at this link: www.nbca.org/FALL2013.htm.
Not aware of all projects
New and improved parks should be NBCA's top priority with the Mountain Way Common and PATH400 being my
personal top priorities.
We live near Mountain Way and we are concerned about the increased traffic, crime and loss of the natural
environment. I support clearing the park so people can visit but in a more natural way instead completely clearing
the habitat that has grown there. I also don't want people parking in front of our house or have more speed bumps
added. I don't want a futuristic‐looking park with a lot of amenities.
The Emma Lane portion of the Blue Heron seems to get a great deal LESS attention than the Rickenbacker portion.
We do, however, appear to get more attention from those seeking a place to party, loiter and other activities that are
less than desirable on your street.
I am very excited about the prospects for new and improved public spaces in our neighborhood.
f I wanted parks and traffic I would have moved to chastain park. We bought on. Quiet street without a lot of
pedestrian and motor traffic on purpose and don't want that to change.
I support the restoration of the Lowrey‐Stevens Cemetery if it is done properly/respectfully without playgrounds/bike
paths/etc on top or nearby it. Be respec ul of the cemetery.
I oppose any park/recreation area that does not consider the families it directly impacts.
We don't want cars parked in the intersection of Loridans and Glengary Drive. We already have enough traffic in that
area.
I do not want a path connecting Cheshire bridge area with anything on our side of town. I left down there for a
reason.
I hope the MWC is successful. Not sure how under an overpass will be for a park.
I think the Path 400 is definitely a huge intrusion on the people who back up to it. They will have strangers walking
,biking,skating, dogs barking. All day every day in their back yard.. It definitely exposes them to more thefts,
burglaries and other nuisences. I know there were hearings, but those homeowners were completely ignored.
Maybe they can put up the 'We live Here" signs. We do need places like that,but not when they r directly exposed to
private homes.
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Our street is a cut through we have a blind curve, and three hills with no sidewalks or speed claming solution. We
don't need any additional items which will bring traffic to our street without a solution to the speeder and bikers who
travel at speeds in excess of 35MPH.
Support the PATH400 project IF, and only IF, it does not negatively affect Glenridge Place. (on Ivy Chase) As far as I
have been able to tell, the walking trail will remain outside the wall. Is this correct?

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Ivy Chase

Yes

Ivy Chase

I need to take time to see and learn more about these places.

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

New to neighborhood

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

I don't have enough information to comment on this.

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

Don't know details about these but support improving greenspace. (Don't want to take time now to research).

Loridans Dr

Having paths which would allow access into this heavely wooded area would certainly create a security concern for
the approximately 20‐25 homes which currently border the planned park and cemetery area. In addition many of the
graves are unmarked or are marked with small fieldstones.
The educational and historic interests of the public could be much better served by a small enclosure next to the 400
path and cemetery which with a hostoric marker whic tells the history of the L/S Cemetery.

Yes

Mountain Dr

I think the new park initiative (Mountain Way Common) is a great idea. I believe it will increase safety in the area
(not so "deserted") and improve river quality (remove a "dumping ground"), as well as provide a great park for the
neighborhood.

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Yes

N Ivy Rd

I believe we should fix existing infrastructure as opposed to building more assets that will not be maintained. There is
on reason to believe the city will maintian new infrastructure when it dos not maintain existing infrastructure

Yes

N Ivy Rd

With respect to the 3rd and 4th items above, please see our earlier comments. It is our understanding that FEMA has
imposed a 75 ft setback on the creek. We assume your plans will comply with all of the setback rules.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

support everything except a playground on corner of N Ivy Rd and Mountain Road; don't want cars parked all along
the neighborhood streets and increased noise

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

10/24/2013

Don't know what that last one is and I live right off loridans

I am affected by the trail
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Yes

N Stratford Rd

I'm not sure it makes sense to support small area improvements (not to say these are not important however) as the
majority of residents are using larger areas such as Nancy Creek Park‐‐let's plow our resources into these larger
projects that are better, more useful and affect and accommodate more people.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I am excited about the 400 trail, but don't want the neighborhood to be TOO accessible or unsafe because of it.

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

The 400 trail is set for my backyard. I like my privacy now but am against this trail which will invade my privacy.

Yes

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

WE need to support our parks and green space, and social functions are a great way! Let's have more, and have social
committees to help. I understand that there is a HUGE waiting list for advertising in the new letter, well lets have an
online advertising section and sell ads or increase the news letter. Having paying customers is a GOOD thing to have
in this economy, why are we not taking advantage of it????

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd We are not aware of the cemetery
Trees Atlanta offered a walking tour of Path 400 Trail last Friday, Inman Park Section. Trail was much used by
walkers, roller skaters, dog walkers, etc. APD bike patrols frequently. The tour was attended by 22 people from
Canterbury. NONE of them knew of the Path 400 Trail efforts in our neighborhood. They are interested; they were
impressed and asked for more. Livable Buckhead has NOT responded to my previous invites for presentations. Could
NBCA assist?

Yes

Peachtree Rd

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Unfortunately, I'm unaware of the last one about the Cemetery restoration.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Will support these projects if they are aimed at true green space, not McDonaldland playgrounds for parents to
dump their kids. I do not know enough about all of these projects to have an informed opinion. I do feel that the Blue
Heron NP is something as nature intended so support it + the cemetary project. LNCP is a lost cause as a
McDonaldland place. How much better it wld be to have parks where kids can play in nature, not manufactured
artifical places. But those opinions get bulldozed.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Need to connect to other longer trails and larger green spaces.

Yes

Stovall Ter

I dont know anything about the last one.

Yes

Stratford Pl

Little Nancy Creek really fulfills a need. There are lots of people there almost every time I pass it. We really enjoy that
li le bit of nature (Blue Heron) just oﬀ of Roswell Rd. I think it's lovely.
I'm not familiar with the last two.

10/24/2013
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Valley Green Dr
Wieuca Ter

10/24/2013

I've actually never heard about that cemetery! Kind of embarrassing!
As far as the cemetery restoration, I assume from what I've read it is a small, tiny cemetery and the restoration
consists of erecting a historical marker of some kind.
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44 Responses
See Next Pages

10/24/2013
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.
I don't.
When mproving pedestrian safety through adding sidewalks, it would be nice to investigate the cost benefit to adding
push bu on automated flashing lights to no fy cars that pedestrians are at that spot/intending to cross.

Yes

Allison Dr

Yes

Arden Way

Yes

Camden Park Ct

Yes

Carmain Dr

The existing pedestrian crosswalk signs also need to be moved in order to not impede the view of the pedestrians to
cars on Old Ivy at all sections by Sarah Smith on Land O'Lakes, Old Ivy Circle and Allison Dr. In some cases, continuing
the sidewalk on the South side of Old Ivy where there are no sidewalks would also improve the safety of passage with
visibility of the pedestrians.
Any additional off‐road bike trails that can be identified.
restroons at LNCP would be very helpful.
Future project suggestion: purchase the Kirch property at 42XX Carmain Dr for $800K and fence for use as a dog
run/park.
:‐)

Yes

Creek Wood Close

Yes

Glengary Dr

10/24/2013

greater public access at Chastain
None. We have enough. Don't want increased traffic or parked cars
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Yes

Glengary Dr

With the beautification of Peachtree and the GA 400 Path, we have posed an idea to keep the Path away from the
residential neighborhoods & to make the area truly walkable/livable. I have proposed that the 400Trail end at
Wieuca. Weiuca could be built to better suit walking between Peachtree and Roswell Road. Continuous sidewalks
with a beautification of the bridge over 400 and nice street lights would make a world of difference. We could then
walk to places we actually use. (No family is going to use the 400Path to walk to dinner at loca luna in Miami Circle.
It's ridiculous to think so. We live here because we have small kids that we want in sarah smith. Small kids don't walk
that far & don't at at loca luna...) However ‐ I know a lot of families that would walk to Twisted Taco, Fellini's, Willy's,
Learning Express, etc. Right now we can't (or it is unsafe) because of the lack of sidewalks.
Focus efforts on projects that actually make sense for the people who live in the area.

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes, get our streets re‐paved. We have been in our house since 1980 ‐ our street has never been re‐paved.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

Why don't we wait a bit and see how these new projects work out and how well they are utilized. Before we jump
ahead with more projects?

Yes

Glengary Dr

What good are parks and green space if a child is going to get killed walking to the park.

Needs to
renew

Herrington Dr

Purchase of older homes that maybe targets for tear downs for new homes could be potential park locations which
could spread needed green space around the neighborhood.

Yes

Herrington Dr

Is there any thoughts on doing a community pool? Similar to chastain?? Just a thought.

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

I would support a dog park, somewhere in North Buckhead.

Ivy Park Ln

A dog park would be nice.

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Trim the tress overhanging Rickenbacker from the blue heron preserve

Needs to
renew

Lakemoore Dr

Focus on the PATH400

Ivy Rd

10/24/2013

Idea for mini‐park (trailhead) Land along ivy road ne near Lenox loop could be Green space as the new,trail is,coming.
There is one vacant homesite and the remainder of the space is city or GA DOT
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Mayfair Rd

WIth or without the Path400 project, the underpass of Old Ivy below GA400 is a frequently used and woefully dark
space. I would strongly encourage/support adding at a minimum streetlights and hopefully cameras to help insure a
safe walkway for our neighborhood.

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

In design of the Mt. Way Commons, please erect fence barriers at the top of the bridge abutment and along property
lines to keep curious children and more importantly people with illegal intent from trespassing onto private
property... this includes the right of way along the road. Much of the right of way is not fenced and completely open
to trespassing. We have enough crime in the neighborhood without inviting more. Vagrants have been encountered
walking along the Ga 400 right of way right in our back yard.

Needs to
renew

Mountain Way

Clean up, trim, and maintain the areas around the Little Nancy Creek bridges (Southwest side of Wieuca Road bridge,
and Northwest side of Rickenbacker)

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

I think concentrating on the resources we have is the best idea.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

None until existing infrastructure is brought up to reasonable standards

Yes

N Ivy Rd

No Comment

Needs to
renew

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Before we start any new projects I think we should make sure we have safe access for all to the parks and recreation
facilities we do have. This would include sidewalks on the N. Buckhead side so that our residents can access LNCP
without having to cross Ptree Dunwoody twice.
With the development of Mountain Way Common we should also find ways for folks on the other side of Wieuca to
access that park.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

?

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Hard to support new small projects when we have Chastain close by

N Stratford Rd

I don't have any ideas, but I strongly encourage starting projects only on larger plots of land versus a lot of small
plots. In addition, I think we should have a running list of the parks (big and small) and the amenities of each. I am
not familiar with what each of parks (outside of LIttle Nancy Creek) generally has to offer.

Yes

10/24/2013
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I would LOVE to see the city put a playground on the lot that is for sale on the corner of Mountain Drive and North
Ivy! It would be so great to have a neighborhood gathering place with a place for the kids to play. (There is a great,
smaller playground on a similar footprint in Sandy Springs at the Morgan Falls park.) If not in the budget, maybe
consider an alternative route to Little Nancy Creek park via North Straford in a "back entrance"? In addition, has the
neighborhood ever considered a pool and/or tennis facility, similar to Garden Hills?

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Would be nice to have a simple bathroom or porta‐a‐potty at Little Nancy Creek Park for families. We've seen lots of
people peeing in the bushes, mostly children, but some adults.

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

Yes
Yes
Yes

Maybe a dog park and/or dog friendly walking trail.

See above! And we should not be shy, and I am sure that Gordon isn't, about asking the City for money. Buckhead
Old Ivy Ln
basically supports a lot of areas of the City that pay virtually NO taxes and also suck up the use of the municipalities!
That is one reason Howard Shoo has been so great!
I love what's going on. Small pocket parks are always welcome. We should also keep in mind that spaces where the
Old Ivy Rd
public can gather are a priority.
Not able to be very ac ve with projects but are
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd very interested in all of the ac vi es and most
appreciative of all that is done for our area.

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

10/24/2013

Let's NOT get too excited, throwing our support every which way and thus not accomplishing much of anything.
none
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Would so love to see a true comm.garden/urban farm in the neighborhood. Urban agriculture is the future and it
needs a place in our neighborhood. As I mentioned, am so tired of working my comm.garden plot & the parents park
in all the parking spaces for us & I sometimes I have to park behind them,& then they walk by as they come up from
the playground & say to their kids, "see the gardener, what is she growing?" & I show them & offer a bite & am
friendly. Then they walk to their vehicle parked in the spot designated for gardeners & I follow them & say, in a
friendly way, just to raise your awareness, the reason the sign here asks that this be reserved for gardeners is
because we have to haul in heavy supplies & plants & such so we really need to park here so next time, could you
please park elsewhere? The parents get very huffy. They are very offended, they say, b/c they are busy & they just
want their kids to see the garden?Makes sense not?Weary of brat parents pulling the kid card

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Safer bicycling/walking along Wieuca and other roads. In some areas sidewalks are unusable, and bike lanes littered
with debris, forcing cyclists into the road. Need traffic slowing/calming along Wieuca and Ptree‐Dunwoody.

Yes

Whittington Dr

How about an almost " ready‐made" lake. No boats or swimming)

No

Whittington/Ivy

With Path400 and associated parks coming soon, we need to make sure that our surface streets provide safe access
to these great amenities. This includes sidewalks, crosswalks, bike lanes, etc that will be critical to making them
accessible by all North Buckhead residents. There should be a safe way for every resident to access these areas on
foot.
This is especially true where Path400 crosses Lenox Rd/Buckhead Loop. As a resident of North Buckhead who works
in Tower Place, I want to be able to use the path to access my job. We need a SAFE and RELIABLE way to get from Ivy
Rd to Tower Place. Right now, it seems crazy that we have to cross 10 lanes of speeding traffic to do so.

Non Resident

[Fountain Oaks Ln]

Non Resident
Member

[Rdgdale Park]

10/24/2013

Widen the path at Chastain along Powers Ferry Rd. Plus, additional parking. Dangerous during rush hour when
people park on side streets and walk across lake Forrest with traffic backed up.
Abandoned, slow to sell lots within the bodies of neighborhoods seem to be underutilized locations for potential
playgrounds within neighborhoods and could be accessed without having to cross very busy streets with high speed
traffic like Ptree Dunwoody Road or Roswell Road.
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.
Strong need for central gathering place for func ons, fes vals, people watching‐interac on.

Non Resident
Member

[Riverview Rd]

Non Resident

[Woods Cir]

Preferably near high density core and transit.

10/24/2013

Can the PATH trail be extended from Chastain to Lenox Square? And/or have the PATH 400 trail continue to Chastain.
Also, what about the BUC running the Wieuca Rd Corridor from Chastain to Lenox as well?
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Question 8 – Traffic Problems of Suggestions?

109 Responses
See Next Pages

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Lenox and Roxboro Roads should be widened to four lanes each as soon as possible.
New mass transit, including development of a Peachtree Road street car line, should also be pursued as soon as
possible.

Yes

Arden Way

Use of off‐duty police officers to direct traffic, in particular out of private facilities, needs to be regulated or even
stopped. In my experience, they actually appear to significantly contribute to traffic congestion with their lack of
coordination and apparent sole focus on the needs of the entities paying their salaries. This problem is especially
acute in the Buckhead/Lenox Road Loop and Piedmont Road areas. If such private traffic control is going to continue,
requirements for training of such police officers and requirements for how traffic is directed should be implemented
as soon as possible.

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

My biggest complaint is speeding on Old Ivy. I've only been in the neighborhood just under 3 years & have heard from
neighbors that an initiative to put speed bumps on Old Ivy Rd failed some years ago because the road was
determined to be a 'cut through'. I don't know the details but if this information is correct, that is exactly WHY we
need speed bumps on Old Ivy Rd. I don't have children but I have dogs & many neighbors whose children I care about.
In my opinion, Old Ivy Rd is not safe for pedestrians.

Yes

Arden Way

Whose jurisdiction is Peachtree Dunwoody road? That street is out of control. Can we hook up with Brookhaven and
share the responsibility of putting patrols out there?

Yes

Arden Way

Congestion on Weiuca and Old Ivy during the holidays. Is there a solution to help?

Yes

Beverly Ln

1.Wieuca Road as a cut through. Too much speeding.
People cross into the bike lane to avoid traﬃc bumps.
2. Crosswalks removed from Roswell Road, hard to cross Roswell Road to get over to Chastain Park.

Yes

Brookhaven Springs Ct

Yes

Buff Dr

Yes

Buff Dr

10/24/2013

That's the 60 million dollar question that even our local politicians have been unsuccessful in resolving. I have no
idea, but the traffic doesn't affect my commute, so I'm very fortunate and less concerned!
‐Turning at North Stra ord onto Wieuca
‐Turning Left at Ivy into Wieuca
Speed traps by the police officers; people frequently speed down Wieuca and Ptree Dunwoody. They could make a
lot of money.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Street
Carlton Rdg
Carmain Dr

Yes

Chateaugay Ln

Yes

Conifer Cir (longleaf)

Yes

Creek Wood Close

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Speeding along Peachtree Dunwoody. Could we place a speeding meter along the road near LNCP?
The only recommendation that I see that would address this problem would be to have more Atlanta Police presence
in our area as opposed to south Atlanta.
Loridans an Wieuca are close to needing some type of light during rush hour. Maybe just a yellow flash for Wieuca at
other times.
It is becoming more difficult to turn left from Longleaf at Phipps Blvd. A traffic light may be a necessity.
Roswell Road traffic at many times of day has backups on the order of half mile long.
Traffic / speeding on Wieuca is getting bad. Need speed bumps. Will only get worse as apartments on Roswell and
projects in Sandy Springs are completed.
Ge ng on to Roswell from Lakemoore is dangerous.

Yes

Danube Rd

At intersection of Wieuca and Phipps Blvd going south towards Peachtree on Wieuca, should probably make right
lane able to turn left also. Sometimes cars turn left anyway, but they currently aren't supposed to, so it could cause
an accident.
Also, the right lane on Wieuca when it hits Peachtree (Phipps Plaza on Rt) has become a straight or right turn lane,
but the sign still says right turn only and part of the lane is painted with a right turn only arrow and the other part is
painted with a right/straight symbol. Needs to be consistent as right/straight allowed.

Needs to
renew

Emma Ln

Yes

Glengary Dr

10/24/2013

The time has come for a light at Lakemoore and Roswell Road.
Traffic from 400 behind Phipps going to weiuca is TERRIBLE, especially at Christmas. Any help there appreciated.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Stronger enforcement at existing stop signs and traffic lights. I have almost been hit twice at Loridans and Peachtree
Dunwoody.

Yes

Glengary Dr
Shrubbery at the corner of Glngaary and Loridans makes it hard to see the stop sign if you are on Loridans and hard to
see on coming traffic coming out of Glengary. Driver's on Loridans frequently run this stop sign.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

I really do not see traffic problems in our nbhd. Compare Wieuca Rd to Holcomb Bridge Rd or dozens of other really
congested streets and I don't see how we can complain. There r two dangerous spots however ..one is the corner of
Loridans and Glengary Dr. If you come down Loridans from Pchtre,Dunwdy. Stop at the corner of Glengary and turn
right onto Glengary..it is pitch black. You can't see a thing..even tho there is a light on Loridans. You can't see Parker's
cars or anything. The other is that crazy crooked median they put up on Pchtre.Dunwdy and Pchtre..heading north
on PD. I know I have nearly run over it a few times and I know other people who have run smackmintomit. What is
the purpose of it?

No

Glengary Dr

Speeding on Glengary Drive is an issue because there are no speed bumps.

Yes

Glengary Dr

We need more stop signs, speed humps, islands, and claming solutions all over. In addition we need sidewalks.

Yes

Glengary Way

A roundabout at the entrances into the neighborhood would be helpful as long as school busses could still get in &
out easily. Our office is in Piedmont Center 15 and I'd love for the "NO TURN" signs to be taken down on Old Ivy for
the entrance into the building 14 parking deck. It doesn't help anything and makes us have to ignore the signs to get
home during rush hour! This entrance is NOT heavily used by non‐neighborhood people.

Needs to
renew

Herrington Dr

Will think about it more. Redevelop Roswell rd similar to Peachtree with median and wide side walks and trees. Just
a though. Close Lakemoore at Roswell rd or put a red light there to make it easier to turn left. Very dangerous
intersection as we all know.

Yes

Herrington Dr

In our experience, the "new" traffic light at Powers Ferry/Roswell Road and the completed center islands on
Peachtree Road north of Piedmont have worsened the existing traffic congestion problems and created new ones.

Yes

Herrington Dr

The speeding on wieuca is ridiculous. Also on the cut through streets.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Yes

Ivy Chase

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
add turn arrows at major intersec ons.
Insure city applies money from new construction for traffic to local area.

Yes

Ivy Chase

Yes

Ivy Ln

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Speed bumps are both good and also a nuisance. But I think more should be done to slow traffic on Old Ivy and make
the intersection of Old Ivy & Ivy Rd.safer. Many cars come through the stop signs and barely slow down.
More synchronization of lights as they have done on Peachtree. Get Dekalb on board with this as well since
Brookhaven, esp. does not, esp. the light near the MARTA sta on on Peachtree.
Enforcement of speeding on Old Ivy and on Wieuca.
In the afternoons, congestion builds on OLd Ivy near Hal's from cars trying to cross Piedmont. I don't see that it is
possible, but a left turn‐lane onto Habersham would really help. Sometimes there is a stoppage almost back to Sarah
Smith school.
Thank you for taking the time to create the survey and your concerns in gathering priority issues.
Turn arrow at Habersham oﬀ Piedmont headed south.
Crosswalk buttons to cross loop at Piedmont
Need for traffic light on Roswell Rd. at The Ivys (3777 Roswell Rd.) and drive into shopping center. Drive was moved
and is now directly opposite entrance/exit to The Ivys. North/south traffic plus left turns into shopping center (NB)
make dangerous situation!
The pot holes on community streets need to be addressed and corrected, and many of the traffic lights' timing could
be improved which would help the flow. Wieuca Rd is a prime example of a bottle‐neck that really needs attention:
both the north intersection Of West Wieuca with Piedmont, and the south intersection with Peachtree are awful. I
hope attention to these problems can be achieved.
Slow down.
Install speed tables on ivy road, south of old ivy.

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

Yes

Ivy Rd

Needs to
renew

Ivy Rd

Yes

Ivy Rdg

I donâ€™t know how Roswell Rd. will be able to handle the upcoming traffic load if things like the entrance to the Ivys
Condo., 3777 Roswell Rd. are so ill planed. There needs to be an in‐depth 24‐7 study done.

Ivy Rdg

There needs to be a light at the entrance of The Ivys condo's. The new entrance to the shopping center was badly
designed if there was not going to be a light.
Roswell road needs two more lanes.

No

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Member?

Street

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Stop sign at Haverhill and Lakemoore and sidewalks on Rickenbacker

Needs to
renew

Lakemoore Dr

With children walking up and down Lakemoore Drive on a daily basis this street is in need of traffic calming and
sidewalks to make this road safe as cars travel 35 + on this street to cut from Wieuca to Roswell Road.
1. Pedestrian crossing on Roswell Road at Goodwill. I am convinced someone is going to be killed trying to cross
there. And there is a MARTA stop with no marked crosswalk!!

Yes

Land O Lakes Dr
2. Improper use of the two‐way turn lane on Roswell Road from Dunkin Donuts to Goodwill...people act like it's a
third lane going whichever way they are!!
Having lived in several great cities around the world (Singapore, London, Stockholm) I believe that one way of easing
traﬃc conges on is to make it easier, safer and more pleasant to walk and bike.

Yes

Longleaf Dr

As has been reported there are several large condo/apartment projects in the works in the Phipps Blvd area. Yet
today trying to walk or bike along Lenox Road from this area to Peachtree Rd. to access the shops and restaurants is
neither easy nor pleasant.
We live on Longleaf Drive and it saddens me every time I take the car to drive 2 minutes to Lenox Mall.

Yes

Loridans Cir

Use of roundabouts

Yes

Loridans Dr

Slow drivers down on Loridans. I have 4 kids. I have offered the police to use 596 Loridans drive as a place to radar

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Yes

Loridans Dr
Loridans Dr
Loridans Dr

10/24/2013

Sarah Smith needs to hire an officer to direct traffic in the moring and afternoon. They eliminated left turns out of
the school and this creates a massive bottleneck.
Wish I knew how to improve...do have so many concerns with all the new contraction. Traffic to NYO/Chastain is just
out of control.
Speeding on Loridans drive. Need speed bumps.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
PotHole's are terrible. Especially along Old Ivey and Longleaf RD.
Speeding along old Ivy in front of and near Sara Smith Schools dangerous.

Needs to
renew

Mayfair Rd

Yes

McClatchey Cir

People heading on Old Ivy from N Stratford towards Sarah Smith School RACE under the 400 bridge and around the
cure approaching Ivy Rd North. I would strongly encourage/support adding at a minimum mofre signage, calming
devices and streetlights to help insure a safe street and walkway for our neighborhood.
I have no solu ons but have concerns about the intersec on of Piedmont and Roswell Roads and
Roswell Rd between Powers ferry and Windsor parkway‐ heavy traﬃc and speeders
Perhaps poor timing of lights
Would like to see P'tree Dunwoody Rd. re‐paved.

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

Strongly oppose any calming devices such as speed humps. They are dangerous, cause mechanical wear on
suspensions, and cause more pollution as drivers de‐accelerate and accelerate. Drivers become focused on the next
hump and not the road surroundings. They pose a real danger.
Frankly, I have not seen folks lined up waiting to cross any of our neighborhood streets. Stopping and starting
vehicles unnecessarily causes pollution. Vehicles idling at a light or stop sign along with subsequent acceleration add
to pollution and gas consumption. Folks concerned with the environment should understand that.

Yes

Midvale Dr

The speed bumps on Midvale and signage ("no left turn" into Chick Fil A from Midvale & "no right turn" from Chick Fil
A onto Midvale) do little to nothing to prevent cut‐through traffic and many drivers appear to be speeding. Many of
the residents on Midvale would love to see enforcement of the posted "no left/right turn", as well as an eventual
closure of the street at chick fil a.
Additionally, traffic turning left onto Roswell Road from Midvale has become much more difficult since the opening of
the new $1.99 dry cleaner on Roswell Road, due to many more cars using the center turn lane on Roswell to get to
the cleaners.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Midvale Dr

Yes

Mountain Dr

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Cut‐through traffic is increasing to the point that it's seriously damaging some neighborhoods. This is especially bad
on Rickenbacker and Midvale Drives but is occurring elsewhere in North Buckhead as well.
Turning at wieuca and Phipps blvd.
Make westbound intersection of West Wieuca and Roswell road a "No Left Turn" intersection. Among the two
intersec ons, allow westbound le turns onto Roswell Road only at Wieuca Road.

Needs to
renew

Mountain Way

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Make the intersection of Wieuca/West Wieuca an "all way" stop. At that intersection, post signs for westbound West
Wieuca traffic ‐ No left turn at Roswell Road.
People driving like bats out of hell (not sure you can do much about this). The traffic on west wieuca to get across
Peachtree is unbelievable. Maybe the lights are too short and also the lights on Peachtree on wieuca, west wieuca
and Windsor parkway are not synchronized leaving drives stranded in the middle of the intersection and blocking
drivers trying to get across. (Maybe we need more police enforcement at those intersections. I am from Tulsa OK and
you get a hefty fine if you get out in the middle of the intersection so you better make sure there is enough time and
space to get across).
Fix congestion on Roswell rd between Publix and Windsor Parkway.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Less traffic lights and more stop signs. In addition where a traffic light exists and was installed for a new safety reason
(such as the new Sarah Smith campus on Wieuca Rd.), the purpose was to make crossing the road safer for children.
This is admirable. However, why is this traffic light operating 24 hours per day and impeding traffic flow for no
reason when it really needs to operate for 45 minutes to one hour in the morning and again in the afternoon to
accomplish child safety. The installation of a timer turning the light off for 22 hours per day would provide the same
level of safety.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

We wonder if a traffic light or two would help us get into and out of the neighborhood.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Needs to
renew

N Ivy Rd

Make right turns only and if not able to do so , disallow at specific mes, of heavy traﬃc.
In San Francisco proper there are no left turns,ever,only right, right. And right to get thru intersections. Decreases
accidents!
Enforce not crossing double yellow lines, like. At cvs,corner of north Druid hills and Peachtree, or. Put up barriers to
curtail.
Consider some streets one way only.
Add more round abouts in congested neighborhoods.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Speed bumps on n Stratford between wieuca and old ivy

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Probably one of my biggest concerns for our neighborhood. In the past month I have been witness to truly excessive
speeding where loss of control of the vehicle has been noticed. I'm finally calling 911 in these situations.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I'm concerned about the Phipps Blvd/Wieuca intersection. It's already very congested and it's only going to get worse
with developments under way. What's the plan?

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I would like to see more officers in our area.

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

speed bumbs on N. stratford tween Wieuca and Old Ivy. More Police Patrols as to traffic and break ins !

Member?

1) Consider placing a yellow flashing light for the Roswell traﬃc that intersects with Land O' Lakes.
Yes

N Stratford Rd

2) Increase the green light me on Wiecua (not West Wieuca) at the intersec on of Roswell Road.
3) Extend Old Ivy all the way to Roswell Road (near Piedmont) in a right merge lane.

Yes
Yes

Yes

N Stratford Rd

People generally tend to speed. I feel sidewalks would do a world of good on streets where speeding is prevalent.

N Stratford Rd

The intersection of Roswell Road and W Wieuca is a mess. The lanes of westbound W Wieuca are too narrow and too
many cars in the right turn only lane go straight across Roswell Road, delaying cars from turning right on red and
creating a dangerous situation for those heading straight from the correct lane.

N Stratford Rd

There is a lot of traffic coming down North Stratford Road between 5:00 ‐ 6:30pm each weekday evening. It appears
that many cars are traveling over the speed limit, even with the speedbumps. It's not bad in the morning, but the
evenings can be treacherous if you are out walking on the side of the road.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
There is not a safe way to walk from Stovall to Little Nancy creek park. Crossing peachtree dunwoody road is very
diﬃcult with 2 children.
We need a traffic light at Peachtree Dunwoody and Stovall (south intersection).
I live near the Sarah Smith School, and the number of motor vehicles who do not yield to pedestrians is hugh. I have
often thought that I could work for the Atlanta Police, just walking around with a hidden cameraâ€"taking photos of
those individuals who do not yield to pedestrians. I have seen cars not stop for school buses â€"loading children. And
the list goes on. This is very dangerous.
See comment on 4. If the city continues to allow unlimited high‐density development all around us, with no
improvements to roadways, we won't have a functional neighborhood in 10 years. It is time for NBCA and our
elected oﬃcials to push for a hold on new projects unless and un l traﬃc condi ons permit.
Tac cal sugges ons:

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Enforce ban on turns in and out of Piedmont Center on Old Ivy Road, except for neighborhood residents.
Allow two southbound lanes to turn left from Wieuca to Wieuca at Phipps Blvd. Demolish median to allow more
southbound traﬃc on Wieuca to access the le turn lane to Peachtree.
Reconstruction needed at Habersham / Piedmont / Roswell / Old Ivy to clear traffic from Old Ivy and Habersham
trying to leave the neighborhood.

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

The lights should be synchronized better at different times. From what I have been told, Atlanta's system to enable
that to happen is very antiquated. That should be addressed!

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

More people pressuring city county and DOT for speed humps that hinder cut throughs trying to avoid main streets

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

I like the use of traffic police during the evening hours at the intersection of Piedmont and Roswell Roads.

Old Ivy Rd

When I first moved to Atlanta nearly 18 years ago, Old Ivy Road at Sarah Smith had rumble strips. They disappeared
during one of the repaving efforts. I've heard it's not possible because of the type of road classification of Old Ivy, but
speed humps would surely be appreciated.

Yes

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Road diets, and implementation of the Complete Streets criteria. The emphasis must always be on improving safety
for our own community, rather than trying to maximize the speed and comfort of commuters and shoppers from
outside our community.

Yes

Old Ivy Rd
On street parking is an extremely effective and inexpensive traffic calming measure. On street parking clearly shows
that we live on residential streets, not thoroughfares that have to be cleared to that commuters can come tearing
through. This has demonstrated proven results throughout Buckhead and other intown neighborhoods.

Yes

Olde Ivy Sq

Yes

Park Ave

Timing of the traffic lights especially between Habersham, Roswell & Old Ivy Road. Staggered work hours for those
that work and school.
Most urgent the corner of Wieuca and Park Ave.
I,ve also no ced people, including a police car turning let out of Wieuca from the right hand lane.
The more density buildings are going to add much too much added traffic, particularly at Holiday times.

Yes

Park Ave

Yes

Park Regency Pl

Yes

The traffic light and intersection at Wieuca and Park Avenue is a disaster. Cars in the far right lane turn left all the
time instead of going straight or right ONLY, as they are suppose to do. Also, there needs to be a policeman in the
evening, as everyone runs the light and it is total gridlock!!!!!! It's HORRIBLE & DANGEROUS!
Where Phipps Blvd dead ends into Lenox there should be an arrow allowing right hand turn from middle lane.

We are ge ng a lot of heavy construc on trucks
and even semi‐trailer trucks on Peachtree‐Dunwoody..
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd This traﬃc is making pot holes in the street and
many vehicles drive up on our lawn and those of our neighbors since there is no curbing on our side of
the street.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Pot holes!! Street surfaces.
Overgrown, dirty, barely legible street signs.
Cyclists without lights during darkness. Very dangerous!!

Yes

Peachtree Rd
Cyclists in the auto lanes.

No

Peachtree Rd

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

Yes

Potters Walk

Needs to
renew

Rickenbacker Way

Needs to
renew

Sheldon Dr

Yes

Springside Ct

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

The almost invisible borders/curbstones of traffic isles PTree Dunwoody/ PTree. Borders should be painted with
reflecting paint to be seen in rain and darkness.
My main issue is the Piedmont and Lenox Intersection, along with the 400 and Lenox intersection. The 400 and
Lenox intersection gets completely clogged because there aren't any cops there to keep people from blocking the
intersection after their light turns red.
Isn't the other guy/gal that causes all the traffic problems?
Very concerned about the traffic increase that will occur once the new developement on the west side of Roswell
Road behind the old Rite aid is built.
Rickenbacker Way is completely disregarded as a neighborhood street with homeowners and families. Instead it is
used as a cut through street for all of North Buckhead RESIDENTS who speed and ignore the two stop signs 7 days a
week night and day 24 hrs a day.
Roswell Road is a nightmare in the afternoon, even trying to get to Roswell Road from Old Ivy. Would love to see
Piedmont Center stagger their employee work hours.
Really need to innovatively address rush hour traffic at Roswell Road/Piedmont Road/Habersham intersections. How
about a roundabout eith lights? Also should improve pedestrian crossings on Peachtree‐Dunwoody road,
pafrticularly duing morning and evening rush hours.
From our perspective, our primary concern is people too frequently running the stop sign on Lakemore at Stephens
Mill Run.
Yield sign at intersection of Roxboro Rd and Wieuca Rd insufficient to slow traffic going west on Wieuca Rd. I suggest
it be replaced by a stop sign.

Yes

Stovall Blvd
Even better would making Wieuca Rd westbound traffic turn right at the traffic light. This would making a left turn
onto Wieuca Rd from streets like N. Stratford and N. Ivy easier at times of heavy traffic

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Stovall Blvd

The wieuca road intersection with Phipps blvd is a nightmare.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

For some reason the humps don't seem to slow some drivers down (on N. Stratford between Stovall Blvd and the
bottom of the hill). I'm not sure what to do about it, though.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

I am one block down from Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road and people from Brookhaven, Cobb, Dunwoody, etc use this as
a cut through to speed their way to their next destination. They act as though this is an interstate highway, and not a
res.area with many moms pushing baby strollers, kids on bikes, folks walking their dogs, and runners/bikers. We
need help. A traffic light will only increase the problem as that would mark us an official cut through. We need the
type of solution that Wieuca Terrace achieved: no access to Stovall Boulevard between morning and evening
commute hours during the week, as speeding traffic is not so much a problem during the weekends. I am also for
speed humps, other neighbors are not. It is a problem everyone in the area talks about but no one has the time to
step forward to do anything about it. Need the police to enforce & post the 15 mph speed limit too.I am starting a
new bus.so have time constraints but so wish other neighbors wld step up on this & act

Yes

Stratford Pl

I worry about some of the traffic that moves so quickly on Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. There are lots of accidents. I also
worry about it in relation to Little Nancy Creek. I would support a real traffic light there.

Yes

Valley Brook Dr

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Please continue to negotiate with Sandy Springs regarding their proposal for Windsor parkway. That would create
significant traffic problems on Roswell, Windsor, and in Meadowbrook. Gordon's proposal of the roundabout is an
excellent one.
Crossing from Loridans to the sidewalks on Wieuca is very dangerous. Need traffic light in that intersection, or at
least, pedestrian signs.

Valley Green Dr

Have SOMETHING at the bottom of Loridans where it ends in Weiuca. It is terrible trying to get out of there!

Valley Green Dr

3 way stop at Loridans and Wieuca

Yes

Valley Green Dr

3 way stop at Loridans and Wieuca

Yes

Whittington Dr

I think those annoying, but great for children's safety, traffic warts are aleady requested for Whittington. Sidewalks,
too.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Whittington Dr

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
I have lived on Whittington for 21 years. I think the light at Whittington and Wieuca could be flashing yellow on
Wieuca and flashing red on Whittington at non‐carpool hours for Sarah Smith. There are times when I am waiting at
that light for 3‐4 minutes with no cars passing on Wieuca.
The traffic signals at the intersection of Wieuca/Whittington and Wieuca/Ivy should be used as flashing lights during
times outside school and rush hour. This would be flashing yellow for Wieuca traffic and flashing red for
Ivy/Whi ngton traﬃc.

No

Whittington/Ivy

First of all, this will help to slow down traffic on Wieuca because people instinctively slow down when they see a
yellow flashing light. This especially helps at night when its not uncommon for someone to travel in excess of 45 mph
on Wieuca.
Secondly, for those of us that live on Ivy and Whittington, we currently have to wait 2‐3 minutes for the light to turn
green in order to make a Left turn. While this is understandable during school and rush hour traffic, it is pointless on
the weekends and at night when there are relatively few people traveling on Wieuca.
The traffic signal lights on Wieuca Rd are not real traffic lights are only change with a car is turning or a person pushes
to cross. The signals needs to be real traffic lights. There needs to be stop signs on Wieuca/N Ivy and
Wieuca/Loridans.

Yes

Wieuca Rd
The speeding is very bad on Wieuca Rd esp on weekends...
We need a traffic calming group which includes people from Peactree/Dunwoody as well.

Yes

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Rd

More police presence

Wieuca Rd

We are, and will continue to be, a major cut through from Peachtree to Piedmont. Shepherd's Lane off La Vista Rd.
has the same issues. I think that more traffic lights and/or speed bumps would help. The 30 mph speed limit cannot
be enforced 24/7.
Sidewalks should also be available on both sides of the street from Roswell Rd. to Phipps Blvd.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Rd

We need more sidewalks on WIeuca. Currently, my son walks to SRS and there is no sidewalk on our side of the
street. It is very dangerous crossing Wieuca twice in one trip! And we live only 1/2 a mile away from the campus.
We really need sidewalks. I also favor additional traffic calming on Wieuca as well as other North Buckhead streets
like Old Ivy. People continue to drive way too fast!

Yes

Wieuca Ter

Neighborhood patrol

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Ter

Everything must be done to nix that W Wieuca Rd/Roswell Rd project. I have also noticed considerably heavier traffic
at the Phipps Blvd/Wieuca Rd light‐‐‐many days it is backed up all the way to N Stratford.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Trce

Put pressure on Zone 2 to give you a monthly report after each month that outlines the # of traffic stakeouts they
perform each month like the ones they used to do on Wieuca Rd. They need to be more accountable.

Non Resident
Needs to
renew
Non Resident

Non Resident
Member

Non Resident

Sandy Springs could greatly improve South bound
[Hilderbrand Dr (Sandy Traﬃc on Peachtree Dunwoody approaching N. Buckhead
Springs)]
with a greatly increased South bound le turn lane
at the Windsor Parkway intersection.
Really bad traﬃc problem at Peachtree and Pharr.
[Pharr Rd]
Needs a turn signal.
More mass transit access...more safe bike lanes.
[Riverview Rd]

[Woods Cir]

10/24/2013

More transport choice than auto
Cabs, shuttles perhaps?
The 4 way stop at Lake Forrest and Wieuca is a huge traffic cause. Flow would be much better if it was a roundabout.
The 5 way stop at Lake Forrest/Powers Ferry is very dangerous and would be safer and flow better as a roundabout
as well.
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Question 9 – Volunteering for NBCA

40 Responses
See Next Pages
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Question 9 ‐ Comments about Volunteering
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

Yes

Allison Dr

Yes

Arden Way

Yes

Brookhaven Springs Ct

Yes

Buff Dr

Yes

Carmain Dr

Yes

Conifer Cir (longleaf)

VOLUNTEERING: Do you want to volunteer to help your neighborhood association? Tell
NBCA how you want to help, applicable skills, and the best times for you to help. Do you
think NBCA should have new volunteer projects? ‐‐ tell us here.
I do want to volunteer but due to my travel schedule, I'm not often available. However, I would be happy to be
notified of opportunities to help when I can!
I would be more than happy to help with the greenspace, sidewalk improvements and general code enforcement to
help keep our community walkable and safe!
I will help out in any capacity if I am available.
No thank you, my time is limited between work, school and sports.
Would love to volunteer if I had more time!
Still happy to help Gordon with emails when he is out of the country.
I am currently oversubscribed with eldercare challenges and unable to participate. I do serve on my immediate
community's hoa board and would love to serve our broader community when my time frees up in the future.

Yes

Glengary Dr

I volunteer to come to meetings to help keep the neighborhood informed of what's up ‐ just need to know when they
are. I volunteer to meet on any proposed park/recreation project under consideration to make sure that people in
the neighborhood want it as much as you think they do and to make sure that we really keep in mind what will make
it work for them.
I am available at night or on the weekend.
I work full time and am a den leader ‐ so a little limited, but can do my best.

Yes

Glengary Dr

I would volunteer during the day time.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

I have done my share...spent thousands of hours when we were fighting 400 and held almost every position in the
NBCA at one time or another over 14 years on the board. I've earned my time off.

Yes
Needs to
renew

Glengary Way

Yes, but I'm not sure of the fit.

Herrington Dr

Not at this time.

Yes

Ivy Chase

10/24/2013

At the moment I have more volunteer responsibilities than I can handle and need to remove one, not add one.
Maybe later .....
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Question 9 ‐ Comments about Volunteering
Member?

Street

VOLUNTEERING: Do you want to volunteer to help your neighborhood association? Tell
NBCA how you want to help, applicable skills, and the best times for you to help. Do you
think NBCA should have new volunteer projects? ‐‐ tell us here.
I am so sorry that I forgot to send my check. Promise to do so soon!

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Yes

Loridans Dr

Happy to help with one off projects. My work requires a lot of time and I coach my kids teams

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

Would help in any overgrowth clearing of the cemetery. chain saws, weed eaters, loppers, etc,

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

I'm retired now, and I wonder how in the blazes did I ever have time to work?

Yes

Potters Walk

I do not want to volunteer

Yes

Rickenbacker Way

I am not sure what I can do, but I would be happy to stuff and mail when you need it.

10/24/2013

I am not in town enough to volunteer
I could help with communications/weekends

I think we are all pulled in 100 directions and I serve on many boards that suck up my time and I am president of my
neighborhood association.
No Comment
I would like to volunteer. I am not very familiar with all of the "green space" projects. I would like to volunteer more
in the area of saftey and warnings to residents.
been in real estate business some 57 years.lived in BUckhead some 40 years. Been a home bldg., mortgage
business land dev. continued overdev in and around Lenox will creat traffic. City of Atlanta is greedy for tax
dollars.hich will destroy home area.
I would love to know how to join a committee or help volunteer with the NBCA. We are relatively new to the
neighborhood and I don't know how I can help!
I would volunteer for park improvements, however the times during the events often conflict with our family's
schedules.
Yes, when I move back, I definitely will!

I have volunteered for the traffic committee in the past, but never been contacted.
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Question 9 ‐ Comments about Volunteering
Member?

Street

VOLUNTEERING: Do you want to volunteer to help your neighborhood association? Tell
NBCA how you want to help, applicable skills, and the best times for you to help. Do you
think NBCA should have new volunteer projects? ‐‐ tell us here.

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

We probably won't be volunteering but volunteer projects are very good. We are just too old these days to actively
participate. Ten years ago we would. It does bother me to see things scheduled during Sunday Morning.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

No

Stratford Park Dr

Yes

Stratford Pl

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Will help remove illegal signs or work to improve traffic.

Yes

Whittington Dr

Srry‐‐ At my age I'm too feak and weeble

Yes

Wieuca Rd

There are no committees .............. so is the volunteering for social occasions?

Yes

Wieuca Rd

I would be willing to greet new neighbors or be a greeter at an event.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Ter

At some point I will help out‐‐‐however I am too stretched with school system and other volunteer projects at the
moment.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Trce

Clean up Wieuca Rd. The people that live on that Rd don't do a good job of maintaining the landscaping in the public
right of way. The sidewalks over Nancy Creek are overgrown with shrubs.

Non Resident

[Fountain Oaks Ln]

Non Resident

[Pharr Rd]

10/24/2013

I am starting a new business so my time is limited. I have good project management and attorney skills so would like
to help. I am best able to help with projects that can be scheduled on a flexible basis.
Yes, please provide monthly volunteer needs!!!
I'm involved in a lot of activities and don't really have more time. However, I am truly appreciative of those that do
volunteer.

Happy to volunteer in afternoon or evening but can't pick up push or pull anything that weighs 10 lbs or more
yes, weekends
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Question 10 – Anything Else to Tell NBCA?

51 Responses
See Next Pages
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Yes

Arden Way

You're doing a good job. Thanks.

Needs to
renew

Carlton Rdg

Thank you for all that you do. I appreciate the crime updates and neighborhood information to keep us updated on
the goings‐on in N Buckhead.

Yes

Carmain Dr

Communications are our best asset. "Knowledge is Power."

Needs to
renew

Carmain Dr

Great newsletter!!!!!!!

Yes

Carmain Dr

i support frequent security patrol in north buckhead. neighborhood watch during the day and night is also another
suggestion.
Communication by email has been great. Anything going on in the neighborhood is good to know about. Even
publishing the yard sales is good just to support our neighbors.

Yes

Danube Rd

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Way

Needs to
renew

Herrington Dr

Yes

Ivy Chase

10/24/2013

Our sidewalks and common area doesn't always look so great with overgrown foliage. It would be nice to have the
sidewalks kept up better.
If you could figure out a way to either get rid of the abortion clinic or get rid of the protesters that are on west
wieuca, that would be great. They are not so family‐friendly! Easier asked than done, I know. It's really the protesters
that are bad.
Would like more information on the removal of the toll booth on 400.
We don't want the PATH 400 trail to be built behind our backyards on 400. We already have enough "geen space" in
North Buckhead.
Thank you for your e‐mail updates and the monthly newsletter ‐ we really appreciate it.
I would like to here more info. From the police reports and our meetings with them. I think the board is doing a great
job. And things have improved a lot and continue to do so.
Can't think of anything now...
Thank you for all you do!
Police patrol.
I think NBCA is the BEST. It does a wonderful job. Glad to live in NB!
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

Yes

Ivy Chase

We are most grateful for the leadership of Gordan Certain and his wife and all the other board members.

Yes

Ivy Knoll

Get city to fix very rough manhole cover areas along Ivy Road between Wieuca and Ivy Knoll. They did a terrible job
the first time.

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

In the past many of our homeowners in the Park on Ivy HOA were concerned that emergency vehicles/staff did not
know how to find us. What training do emergency personnel get to stay familiar with neighborhoods? Near us on Ivy
Road will be a new neighborhood of 14 homes. Will emergency personnel be told about the new street and homes?

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

Needs to
renew

Ivy Rd

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Thanks for keeping us up to date on projects that affect our neighborhood.
Security.
I think we could/should hire private security to supplement the police efforts. The new trail is coming and we need
everyone to know how safe and wonderful our neighborhood is.
I would also be in favor of video cameras at key points/intersec ons.
There are actually only a few ways in and out of the neighborhood. Any crimes and criminals would be caught on
tape. At least we would have a record of who was in the neighborhood, based on car tags and video cameras.
Or we could simply install signs that say that our neighborhood is under surveillance.
One thing is certain. There will be a lot more people in and around our neighborhood. There are thousands of
apartments being built.
The new PATH400 and the new Marta pedestrian bridge over 400 will expose our residents to more crimes. The
more proactive we can become the better.

10/24/2013
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Yes

Street

Land O Lakes Dr

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.
It's probably too late for this year, but given our ongoing issues with copperheads, could we have someone from DNR
(or some such organization) meet with us and give us info about how we can make our properties safer for ourselves,
our pets, and our neighbors. It would be helpful to know some of their habits and habitats, so that we can
eliminate/reduce their nesting places; their mating/birthing cycles so that we know when to be particularly watchful
for the young ones; their diet so we can not unwittingly be fattening them up; natural deterrents, if there are
any...etc.
Doesn't seem like we should have to say anything to the kind of people who live in North Buckhead, but I had a
flower garden around my mailbox destroyed by "neighbors" who LET their dogs walk right into the middle of it and
pee! Come on, people...surely you know that dog pee is deadly to vegetation!!! Please help your pets be better
neighbors!

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

I wish our neighborhood had better protection from builders coming in clearing lots as was done on Mountain/Ivy.
The lot was stopped and is not an eyesore. How was this ever approved to clear a lot of all of that greenspace????

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

We appreciate all the hard work of the volunteers. RIght now our time is tied up in other community commitments,
but possibly we would be interested in volunteering in future years
Growth and progress are expanding in our area and throughout the Metro area.

Needs to
renew

Quite often it seems the letters/comments found in the NBCA paper and eBlast, take a very negative view and
direc on on progress. Opposing needed projects and opportuni es for increased value in the North Buckhead area.
Mayfair Rd
I would appreciate a more balanced informa on flow on such things.
Lastly, while I do not support a City of Buckhead movement... At least yet, City HAll has to recognize the financial
contribution NB makes to the Atlanta Budget and insure we receive a fair slice of the "spend" for Parks, Roads, etc.....

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

Needs to
renew

Midvale Dr

10/24/2013

Ga 400 was enough imposition on my once tranquil home site for a lifetime. I do not wish added to that additional
public traffic... foot, bike, walking, running, playing or potential access to my property by unwanted persons. I'm OK
with the green space as it is: unused, uninhabited and quiet.
NBCA should augment reporting on public schools in the area.
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?
Needs to
renew

Street
Mountain Way

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.
Clean up, trim, and maintain the areas around the Little Nancy Creek bridges (Southwest side of Wieuca Road bridge,
and Northwest side of Rickenbacker).
Get authorities to take some action to get 585 Mountain Way cleaned up/presentable/razed/sold.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Provide a complete list of defective infrastructure (including pictures) and providing the length of time (usually years)
it takes for the city make temeporary repairs vs. permanent repairs. This could be on the NBCA web site and aout
once per year (particularly in front of elections) so the voters in North Buckhead can properly evaluate how poor the
level of constituant services by our city council person and at LAarge city council persons is.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

No Comment

Needs to
renew

N Ivy Rd

I think all involved do a great service for this community.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

Thank you for all youâ€"and the other volunteersâ€"do.

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

How much we appreciate the hard work of people like Gordon, his wife, and Nancy Jones!

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Appreciate very much everything that the NBCA does!!! :‐)

10/24/2013

I think that the trail on 400 should contemplate privacy landscaping so walkers won't have backyard visibility. For my
house, there is a 20‐30 ft gully between the trail and my house, that will make it impossible for me to install a
significant privacy fence. I'm losing a sense of security.
Would love to see some traffic calming measures on Peachtree Dunwoody Road especially at the intersection of
Peachtree Dunwoody and N. Stratford.
I think the emails are great!!! You do a great job informing the members of break‐ins, lost dogs, etc... Please keep up
the good work!
Get a more proffesional staff as to land and rezoning use . Another thing that needs looking into is the incresed const
of more airplane hangers at Peachtree Dekalb airport. More planes to fly low over our homes, to go with more
traffic on 400 and more sreet traffic.
The NBCA does a great job keeping the neighborhood informed and providing resources related to various events and
opportunities.
Keep up the great work and we appreciate all the communication. It helps make our neighborhood feel smaller and
more connected.
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Yes

Park Ave

Continue with lots of communication, via email or whatever on "hot topics", as everyone is busy and sometimes it
takes more than once to get the message.

Yes

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd Thank you for all you do for us.
NBCA seems to be doing more than most other neighborhoods. Time to give for volunteer projects is a problem for
working people.

Yes

Peachtree Rd

I am grateful for all that NBCA is doing.
Perhaps we could offer some walking tours?

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

No.

Needs to
renew

Rickenbacker Way

Midvale at Chick f la is ‐ complete disregard by North Buckhead RESIDENTS to not turn left into or right out of

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

Not that we can think of.
Please know that I think Gordon and Sue Certain do an AWESOME job as the "mayor" of North Buckhead. You keep
us all connected digitally and you also provide fun social events to keep us connected in the old school meeting
together way. Both are so important.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

I appreciate that you solicit feedback in this way. I hope I do not sound like a curmudgeon. I truly love children, but
the way their parents behave these days is often just not the best model for how one should behave as responsible
ci zens in 2013.
A

10/24/2013
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.
I wish homeowners along Peachtree Dunwoody could be encouraged to prune their shrubbery etc. where it comes
out across the sidewalk. Also, if there could be a cleaning project once or twice a year to clear the sidewalks of ivy
and dead leaves. Last December I almost stepped on a very alive Copperhead which was on the sidewalk and well‐
camoflagged by leaves and plant debris.

Yes

Stratford Pl

I think there could perhaps be in the newsletter an article on recycling. It seems a lot of folks are unclear about what
the city actually recycles. Perhaps a listing of these things could be included. I realize this info is on‐line, but perhaps
the newsle er would encourage be er par cipa on in this project.
Recycle bins could be placed in public areas along with the garbage receptacles.
Thanks for your consideration.

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Thanks for all the time and effort to make this a great community organization! Special applause to Gordon and Sue!
The sidewalks on Wieuca by Sarah Smith are great, but the City cut corners by leaving the utility poles in the sidewalk
area.
The sidewalks are relatively narrow to begin with and the power poles make it even more difficult to use the
sidewalk. Its actually pretty unsafe when you are walking with a dog and stroller, because you have to "go around"
the pole, which puts you dangerously close to the road and speeding cars.

No

Whittington/Ivy
I realize "whats done is done," but lets try to make all our new sidewalks and crosswalks a little wider and more
generous. This is crucial to making Path400 accessible by residents on foot. The alternative is having to drive to
Mountain Way park, which defeats the whole purpose of having sidewalks ans trails.
Bottom line, make me feel good about my kids walking around our neighborhood. With speeding cars and narrow
sidewalks, I don't feel great about it right now.

Yes

Wieuca Overlook

10/24/2013

wish we could get people to stop trashing Wieuca road with fast food containers, drink bottles
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Yes

Wieuca Rd

Thanks for keeping us informed so much.
Maybe there's a way to break us into smaller clusters sometimes, to help us know neighbors? I invited the houses on
my street to a gathering one time, but only 3 people showed up. I meet people at the fall fling, but then if I don't see
them for a year (at least) I don't remember them. I don't have a great idea for how to do this; I just thought I'd throw
it out there since our neighborhood is big.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Rd

I think you do a good job!

Non Resident

[Woods Cir]

Keep up the good work.

10/24/2013

NBCA Fall 2013 Survey - 54 of 54
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Text Block:
Demographic
Information

1

What is your
connection to North Buckhead (answer all that apply)

Answer

0%

100%

I live in the neighborhood
I work in the neighborhood

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio
114

98.2%

14

12.0%

I own commercial property in the
neighborhood

1

<1%

I live in some other nearby neighborhood

1

<1%

Other (View all) ,ZRUNIRUD%XFNKHDGRUJDQL]DWLRQ

1
Totals

116

<1%
100%

Feedback
2

If you live in the neighborhood,
how long have you lived there? (residents only).�

Answer

0%

100%

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio

Less than 1 year

13

11.1%

1 to 3 years

12

10.2%

3 to 10 years

22

18.8%

More than 10 years

68

58.1%

2

1.7%

No Responses
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Totals

3

0%

100%

106

90.5%

Renter

8

6.8%

No Responses

3

2.5%

117

100%

What type of home do
you live in (residents only).�

Answer

0%

100%

A freestanding single-family house

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio
77

65.8%

A two-unit house/duplex

0

0.0%

An attached single-family
house/townhouse

8

6.8%

A low-rise multifamily building (under 5
stories)

1

<1%

29

24.7%

A high-rise multifamily building (5 or more
stories)
No Responses
Totals

2

1.7%

117

100%

What type of transportation do you use most?

Answer

0%

100%

Drive Alone

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio
100

85.4%

Passenger in an automobile

9

7.6%

Walk

5

4.2%

Bicycle

0

0.0%

Train

1

<1%

Bus

1

<1%

No Responses
Totals

Text Block:
Existing
Conditions

6

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio

Owner

Totals

5

100%

What is your
household tenure (residents only)�

Answer

4

117

What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?

1

<1%

117

100%
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Number of
Responses
View Text Answers

7

109

What do you like the
least about North Buckhead today?�
Number of
Responses
View Text Answers

111

Text Block:
Future
Vision

8

What things would
make the neighborhood a better place to live?
Number of
Responses
View Text Answers

9

107

Are additional public
or open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
Number of
Responses
View Text Answers

10

88

In established areas
like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete
for limited resources (i.e. right-of-way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two
transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what would they be? (select two)

Answer

0%

100%

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio

Reducing neighborhood-wide vehicular
congestion during rush-hour/peak-hour

65

56.5%

Improving the vehicular operation of a few
specific intersections

57

49.5%

Reducing speeding on neighborhood
streets

31

26.9%

9

7.8%

Making walking safer and more
convenient

55

47.8%

Improving bus and rail facilities and
accessibility

16

13.9%

1

<1%

115

100%

Making bicycling safer and more
convenient

Other (please explain)
Totals
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11

Would you still support the two transportation priorities you selected
above if they required significant widening or reconstruction of residential streets
to accommodate them?

0%

Answer

100%

Yes

83

70.9%

No

31

26.4%

3

2.5%

117

100%

No Responses
Totals

12

Number of Response
Responses
Ratio

Do you have other
ideas to share with us?
Number of
Responses
View Text Answers

13

49

What would you like character
of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?
Number of
Responses
View Text Answers

83
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

2 ‐ Resident how long?

3 ‐ Own/rent

4 ‐ Type Home

5 ‐ Primary Transportation

#2 ‐ NB resident
#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident
#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#11 ‐ NB resident
#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#16 ‐ NB resident
#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#18 ‐ NB resident
#19 ‐ NB resident
#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident
#28 ‐ NB resident
#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident
#45 ‐ NB resident
#46 ‐ NB resident
#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#53 ‐ NB resident

10+ years
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
<1 year
10+ years
1‐3 years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
1‐3 years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
<1 year
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
<1 year
1‐3 years
10+ years
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
10+ years
Attached single‐family house/townhouse10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
1‐3 years
10+ years
10+ years
1‐3 years

Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner

Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Low‐rise multifamily building (<5 stories)

Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Passenger in an automobile
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

2 ‐ Resident how long?

3 ‐ Own/rent

4 ‐ Type Home

5 ‐ Primary Transportation

#55 ‐ NB resident
#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident
#72 ‐ NB resident
#74 ‐ NB resident
#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident
#83 ‐ NB resident
#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident
#90 ‐ NB resident
#94 ‐ NB resident
#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident
#111 ‐ NB resident
#112 ‐ NB resident
#113 ‐ NB resident
#114 ‐ NB resident

Duration Unspecified
10+ years
1‐3 years
Freestanding single‐family house10+ years
10+ years
Attached single‐family house/townhouse10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
<1 year
10+ years
10+ years
Attached single‐family house/townhouse10+ years
Duration Unspecified
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
1‐3 years
10+ years
10+ years
<1 year
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
10+ years
<1 year
10+ years
Attached single‐family house/townhouse10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
<1 year
10+ years

Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Renter
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Unspecified
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner

Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Attached single‐family house/townhouse
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house

Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Walk
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Walk
Train
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Passenger in an automobile
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Passenger in an automobile
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

2 ‐ Resident how long?

3 ‐ Own/rent

4 ‐ Type Home

5 ‐ Primary Transportation

#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#118 ‐ NB resident
#119 ‐ NB resident
#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident
#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident
#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident
#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident
#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident
#164 ‐ NB resident
#166 ‐ NB resident
#169 ‐ NB resident
#172 ‐ NB resident
#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident
#183 ‐ NB resident
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

10+ years
<1 year
<1 year
Duration Unspecified
1‐3 years
Freestanding single‐family house
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
10+ years
1‐3 years
Duration Unspecified
<1 year
<1 year
Duration Unspecified
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
<1 year
Duration Unspecified
Duration Unspecified
1‐3 years
10+ years
1‐3 years
10+ years
10+ years
10+ years
Duration Unspecified
10+ years
<1 year
1‐3 years
Duration Unspecified

Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Unspecified
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Unspecified
Renter
Homeowner
Renter
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Homeowner
Renter
Renter
Homeowner

Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Unspecified
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Unspecified
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house
Freestanding single‐family house
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Hiigh‐rise multifamily building (5+ stories)
Freestanding single‐family house

Drive Alone
Walk
Walk
Walk
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Walk
Bus
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Passenger in an automobile
Walk
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Unspecified
Passenger in an automobile
Drive Alone
Drive Alone
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
Passenger in an automobile
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

6 What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#2 ‐ NB resident
#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident

#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#11 ‐ NB resident
#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#16 ‐ NB resident
#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#18 ‐ NB resident
#19 ‐ NB resident

#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident
#28 ‐ NB resident
#29 ‐ NB resident

Like Most
Easy access to restaurants and in town cultural activities, proximity to good shopping. Strong neighborhood association provides a
voice for residents.
It is a quiet neighborhood with trees that is right next to the Buckhead business district and centrally located.
I like that it's very neighborhoody yet right in the middle of the Buckhead action.
Loca on
Beauty of the neighborhood
Neighbors
convenience
Location. Feeling of being in the suburbs but actually in the city.
We have lived in Midtown and in Sandy Springs before moving to North Buckhead. This is by FAR the most wonderful place we have
lived! It is our dream neighborhood and we feel blessed to live here. We loved the family‐friendly atmosphere, safety and beautiful
large lots in the neighborhood. We love that Sarah Smith Elementary is a neighborhood school for our children. We love that
although it is quiet and family oriented, we are close to EVERYTHING. We love that all of the houses aren't the same (some old,
some new, etc.), and that there are mature lots and beautiful, wooded surroundings so close to the city. We love how safe the
northeastern part of the neighborhood feels. We love walking to things like the Peachtreee Road Race, the lighting of the Macy's
Christmas Tree, etc. We love Little Nancy Creek Park, St. James' and Wieuca Baptist. We love that there is a nature preserve and
commmunity garden. We love the email list. :) This is a GREAT neighborhood!
loca on
trees
Incredible convenience!
Safety, Amenities nearby
I enjoy the proximity and access to many parts of North Atlanta.
Convenience to shopping, trees, friendly people
Proximity to Buckhead and quick commute to Midtown/Downtown while enjoying the benefits of a beautiful residentail
neighborhood.
tree canopy
large lots
good elementary schools
family friendly
convenience to work, shopping, etc.
location
Convenience to goods and services.
(No Comment)
Shopping, good people
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

6 What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Most

#30 ‐ NB resident

the location. sarah smith elementary. proximity to work. great neighbors and lots of kids the same ages as our children

#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident

Proximity to shopping, restaurants, health care. Large number of trees. Large residential lots. Low crime rate.
Neighorhood
Trees. Quiet.
Family friendly neighborhoods, good schools.
Loca on ‐convenience to retail, restaurants, and work inside the perimeter
Great Schools
accessibility to offices, shopping, school. Community spirit, trees!
livable
Shopping, restaurants, interesting people, lots of trees and greenspace areas.
Chastain Park, proximity to church, school, retail, grocery stores, restaurants.
schools
convenient loca on
Path 400
The convenience for all sorts of shopping, the proximity to things I do on a regular basis, the attractiveness of my neighborhood
(Wieuca Road).
Proximity to urban amenities, but yet maintains a neighborhood character.
Convenience to all parts of Atlanta.
Convenience to grocery and other basic shopping as well as malls.
Quality of life _ large lots, good schools, etc
Close to everything ‐ shopping, gas, groceries, entertainment, etc
Tree covered neighborhood. Friendly neighbors, well located to all services.
The convenience of stores and shops. The neighbors and the variety of people as well as the many different home designs. The
beautiful trees and neighborhoods!
Walkability
Proximity to office and social activities.
Proximity to children's schools, church, businesses as well as the character of the neighborhood.
Safer than most areas in town.
Good neighbors
Chastain Park
Blue Heron Nature Preserve
but most of all, the changes and progress that is being discussed and is happening. Path400, connecting the parks, more green
space......improvements to make North Buckhead more livable, walk‐able and fun to live in. I support all the ideas I have read
about. Thank you for spending your time and effort on these issues!
Central location‐‐easy access to retail, restaurants, major roads; great tree canopy; generally pretty; good public schools;
development of Path400 and Mountain Way Common

#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident
#45 ‐ NB resident
#46 ‐ NB resident
#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#53 ‐ NB resident

#55 ‐ NB resident
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

6 What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Most

#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident

I like the sense of community.
Close to many areas of Atlanta
The sense of community and easy access to near by shopping, restaurants. North Buckhead's central location makes it convenient to
travel to downtown, the airport, and surrounding counties.
trees and single family homes.
Close to many things I am involved with ‐ such as Church, Golf, restaurants, doctors, etc.
it is near all the amenities I need for my daily life
Accessability to everyting I need.
Location
Sarah Smith Elementary, Central Location between Buckhead and Perimeter Business Districts, Affordable homes amongst high‐end
estates
Quiet, beautiful neighborhoods with close proximity to culture and good dining.
Community spirit
Beau ful greenery
Houses well kept
Growing availability of public areas
Despite the traffic it is convenient to so much.
Proximity to restaurants, transportation, places to walk.
Location
location
Established neighborhood
Proximity (by car only) to ameni es
Unique architecture (not a homogeneous master development)
Convenience and proximity to amenities
Central location with lots of dining and shopping options.
Convenience to things. Quality of elementary school.
It's been a very pleasant area, changing a bit every few years. Growth and change are inevitable in a thriving area like North
Buckhead. We moved here in the fall of '73.

#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident
#72 ‐ NB resident
#74 ‐ NB resident
#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident

#83 ‐ NB resident

#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident

Both of us worked fulltime, but our evenings and weekends were wonderful. We had plenty of space to entertain and "show off"
our wonderful home with a forested backyard and great neighborhood.
The sense of community, great leadership
Friendly neighbors and high quality retail, entertainment & restaurants.
Proximity to amenities, malls, restaurants,etc
(No Comment)
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Pre‐Workshop Survey
Report ‐ August 4 ‐ 117 Respondents

6 What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Most

#89 ‐ NB resident

When we moved here from Sandy Springs, we thought the traffic conditions were smoother with good access to Interstates. We
loved the many trees in the area. Because we live in a cluster‐home complex, neighbors help monitor each other's homes. While we
were in Sandy Springs, it seemed neighbors were too busy commuting to be friendly. I could walk to grocery stores, MARTA and
coffee shops. My wallet was stolen in January while eating at the Collonnade. Detective Jackson has been unbelievably dedicated to
catch the thieves. Atlanta police are much better than I had heard of their reputation.

#90 ‐ NB resident

convenience
proximity to downtown, mid‐town and even areas outside the perimeter
Chastain park greenspace
tree shaded neighborhoods
Peachtree Rd shopping malls

#94 ‐ NB resident

I love the location. It is easy access to everywhere I need to go. The community is wonderful. Great space to exercise and have fun.

#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner

Convenient to everything I need (work, food, entertainment, church).
LOcation and access to cultural venues. Green canopy. Organization of NBCA
Proximity to Buckhead, Downtown and Sandy SPrings
(No Comment)

#100 ‐ NB resident

It's a very pretty neighborhood. The location is great and the neighborhood continues to improve. However development
threatens to overwhelm single family homes and the neighborhood itself. We built our house on Glengary
Dr, 35 years ago. Commercial business and hi.rise condos have eaten into the neighborhood. And there will be more.

#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident

The convenient location.
Trees
Location

#106 ‐ NB resident

Old growth trees, safe side streets, sidewalks, good police response, can walk to Publix, hardware store, and several restaurants.
Excellent neighborhood association.

#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident

Small town feel in the middle of the city.
location

#111 ‐ NB resident

The recent changes in "walkability" along Peachtree Lenox/Phipps?Piedmont area and the beginnings of the "Buckhead Path" and a
"sense" of the economic recovery of the area. There are fabulous restaurants in "NOBU" (my name for North Buckhead, with
deference to famous Sushi chef/restaurants) and the housing recovery is in progress.

#112 ‐ NB resident

I can live very comfortably without leaving neighborhood ‐ groceries, hardware store, restaurants, shopping malls, sidewalks, parks.
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6 What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Most

#113 ‐ NB resident

1) Proximity to places I frequent or want to frequent.
2) Much closer to our adult children.
Quiet, green, safe neighborhoods. You can live on a dead end or near a park ‐ whatever suits you.

#114 ‐ NB resident

Great family‐friendly neighborhoods. All families with young kids ‐ even the rentals tend to be that way. We are not neighborhoods
of young singles who want to walk to the buckhead bars. We are streets with good family friendly activities & places to go.

#115 ‐ NB resident

I like the friendly atmosphere on our street. The convenience to medical services, shopping, and attractions. The trees.

#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Shopping and Dining
Close to work
Proximity to much of Atlanta
Sarah Smith
Li le Nancy Creek Park
Blue Heron Nature Preserve

#118 ‐ NB resident

#119 ‐ NB resident
#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident

I love the amount of single family homes, being in Sarah Smith Elementary school district, walkability (for the most part), proximity
to Little Nancy Creek Park and Chastain Park, the amount of trees and natural beauty in the vegetation, and the fact that being in
North Buckhead has all of the great perks of great shopping and things to do while still feeling very secluded.
I like the overall feel and look of our area.
The heavily wooded neighborhoods that feel so removed from the urban sprawl of the major corridors. The pockets of greenspace
like the Blue Heron Nature Preserve that provide an oasis amidst the city.
Our beautiful trees and landscaping are favorites. Also our proximity to shopping, grocery stores and doctors.
Old neighborhood with old trees and stability
‐ Metro style living w. quality shopping, restaurants, etc
the proximity to much of the best that Atlanta has to oﬀer
friends and neighbors ‐‐ my neighborhood church (St. James)

#127 ‐ NB resident

plans for Path 400 and its convenience to my home
proximity to my job at Two Alliance Center
everything I need on a regular basis is within a 2‐3 mile radius of my home and therefore traffic is almost never an issue for me

#135 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
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6 What do you like the most about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Most
Walkability.
Street Clealiness.

#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Restaurants.
Great city vibe complimented by numerous interes ng residen al neighborhoods.

#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident
#147 ‐ NB resident

Traffic Cops. (Both for helping move things along at peak times AND in an added visual security presence.)
Easy access to shopping, interstate etc.
(No Comment)
Convenience to malls, restaurants, movies, church
Convenience to shopping and entertainment.
Close to everything we need and use.

#148 ‐ NB resident

Amenities: restaurants, shopping, entertainment. New access to MARTA station near Phipps. Urban and suburban areas to walk.

#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident
#164 ‐ NB resident

The mixed neighborhood of high rises, older homes and walkable streets. The access to shopping for every day life, like Target,
Publix.
I love living in North Buckhead. My Atlanta children and grandchild live from 45 seconds to 5 minutes from me. What could be
better?
(No Comment)
The variety of restaurants, and the accessibility of shopping.
Convenience of shopping and restaurants and proximity to quiet neighborhoods.
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
The trees, hills and friendly nature of the residents.
I like the support and enthusiasm for public schools: Sarah Smith Elementary, Su on and North Atlanta High.

#166 ‐ NB resident

#169 ‐ NB resident

I appreciate the enthusiasm of our residents in creating and maintaining public parks ‐‐ it is wonderful and is transforming the
neighborhood.
I like the many contrasts in this diverse neighborhood. High‐rises and single‐family homes. Highly developed areas and a nature
preserve.
The old neighborhoods, walking in residential areas. The greenery. Excited about the construction of the 400 corridor for walking
and biking. Enjoy the widened sidewalks and improved streetscape for Peachtree Road (although we did lose some lovely old trees
in the process).
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#2 ‐ NB resident
#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident

#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#11 ‐ NB resident
#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#16 ‐ NB resident

Like Least
Traffic congestion around rush hours in morning and late afternoon seems to last longer. Lack of pedestrian sidewalks and
adequate and convenient pedestrian street crossings on streets like Peachtree‐Dunwoody Rd.
Traffic, and the fact that so many people are trying to change it from being a quiet neighborhood.
The traffic
Traﬃc
Schools (mostly a er elementary)
Property taxes too high
traffic
Traffic ‐ amount of, and # people speeding down residential streets
We LOVE little Nancy Creek Park, but it is hard for us to have access to the park (we have to cross Peachtree‐Dunwoody). We are
concerned with the number of apartments being built in the vicinity and their effect on Smith Elementary. There is also a lot of
speeding in the neighborhood. Would love to see turnabouts, perhaps at West Wieuca and Wieuca and/or Wieuca and Loridans
(even Loridans and P'tree Dunwoody) to keep traffic moving but slow it down. Roswell Road can be a liability in terms of speeding,
crime, etc.
traﬃc, par cularly fast traﬃc
no really safe place for a kid to ride a bike
I'd like to be able to take better advantage of the great amenities near us.
Traffic, lack of bike, pedestrian paths (GA 400 trail will help significantly)
Our surface streets turn into commuter streets at rush hour, causing excessive wear/tear on our infrastructure, not to mention the
conges on and traﬃc issues.

#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#18 ‐ NB resident

#19 ‐ NB resident

Pedestrian and biking capabilities are decent, but not connected or safe in some areas. In order for these facilities to be used (as
alternative transportation), they must integrate seamlessly and be safe.
Traffic congestion
We simply do not receive adequate City services. I accept the fact that afluent areas have higher property values and therefore pay
more in City taxes and I am not upset that we don't receive a level of City services equal to what we pay in taxes. What does upset
me is that we do not receive a level of City services on par with other areas of the City. Basic City services essentially break down
into 6 or 7 main categories: (1) utilities (water, sewer and trash removal), (2) streets/sidewalks/infrastructure, (3) public safety
(fire/police, city courts), (4) parks and recreation, (5) schools, (6) indigent services ("community development", health
services/social services, etc.) (7) planning/permi ng and (8) administra ve (finance, HR, etc.).
The level of service that we receive for #2, #3, #4, and #6 are not only unacceptable but we receive less of these services than the
other areas of the City.
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Least

#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident

no parks within walking distance
lack of community center/pool/tennis within a mile
no bike lanes
lack of safe biking route to midtown/downtown
more and more crowded, esp from people who do not live in the area; way too much speeding on neighborhood streets (vs
thoroughfares)
busy streets
Traffic and speeding esp on Wieuca Rd.
Traffic.
Public schools going downhill, traffic
Traﬃc.
New construc on.
Killing trees.
(No Comment)
lack of sidewalks. too much traffic on wieuca (particularly at Peachtree and Roswell)
Lack of parks, bike/walking trails. Speed of traffic and traffic congestion due to poor road planning.
Traffic
uneven paving on streets
No sidewalks, only one park
traffic during peak hours, taxes, and noise ‐ overcrowding lots with multiple new houses
Traffic, Traffic, Traffic! increase in crime. not enough schools; no police presence
Becoming less livable due to public land use encroachment on privacy.
Noise from construction, roads blocked for various businesses (construction, movies).

#39 ‐ NB resident

Potential development of my street on Wieuca Road. Sidewalks where I walk with my daughters. Of course the traffic.

#20 ‐ NB resident

#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident
#28 ‐ NB resident

#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident
#45 ‐ NB resident
#46 ‐ NB resident

cut through traﬃc
too large for effective representation by one accociation
The traffic, not only the amount, but folks using Wieuca Road as a cut through from Peachtree to Roswell. These folks tend to
speed.
Commercial district on Roswell, Piedmont and Peachtree are not integrated well into neighborhood. It's as if we have walled
ourselves off between the residential and commercial uses.
Traffic. Contrary to the above, the time of day is most important to traveling.
How N Buckhead views our street as a buﬀer between North Buckhead and current
and future development. Does anyone really care?
So many things close by yet I have to drive to them. Lack of sidewalks and bike trails makes it to dangerous for me or my kids to get
around any other way besides a car. It is crazy that Lenox to Chastain is basically a straight shot but with no public transit option or
contigous sidewalk to access these 2 major centers!
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Least

#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

It's starting to get congested and traffic is starting to increase. Crime is on the rise as well.
Air pollution! too many cars on the loop. tall buildings so you can't see the sky.
Access to Vinings area. Traffic on Peachtree. Traffic on expressways to get to and from downtown.
Horrible traffic and increased crime.
Not as walk‐able as I would like.
Easier access to green spaces "Chastain Park" would be great.
Blue Heron needs a lot of help.
Traffic & car culture; lack of sidewalks and sidewalks in poor condition; not enough bike lanes and bike lanes in poor condition;
potholes; limited parks; limited playgrounds; no access to functional public pond (the one at Blue Heron Nature Preserve
desperately needs dredging; and ridiculously expensive residential water costs; air pollution
The loss of our trees by builders.
Traffic; lack of sidewalks for jogging and the lack of sidewalks also makes it difficult for park access
Conditions of the road with potholes,cracks,on many of the roads; the strips on Wieuca between Herrington and Whittington that
are intended to slow traffic but are actually a traffic hazard. Ditto for the round bumpers at the intersection of Lakemore & Wieuca,
and West Wieuca and Wieuca,their placement has actually made it more difficult to see oncoming traffic. Next is the traffic
congestion at certain times of day.
traffic. too much focus on office buildings and poor planning as to managing the increased traffic they generate.
Traffic. Getting worse by the day. With all the new development I don't see how it can do any thing but get worse. Making lanes on
Lennox more narrow because of the new path seems like a very bad idea.
traffic congestion
Traffic and dread of traffic to come with all the building.
Traffic
Traffic. We live on Loridans Drive and hate how people fly down it (> 30 mpg). Road conditions also are not good.
Congestion and traffic. The "Alpharetta‐ization" of our homes.
Traﬃc
Taxes (and return for our tax dollars)
Encroaching high density residen al proper es
Encroaching commercial proper es
Lack of sidewalks
Piedmont/Roswell Rd/Habersham/Old Ivy traﬃc

#53 ‐ NB resident

#55 ‐ NB resident
#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#71 ‐ NB resident

#72 ‐ NB resident

Especially the back up on Old Ivy from 5‐6:30 and the traﬃc lights not being synchronized.
An aside:
I imagine the people on Habersham would like it fixed so the back up at West Paces Ferry isn't so horrendous.

#74 ‐ NB resident

Traffic congestion and speeding, lack of crosswalks, no bike lanes, little culture, too much concentration of shopping!
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident

Like Least
More sidewalks and sidewalks that are cleaned of leaves,etc
Driver speed in neighborhood.
cut through neighborhood traffic
Roads in poor shape
Crime concerns
Nothing is walkable
Lack of park space and rush hour congestion
Traffic, traffic, traffic!
Traffic and general transportation infrastructure. Lack of walk ability. Quality of middle and high school.
I suppose the increase in traﬃc on Roswell Rd is the most bothersome.

#83 ‐ NB resident
#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident

We still have wonderful neighbors, lovely (& quite large)new home, all which keeps us fresh and forward looking.
TRAFFIC!!! I live on old ivy and it is a cut through and traffic is horrible.
Too many cars M‐F.
VERY POOR STATE OF THE ROADS. DANGEROUS POTHOLES.
(No Comment)

#89 ‐ NB resident

The Buckhead Loop has become impossible to cross on foot. I had thought I would like the Path 400, but now it has started many
trees have been removed, exposing us to traffic, noise and ugly views. The workers leave trash on our end of Ivy Road. Because of
work on the medium on the Loop, it is even harder to cross. Piedmont Road has always been impassable, but it continues to get
worse, even yesterday, a Saturday. I appreciate police presence, ticketing those who run stop signs, particularly at Ivy and Old Ivy.

#90 ‐ NB resident

traﬃc
everyone has discovered the Wieuca Rd cut through

#94 ‐ NB resident

Traffic is the worst problem in my mind. Buckhead exit at 400 is ugly. I would love to see that a more appealing intersection.

#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner

TRAFFIC
Uncoordinated traffic
Rush Hour Traffic
(No Comment)
The taxes. We are just on the very northern edge of the city and wish we were not in the city limits. We are concerned about the
encroachment of high rises and office towers into the neighborhood.
Fear of crime.
Traffic congestion on old ivy, wieuca & long leaf
Trees being cut down to make room for McMansions that all look the same.
Traﬃc on Roswell Rd and Peachtree has become progressively worse.
Need more warning for traﬃc light at Loridans and Ptree Dunwoody. People run this light all the me!
Speed bumps on cut through streets would be helpful.

#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Least

#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident

traffic
sidewalks not connected for pedestrians. would like to walk or bike to cross over 400 to go to shops

#111 ‐ NB resident

The Traffic; The Traffic; The Traffic: followed by lack of any architectural standards or apparent constraints; and lack of general SAFE
bicycle paths and sidewalks. What will the area do when the innumerable apartments are added to area (estimates I've seen is
thousands in next 3 years). Can the traffic and impassability really get worse? Of course it can and will.

#112 ‐ NB resident

#113 ‐ NB resident

#114 ‐ NB resident

#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#118 ‐ NB resident

#119 ‐ NB resident

#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident
#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident

Definitely the traffic ‐ so many cars, many speeders, even on side streets. With all the new construction ‐ especially high‐density
apartments ‐ traﬃc conges on must be addresses.
Just drive through the Roswell/Piedmont intersection at 5:30pm ‐ policemen direct traffic so people don't block intersections and
cause major gridlock. We shouldn't have to deal with this every single day.
1) By far: cars/trucks speeding on two‐lane residen al streets (40‐50mph in 30mph zones).
2) Traffic snarls at peak times (but I accept that as part of any large city's complication.
The thought that we will have a park/path pushed on us from people who don't even live in the area. If I wanted to live near
something like that I would ‐ there are plenty of op ons.
I also don't like that Wieuca ‐ the main thoroughfare to restaurants/shopping in my area, does not have consistent sidewalks. To
make buckhead truly walkable/livable ‐ this is the street that should be focused on. It has a school and a creek and connects to
MANY neighborhoods.
Most streets need major repairs. More sidewalks are needed. Traffic law enforcement could be better
Lack of green space and poor walkability
Not very walkable; Little culture/feels very artificial
‐‐ Lack of planning (i.e. tying new development to traffic solutions). Right now there is a new apartment complex going up around
the corner from us on Roswell (we live on Land O'Lakes) and it is sure to make traffic worse; don't know if a light is plann
I dislike the amount of high density apartments and townhomes that are being built in and around North Buckhead (the apartments
in particular). The traffic is already bad and the schools will be overcrowded with the amount of projected people they are
anticipating moving into these developments. Also, Roswell Road is a bit of an eyesore and always seems to attract crime; Iâ€™ll
shop there during the day but avoid it at all costs once the sun goes down. The road needs some beautification (new sidewalks, get
rid of giant billboards, add mediums).
the traffic
The traffic congestion along the major corridors; the lack of a pedestrian‐friendly environment along Roswell Road.
Speeding drivers on Wieuca and traffic in general.
Construction related traffic, noise, damaged roads
‐ Tree cu ng/removal
‐ Lack of parks
high property taxes
(No Comment)
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Least
SIDEWALKS: Other than high profile areas ‐‐‐the general condi on is atrocious, unsafe, and an embarrassment to the community.
SIDE STREETS: Other than high profile areas ‐‐‐the general condi on is atrocious, unsafe, and an embarrassment to the community.

#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
Deep cracks. Upheavals.
(At least we are consistent in the above.)
#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident

Lack of sidewalks around Buckhead Loop. Terrible traffic congestion.
(No Comment)
Local fire department at Phips Plaza #3 blasting their horns when on practice runs. Way, way too much!
Traffic, all the unnecessary high‐rise office buildings since most aren't near full and more are still being built which in turn cuts out
views that once were beau ful.

#144 ‐ NB resident

#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident

Too many apartments being built when those that have been built are having trouble finding tenants. In short, too much
unnecessary building.
Traffic congestion.
Ridiculous continued development of high occupancy housing with no regard to the burden this adds to gridlock in an area that
already is overwhelmed with traffic particularly in the area surrounding Phipps and Lenox. Frustrating and dangerous.
The traffic is awful. The daily commute in and out of my neighborhood is a challenge. The funneling of cars on and off GA 400 is not
done well. The Lenox and Phipps areas are in gridlock for both morning and evening "rush hours".

#151 ‐ NB resident

#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident
#164 ‐ NB resident

Constant loud construction noise after permitted hours and the lack of police enforcement. An example is the Metropolitan
property at Long Leaf and Phipps Blvd. Cablik Enterprises work crews work past curfew most evenings hammering and sawing. This
reduces the quality of life for neighbors.
These crews only stop after a resident calls the police and they physically come to the site to make them stop work.
Growing traffic issues
(No Comment)
Traffic!
rising crime and congested traffic
THE BUIDING WE LIVE IN
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Least
The traﬃc is bad and ge ng worse. Conges on is horrible during the Christmas shopping season.
Most people take wonderful care of their yards but some yards are horrible.

#166 ‐ NB resident

Most people take care of their home's exteriors but at least one group of investors buy up houses and intentionally don't maintain
them in an eﬀort to bully other homeowners into selling at below‐market prices.
The traffic islands on Peachtree Dunwoody at Peachtree are ugly and dangerous. They are an embarrassing "gateway" from
beautiful Peachtree Road into residential North Buckhead and Historic Brookhaven. Landscape them.

#169 ‐ NB resident

#172 ‐ NB resident
#177 ‐ NB resident

#179 ‐ NB resident

1. Too much development allowed too close to sidewalks. Need more green space between sidewalks and buildings. e.g. condos at
Leafmore and Phipps Blvd; Post apartments going up at Lenox Rd and Phipps Blvd: Condos on the old Paces apartments lands. Too
many stately trees are being sacrificed and are being replaced by small trees that will never have the same presence as the old ones
which have been removed. There are plans for a hotel adjacent to the Phipps parking lot ‐ am certain the lovely greenery there will
disappear as well. Are there no regula ons for these developers?
2. The traffic. Again, there must not be much of a planning commission to allow so much high density building in the area which is
already suffering from the traffic. The interchange at GA 400 just gets worse and worse. . The traffic hurts businesses and makes
life miserable for residents.
3. No effective public transport except for limited train service.
Development pressures.
Traffic 24/7
‐ traﬃc
‐ inability to bike safely; lack of bike lanes
1) Extremely inconvenient for pedestrians.
2) Poor road planning and enforcement that allow motorists to block side‐streets even when they are stuck in the middle of the
road at right lights.
3) Over mixing business/residential zoning. Lack of enforcement to keep entertainment establishments to mindful of noises. I've
called police numerous times for loud noises from a restaurant with outdoor speakers blaring at 12 am. There was not a single
cruiser showing up before the restaurant shut down at 130 am. That business is not next door, its across a 6‐line road and several
buildings in between.
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7 What do you like theleast about North Buckhead today?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Like Least
Lack of sidewalks and general walkability.
Traﬃc

#183 ‐ NB resident

Lack of parks
Lack of places to run

#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

No Dog park
Growing traffic
Massive developments tearing down trees and overcrowding the area.
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#2 ‐ NB resident
#3 ‐ NB resident

#5 ‐ NB resident

#6 ‐ NB resident

#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident

#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Make better place tolive
Better traffic control at main intersections; limits on new high rise developments; more pedestrian‐friendly innovations like
sidewalks and marked crosswalks; better enforcement of current speed limits.
(No Comment)
Easing up traffic and making it easier to walk around the neighborhood. It's completely asinine to me that there are still no
sidewalks on the N. Buckhead side of Peachtree Dunwoody allowing N. Buckhead residents access to LNCP.
Taking that a step further, what if safe walking access allowed us to walk to a movie at Phipps or to the restaurants at the corner of
Peachtree Dunwoody and Peachtree.
That's how an in‐town neighborhood should be!
More sidewalks
Less traﬃc
More parks
Better schools ‐ no reason we cannot send our kids to public school through high school. Quality of schools has decreased
dramatically since our kids (now in middle school) started school.
better sidewalks, paths and trails‐‐more pedestrian friendly
Speed bumps (e.g. on Old Ivy); looking forward to the new GA 400 trail; nice progress on making the area more pedestrian
friendly...would like to see continue; continued greenspace development
Would love to see more sidewalks. We love Little Nancy Creek park but it is hard to access. I am thrilled about GA 400 PATH and
we will likely use it a great deal, but want to be sure it is safe! I am also VERY concerned about the large number of apartments that
are being added, and if they fall into disrepair and/or rents go down, if they will have a negative effect on Sarah Smith Elementary‐
one of the neighborhood's greatest assets. The neighborhoods in Sandy Springs have experienced this and I would hate to see this
happen here. We paid a premium to have our children attend a wonderful, NEIGHBORHOOD school and this should be protected!
Would love to see a neighborhood Christmas social (esp. for families) and would be happy to help organize. It is often hard to
attend board meetings with small children. Don't know how to volunteer with NBCA.
elimina on of cut through traﬃc on Wieuca and Loridans

#11 ‐ NB resident

connec ng the park on Ptree Dunwoody to the rest of the neighborhood
eliminate occasional strong smells from sewer at Blue Heron/ Roswell
‐‐ Easier and safer to walk around.
‐‐ Get speeding under control.

#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
‐‐ Easier access to parks and playgrounds.

#16 ‐ NB resident

‐‐ More parks and playgrounds. Even small ones make a big difference!
More parks, bike paths, less traffic
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Make better place tolive
Safer pedestrian and cycling facilities would allow residents to actually use them purposefully. Right now, its more of a novelty and
leisure activity to use the sidewalks or bike lanes. If they are reliable and safe, people will actually start using them for alternative
forms of transporta on.

#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

To do this, we must strive to make sure all sidewalks are proper width, have connectivity to other sidewalks, and connect to proper
crosswalks.
We need to also install more speed blocks on side streets that are used to avoid Wieuca and Old Ivy at rush hour. This includes
Whi ngton Dr and Longleaf Dr, among others.

#18 ‐ NB resident

Finally, we need to make sure that ALL properties within a reasonable distance of Path400 (1‐2 miles) have a safe and reliable way
to access them. If not, our own residents won't use the path.
Pedestrian friendly streets
We need more parks and green space, better streets and sidewalks, more police presence, faster fire/rescue response times and
be er schools (par cularly middle and high schools).

#19 ‐ NB resident

I have no illusions that the City's funding priorities will change any time soon given our City's demographics and current political
leadership. What we need to do is create a dedicated source of funding for each residential neighborhood that cannot be siphoned
off by the City into other areas City while requiring the City to stick to an objective base level of services across all City Council
Districts. The funding source could work like CIDs do and allow our residents to "self tax" themselves to get the level of City Services
that we expect and need.
I understand that this won't be easy (and probably won't be popular), but it is essential if we want the type of community that most
of us expect. This should be THE TOP PRIORITY for our neighborhood as it solves most of our issues.

#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident

more park op ons within walking distance
sidewalks
bike lanes
community center/local pool
less traffic; more public transportation
less traffic; more neighborhood get togethers
More proactive traffic calming and traffic enforcement.
Better traffic control.
Better schools, better control of noise pollution
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

#28 ‐ NB resident
#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident

Make better place tolive
Preserving mature tree canopy.
Finding alterna ves to driving alone.
Synchronizing traﬃc lights.
Stop building luxury homes, condos and apartments that make the neighborhood more elite.
(No Comment)
similar mix of single family homes, apartments and commercial units. managing the increase in the # of new households in the
neighborhood
More access to public transportation (i.e. bus stops on Wieuca Rd and Peachtree Dunwoody). Better design of major intersections
and traffic flow (timing of lights). More parks and trails.
A fix with Wieuca road and Phipps blvd and habersham/ old ivy
More opportunities for neighborhood involvement that's not just about kids and family events.
Sidewalks, parks
safer walking paths. We have sidewalks but speeding cars make even those dangerous at times.
decrease in new construction; sidewalks on every residential street; more pedestrianized areas; street cameras to monitor
residen al crime; increase in police presence;
ultimately, Buckhead needs to annex from City of A.
road repair
Retain and expand greenspace. Careful monitoring and periodic adjustment of traffic and walk lights. There are areas that need
sidewalks.
Add two lanes on Roswell Road! Ha. I love living here and only getting better.
more sidewalks
Some sort of speed control on Wieuca Road.
Creating a mixed use along the commercial perimeter of the neighborhood and creating gateways into the neighborhood which
provide opportunities to integrate the two. Also look for opportunities to introduce a more traditional street grid in those
commercial corridors.
I work in Grant Park and find the little neighborhood bars, bike shops, salons a great attribute and would be in favor of trying to
make this happen within our neighborhood.

#45 ‐ NB resident

Knowing the specifics of how North Buckhead Master plan addresses the future of our street so that I can make plans to live in my
house for another 30 years as I have done for the past 30 years or plan on something else based on the Master Plan

#46 ‐ NB resident

More sidewalks and bike paths. More public gatherings areas/parks. Fewer cut through drivers speeding through the area.

#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#53 ‐ NB resident

Updated stores and shops. More police scanning the area. More walkable areas and parks.
fewer buildings, better air quality. Limited car fumes.
Less traffic
Less development, more Police protection, less congestion on the roads.
Everything I stated above
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Make better place tolive
Stepping up eﬀorts to create a safe walking/biking culture; improve public transporta on; add parks of all types
Require sidewalk installation with ALL new home construction, all tear downs & lot divisions, and with all home renovations above a
certain dollar amount, say $20,000 within any 18 month period.

#55 ‐ NB resident
Require significantly larger road set backs for all commercial properties with installation of sidewalk canopy trees, large garden
median elements to separate from the street, and substan al park elements for high density residen al projects
Increase impact fees and require concurrent installation of infrastructure to support new high density developments
#56 ‐ NB resident

More green space, less traffic/speeding

#57 ‐ NB resident

More parks and more sidewalks for jogging so people don't have to walk/jog on the street. Also sidewalk access to parks.

#60 ‐ NB resident

Address infrastructure of the area during the planning stage of new development not after it becomes a problem; this applies to
traffic, water runoff, water/sewer issues, and I am sure there are others I am not aware of. Fix the poor conditions of the roads with
more frequent repaving. Developing a master plan is a big step in the right direction.

#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident

more mixed use
Do something to discourage "cut through" traffic such as Ivy Rd where people pay little attention to the four was stop signs at Ivy &
Old Ivy.
Better vehicular traffic control
Less building upwards, more attention to traffic flow beyond the immediated area of the new construction
A solid plan for traffic flow and more safe choices to get around.
Decrease "cut through" traffic. Consistent street scaping (curbs, sidewalks, etc.). Efforts to attract young families. Dedicated
security force.
Non vehicular development ‐ more sidewalks and parks ‐ less high rise towers.
Be er traﬃc control
More involvement by the city (maintaining public areas, etc)
More sidewalks
Even more public areas
If traﬃc was managed to move be er so everyone didn't have to cut through residen al streets.

#72 ‐ NB resident
I guess the main bugaboo is the Piedmont/Roswell Rd. intersection.
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

#74 ‐ NB resident
#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident

Make better place tolive
Protected bike lanes; crosswalks; more sidewalks; better signage to help people access MARTA; more parks and trees; design roads
to slow traffic instead of encourage speeding; paint crosswalks to encourage drivers to slow down; install cameras to catch red light
violations which are excessive; work with police to have them enforce existing no texting while driving laws and driver use of turn
signals both of which are blatantly disregarded.
(No Comment)
traffic calming measures on neighborhood streets
Walkable ameni es
Fix the roads
More sidewalks, and parks and walking paths
More pedestrian friendly...although great progress has been made in this area.
Better road infrastructure to handle all the additional population growth and businesses. More walkable areas. Improved focus on
middle and high schools.

#83 ‐ NB resident

Gee, 'tis hard to pinpoint our greatest need, but I suppose better traffic control and responsible drivers is # 1 in my book.

#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident

More parks, less traffic, more pedestrian friendly
Much more mass transist for those that work here but don't live here.
BETTER TRAFFIC CONTROL.
More pedestrian friendly
Better and more efficient flow of traffic
I think planting trees along Path 400. Traffic lights should be synchronized. I do not know to improve Piedmont at Habersham, which
causes the backup on Old Ivy unless a bridge is feasible.
Adding the parks is a great start. Linking them, providing parking would add to the appeal for an older resident like myself. Blue
Heron sounds like the perfect place, but it looks too overgrown for easy access.
I love the efforts that are boing made to have more green space in our community. I like the sidewalk project and would like to see
all of North Buckhead connected with sidewalks and trails.
Easy access to main streets (Wiecua, PT Dunwoody, Roswell Roads)
traﬃc improvements.

#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident
#90 ‐ NB resident
#94 ‐ NB resident
#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident

Periodic required reviews of zoning permits of properties which have not been developed in five years.
Continued police at key intersections
(No Comment)
We need to control the growth of high rises and commercial zoning. Traffic is sometimes horrible.
More security. More contact with neighbors.
(No Comment)
Enforcing tree ordinance laws
more park and mass transit
more sidewalks
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

#111 ‐ NB resident

#112 ‐ NB resident

Make better place tolive
More non‐motorized mobility: bicycle and sidewalks paths that are safe; which implies more law enforcement presence for safety
of those not driving. More architectural standards. Continued remodeling of Roswell Road from Piedmont to Windsor Parkway.
Bury the damn Power Lines and get rid of ALL above ground power lines and telephone poles. Build a quality public high school in
area that is caliber of Sarah Smith elementary.
I am not an expert ‐ I cannot oﬀer specifics because I don't know about cost, legal concerns, etc.
I would definitely support a grand traffic plan ‐ to better protect neighborhoods and somehow control cars that use North Buckhead
as a cut‐through.
Maybe roundabouts, more speed bumps, traﬃc lights.
I would also support small beautification efforts ‐ like landscaping along Roswell Road.
Smarter ways to slow traﬃc down (stop signs > cameras > new technologies).

#113 ‐ NB resident
Additional emphasis on walkability/bikeability ‐ PATH work is great, how do you expand it?
Giving Wieuca be er ligh ng & sidewalks that run all the way between Roswell road & Peachtree.
#114 ‐ NB resident

Keep the area green ‐ don't remove old trees for a concrete path. A buffer is needed between 400 & the homes that back up to it.
HUGE mistake to clear cut the area. It doesn't help that trees will be replaced in some area of the path ‐ it doesn't mean that certain
areas won't suffer greatly from the loss.
Sidewalk and street repair.

#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Clean up of some vacant lots and houses.
Better sidewalks and traffic control
Running trails, more local businesses, more walkable, remove the Tower Place rush hour gate
‐‐More though ul planning/development

#118 ‐ NB resident
‐‐more walkability (it can be scary to walk on Roswell with children)

#119 ‐ NB resident

Protect the single family homes and quite lifestyle. Better access and sidewalks going to Little Nancy Creek Park (west side of
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd). Keep Sarah Smith a great place for our kids go get an education. Limit condo and townhomes being
built; keep these low density and high‐end. Restrict all apartment building and push for existing ones to be replaced with nicer and
less dense townhomes or low/medium mixed use development. Beautify Roswell Road and other major roads in and around North
Buckhead. Prevent anything from being developed at the end of N. Stratford other than rebuilding single family homes (NO high‐
rises!!!!!!). Protect nature and trees. Do not increase the size of any roads, I donâ€™t want major roads built as a response to any
complaints about traffic.

#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident

more sidewalks, bike lanes, green space, dog parks
More pedestrian connectivity, both along roadways and through trail solutions between current and future parks.
Three way stops at Loridans/Wieuca and at West Wieuca/Wieuca.
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Make better place tolive

#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
‐ More trees and green areas
comple on of the Mountain Way park and Path400 to Loridans Drive

#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident

A neighborhood swim tennis facility would be a fantastic way to foster more neighborly interaction
(No Comment)
TAKE CARE OF EXISTING AREAS OF OBVIOUS DEFERRED MAINTENANCE. It takes no survey or civil engineers to actually see the
urgent repair needs of our sidewalks and streets.
This is not as glamorous or visionary in thinking about how we want things to look 10 ‐ 15 years in the FUTURE.

#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
BUT ‐‐‐ we have needs right now.

#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident

And, I doubt that the visionary thinkers 10 ‐ 15 years in the PAST had visions in their heads of in the year 2014 of sidewalks and side
streets looking as they do here and now.
More open, car free areas: a park perhaps.
(No Comment)
Move the fire department or have them be more considerate of a residential area.
Reduce the amount of office buildings and apartments being built. That would reduce the amount of traffic. When it's not
congested, cars speed down Peachtree, Phipps Blvd as if they were in a race.

#144 ‐ NB resident

Sidewalks need repairs

#147 ‐ NB resident

A bus that stopped at the different apartments and high rises along Phipps Blvd that would go just to Phipps Plaza, Lenox,Publix
complex, drugstore.
(No Comment)

#148 ‐ NB resident

First and foremost, a functional traffic pattern. Bike lanes would be fabulous, but given the traffic, improbable to add.

#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident

Sidewalks that allow people to walk safely in the neighborhood. As an example connecting Phipps Blvd with Peachtree means
walking up Lenox Road that has only dirt to walk on. More walkable access would help people leave their cars at home to go
shopping, walking to restaurants.
More visible police presence. I never see cop cars in the neighborhood.
Safety is #1, then infrastructure concerns and traffic.
(No Comment)
Better walkability ‐ we previously lived in San Francisco, and enjoyed the option to walk everywhere. Here in Buckhead, the traffic
is so heavy, and we don't always feel safe as pedestrians.
Less crime and traffic. More open space..
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Make better place tolive

#164 ‐ NB resident

LES NOISE FROM FIRE DEPT
The city doesn't repair street pavements ‐‐ the City Council and Legislature lets our roads decay and claims they are doing a good
job by reducing taxes ‐‐ bad roads are a hidden tax.
The city allows the pavement to be cut into without requiring permanent repairs. City: make these people put up a bond or
prepayment which can be used to fix our roads when they are disturbed.

#166 ‐ NB resident

The Buckhead CID has a bunch of off‐duty cops directing traffic during rush hour. The results are suboptimal. Drivers are often
confused, slowing traﬃc down. They should get a modern traﬃc control center with an integrated camera and sensor system.
Neighborhood residents should have more "say" in traffic, land‐use and parks decisions. Too many decisions are dictated by
outsiders.
Signalized crosswalks are needed across Wieuca Road.
We should be able to walk on sidewalks along Lenox Road from Phipps Boulevard to Piedmont Road ‐‐ vehicle traffic shouldn't be
sacred.

#169 ‐ NB resident

#172 ‐ NB resident

#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident

#183 ‐ NB resident

Safer walking conditions ‐ more pedestrian friendly. More green spaces. Preservation of the trees and green spaces that exist.
Improved public transportation ‐ especially in an east‐west direction. Safe public transportation for use at night. Would love to see
a plan ‐ a vision for the area, not just hodgepodge development.
Develop and implement street scape for Roswell Rd.
Define non residen al limits along Roswell Road.
Major rework of Phipps Blvd/Buckhead Loop to reduce congestion.
‐ be er transporta on plan
‐ bike lanes
‐ sidewalks on major connecting routes e.g. Peachtree Dunwoody
1) Be er access to pedestrian traﬃc.
2) Actually enforce existing codes and have police respond to complaints with actual presence.
More sidewalks
Walkable area.
Neighborhood police
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8 What things wouldmake the neighborhood a be er place to live?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

Make better place tolive
Too much housing and not enough infrastructure to avoid heavy traffic.(public transportation/shuttles/trolley would be a nice
addition)
Cleanup of Roswell road, make it more bike/pedestrian friendly. Control developers better.
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9 Are addi onal publicor open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Open space

#2 ‐ NB resident

Current open spaces are adequate for my needs.
No. We already have the nature preserve and we are so close to Chastain Park you can go there if you want to, but we don't have
the traffic gridlock that Chastain experiences, or the number of cars going through the neighborhood. Any parks or open spaces
greatly affects the surrounding neighbors.
(No Comment)
Yes!!! Parks where possible. Not much space for this though.
Improve Roswell Road ‐ it is an eyesore
yes
additional parks

#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident

#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Would love to see the property at Mountain Way and Ivy become a playground (I believe it is FSBO) as a natural extension of the
new greenspace at Mountain Way Common. Would love to see Mountain Way Common, when finished, used for holiday &
neighborhood gatherings (4th of July, Halloween, Christmas etc.‐ maybe once a quarter). Could also be used to the annual
neighborhood association meeting if there is a playground‐ let the kids play while the adults discuss neighborhod business‐ there
could even be a pot luck or cookout there to ensure families show up. If not there, use LNCP (although access there is an issue)!
Would also love to see a swimming pool somewhere in the neighborhood (like Garden Hills, etc.). Would certainly be willing to pay
$$ to join‐ think it would really add to the sense of community!
wish there was some way to make the Blue Heron area more of a park

#11 ‐ NB resident
wish there was some way to make the area south of Lakemoore more accessible
We have oodles of private greenspace.
However, we need more usable PUBLIC greenspace ‐‐ parks and playgrounds that we can get to easily.
#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
Even small accessible parks make a big diﬀerence.

#16 ‐ NB resident

I look forward to us having a place for the community to gather. Mountain Way Common may meet that need.
(No Comment)
There's a condemned house on Ivy Rd that has sat vacant for at least 5 years. It's in a flood plain, so none of the 5 real estate
brokers that a empted to sell the home have been successful.

#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#18 ‐ NB resident

The City or the neighborhood should purchase the land and build a park. There is a void of public parks in this part of N Buckhead
and it would be a good use for the land.
(No Comment)
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9 Are addi onal publicor open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Open space
There is just no question that we need substantially more parks, green space, trails and other open spaces. Even if residents don't
choose to use these ameni es, more parks means overall healthier lifestyles and higher property values.

#19 ‐ NB resident

We should focus our attention on building a system of "linear parkways" that connect the mishmash of greenspaces that we
currently have in order to maximize the accessibility of these limited resources. PATH 400 is a great start for a north‐south system,
but we should prioritize the construction of an east‐west linear parkway/trail that connects our neighborhood to Chastain Park to
the West and Brookhaven to the East.
We should also priorities a park that can serve as a central gathering place for the neighborhood for socials, artistic expression and
political discourse.

#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident

yes. a park within walking distance for the neighborhood east of roswell and west of peachtree dunwoody
(No Comment)
no
We have a new park forthcoming, smaller parks and Chastain. I am not supporting any new development of parks at this time
except the new one.
No
More green is always welcome
Our large lots and backyards serve the purpose when combined with existing green space like Blue Heron, Chastain and 2 new parks
at Mountain Way and Peachtree Dunwoody.

#28 ‐ NB resident

#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident

It is more important to now preserve wildlife habitat by protecting pockets of unbuilt, undeveloped green space. They are more
valuable in the big picture than another playground or benches with lawns. These pockets of nature are the special signature
feature of North Buckhead. Please stop allowing big residential developments and McMansions to scrape these areas bare. Please.
(No Comment)
possibly.would be nice to do something with the vacant lot on Mountain
(No Comment)
Can't wait for the mountain way project to be completed
No.
Yes
(No Comment)
purchase the lot next to Sarah Smith school on Wieuca to assist with morning carpool and parking spots.
adequate as is
We need to retain what we have which I think is adequate for a city. But every little (or big) bit of encroachment reduces the quality
of life.
If something Public could be off Roswell somewhere, people would flock to it.
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9 Are addi onal publicor open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Open space

#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Yes. A network of greenspace is needed which is connected via multi‐use trails. This involves taking the greenspace we have,
adding more and building a network leveraging the GA 400 trail to connect within the North Buckhead neighborhood as well as to
adjoining neighborhoods.
This is not terribly important to me
Nothing specific just more sidewalks and pedestrian bridges over major intersections
Yes! We only have Chastain. Blue Heron and the new Nancy Park. Chastain is great but not just a neighborhood park anymore, Blue
Heron is wonderful but you have to live in walking distance to use it.
Yes! Walkable pads as well as biking paths. Parks with small lakes would be beautiful as well.
Yes, parks, anywhere between Ivy Rd. and Chastain Park.
no. Just keep the parks we have clean and safe
Additional park space would be welcome.
Yes, anywhere you can find space. Anything to make North Buckhead a better place to live, work & play.
Yes.

#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident
#45 ‐ NB resident
#46 ‐ NB resident
#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#53 ‐ NB resident

#55 ‐ NB resident

Connect LNCP park with MWC; MWC with SRSmith Intermedicate Campus; MWC with BHNP; BHNP with SRS Primary Campus;
BHNP with Chastain
Add some pocket tot‐lots and other usable pocket parks where ever they can be included

#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident
#72 ‐ NB resident

Is there a space anywhere to add picnicing? space for non‐scheduled outdoor fun?
More park spaces. This may be provided by the walk path that will connect us to the beltway.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
yes, Old ivy and north stratford.
I don't think so and I don't know where they could be.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
There are a lot of things currently going on that we should have a list of before trying to answer this question.
The more the better. Its tough because there is limited land, but more parks in the central parts of the neighborhood to keep them
community based.
Pocket parks that might create a greater sense of community.
Dog park.
Yes. Parks of all kinds anywhere there is space
We have Chastain so close. I would worry about other things first.
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9 Are addi onal publicor open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Open space

#74 ‐ NB resident

More green space, parks, wider sidewalks. Involve walkability experts in the planning process. Walkers in the neighborhood would
also help inhibit crime. Urgency to reduce driving; people here drive from one store to another ‐ they are killing themselves!

#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident
#83 ‐ NB resident
#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident
#90 ‐ NB resident
#94 ‐ NB resident
#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident

#111 ‐ NB resident

#112 ‐ NB resident
#113 ‐ NB resident
#114 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
no
No
Definitely need open spaces wherever there is real estate. Maybe convert Chastain golf course to a park.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Search me, Coach.
Yes, parks
Yes, more green space and parks not used for sports.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Path 400 is a big disappointment.
(No Comment)
We can always use more....
No, Chastain Park serves my needs....if I can get across Roswell Road.
Some 'pocket' parks could be established. Ex: corner of N. Ivy and Mountain Drive
This is really not important to me.
(No Comment)
It would be nice to have a big park..like Chastain, but we don't have the space for it..so we have to make due with the little pockets
that we have and are being developed now.
I am happy with existing and already planned areas.
Yes, more parks to sit , with flowers
Neighborhood pool would be help connect children who attend different schools.
yes.....small parks.....walkable shoping and reasturants
(No Comment)
Given the limited space apparently available for such space; it's hard to imagine where such public/open space would be located;
but if Regent Partners donated their land at Piedmont and Tower Place Rd (where the tacky AMC theater buildings and defunct
restaurant/minimal restaurants) are located to Green Space; we could actually have a small park along Piedmont Road, next to the
Buckhead Church and across from the Kroger/Starbucks and in the middle of a huge residential/commercial/high rise office (mixed
use) complex. That would be a WOW.
As long as they are very safe and protected.
Expand areas where it's tough to build: along creeks and streams, and valley‐like areas.
Plenty of parks / open space. There is so much room in the cul‐de‐sacs & yards as well. We are good. Between chastain, blue heron
preserve, & little nancy creek, we have plenty.
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9 Are addi onal publicor open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Open space

#115 ‐ NB resident

Finish Mountain Way Comon. Create a park with more open space for kids to play, like a soccer field but not organized sports

#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Parks and greenspace
(No Comment)
Yes. There really isn't a playground that I can walk to with my children. Most of the year we prevented from using the one at Sarah
Smith Primary, LNCP is too far to walk, and Chastain while arguably walkable requires traversing Roswell.

#118 ‐ NB resident

#119 ‐ NB resident
#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident
#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident

Would also like to see some of the wooded land on Wieuca preserved as green space. I believe there is some wooded land for sale
along the creek and it would be a shame if a developer bought it and put up 15 houses in a place of single house currently on the
sight.
Always open to new ideas but improvements to the existing structures is good start. What is going on with that one lot in the
middle of the neighborhood where it appears to be a private tennis court that no one ever uses(4131 N. Stratford RD NE)? Can the
neighborhood buy this lot and turn it into a swim/tennis club? I would pay optional monthly dues to join a swim/tennis facility.
dog parks
Yes‐‐additional trails connecting PATH400 to Blue Heron and Blue Heron to Chastain. The sensitive rehabilitation of the Lowry‐
Stephens Cemetery on Loridans Drive as passive open space should be completed.
As much green space as we can get would be great!
(No Comment)
‐ Parks
I have heard that the possibility of a swim/tennis facility close to Path400 close to Glengary Way was a possibility. I would love to
see that come to fruition.
(No Comment)
Not very "sexy " ‐‐‐‐‐ but it is hard to enjoy public or open spaces if you can't get there.
We need underground parking facili es.

#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident

If we can build high rise buildings on top of parking ‐‐‐‐‐ surely, we can build underground parking with public or open space on the
surface level above.
Yes. There are drainage and emission concerns. Now there is a "sexy" issue for our civil engineers and environmentalists to figure
out. Do it.
See above.
(No Comment)
Common walking park areas
Not really.
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9 Are addi onal publicor open space needed in the neighborhood? If so, what types and where?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Open space

#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
Control growth going forward and fix the traffic first.
Yes. We really don't parks have any to speak of.
There is a small lake right next to GA 400 close to Longleaf Drive, but it's fenced off. Some kind of access to areas like these would
be nice.
Small playgrounds would be nice.
(No Comment)
As above, additional walking areas would be a huge benefit.
Parks and cycling/walking
(No Comment)
Little Nancy Creek Park needs sidewalks along the west side of Peachtree‐Dunwoody so North Buckhead residents walk there, not
drive and fight for a parking space.

#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident
#164 ‐ NB resident

#166 ‐ NB resident

#169 ‐ NB resident

#172 ‐ NB resident
#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident
#183 ‐ NB resident
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

New parks and playgrounds are needed in the southern half and in the northern corners of the neighborhood.
It should be easier to walk to Chastain Park and to the soccer fields on Peachtree Dunwoody at Windsor Parkway. Install sidewalks
and maybe multi‐use paths to improve access to parks.
As above. Need some regulations requiring businesses and multi‐family residential developments to have a green space buffer
between the sidewalks and the buildings. Would love to see the 400 corridor join parks and possibly link up with the Beltline.
Herron Lake park could be made more accessible and promoted ‐ think this area is underutilized. Walking and bike trails along
Nancy Creek? Just improving the footpaths around the Chastain Park golf course has made a huge difference in use, compared to
it's state 25 years ago.
No, if better controls are developed and enforced to prevent essentially clear cutting by developers.
Yes. Addition of Mountain Way Common is a start.
Yes, especially in the Lenox road area. The three‐blocks near both Lenox/Phipps malls are over‐built with highrises and offices with
limited footprints. There is not a single green space left in the area.
See above
(No Comment)
Yes, we need more towards Lenox mall area
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#2 ‐ NB resident
#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident
#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#11 ‐ NB resident
#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#16 ‐ NB resident
#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#18 ‐ NB resident
#19 ‐ NB resident
#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident

Transportation improvement #1
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour

Transportation improvement #2
Making walking safer and more convenient
Other (please explain)
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#27 ‐ NB resident
#28 ‐ NB resident
#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident

Transportation improvement #1

Transportation improvement #2

Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour

Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
(No Comment)
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#45 ‐ NB resident
#46 ‐ NB resident
#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#53 ‐ NB resident
#55 ‐ NB resident
#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident

Transportation improvement #1
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
1
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour

Transportation improvement #2
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
(No Comment)
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#72 ‐ NB resident
#74 ‐ NB resident
#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident
#83 ‐ NB resident
#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident
#90 ‐ NB resident
#94 ‐ NB resident
#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood

Transportation improvement #1

Transportation improvement #2

Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections

Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident
#111 ‐ NB resident
#112 ‐ NB resident
#113 ‐ NB resident
#114 ‐ NB resident
#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#118 ‐ NB resident
#119 ‐ NB resident
#120 ‐ NB resident

Transportation improvement #1

Transportation improvement #2

Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
1
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour

Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
(No Comment)
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident
#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident
#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident
#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident
#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident
#164 ‐ NB resident
#166 ‐ NB resident

Transportation improvement #1
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
(No Comment
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
1
(No Comment
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
1

Transportation improvement #2
Making walking safer and more convenient
Reducing speeding on neighborhood streets
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
(No Comment)
Making walking safer and more convenient
(No Comment)
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
Improving the vehicular operation of a few specific
intersections
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making walking safer and more convenient
Making bicycling safer and more convenient
(No Comment)
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In established areas like North Buckhead, different types of transportation facilities often compete for limited
10 resources (i.e. right‐of‐way, funding, etc.) If you had to pick two transportation priorities for North Buckhead, what
would they be? (select two)
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead
#169 ‐ NB resident
#172 ‐ NB resident
#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident
#183 ‐ NB resident
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

Transportation improvement #1
Reducing neighborhood‐wide vehicular congestion during rush‐
hour/peak‐hour
1
1
1
1
1
1

Transportation improvement #2
Improving bus and rail facilities and accessibility
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
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11

Would you still support the two transportation priorities you selected above if they required significant widening or
reconstruction of residential streets to accommodate them?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Widen?

#2 ‐ NB resident
#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident
#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#11 ‐ NB resident
#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#16 ‐ NB resident
#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#18 ‐ NB resident
#19 ‐ NB resident
#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident
#28 ‐ NB resident
#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#44 ‐ NB resident
#45 ‐ NB resident

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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11

Would you still support the two transportation priorities you selected above if they required significant widening or
reconstruction of residential streets to accommodate them?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Widen?

#46 ‐ NB resident
#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#53 ‐ NB resident
#55 ‐ NB resident
#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident
#72 ‐ NB resident
#74 ‐ NB resident
#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident
#83 ‐ NB resident
#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident
#90 ‐ NB resident
#94 ‐ NB resident
#95 ‐ NB resident
#97 ‐ Other neighborhood

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
(No Comment)
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
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11

Would you still support the two transportation priorities you selected above if they required significant widening or
reconstruction of residential streets to accommodate them?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Widen?

#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident
#111 ‐ NB resident
#112 ‐ NB resident
#113 ‐ NB resident
#114 ‐ NB resident
#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#118 ‐ NB resident
#119 ‐ NB resident
#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident
#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident
#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident
#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident
#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
(No Comment)
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
(No Comment)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
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11

Would you still support the two transportation priorities you selected above if they required significant widening or
reconstruction of residential streets to accommodate them?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Widen?

#164 ‐ NB resident
#166 ‐ NB resident
#169 ‐ NB resident
#172 ‐ NB resident
#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident
#183 ‐ NB resident
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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12 Do you have other ideas to share with us?
1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

#2 ‐ NB resident

#3 ‐ NB resident
#5 ‐ NB resident
#6 ‐ NB resident
#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident

#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Other ideas?
The Roswell Road/Piedmont Road/Habersham intersection has to be reconfigured to handle current traffic. I am also afraid of the
ramifications for Roswell Road as a result of proposed development in south Sandy Springs. Any taxpayer subsidization of new
construction in the north Buckhead area by the City of Atlanta or Fulton County Development agencies should require approval of
north Buckhead residents.
Other: don't encourage more bicyclists unless they are willing to obey the rules of the road. Having masses of cyclists speeding,
ignoring stop signs, etc. is a safety hazard and someone is going to get injured.
(No Comment)
While it would be nice to reduce traffic during peak periods, I think focusing on fixing intersections that cause the backups into our
neighborhoods is more desirable. Restricting traffic also restricts our own ability to navigate our neighborhood streets. Making
intersections function better and getting nonresidents out of our neighborhoods and onto major thoroughfares would be more
effective in my mind.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
It is hard to attend the NBCA meetings for families, and therefore it seems that a small, vocal minority (wanting crazy things like
sucession from Atlanta to Sandy Springs (?!?) or building high density on N. Stratford (?!?) and connecting to the malls,etc.) are
represented, instead of the MANY families who call North Buckhead home. Love the surveys, as those who can't attend still feel
they can participate‐ would ask that you continue those! Also, I think it is important to work with Chastain Park Neighborhood
Assoc. and Brookhaven Neighborhood Assoc. to ensure our area stays safe, doesn't add too much density, and that Sarah Smith
remains exemplary! Is there a way to "tap in" to either of those security networks? Also‐ would it be helpful to have smaller
gatherings once a year with nearby neighbors? One of our neighbors just hosted a cookout for our street and it was great to meet
everyone!
The now‐demolished McClatchey School and its green space for ball fields, etc. has never been replaced.
It would be good if there was be er accessibility/ parking to the green spaces associated with Sarah Smith.

#11 ‐ NB resident

#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#16 ‐ NB resident

There should be better coordination (or even some coordination) between Atlanta and Sandy Springs for the lights between
Roswell/ Windsor and Roswell/ Wieuca.
Based on the new development on Roswell Road being a source of tax revenue to Sandy Springs, there should be an obligation for
Sandy Springs to pay some costs associated with improving traffic on Roswell Road to the south, particularly since it is a state
highway.
‐‐ Sidewalks at least 4' wide and not obstructed by signs, utility poles and fire hydrants. They should be sheltered from the street by
a planted strip.
‐‐ Crosswalks that are clearly marked. Consider using pavers or some other surface to set them of
(No Comment)
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1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Other ideas?
The traffic signal at Wieuca and Whittington Dr (at Sarah Smith Intermediate) should turn into a flashing yellow (on Weiuca) and
flashing red (on Whittington) at non‐peak traffic times. This would slow‐down the speeders on Weiuca and allow residents of
Whi ngton to turn le on Weiuca without wai ng for the 2‐3 minute light cycle to change to green.

#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Right now, it can take several minutes for Whittington to get the green light and its completely unnecessary. Sometimes (especially
at night) there are no cars on Weiuca at all. I admit that I will run the red light some mes.
As I said, the flashing yellow for Weiuca travelers will also slow‐down the traffic, which is much needed. This stretch of Weiuca is
where people go 40‐50 mph at non‐peak traﬃc mes.
This makes pedestrian and cycling facilities even more dangerous as well, so a yellow flashing light will make everything safer, while
keeping traffic moving efficiently.

#18 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
I think this master planning initiativce is a great idea and long over due. I would though strongly encourage you to think of "big
solu ons" to our issues instead of lots of "small solu ons".

#19 ‐ NB resident

For example, spend our political capital pushing for a dedicated funding source for the communuity instead of spending political
capital to get the City to accelerate modest improvements to 3 or 4 intersections or build 1 or 2 more small parks. A few
intersections or small parks will not make much of a difference in the long run but systemic changes to our taxing system will have
dramatic results.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
More traffic enforcement by APD and surveillance of speeding, not during the school year.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
No
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
beautify bridge crossing Nancy Creek on Wieuca Rd.

#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident
#28 ‐ NB resident
#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
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Other ideas?

#38 ‐ NB resident

Small things such as changing the traffic lights at Phipps and Alexander can make a huge difference. Another example: the new
pedestrian bridge across 400. Not all improvement require massive change or investment. Preserving trees and open spaces must
be a priority. Example: Alliance center plans to use their park space for a high rise office development. Lots of people use that park
or at least walk through it to get to MARTA on the other side. What is going to replace the park space? Will there be walkways to
replace those lost? Every bit of open space lost should be replaced by something equivalent.

#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)

#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Our neighborhood would benefit by have a community‐center‐type facility serving as a focal point and gathering spot for the
neighborhood for cultural activities, community group gatherings, neighborhood social events, etc. It could be part of a park or site
of a historic home the city or community would own becoming a source of identity and pride.

#44 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
A walking path from the new bridge at the Marta station to the intersection at the buckhead loop behind Phipps. This path then
needs to connect to a pedestrian bridge that crosses over this intersection. No one will us Marta if they have to cross such a huge,
dangerous and busy intersec on.

#45 ‐ NB resident

Individuals using the new GA 4oo trail have to cross over the buckhead loop. Should have been a pedestrian bridge built but at what
$$$.
Pedestrian bridge from Phipps to Lenox would make the walk from our neighborhood to Phipps and then to Lenox safer.

#46 ‐ NB resident

Roundabouts/traffic circles are a great way to improve traffic flow. they are much better than stop signs which create a lot of
unnecessary traffic; and better than traffic signals/lights which when not sensor operated create unneeded delays to traffic as well.

#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident
#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#53 ‐ NB resident
#55 ‐ NB resident
#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident

Thanks for all that you are doing for our beautiful community.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
You all are doing great and we appreciate your time and effort!
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
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#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident
#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident
#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#71 ‐ NB resident
#72 ‐ NB resident

#74 ‐ NB resident

Other ideas?
I think a top priority is to fix the terrible existing streets. The pot holes are everywhere. Trails are nice if there is money available
after repairing the streets.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
My two choices in question 10 should not need what's asked for in question 11. There is a great deal that can improved with what
we have.
Im a relatively recent resident of the neighborhood. Upon attending one annual meeting, it seemed like the average neighborhood
demographic was NOT attendance (i.e. age differences). The master planning efforts should ensure where possible, opinions from
all demographics are included.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
I wish that the triangle where the Carriage cleaners is and the mattress place could be torn down to make room for a better traffic
pattern at those intersections and a road into and through the Flip shopping center.
Use pedestrian overpasses/bridges to get people safely to mass transit. Make it easier for people to walk. Replace regular Buck
shuttle shuttles(which mostly drive around empty) with better pedestrian access and an on‐demand pick up service for those who
are truly incapable of walking.
Mandate that all developers put sidewalks along their properties and allow green space between them and neighboring properties.

#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident
#83 ‐ NB resident

#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
visual sign polution clutter on poles, right of ways etc.
(No Comment)
Buy any available land now before prices inflate.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
No. I'm clueless when ideas are needed. Sorry.
They need to stop building these huge high rise apartments. They just add to already congested streets. Traffic is becoming worse
and worse....making going anywhere after 4:30pm almost impossible.
How about a surcharge for those who drive into this area to encourage mass transit and carpooling.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)

#90 ‐ NB resident

As I age I wish there was small bus service (BUC size) to the Lenox and Financial Center MARTA stations down Wieuca Road

#94 ‐ NB resident

Thank you for all you the organization do for North Buckhead. I appreciate your advanced thought and planning.

#84 ‐ NB resident
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Other ideas?
If you widen our streets, more people will come and drive faster on our new streets. Look what happened on Roxboro around
Target, Everyone speeds down the 3 lane road just to get caught up around Roxboro in the Lenox Park area. Then to make matters
worse, people try to merge into the main lane from the turning lane going into the neighborhood. That is what would happen in N.
Buckhhead,
Wieuca Road looks terrible with those safety s cks at the bridge close to Mounta Way and Wiecua.

#95 ‐ NB resident

#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident
#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident
#111 ‐ NB resident
#112 ‐ NB resident

#113 ‐ NB resident

Wieuca Road looks terrible at the intersection of Wieuca Road and PInecrest with the speed meter looming above the street. It is an
eyesore, and no one cares how fast they are goiing.
Mountain Way is an eyesore with the property that has been in the newspaper, over and over.
City of Atlanta needs to fix the streets, Mountain Way is really bad with the ruts from the sewer installa on
City of Atlanta Police need to arrest the people in the drug
house on Lake Moore. The people roam the streets
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
The city should synchronize traffic lights. All throughout the city. That would improve traffic flow all over. Also the Dot needs to
TURNON the lights on 400 and the Buford‐Spring Connector.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
I think widening the roads will add more traffic
Hard to pick just 2 in Question 10. Walking and bicycling safety is an imperative; but we will not get rid of or reduce the volume of
motorists (in fact this volume will grow) and therefore this needs to be a pragmatic priority.
Question 11 is tricky. I don't think that traffic conditions would be improved by widening roads. A widened road separates
neighbors and cuts off walking traffic + families with little children on trikes.
We've mostly lived in suburban Atlanta since 1980 so feel like we know ATL reasonably well. What's been so surprising to us is the
poor condition of non‐main roads in Buckhead. The vast number of bumps, poorly repaired incursions, holes, root humps, etc. does
not convey any feeling of prosperity or even regular maintenance. Drive down OId Ivy, Powers Ferry or even Blackland and Tuxedo
to "enjoy" the Buckhead Driving Experience. Sort of embarrassing, really.
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#114 ‐ NB resident

#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#118 ‐ NB resident

#119 ‐ NB resident

#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident
#127 ‐ NB resident
#135 ‐ NB resident
#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident
#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident
#151 ‐ NB resident

Other ideas?
The above answer is actually a maybe ‐ it really depends on the scale of what you are discussing & if it actually makes sense.
Sidewalks through peoples backyards that don't lead anywhere specific or lead to places that are too far away for families with
young kids to frequent makes no sense. I would not back that. Widening or restructuring wieuca makes complete sense & I would
back that. Making consistent sidewalks on some streets that lead to wieuca also makes sense. Some are so wide you don't actually
need sidewalks ‐ they are user friendly as is.
Would like to see fewer tear downs, want character of neighborhood maintained.
We need to ensure MARTA rail safety and security and increase its use by all.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
In regards to question/responses for #10 and 11: I answered â€œImproving the vehicular operation of a few specific intersectionsâ€
and â€œmaking walking safer and more convenientâ€ but then â€œNoâ€ to â€œWould you still support the two transportation
priorities you selected above if they required significant wideningâ€¦â€. The reason I answered no is because I feel many of the key
places that need sidewalks are limited and there wouldnâ€™t be a need to widen roads (P‐Dunwoody Rd, Wieuca Rd, and maybe
Stovall Blvd); the addition of sidewalks in these areas shouldnâ€™t be too much of a sacrifice to property owners. A few additional
cross walks would solve some of the walking issues. Improving light timing would help with vehicular traffic (the only corner I see a
big issue is on Piedmont and Habersham; left turns off Lenox and Phipps can be a problem too â€" can we get a cop out there from
5:30 to 6:30?).
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
We DO NOT want Wieuca Road to be widened!! This would COMPLETELY RUIN our neighborhood!!!
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Do something with fire station 3 at Phipps. Talk to the hot rod cowboys who sit on the horn!
it would have been nice if the Planning Committees involved in developing this area cared about the quality of life of the residents
who already live here. This is a nice idea but should have been done 20 years ago
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Its a minor issue but deals with noise and the quality of life in the neighborhood. There is a fire station on Phipps Blvd. Late at night,
anytime from 11pm into the early morning hours they always drive out of the station with their sirens blaring. During these times
Phipps Blvd is largely deserted of traffic. Just flashing lights would be enough to warn traffic. There's no need to wake everyone in
the neighborhood within 200 yards of the fire station.
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Other ideas?

#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#162 ‐ NB resident

Safety is uppermost. The traffic police are sometimes confusing and compromise safety.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
I wish our police department was more responsive to calls concerning criminal activity in our neighborhood.
MORE POLICE

#164 ‐ NB resident
GIVE MORE SPEEDING TICKETS
The North Buckhead Master Plan should be periodically reviewed and updated. A progress report should be prepared and
published.
The state law on community improvement districts should be amended to:
1. permit residents (and not just commercial interests) to vote to create their own CIDs.
#166 ‐ NB resident
2. force existing CIDs in areas with significant residential presence to expand their boards to provide residents with a meaningful
role in decision making (even though the residents are not directly paying the bills).

#169 ‐ NB resident
#172 ‐ NB resident
#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident
#183 ‐ NB resident
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

The city should actively enforce the ordinance against posting commercial signs on utility poles ‐‐ it makes the neighborhood look
tacky. They should take down the signs as soon as they go up and should prosecute businesses that put them up. (I am not talking
about lost cat signs and real estate street side signs.)
Would like to see more of a village atmosphere in North Buckhead. I live part time in another large city that has village‐like areas
within it ‐ each one with it's own personality. Pedestrian walkways with a mixture of residential, small shops, restaurants and
coffee shops with outdoor eating (but not like the Phipps restaurants with tables adjacent to the parking lot) that attract
pedestrians and encourage socializing would be terrific.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Turn North Buckhead into a more walkable residential/commerical area where it is desirable to live and work here. Also, make is
easier to walk around North Buckhead.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
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What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Roswell Rd in 25 Years

#2 ‐ NB resident

not sure
Similar to what it is currently. Nothing comes to mind except no more apartments, and no giant developments. We have enough
traffic.

#3 ‐ NB resident

#5 ‐ NB resident

#6 ‐ NB resident

#7 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#8 ‐ NB resident
#9 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#11 ‐ NB resident

Roswell Rd is very junky looking to me. It's a hodge‐podge of commercial businesses and there appears to be very little thought
given to much development.
I do like the renovated Fresh Market shopping center. That cleaned things up a good bit. I just wish there was more of that.
I'm not sure what's going in where the apartments used to be at Windsor parkway but I'm hopeful that it's a walking
shopping/dining area similar to The Forum which is outside the perimeter. Something like that would be nice and would do well in
our 'hood.
Anything but what it is now! There has been close to zero control on its development and we have ugly strip shopping center after
ugly strip shopping center. I don't know if a CID would work with the types of business along this corridor or that we need
something as extensive as the Peachtree Road project ‐ but something to improve the look and raise the quality of the development
along this road would be nice. How would it look? Maybe something like what they are trying to do in Sandy Springs ‐ improved
lighting and landscaping would be a good start.
(No Comment)
To be more pedestrian friendly / more of a feeling of "neighborhood" with additional dining choices
(No Comment)
My sense is that Smyrna has a better pattern of development. Take a look, for example, at where Muss & Turner's is (north side of
Cumberland Parkway, just outside of 285).
In Smyrna, curb cuts seem more limited, and there seems better separation of arterial from residential‐area traffic.
We need a uniform streetscape overlay. We can't fix everything but we should work to reduce curb cuts. Parking lots should also
be shielded by fences and/or landscaping. We need to add a few more crosswalks.

#12 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#16 ‐ NB resident
#17 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#18 ‐ NB resident

The intersection at Wieuca/West Wieuca desperately needs to be cleaned up. Ideally, it should be reconstructed for better traffic
flow, although that would probably require the exercise of eminent domain. This intersection was built to serve a couple of exurban
roads coming together 75 years ago and it hasn't changed at all.
Retail or mixed use with retail at ground level and residential above
Roswell Rd functions as it should in my opinion. It would be nice to lose some of the automotive services, but then again, its nice
having them so close.
I would hope to see continued road, sidewalk, streetscape, and landscaping upgrades to the entire stretch.
Mixed use development
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What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Roswell Rd in 25 Years

#19 ‐ NB resident

Roswell Road should look like Peachtree Street with medians, wide sidewalks and parking primarily in the rear of retail businesses. It
is now just too expense to widen Peachtree and it will soon be too expensive to widen Roswell Road. We should undertake
widening now (with a view to future light rail transit) while it is still economically feasible.

#20 ‐ NB resident
#22 ‐ NB resident
#23 ‐ NB resident
#25 ‐ NB resident
#26 ‐ NB resident
#27 ‐ NB resident

#28 ‐ NB resident

#29 ‐ NB resident
#30 ‐ NB resident
#31 ‐ NB resident
#32 ‐ NB resident
#33 ‐ NB resident
#34 ‐ NB resident
#35 ‐ NB resident
#36 ‐ NB resident
#37 ‐ NB resident
#38 ‐ NB resident
#39 ‐ NB resident
#40 ‐ NB resident
#42 ‐ NB resident
#43 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

mixed use similar to intersection of peachtree battle and peachtree as well as the new development near west paces ferry near
wholefoods
mixed use areas ‐ like what has been developed in town brookhaven, but on a smaller scale as Roswell Rd can't handle the
additional traffic like Peachtree Ind can.
low density; less condos; less apartments
Good sidewalks and the promotion of a walking district. However, it is not walking friendly.
More walk ability.
I don't understand the question
A better selection of cafes with healthy, affordable food. Buckhead Atlanta will add many more unaffordable restaurants for only
the wealthy.
Grant Park, East Atlanta have much more character and aﬀordable selec ons than North Buckhead.
Protect the pockets of woods and forests. Continue to add trees and stop building on existing green space.
(No Comment)
lots of good commercial options. more local vendors rather than national brands. good variety as well.
Landscaping to buffer commercial areas. Higher quality commercial users mixed with good quality residential.
Classy and not too flasy with signage/ tradition buillding facades
Smaller retailers
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
A combina on of East Atlanta, Virginia Highlands and the Buckhead of the 80's ‐‐ quaint and a rac ve to tourists;
Town Brookhaven has a pedestrianized party atmosphere with of course great shops and restaurants.
upscale urban shopping and restaurants
That area is too constricted and always will be. I stay away.
A place where people of all ages and ethnicity can live and thrive.
more cohesive development, sidewalks in good repair, crosswalks, streetscape like Peachtree Road
(No Comment)
Roswell Road needs to be converted from a suburban strip commercial corridor to a mixed use corridor blending residential and
commercial together in the same footprint. You could pick any one of dozens of neighborhoods in cities like Chicago, Boston, San
Francisco, New York City and others that have done a good job in allowing both uses to coexist without one overwhelming the
other.
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What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Roswell Rd in 25 Years

#44 ‐ NB resident

See 8 above. One to two story mixed use building with parking would be acceptable
I would like to have several feet of green space between sidewalks and the street.

#45 ‐ NB resident

Example, the 11 new condos being built at old Ivy and the buckhead loop; will the sidewalk be extended like the sidewalk (green
space between sidewalk and street)is at the high rise next to it? Does not look there will be enough space to allow for this.
Savannah Ga A beautiful and pedestrian friendly city

#46 ‐ NB resident

Roswell Road is a mess. It needs to be an inviting area to walk. The flow of traffic could be improved by limiting access to a few key
driveways at major shopping centers and eliminating the number of turn ins. The center turn lane is dangerous and not effective.
Limi ng le turns out of stores/centers would help as well. The redo of Peachtree Rd is a great model.
It would also be helpful to have all signs and centers display their street number ‐ this is required on Roswell Rd outside the city
limits, it should be all the way. It is a very small cost and task to buy large reflective numbers from Ace and place them on existing
sign posts.

#47 ‐ NB resident
#48 ‐ NB resident
#49 ‐ NB resident

More upscale but affordable.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)

#52 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

I would prefer smaller developments along Roswell Road. Please do not support anything that resembles the Lindbergh area.

#53 ‐ NB resident

Highland Avenue in Inman Park.
or
10th St and Peachtree in midtown
or
Pharr/Paces & Peachtree "heart of buckhead"

#55 ‐ NB resident

I'd like Roswell Road to become beautiful‐‐wider boulevard style road with plantings, signage, less industrial feeling

#56 ‐ NB resident
#57 ‐ NB resident
#60 ‐ NB resident
#62 ‐ NB resident
#63 ‐ NB resident
#64 ‐ NB resident
#65 ‐ NB resident

More trees, less congestion
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
decatur
I think that some of the development in midtown is of good quality and design.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
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What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?
Roswell Rd in 25 Years

#70 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

It needs to take on the look of Peachtree Rd between Mable Dr. and Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. Not as wide but with a median and
turn lanes a wide safe side walks on both sides and NO bike lanes. Bike lanes should not be allowed on any major road way
Peachtree Rd. Piedmont Rd. Roswell Rd., West Paces Ferry Rd.
More pedestrian friendly where people in the nearby neighborhoods would enjoy walking the district. Peachtree Battle area is
probably similar.
(No Comment)

#71 ‐ NB resident

Roswell Road is OK as is. We just need to keep Roswell's commercialization from encroaching further into the neighborhood.

#66 ‐ NB resident
#67 ‐ NB resident

#72 ‐ NB resident

It would be nice if it could have an up to date uniform themed look through zoning such as they have in Vinings or like towns in the
northeast. It wouldn't have to be those styles but a theme throughout the strip malls etc.
If trees were planted along Roswell Road that would be nice too.

#74 ‐ NB resident

Not around here. We need more mixed use and less dominance of the automobile. Everything in Atlanta for decades has been
designed to make it easy for drivers and difficult for pedestrians. The quality of life is seriously compromised by that. Look to
European models for live‐able cities. Mix in cultural venues, shopping, residential, dining, everything. Like a series of adjoining
villages that offer something for everyone. All with a good transportation network to connect the villages together.

#75 ‐ NB resident
#77 ‐ NB resident
#78 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Organized and uniform
buried utility lines, street level signage
More walkable. Buildings on street, parking in rear. Mixed use. Density ok but a wider Roswell Rd better for all.

#79 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

Dresden drive and virginia highlands with parking. Smaller venues with lots of trees big sidewalks and parking in back.

#81 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#82 ‐ NB resident
#83 ‐ NB resident
#84 ‐ NB resident
#85 ‐ NB resident
#86 ‐ NB resident
#87 ‐ NB resident
#89 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
Decatur downtown
Not knowing what kind of transportation will be around makes for wild guesses.
(No Comment)
More place in which walking to shop, dine or enjoy the outdoors (green space) is doable.
(No Comment)
Less low‐income housing
More trees and synchronized traffic lights

#90 ‐ NB resident

Multi family residential similar to the development of Peachtree Road in the Peachtree Battle area, north into Buckhead.

#94 ‐ NB resident

I would love to see it more walkable. A place where you could park and enjoy sections of the street to shop and dine rather than
having to get into your car and go up and down Roswell Road. Love the Vinings, 5 points and Virginia Highlands.

#95 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
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#97 ‐ Other neighborhood
#98 ‐ NB resident
#99 ‐ NB resident/NB worker/Commercial landowner
#100 ‐ NB resident
#103 ‐ NB resident
#104 ‐ NB resident
#106 ‐ NB resident

What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?
Roswell Rd in 25 Years
A mix of businesses and midrise residential buildings. An accessible neighborhood park where the community weed patch garden is
now located.
Morningside has cut‐through streets and they have done a nice job of improving the streets and intersections.
(No Comment)
It would be nice to have a village type walkable neighborhood with shops and cafÃ©s for several blocks where people could walk
and sit outside.
Less traffic congestion going through Sandy Springs. I like the character of Roswell Rd going through Buckhead as it is now, except
approaching the intersection of Roswell and Habersham. This intersection is a nightmare in the afternoon!
(No Comment)
Preserve the neighborhood feel rather than having the cookie cutter Bed‐Bath&Beyond/Banana Republic/The Limited shopping
centers, let's see more Erika Reade, Ltd. and other small businesses.
Ansley Park is the most beautiful neighborhood in Atlanta because its historical preservation and old trees. It is a wonderful walking
and living area.
West End & the old Atlanta City Hall.

#107 ‐ NB resident
#110 ‐ NB resident
#111 ‐ NB resident

#112 ‐ NB resident

#113 ‐ NB resident
#114 ‐ NB resident
#115 ‐ NB resident
#116 ‐ NB resident
#117 ‐ NB resident/NB worker
#118 ‐ NB resident

Tree lined avenue like in many European cities
(No Comment)
Much of this area that runs through NOBU needs to be leveled and rebuilt. We truly could create a "village" of this area that looks
like some commercial streets in Beverly Hills ( Rodeo drive equivalent not necessary) or some of Coral Springs, FL (architectural
controls for theme) etc. With vision we could have that stretch of Roswell Road be pleasing to the eye, instead of ugly and
becoming seedy.
I've already mentioned that Roswell Rd. needs a plan for beautification. For instance, the small section of Roswell right at the
Habersham intersection looks lovely with the draping crepe myrtles on either side. It softens the hardscape, requires hardly any
upkeep and does not block walkers on the sidewalks.
Of course, I'd love to have the wires placed underground, but that would be too expensive.
I know Ansley Park has done an amazing job of controlling traffic though its neighborhood and also creating beautifying roadside
areas that don't require much maintenance.
Windward Parkway in Alpharetta does a nice job of making mixed‐use/many mile/boulevard needs functional, as well as reasonably
attractive.
Roswell road has most things we need ‐ expect the ability to walk there safely on sidewalks.
Would like to see the intersections at Wieuca and West Wieuca designed for a better flow of traffic.
Could be quality restaurants and shops. Perhaps some could be used for park land.
Virginia Highlands
I would like it to feel more like a neighborhood village rather than the land of strip malls.
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1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

#119 ‐ NB resident

#120 ‐ NB resident
#122 ‐ I work for a Buckhead organization
#123 ‐ NB resident
#125 ‐ NB resident
#126 ‐ NB resident

What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?
Roswell Rd in 25 Years
This needs to be the neighborhood â€œcommunity hubâ€ not a tourist des na on. Things like grocery stores, pharmacies, dry
cleaners, and small / local restaurants are the right establishments (similar as it is today). It needs to be a very light commercial or
very small mixed use area. Beautification and safety is the biggest need for this area. Improve the curb appeal by adding medians,
improving sidewalks, limit sign height, add plantings / keep trees and plant more. The best example of what I want it to look like is
â€~downtownâ€™ Vinings or Virginia Highlands.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
No apartment buildings!!
(No Comment)
‐ Bicycle path
‐ People friendly lighting‐
less concrete/asphalt and more landscaping

#127 ‐ NB resident
major improvements to the W. Weiuca intersection to eliminate sitting through lights while someone waits to turn left
#135 ‐ NB resident

#136 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

#140 ‐ NB resident
#142 ‐ NB resident
#143 ‐ NB resident
#144 ‐ NB resident
#147 ‐ NB resident
#148 ‐ NB resident
#151 ‐ NB resident
#155 ‐ NB resident
#158 ‐ Unspecified
#159 ‐ NB resident/NB worker

(No Comment)
Uniformity in business storefront theme / appearance and curb appeal.
Develope and gain ultimate approval of accepted look and feel of all NEW or renovated projects. (color range / materials / awning
style / etc.)
Grandfather all EXISTING structures ... But require minor upgrades over a specific period in order to ultimately comply with the
above appearance in an agreed time frame.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
No ugly telephone wires, wide sidewalks, lights, benches
better traffic flow. More like the Highland‐Viginia area or the Dunwoody Village area.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
A better mix of residential and business. Two close by areas that have done a good job of this are Dresden Drive in Brookhaven as
well as the Town Brookhaven development near Oglethorpe.
Town Brookhaven has a perfect mix of green space, shops and restaurants, so residents can walk to almost all the places they need.
It's more of a "village" atmosphere and people have a stronger sense of community.
I like the multiple personalities of Roswell Road.
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
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What would you like character of development along Roswell Road to be 25 years from now? Are there areas in
Atlanta or other communities that reflect this character today?

1 ‐ Connection toNorth Buckhead

Roswell Rd in 25 Years

#162 ‐ NB resident
#164 ‐ NB resident

Similar to Town Brookhaven
NOT SOMETHING I HAVE IN MIND
Using Peachtree Road in North Buckhead as a model, create a plan to make Roswell Road more attractive and up‐scale. Figure out
how to establish incentives to control the signage and especially the billboards, to make it look less like Buford Highway ‐‐ get it
looking more like Buckhead. Improve the streetscape.

#166 ‐ NB resident

The intersection at West Wieuca should be redesigned so the east‐west lanes line up and so less abrupt turns are needed on the
north half of the intersec on. Prohibit le turns on west‐bound West Wieuca at Roswell.
Redesign the intersec on at Wieuca and landscape the resul ng traﬃc islands.

#169 ‐ NB resident

#172 ‐ NB resident

Provide regular signalized crosswalks to let pedestrians cross Roswell. During rush hour, traffic will be gridlocked anyway ‐‐ letting
people easily get across won't delay traffic that much (if any).
Roswell Road would require a total revamp to be attractive as a go‐to place.
In a number of locations Roswell Road provides a traffic corridor without being a negative to the neighborhood. A combination of
reduced curb cuts, clusters of parking instead of "random clumps", landscaped separation between the road and parking/buildings
(screening) would all contribute to be er coexistence.
Even if we develop a promising plan today we must be prepared for it to take years to be implemented. Governmental will is
required with legislated limits uniformly applied that developers, over time, will be required to comply to.

#177 ‐ NB resident
#179 ‐ NB resident
#183 ‐ NB resident
#184 ‐ NB resident
#185 ‐ NB resident

(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
(No Comment)
Improve the streetscape of Roswell road and let it be more pedestrian friendly.
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report
Text of the Transportation Infrastructure Survey
The City of Atlanta is preparing for a possible 2015 bond issue to begin addressing the City's
transportation infrastructure maintenance backlog of over one billion dollars. A bond issue of $250 million
may be submitted to voters for approval next March. Tax increases to pay off the bond are not planned;
the bond is to be paid off with savings through improved efficiency and waste reduction in ongoing City
operations and sale of underused city assets (eg. the Civic Center, etc.).

Our North Buckhead neighborhood is currently performing a master planning effort. We have held
neighborhood meetings and workshops to get the opinions of neighborhood resident, workers and
businesses. Our board and master planning groups have considered some proposals to address our
transportation-related problems but we need your input to ensure significant problems have been
identified and to establish their importance to residents. This survey will help us understand your views.
While we are particularly interested in survey responses involving North Buckhead, if you think it
important, feel free to comment on needs outside the neighborhood.

Please remember to click the FINISH button at the bottom of the survey to record your comments.

Thanks for taking the time to complete our survey. We need your input to make sure the right things are
on our list of projects..
Continue >
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report
Text of the Transportation Infrastructure Survey
North Buckhead Civic Association Survey
Required Question(s)

1. What street do you live on?

50 characters left.

2. Rate the street in front of your home.

Check all that apply.
Road is good/adequate
Need to fix potholes (specify location, below)
Need to fix other problems (sagging street, manhole cover problems, rough pavement)
Need to repaint road centerline/bike lane/crosswalk
Need to resurface pavement
Need to address traffic signal/stop sign problems

Other
Comment:

500 characters left.

3. Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood streets/intersections that you frequently use.
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report
Text of the Transportation Infrastructure Survey

Check all that apply. PLEASE ENTER STREET/INTERSECTION NAME(S) AND DESCRIBE
PROBLEMS IN COMMENTS.
Road is good/adequate
Need to fix potholes (specify location, below)
Need to fix other problems (sagging street, manhole cover problems, rough pavement)
Need to repaint road centerline/bike lane/crosswalk
Need to resurface pavement
Need to address traffic signal/stop sign problems

Other
Comment:

500 characters left.
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report
Text of the Transportation Infrastructure Survey

4. Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian resources and needs.

Sidewalks are good/adequate
Sidewalks need repairs (specify location, below -- address is very helpful)
Sidewalks obstructed by vegetation (specify location, below -- address is very helpful)
Sidewalk gaps exist (Can't get from here to there on sidewalks, assuming sidewalks needed.)
Need to improve existing crosswalk (specify below)
Need new crosswalk (specify from/to location below)

Other
Comment:

500 characters left.

5. I have comments about North Buckhead neighborhood bicycle-related problems, resources and
needs. Specify precise locations.

350 characters left.
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report
Text of the Transportation Infrastructure Survey

6. I want to report North Buckhead locations where vegetation obscures the visibility of stop signs or other
important signs. Specify precise locations.

350 characters left.

7. I want to report North Buckhead intersections where vegetation obscures the visibility of oncoming
traffic. Specify precise locations.

350 characters left.

8. I have thoughts on alternative transportation for North Buckhead.
I am interested in a local shuttle bus service (like the Buc) being expanded inside the
neighborhood.
I am interested in improved MARTA service inside the neighborhood.
I am interested in local bicycle rental service in the neighborhood.
I am interested in short-term (hourly) automobile rental (like Zipcar) in the neighborhood.

Other
Comment:

500 characters left.
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report
Text of the Transportation Infrastructure Survey

9. I have other comments about North Buckhead neighborhood transportation infrastructure.

350 characters left.

10. I have other comments about the proposed 2015 Transportation Infrastructure Bond.

350 characters left.
Finish

Thank you again for your participation in our survey. We value and appreciate your input.
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report

Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.

Allison Dr
Arden Way
Beverly Ln
Brookhaven Springs Ct
Buff Dr
Carlton Rdg
Carmain Dr
Creek Wood Close
Danube Rd
Emma Ln
Glengary Dr
Glengary Way
Haven Oaks Ct
Herrington Dr
Ivy Knoll
Ivy Ln
Ivy Rd
Lakemoore Dr
Land O'Lakes Dr
Longleaf Dr
Loridans Dr
Mayfair Rd
McClatchey Cir
Meadowbrook Dr
Mountain Dr
Mountain Way
N Buckhead Dr
N Ivy Rd
N Stratford Rd
Old Ivy Ln
Old Ivy Rd
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
Peachtree Rd
Piedmont Rd
Pinecrest Rd
Rickenbacker Dr
Rickenbacker Way
Sheldon Dr
Skyland Dr
Starlight Dr
Stovall Blvd
Stovall Ter
Stratford Rd
Valley Brook Dr
Valley Green Dr
Whittington Dr
Wieuca Rd
Wieuca Ter
Wieuca Trce
Survey Responses
Public NB Streets
% Pubilc NB of Streets

1
3

1
2

Need to fix other
problems (sagging
street, manhole
cover problems,
rough pavement)

2
3
1

Need to
resurface
pavement

Need to address
traffic
signal/stop sign
problems

1
2

2

2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
2

1
1
1

2

4
1
1
1

2
2
3
1
1

1
2

1
2
4

1
1

1
1
2
2

1
1

2

4
7

5
8

4

3

4

9

5

1

3

1

1

2
1
2
4
1
1

1

1
1
4
6
3
1
5
2
2
3
1
89
39
80%

1
4

3

1
1

1

1

1
3
1
7
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
3

1
5
1
1
1
1
3

1
2
3
3
2
1
3
11
2

2

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
5
3

1
4
1
2
1

2

4

28
16
33%
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1
1
2
3
1
71
32
65%
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1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

5

1

2
1
1

56
23
47%

24
14
29%

38
26
53%

2
5
6
2
2
1
2
1
1
3
7
1
1
1
2
2
3
6
7
2
6
3
12
2
1
2
3
8
19
2
12
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
8
6
3
2
5
3
8
3
1
180
49
100%

Comments (See next pages)

Need to fix
Road is
potholes (specify
good/adequate
location, below)

Total in Survey

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Other (See next pages)

Check all that apply.

4
4
2
2
1
1
4
1

1
4
3
1
4
1
2

2
1
5
12
2
11
1
1
1

3
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
6
1
1
93

North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report

Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Need to fix
Road is
potholes (specify
good/adequate
location, below)

Conifer Cir
Conifer Park Ln
Fountain Oaks Lane
Ivy Chase
Ivy Park Ln
Menlo Dr NW
Old Wesley Pl
Olde Ivy Sq
Park Ave
Park Regency Pl
Stephens Mill Run
Stratford Pl
Tower Place Dr
Wieuca Overlook
Wieuca Rd
Windsor Gate ct
Woods Cir
Survey Responses
‐‐ Not North Buckhead's Street

Need to fix other
problems (sagging
street, manhole
cover problems,
rough pavement)

1

Need to address
traffic
signal/stop sign
problems

Other (See
next pages)

1
2
1
5
1

1
5
3
1
1
2
2
1
1

Need to
resurface
pavement

2
1

2

1
1
3
2
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

17

5
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17

5
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8

6

Total in
Survey

Comments (See
next pages)

2
2
1
6
5
1
1
3
5
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
38

1

5
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1

20

North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report

Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Other

just repaved
Tree roots have buckled streets
Beverly Ln
Huge ripples of raised pavement ought to be resurfaced.
Pavement is cracking
Creek Wood Close
dead end sign
Danube Rd
Traffic calming needed speed bumps
Glengary Dr
Speeding
Private street of HOA
Ivy Park Ln
Private
need to repave where utilities went in for the new subdivision on the south part
Ivy Rd
Needs speed tables
traffic calming
Lakemoore Dr
Sidewalk one side of Lakemoore Dr.
Need additional traffic slowing measures
Land O'lakes Dr
GP needs to trim trees more frequently on right of way for outages/vision
Bush
We need speed bumps because our street is a cut‐through.
Loridans Dr
Curbing
Meadowbrook Dr
See comment below
Sign at intersection of N Ivy and mountain way is bent
N Ivy Rd
install speed bumps
N Stratford Rd
Sidewalk
Old Ivy Ln
See below in comments
Speeding and crosswalks
Speed limit signs are not visible.
Old Ivy Rd
Dangerously fast traffic at our blind driveway
add stop sign at Allison Rd intersection to slow speeders down
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
enforce speed limit & passing restrictions
Need Sidewalks
Piedmont Rd
Rickenbacker Way
Add speed humps as everyone uses as major cut through and drives at high speeds.
even
with speed bumps people drive too fast!
Sheldon Dr
Speeding is a problem
Skyland Dr
not applicable
Stephens Mill Run
Speeding traffic and lack of speed signs
Stovall Blvd
Pedestrian access to street
Stovall Ter
Crosswalk
Stratford Rd
see comments
Tower Place Dr
Speeding Problem
Whittington Dr
Need speed bumps
need better signage and traffic calming
Wieuca Rd
drainage
Need to slow traffic further
Wieuca Ter
needs a 'third lane', as windsor parkway is getting overwhelmed with traffic
Windsor Gate ct
‐‐ Not North Buckhead's Street
‐‐ Private Street
Arden Way
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North Buckhead Transportation Infrastructure Survey Report

Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)
Arden Way

Comment
Just got repaved...I'm always curious how they choose certain streets, though. Some are worse off and
don't get paved.
Only because I'm replying one week after the street was re paved!
There is a mound of sand and gravel left on Mountain Way from work done on Arden Way
Was just repaved.
need to repair pavement breaks caused by tree roots. Have been waiting almost 1 year since reporting it.

Beverly Ln

I have lived on BEverly Lane since 1989 and the street has NEVER been resurfaced in that time span. It is
rough, uneven, and worn out.
I'm at 4249 Beverly lane. My neighbor has clear tree root damage in the street in front of his home.

Buff Dr

Carmain Dr

Conifer Cir
Danube Rd
Emma Ln

On the right side of the road before entering the cul de sac.
It's a small street but it's a little bumpy especially the area in front of my driveway (due to tree roots
pushing the street up a bit).
There is a widening gap between the curb and the street in front of my house. The gravel road bed is
being washed out. Because of infill housing, the storm drains can't handle the runoff and the street floods
in front of my house. A creek that passes under Buff Drive at the intersection with North Ivy can no longer
handle more than an inch of rainfall and floods the intersection and my property. Mountain Drive needs
to repaved the condition is so bad,
I call the City a couple times a year to have them address potholes on Carmain and surrounding streets.
They patch them, but we now have streets with hundreds of patches, dips (from settling around poorly
repaired utility cuts), bumps (from tree roots) and eroding asphalt. All our streets need repaving, but
realizing that the City does not have the money for that we (NBCA)need to create a prioritization list of
our streets that need it the most (and have the most traffic) and do those first.
Rough pavement street should be re surfaces .
Longleaf is a mess after many construction projects; potholes abound; cuts from utilities have left uneven
pavements. Conifer Circle is in reasonably good shape
Street sign (Danube road/Wieuca Road) knocked down several months ago but they did not put dead end
on sign so we get alot of additional turn around traffic
A stop light at Lakemoore and Roswell Road is critical ‐ the intersection is extremely dangerous and traffic
is increasing, especially with all the new apartment/condo construction nearby.
Bottom of the road near north ivy needs repair. People constantly speed up and down Glengary. It's not
safe.
The road surface on the southside Glengary Dr is less than adequate. We have a pothole that is turning
into a sinkhole towards the top of the street where it intersects with Loridans Drive. I have contacted the
city and they've patched twice in the last year, however the problem keeps resurfacing. Pavement is
cracked. Rough pavement. Glengary is a heavily traveled road in both the mornings and afternoons by
people who do not live in the neighborhood.

Glengary Dr
On the corner of Glengary Dr. and N. Ivy, there is a deep dip as you begin to to up the hill on to Glengary
Dr. A car can even hit thebo om of the car on it. We need more ligh ng on the corner
of Glengary Drive & Loridans..turning right on to Glengary Dr.
You are totally blind coming around that corner at night.
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Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Comment
the street is cracking apart significantly on the flat portions (sun damage?) and there's a dipping sink
hole/pot hole that was repaired in front of the Weldon's old house that is failing again.

Glengary Way

Ivy Chase

Ivy Park Ln

Ivy Rd

Street surface is adequate for now. lots of small spider cracks in the pavement all through the
* Ivy Chase is the street within the townhome community of "Glenridge Place on Ivy Chase". The
association is responsible for the maintenance of our street, Ivy Chase.
Private Street at end of Ivy Road
Town home community. We own street.
Privat Property (HOA)
We live in a townhouse community and have a private road which is well maintained. However the roads
getting here have many issues.
I live on a private road that our assossciation maintains.
Traffic signal at Piedmont and Habersham changes each night at 10:00 PM or so changes to 120 seconds
for Piedmont and 6 seconds for Habersham. Needs to be 45 seconds for Piedmont and 20 seconds for
Habersham. TOTALLY out of balance>
Our section of ivy road (south of old ivy intersection) is the only one without speed tables. I have
requested a review from city of Atlanta but they said it would take a while before they could measure
traffic and longer to install due to lack of,funds.
I am opposed to a light at the Lakemoore Dr & Roswell unless they add sidewalks and additional traffic
calming measures to Lakemoore Dr. There are only a couple of low speed humps (which should be made
higher) and cars fly down the road. Adding a stoplight will only add to the traffic on Lakemoore. We need
to keep this a calm street for the children walking to Sarah Smith and for the animals crossing the street
down by the Blue Heron preserve.
Need a traﬃc light at Roswell road at Lakemoore drive.

Lakemoore Dr

Dead and leaning trees Along rickenbacker between Lakemoore and Pinecrest need to be removed. Trees
are on blue heron property.
Street could certainly use repaving with curbing standards.
City of Atlanta Police park in private driveway at Stephens Mill Stop Sign. Because I did not come to an
absolute complete stop at 7:30 in the morning with no traffic in either direction, I was ticketed to the tune
of $192.00!
Create one side of the road parking in front of the Lakemoore Colony Condominums.
Turning left on Roswell Rd. from Lakemoore is getting more and more dangerous.
On Land O' Lakes, by Sarah Smith, there is a lot of erosion between the street and sidewalk. Could be
eroding the ground under the street. There are several open utility covers along Land O' Lakes Dr. Many
children use this sidewalk to go to and from school and there are several "holes" due to open utilities.
There is a tree/bush at the corner of Land O' Lakes Dr and Old Ivy that blocks the view of oncoming traffic.
This is across the street from the school and the tree should be removed.
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Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)
Land O'Lakes Dr

Comment
Sidewalks uneven to/fro SRS since gas line work for new construction‐bad for wheelchairs,baby strollers
etc Traffic has been dangerous for yrs from Old Ivy to L O'L Ct, 2' to Smith parking too close to intersctn
thus blocking space for vehicles to turn onto L O'L incl: buses from Wieuca campus, Sutton,NAHS,Marta
Mobility, US Postal, ATL garbage& recycling, &&& FIRE and AMBULANCES!
During ice storms, L O'L Dr, Sheldon,Old Ivy bcum disasterous cut thrus (thx GPS?) bcos of
hills,shade,curves
People use LOL as a cut through and are constantly speeding, regardless of the speed bumps
Needs speed bumps. Numerous children with frequent speeding due to fact it's a cut through street.

Loridans Dr

Mayfair Rd
McClatchey Cir

Menlo Dr NW

Mountain Way

pothole and uneven pavement on Glengary Rd near the intersection with Loridans Dr
Serval pot holes near St. James church as well as where the street intersects Wieuca Rd. Also large humps
near one of the stop Sign intersections.
Traffic speed; stop sign enforcement
The street behind me needs to be repaired and then repaved
People run stop sign at McClatchey and Loridans. People on bicycles are the most dangerous. To
themselves and motorist . Speed limit should be 15 on McClatchey,Valley Green.
As this street is a circle, we are somewhat protected from a lot of traffic ..this is good
There are two turn lanes on the North bound sign to the Lenox Connector in front of the Buckhead Place
shopping center. One is designated for continuously moving traffic to reach 400 Southbound. The other is
to permit drivers to turn right onto the connector and reach the lanes for the Connector or 400N. All too
often drivers use the former to merge onto the connector and come to a stop, although there is a sign to
"Continue Moving." Cones or other barrier would help to keep traffic moving.
Speed humps are needed on Mountain way for the long straight section. Too many drivers (especially on
cell phones) zoom through here. There are several children who live on the street as well as walkers and
joggers who use Mountain Way. With the coming park there will only be an increase in pedestrians.
Slowing the drivers can only improve the safety on the street.
Street is in terrible shape from 540 to 590 Mountain Way ‐ potholes, pavement heaves, ruts, and bumps.

N Buckhead Dr

N Ivy Rd

In cul de sac on creek wood close
Lots of redevelopment of existing properties plus the devastation of the corner property of mountain
way and N. Ivy rd. from dump trucks removing the dirt, maybe 30‐40 trucks of dirt each day for weeks. My
phone calls to the city were ignored! The pavement is devastated.
The street is one of the worst in Buckhead. It has had 3 collapses in the last 4 years and needs to be
complete torn up & sub strata repaired so the soil under the street is stable
I think they need to dig up old pavement and pave fresh. It has been about 30 years since this road was
resurfaced. It is rough, cracked, and sags in places.
North Ivy Road and Mountain Way are both in bad need to repaving due to numerous patches and rough
pavement and sagging due to sewer work and construction.
Road in rough shape. Had to spend $900 to put an asphalt apron at bottom of my driveway.
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Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Comment
Everyone runs stop signs at 4 way stop(N.Stratford, Mountain, N.Ivy), often going full speed, esp. During
rush hour. Lots of kids on bikes that could be hit.
Street is torn, up, has been repaired many times, many places. big holes at edges of street against curbs
where asphalt has eroded from water rushing down st(ex:in front of 4041 N.Stratford Rd.) someone could
pop a car tire, or a walker or cyclist could be severely injured. Road needs to be paved.
Need more speed bumps, traffic flies down this street. Would be a great street to add sidewalks!!
No sidewalks.
Have just generally noted that most of the roads around our neighborhood have rough uneven surfaces
and are in need of better maintenance
The City has repaired the culvert running under the road at my house (3784 N Stra ord Rd) twice.

N Stratford Rd

The asphalt patch immediately settles and continues to sink.
Need to install water runoff drain to sewer at northeast corner of N Stratford and Wieuca Rds to control
rainwater runoff from Wieuca onto N Stratford
People fly down this road, needs more speed bumps.
Stop sign is regularly ignored by drivers.
the more retail and office and apts,are built at lenox , the more traffic on my street
The street has been patched so many times from potholes, sewer work, etc. that it is in terrible shape all
around. I know it is not good for the cars. A re‐pave is definitely needed!
There is vegetation covering the corner at the intersection where Stovall (coming from the east) meets N
Stratford. Cars coming from Stovall typically pull very far forward (sometimes too far) to see. There are
plants covering the stop sign near Buff and N Stratford. We need sidewalks on N Stratford! It is dangerous
to walk down the hill; it is difficult for walkers to see drivers, and vice versa.
Sarah Smith traffic is a problem on our street. Cars speed by and are double parked.

Old Ivy Ln

The double parking by parents at Sarah Smith Primary needs to be addressed. People park on both sides
of the road at events, making it impossible for there to be two lanes of traffic flowing. Also, would be
almost impossible for a fire truck to get down the street in case of an emergency.
Curve at our driveway (122 Old Ivy Rd) has no warning for traffic to slow down due to our blind driveway
(despite many many calls to the city). Cars fly around the bend at a great rate of speed making it
extremely dangerous to exit despite the safety mirror we had to install. Potholes and sagging road
between Sarah Smith and Ivy Rd. Pavements uneven and are insufficient making it necessary to cross the
road numerous time where pavements suddenly end. Cars on Old Ivy don't obey the speed limit!
East of Old Ivy/Habersham on eastbound side are several potholes and waves. And across all of Sarah
Smith are multiple bumps, holes, and waves. The whole road should be topped, due to the long cable
inlays from (what I was told) years ago.
Georgia Power dug a 5 foot trench in middle of the street which has never been properly repaired.
Neighbors have paid thousands for curbing replacement. Striping worn off. Intersection at Wieuca
extremely dangerous. Vegetation overhangs/grows into street in many places, obscuring vision and
narrowing lanes; sidewalks inadequate; constant speeding with heavy traffic volumes requires calming
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Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Old Ivy Rd

Olde Ivy Sq

Comment
I live across from Sarah Smith on Old Ivy Road. Because the street is a cut‐through between Wieuca and
Roswell, as well as an exit from Piedmont Center, many drivers don't live in the neighborhood and,
therefore, speed and ignore pedestrian crossing rules
Inadequate signage approaching school zone and foliage coverage is blocking stop sign at old ivy / ivy
intersection approaching from west
One reason those crossing guard markers are being run over may be that there are dips or holes in the
road near them, which drivers try to dodge.
School awareness sign at 362 Old Ivy knocked down by accident.
The road is okay in front of the house but Old Ivy in general has very rough spots and dips and uneven
pavement.
Traffic goes WAY TOO FAST on the street...especially around the school.. We NEVER have any speed limit
enforcement on this street...especially at the end of the day when PIEDMONT CENTER traffic lets out and
the street is used as a CUT THROUGH!!!! I HATE THIS
Put new black top particularly on Old Ivy from the corner of Old Ivy and Ivy, to Habersham. but it could
use it too from that same corner to Wieuca Road, on Old Ivy. Another street that is in bqd shape is North
Ivy from Wieca to Glenn Gary.
The road is a very heavy neighborhood "cut‐through", from Wieuca all the way to Habersham, and it is in
very poor shape.
The school cross‐walk across Old Ivy Road is not sufficiently marked and there're not sufficient speed limit
signs on Old Ivy Road. Strongly suggest to have raised walkway or other traffic calming features on Old Ivy
to curtail speeding.
Not only do we grow as the cut‐through from Wieuca to Piedmont/Roswell, but in combinatin with the
twice‐a‐day rush hour out of Piedmont Center, west‐bound Old Ivy often backs up to Sarah Smith School.
Impossible.
Old Ivy is horrific ‐ it hurts your neck and back due to the uneven pavement and numberous potholes
The intersection of Park Lane going north at the buckhead loop intersection is like going over a waffle iron,
and there are multiple large potholes and dips on Park Lane on the south lanes

Park Ave

Park Regency Pl
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
Peachtree Rd
Piedmont Rd

Light at Phipps Blvd and Park Ave is always tricky since those on Wieuca do not follow the arrows as
indicated.
consider problems when other buildings are constructed.
The intersection of Park Ave, Wieuca Road and Phipps Blvd is a disaster waiting to happen. The traffic
needs to be better controlled as it is not clear and the lanes are misused.
Wieuca, Peachtree/Dunwoody
Generally all roads around Wieuca need fixing.
Damage to road surface caused by construction. Underground water causing sagging along edges.
The sign in front of my house (4254] is 25 mph
and the center line indicates ‐ no passing ‐
Signals frequently not coordinated. During afternoon rush very long waiting time. Some traffic lights
toward Brookhaven are said to be controlled by DeKalb County.
The City has approved that sidewalks be added to Whittington but, they don't have the funds. We have a
lot of families with children in both Sarah Smith campuses that need sidewalks so they can walk safely to
school. There are sidewalks on all surrounding streets to Whittington. But not on Whittington.
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Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Comment
even with speed bumps people drive too fast!

Sheldon Dr

The street is a heavily traveled cut‐through and needs to be resurfaced.
Street needs some repair near the intersection of Roswell Rd. Some years ago, a car hit the fire hydrant
near Roswell and caused some erosion under the pavement. It was never repaired properly.

Skyland Dr
Starlight Dr
Stephens Mill Run

Stovall Blvd

Stovall Ter
Stratford Rd
Stratford Rd

Tower Place Dr

Valley Brook Dr
Valley Green Dr

It would be helpful to have a speed bump on Skyland
Our main road is Glengary. It is riddled with potholes, dips, and uneven pavement. It has not been
repaved since the road was built in the late 70s
I believe that our road is private so none of above applies.
Our street is one block off of Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road and is in deplorable condition. Friends from Va‐
Highland who have biked through here said it is one of the worst residential streets in ATL. Potholes at P‐D
intersection; sagging street, rough pavement. One streetlight is out and does not work at night. Lack of
traffic enforcement/signs and speed bumps mean out of neighborhood traffic uses our street as a
speedway cut through & they are aggressive. They flip the bird when told slow down
Walking out of culdesac there are no sidewalks and too many cars cutting through.
Need crosswalk from new Marta pedestrian bridge. Road condition deteriorating quickly due to
construction traffic.
Too many potholes on Piedmont to list here.
The chain link fence atop the chipped concrete barriers lining the on/off ramps to/from GA 400 at Lenox
Road are a major eyesore and offer a shameful entry view into the purportedly prestigious 30326 zip
code. While construction of the GA 400 walking path and road resurfacing helps, access to Tower Place
Road, which is private, is always a challenge. The owners of Tower Place Road need better center lines,
better crosswalks, resurfacing of the road, better signage for stopping and slowing down.
We don't have a centerline
Sandy Springs has done a wonderful job resurfacing the streets on their side of the neighborhood, and
then our street is run down.
This is a cul de sac street that tends to be used by residents only, so it is very safe.
My street, Whittington Drive, is used for the Sarah Smith carpool routing, thus we experience many cars
during this time. These cars rarely obey traffic speed limits and our street has a very steep hill, causing the
traﬃc to move even faster. The school buses also speed on our street, which is ridiculous to say the least.

Whittington Dr

Wieuca Overlook

My neighbors and I think our street desperately needs speed humps. Its becoming a major safety issue for
our children.
This road seems to be a major cut through for Sarah smith elementary ‐ for both parents of the children
and for the school buses. Being a street with a pretty steep hill and a big curve at the bottom creates a
significant hazard for the residents of this street. Speed Humps would help slow the traffic and allow for a
safer street. Thank you.
private street
Huge issue with adequate drainage 10 feet of pooling on both sides of the road. No sidewalks and very
fast traffic poor bike liness
It is a major thruway for the area and needs repaving big time. It is a disgrace.
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Survey question #2: Rate the street in front of your home.
Check all that apply.

Home Street
Name
(Problem
Location)

Wieuca Rd

Comment
Potholes recur due to water problems and the heavy traffic between the driveways of 4620 Wieuca Rd.
Not an easy fix, but as traffic flow increases the potholes should be monitored and patched more often.
Who should we call when it gets really bad?
The road is riddled with potholes and bad patches.
The speeding is horrendous. The street needs traffic calming.
We receive enormous amounts of turn‐around traffic for people trying to reach Chastain Park. There are a
lot of kids on our street and these often speeding and distracted drivers are a hazard. There is inadequate
signage warning people that it is a dead end and nothing to slow those down that take the road.
Measures taken to slow traffic on Wieuca Terrace have been ineffective. Cars speed up and down the
street all day long. Speed is also a problem on Stovall Blvd., Wieuca and Peachtree Dunwoody.

Wieuca Ter

Measures taken to slow traffic on Wieuca Terrace have been ineffective. Cars speed up and down the
street all day long. Speed is also a problem on Stovall Blvd., Wieuca and Peachtree Dunwoody.

Wieuca Trce

cars drive too fast. traffic backs up due to commercial development creeping into areas with
infrastructure that only supports residential zoning (Wieuca ‐ Phipps Blvd ‐ Ptree Rd area)
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location

Other

Roswell Rd. is a dangerous road to cross as a pedestrian.
Beverly Ln
Need sidewalks on Lakemoore Dr
Emma Ln
Parking
Emma Ln
Mis‐spelling of Glengary Drive on sign at N. Ivy rd.
Glengary Way
general
Lakemoore Dr
More crosswalks and sidewalks needed.
Longleaf Dr
Signage
Menlo Dr NW
See comment
N Ivy Rd
Stovall Blvd.
N Stratford Rd
See below comments
Old Ivy Ln
Congestion
Old Ivy Rd
Bridge on Ivy Road
Sheldon Dr
it's a mess
Stovall Blvd
Speed and congestion
Stovall Ter
cops
Tower Place Dr
Flooding at Wieuca & W. Wieuca
Wieuca Rd
See below.
Wieuca Ter
‐‐ Not North Buckhead's Street
‐‐ Private Street
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location odComment
Better pedestrian pavements are needed and cars need to be reminded to keep within the speed limits
on all streets. Especially on Old Ivy and Wieuca Rd.
General repaving of the heaviest trafficked roads is needed.
It would be nice to have many roads in the neighborhood resurfaced
Most Buckhead roads are riddled with potholes and bad patches.
Neighborhood is becoming full of metal plates again and the city and developer are not monitoring.
Lakemore and Roswell Rd.
_General

Arden Way
Carmain Dr
Emma Ln
Glengary Dr

Lakemoore Dr

Lakemoore Dr/Roswell Rd
intersection
Lakemoore Dr/Roswell Rd
intersection

Lenox Rd

With the good comes the bad of living in an old neighborhood where houses have major re‐modeling
work and where many houses are razed and new ones constructed. With the constant construction
trucks tearing up the pavement, keeping a good surface on the roads is a very expensive proposition.
Even the road indentations in front of these new homes can't seem to be repaired satisfactorily.
You name it. Having moved from the Alpharetta area, I've been stunned at how poorly maintained the
roads are in Buckhead and North Buckhead in general. I understand the roads can't be as wide as in
suburban Atlanta but they certainly can be better taken care of.
The road conditions of Arden Way and Mountain Way are of a condition one would expect in 3rd world
countries, not Buckhead.
Carmain needs to be repaved and smoothed out
I would like to see parking on Lakemoore Drive restricted to one side of the street.
Glengary Drive on the South side has a couple of sagging areas that have been sinking for years.
Lakemoore Drive is in need of sidewalks and repaving.
Lakemoore; There continue to be problems with the Wieuca end of Lakemoore where the road needs
repair and correction to right turn from Wieuca to Lakemoore. With the addition of many new
residents in apartments and condos under construction at end of Lakemoore at Roswell, we already and
will be in greater need of a stop light to be able to enter Roswell Road.
Numerous pedestrians cross Roswell Road a day at the intersection at Lakemore.
Lakemoore; There continue to be problems with the Wieuca end of Lakemoore where the road needs
repair and correction to right turn from Wieuca to Lakemoore. With the addition of many new
residents in apartments and condos under construction at end of Lakemoore at Roswell, we already and
will be in greater need of a stop light to be able to enter Roswell Road.
Lenox Road between Peachtree and I‐85 is terrible.
Road is good/adequate: Peachtree Rd and Phipps Blvd, Lenox Rd and Phipps Blvd
Longleaf ‐ pavement / striping
Longleaf btwn Phipps and N Ivy [meaning Old Ivy Rd] is a mess that needs to be resurfaced.

Longleaf Dr
Longleaf Drive has problems similar to Old Ivy, and is also a very heavy use cut‐through road!
Longleaf drive. Poor condition due to heavy use and construction traffic.
[Wieuca and] Loridans are ridiculously bad for the taxes we pay in this neighborhood. Need to repair
potholes and resurface both roads.
Loridans sime if stop signs not seen well due to positioning
Loridans Dr
Wieuca from Loridans to Roswell is full of pot holes. The side walk on the bridge over the Creek is over
grown. Bridge needs clean up as well. Peachtree [Dunwoody] at Loridans is very bumpy and uneven.
Rickenbacker Lane is completely patched together an needs entire re surfacing.
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location odComment
Loridans Dr/Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd intersection
Loridans Dr/Valley Green
Dr intersection

Loridans Dr/Wieuca Rd
intersection

Mountain Dr

Mountain Way

The intersection of Loridans and Ptree Dunwoody is DANGEROUS. Traffic light is not visible enough and
Ptree Dunwoody drivers are constantly running this light.
P'tree Dunwoody and Loridans intersection is rough
frequently, drivers run through the stopsign at the corner of valley green and loridans
[Traffic signal/stop sign]
We also need traffic lights at the corner of Loridans & Wieuca .
It is very dangerous to attempt crossing from Loridans to Wieuca , although there are sidewalks.
Desperately need a pedestrian crossing sign or stop sign at this intersection.
Need traffic light at ... Loridans & Wieuca
Need stop light at Loridans and Wieuca Rd.
Mountain Drive looks like a test track for army tanks.
1. Mountain Way near Wieuca Rd...needs to be repaved badly, very bumpy and i cringe every time i
drive on that road.
MOUNTAIN [Way] Bridge to Wieuca Rd
Mountain way ‐ whole road is pretty bad
Mountain Way is rough around where the creek crosses....
The road conditions of Arden Way and Mountain Way are of a condition one would expect in 3rd world
countries, not Buckhead.
Worst is mountain way
It is dark at night at the bo om of N. Ivy at Mountain way. We need more lights down there, especially
with a new park coming soon. People are always out walking their dogs at night and are hard to see.
Mountain Way is in need of resurfacing‐‐it's a mess!

Mountain Way/N Ivy Rd
intersection

Ditto above ("Lots of redevelopment of existing properties plus the devastation of the corner property
of mountain way and N. Ivy rd. from dump trucks removing the dirt, maybe 30‐40 trucks of dirt each day
for weeks. My phone calls to the city were ignored! The pavement is devastated.")
Stop signs and Stephens Mill and Lakemoore, and at Habersham and Old Ivy, are police traps.
Stovall [Blvd], tree roots have buckled the road between n Stratford and Peachtree dunwoody.

N Stratford Rd

N Stratford Rd/Buff Dr
intersection
near Peachtree Dunwoody
Rd/Peachtree Rd
intersection

North Stratford as it approaches Wieuca...bushes are in the right of way on the right hand side ..a large
threatening tree branch hangs over the road as you approach Wieuca, again on the right hand side
approaching Wieuca.
There are no markings in order for to cross Wieuca at North Stratford into the oncoming traffic which is
arriving from both left and right. It is very dangerous There are no sidewalks in that area of Wieuca.
[resurface pavement]

Peachtree Dunwoody intersection Peachtree: traffic 'isles' need to be made visible. Painting curbs with
reflecting paint which show at night and during rain would help much and cost relatively little.
N Ivy Rd near intersection with Wieuca
north ivy...potholes and
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location odComment
North Ivy Rd

North Ivy Rd/Glengary Dr
intersection

Old Ivy Ln/Old Ivy Rd
intesection

Old Ivy Rd

See prvious comments in last queston. ("Put new black top particularly on Old Ivy from the corner of Old
Ivy and Ivy, to Habersham. but it could use it too from that same corner to Wieuca Road, on Old Ivy.
Another street that is in bqd shape is North Ivy from Wieuca to Glengary.")
North Ivy as it goes up the hill to Wieuca
Bottom of Glengary and N Ivy in rough shape.
Intersec on of Glengary and North Ivy ‐ Dip in road ‐ sagging street?
On N. Ivy from Wieuca to Glengary Dr. N. Ivy is ALWAYS a total mess, with sink holes, dips, pot holes.
It's like an obstacle course. The sink holes need to be fixed once and for all, instead of patching them up
over and over again and the rest of the street needs to be repaved.
Need to make pedestrian crossings off of Old Ivy Lane across Old Ivy Road safer. Cars speed by in an
eﬀort to get kids to school.
Better pedestrian pavements are needed and cars need to be reminded to keep within the speed limits
on all streets. Especially on Old Ivy and Wieuca Rd.
Old Ivy between roughly Piedmont Center to Ivy Rd is in bad shape. Lots of "leftovers" from
construction
Old Ivy needs to be redone.
Old Ivy Rd. Has area repaved during utility construction. Repairs during construction have not been
adequate.
Old Ivy Road from Ivy Road to Habersham needs to be resurfaced. There have been inadequate repairs
that hold for a short time.
Old Ivy Road is like a cow path. It was resurfaced some years ago and both the city and developers
immediately began digging potholes in it. It badly needs to be resurfaced again, and then left alone, or
patched properly.
Old Ivy Road near school and Ivy Rd in terrible condi on
Old Ivy Road needs resurfacing better marking and signage at crosswalks.
Pothole on Old Ivy near Ivy intersection.
See prvious comments in last queston. ("Put new black top particularly on Old Ivy from the corner of Old
Ivy and Ivy, to Habersham. but it could use it too from that same corner to Wieuca Road, on Old Ivy.
Another street that is in bqd shape is North Ivy from Wieuca to Glengary.")
Area under the bridge on [Old] Ivy Road near the new bike path needs to be cleaned. Broken glass all
over the ground..
Old Ivy ‐ rough in spots. Needs to be de‐iced and sanded regularly when ice storms hit or it is
treacherous. This is totally unacceptable for a school location.
V 1.01 addition ‐ The effects of illegal Piedmont Center cut‐through traffic [onto Old Ivy Road] may need
additional emphasis. This affects Old Ivy, the shopping center with Marcellos, streets such as Land O
Lakes, and potentially Wieuca.
Old Ivy Road has bad se ling area at the bo om of the street below Sarah Smith School. The en re
street needs resurfacing.
Old Ivy/Habersham intersection a disaster ‐‐ potholes, crumbling pavement, out of kilter junk signs, no
traffic control devices;
Wieuca and Phipps Blvd. as well as Old Ivy and Habersham ‐ Traffic must be addressed at these
intersections. It is already horrible! We already see gridlock during rush hour. With all the additional
development planned for the area, improvements must be made now.
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location odComment
Old Ivy Rd/Habersham
Rd/Piedmont Rd
intersection

Old Ivy Rd/Habersham
Rd/Piedmont Rd
intersection ‐ continued

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd

Peachtree Rd

Phipps Blvd
Phipps Blvd/Lenox Road
intersection

Piedmont Rd/Habersham
Rd intersection

Pinecrest Rd
Rickenbacker Dr

Intersection of Old Ivy Rd and Habersham is a huge traffic backlog in the late afternoon/evening. The
traffic now backs up to Sarah Smith school, which was not this bad a few years ago. Several people have
told me that they would not move to this area because of this congestion. There simply is no other way
to get to Roswell Rd or Piedmont from where I live!
Old Ivy Road, Habersham, Piedmont Road ‐ at ~5 PM on week days, traffic can back up all the way past
Sarah Smith on Old Ivy Road for those trying to get to Piedmont/Roswell Road. Is due to the extreme
congestion that occurs at Piedmont Road & Habersham & Roswell intersections.
[Old] Ivy Road at Habersham intersection backs up at times all the way to Old Ivy Lane. Traffic problem
at Habersham and Piedmont and Roswell Road and Habersham causing problem. I don't know if the
police stationed at the intersections during the 5:00 traffic hour help or hurt problem. They seem to be
there to keep trafifc moving on Piedmont while people that live in neighborhood can't get out of
neighborhood.
Old Ivy and Piedmont Rd. Red light is too long for those trying to enter Piedmont or enter Old Ivy
coming from PIedmont going south.
Roswell Road at Piedmont, Powers Ferry, Habersham lights ‐ They need to be coordinated. Traffic backs
up on Roswell far more than on the approaching streets. Police can't see the backup on Roswell.
Piedmont backup is seen because it is downhill from intersection.
PTree Dunwoody & Wieuca Rds: Bicycle lanes narrow and/or disappear.
Need a warning lights both north and southbound like the one further north on Ptree Dunwoody just
before Evergreen Drive.
No sidewalks to Little Nancy Creek Park;
peachtree dunwoody, near Loridans and south of there needs to be re‐paved!
Peachtree‐Dunwoody is pretty bad.
Peachtree Road [and Wieuca] bike lanes need paint, and widen would be even better.
Road is good/adequate: Peachtree Rd and Phipps Blvd, Lenox Rd and Phipps Blvd
Appreciate new right turn light from Phipps Blvd onto Lenox Rd (Buckhead Loop) but need a "No U‐
turn" sign for those cars in the left hand turn lane from Lenox Rd to Phipps ‐ accident waiting to happen
Road is good/adequate: Peachtree Rd and Phipps Blvd, Lenox Rd and Phipps Blvd
When approaching Lenox Rd from Phipps Blvd, there needs to be 2‐lanes that allow drivers to make a
right turn towards GA 400. This is a major back‐up that is completely avoidable.
Read comments above. ("Traffic signal at Piedmont and Habersham changes each night at 10:00 PM or
so changes to 120 seconds for Piedmont and 6 seconds for Habersham. Needs to be 45 seconds for
Piedmont and 20 seconds for Habersham. TOTALLY out of balance>")
Piedmont Habersham Roswell Road intersec on traﬃc light synching.
I spend a ridiculous amount of time trying to get through the Roswell Rd and Piedmont, Roswell Rd and
Habersham, and Roswell Rd and Weiuca intersections. I am very concerned that Roswell Road traffic
will be even more dysfunctional once the Sandy Springs development at Roswell & Windsor is
completed. The City of Atlanta will have to correct the timing of their Roswell Road traffic signals. The
policeman stationed during rush hour directing traffic do not solve the problem.
Roswell/Piedmont/Habersham is a traffic nightmare, especially in the afternoon.
Weiuca Road and Pinecrest roads need resurfacing, heavy traffic, uneven and pot holed surfaces in
many places.
Stop signs are hidden by trees on Rickenbacher
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location odComment
Rickenbacker Way

Roswell Rd

Roswell Rd/Lebrun
Dr/Goodwill intersection

Roswell Rd/Piedmont Rd
intersection

Roswell Rd/Sheldon
Intersection

Roswell Rd/Wieuca Rd
intersection

Roxboro Rd

Stovall Blvd

Stovall Blvd/Peachtree

Wieuca from Loridans to Roswell is full of pot holes. The side walk on the bridge over the Creek is over
grown. Bridge needs clean up as well. Peachtree [Dunwoody] at Loridans is very bumpy and uneven.
Rickenbacker Lane is completely patched together an needs entire re surfacing.
Roswell Rd appearance needs to be improved with underground utilities, and traffic needs to be slowed
down.
Roswell Rd has steel plates in several places
I spend a ridiculous amount of time trying to get through the Roswell Rd and Piedmont, Roswell Rd and
Habersham, and Roswell Rd and Weiuca intersections. I am very concerned that Roswell Road traffic
will be even more dysfunctional once the Sandy Springs development at Roswell & Windsor is
completed.
Sheldon to Roswell Rd and Lebrun/ Goodwill needs traffic light or at least a zig zag median separator on
Roswell Rd (or L O'L Dr) to allow safe left hand turns. Neighborhd promised yrs ago‐if allowed to build‐
"there would be Only emerg traffic from Piedmont Office high rises onto Old Ivy":never followed. Ea
time Old Ivy, Ivy, North Stratford closed off‐ the neighborhd was promised to still have safe access
out/right of way to get out on Roswell,Piedmont, Lenox etc. Its almost impsble at 8 & 5
The Roswell Rd. and Piedmont Rd. intersection create traffic in all four directions. The uniformed police
officers do not seem to be able to alleviate the traffic.
Sheldon to Roswell Rd and Lebrun/ Goodwill needs traffic light or at least a zig zag median separator on
Roswell Rd (or L O'L Dr) to allow safe left hand turns. Neighborhd promised yrs ago‐if allowed to build‐
"there would be Only emerg traffic from Piedmont Office high rises onto Old Ivy":never followed. Ea
time Old Ivy, Ivy, North Stratford closed off‐ the neighborhd was promised to still have safe access
out/right of way to get out on Roswell,Piedmont, Lenox etc. Its almost impsble at 8 & 5
Roswell/Wieuca badly needs signage, cleanup and improved islands
I spend a ridiculous amount of time trying to get through the Roswell Rd and Piedmont, Roswell Rd and
Habersham, and Roswell Rd and Weiuca intersections. I am very concerned that Roswell Road traffic
will be even more dysfunctional once the Sandy Springs development at Roswell & Windsor is
completed.
Traffic light timing along Roxboro is poor.
Some recent pothole fixes have been appreciated but others needed.
Stovall Blvd ‐ Buckhead side is dngerous. It needs a sidewalk and some repaving
Stovall Blvd needs attention...it is a cut through (need to either enforce a redirection of traffic or at a
minimum slow traffic down).
Stovall Blvd west of Peachtree Dunwoody has a dangerous corner with extreme uneven roadway at the
point of the curve. It will only be a matter of time before an accident occurs due to drivers swerving
around the uneven road way as they come around the corner.
Stovall Blvd. running between N. Stratford Rd. And Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. Walking around that blind
curve is taking your life into your own hands. I will not walk with my children on that road. Cars FLY
down that segment of road, cutting through, and hit that blind curve at full speed. There is absolutely
no consideration of who might be walking or on a bike, very few folks slow down, even when they see a
pedestrian walking. Not sure if a traffic signal would help? Very dangerous.
Stovall Rd [Stovall Blvd] between Wieuca and N. Stra ord,
Intersection of Stovall Blvd and Peachtree Dunwoody. West side of Stovall has serious pothole/curb
issues.
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
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Problem
Location odComment
Dunwoody Rd intersection

Tower Place Dr

W Wieuca Rd/Roswell Rd
intersection

The Stovall/Peachtree Dunwoody intersection definitely needs attention.
Turning onto P'tree Dunwoody is a deathwish.
Tower Place needs to place signs at all entrances stating that there is no through traffic between the
weekday hours of 6:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Large trucks, visitors and others
unfamiliar with the area often get stuck at the road block.
Traffic cops leave too soon and talk on their cell phones too much at the intersection of
Piedmont/Lenox, Piedmont and Tower Place Road (at Disco Kroger crossing).
West Wieuca and Roswell Rd ‐ people turning right on red beside Avril's car wash ‐ no visibility, very
dangerous
West Wieuca and Wieuca‐‐‐‐traﬃc signal needed
W Wieuca at Roswell‐‐rework that intersection to add turn lanes to alleviate backup.
Please, please, please consider Lindbergh and E. Wesley roads as traffic calming templates for Wieuca.
PTree Dunwoody & Wieuca Rds: Bicycle lanes narrow and/or disappear.
[Peachtree Road and] Wieuca bike lanes need paint, and widen would be even better.
And something needs to be done about rush hour traffic on Wieuca heading toward Peachtree. It can
take half an hour to go half a mile and "escape" Wieuca
Better pedestrian pavements are needed and cars need to be reminded to keep within the speed limits
on all streets. Especially on Old Ivy and Wieuca Rd.
Lindbergh [meaning Loridans Drive] at Wieuca is one of the worst. Water/Sewer crews ripped up about
75 yards of pavement to install/repair pipes, then left it unsaved for several months. Crews later came
back and did a sloppy job of patching cuts so that any cars traveling that area experience numerous
bumps and jolts.
We never got crosswalks on Wieuca after SRS Primary was built ‐‐ extremely dangerous.
Weiuca Rd has numerous potholes, sagging areas, uneven surfaces, etc.
Wieuca [and Loridans] are ridiculously bad for the taxes we pay in this neighborhood. Need to repair
potholes and resurface both roads.

Wieuca Rd

Wieuca from Loridans to Roswell is full of pot holes. The side walk on the bridge over the Creek is over
grown. Bridge needs clean up as well. Peachtree [Dunwoody] at Loridans is very bumpy and uneven.
Rickenbacker Lane is completely patched together an needs entire re surfacing.
Wieuca is a third world quality road
Wieuca needs repaving/restriping and repaired sidewalks;
Wieuca needs resurfacing and the pothole at the end of west wieuca and wieuca.
Wieuca Rd at Loridans pothole/rough pavement.
Wieuca Rd from Phipps Plaza back to W Wieuca & even to Roswell Rd needs paving badly, smoothed
out, repaired, and re‐striped.
Wieuca Road is a joke. When I drive it at night, I know the potholes to avoid and have my speech ready
to tell the policeman who might stop me for suspicion of DUI: I know the potholes and bad spots to
avoid so I am just driving around them and will be glad to do it again on film since I am perfectly sober.
Wieuca Road throughout.
wieuca traffic is bad ,how to fix ???
There are no markings in order for to cross Wieuca at North Stratford into the oncoming traffic which is
arriving from both left and right. It is very dangerous There are no sidewalks in that area of Wieuca.
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Survey Question #3: Rate other North Buckhead neighborhood
streets/intersections that you frequently use.
Public Streets Only

Problem
Location odComment
There is pothole on Wieuca Rd on the right side somewhere between Wieuca Trace and North Stratford
Rd.
Weiuca Road and Pinecrest roads need resurfacing, heavy traffic, uneven and pot holed surfaces in
many places.
Wieuca Rd from phipps blvd to Roswell rd needs to be resurfaced and traffic calming measures need to
be implemented
Wieuca Rd/ Whittington
Dr intersection

Wieuca Rd/Phipps Blvd
intersection

Wieuca Rd/W Wieuca Rd
intersection
Hillside Dr
Lake Forest & Wieuca
Lake Forrest Dr

I wish they would put left‐hand turn signal at Wieuca and Whittington
The intersection at Wieuca and Phipps Blvd. is a death trap that needs to be completely re‐aligned for
both safety and efficiency.
Wieuca and Phipps Blvd. as well as Old Ivy and Habersham ‐ Traffic must be addressed at these
intersections. It is already horrible! We already see gridlock during rush hour. With all the additional
development planned for the area, improvements must be made now.
The Wieuca and Phipps Blvd. intersec on causes gridlock on Weiuca.
The intersection at the baptist church needs an overhaul.
The light at Weiuca could be two lane going toward Peachtree.
V 1.01 addition ‐ At the intersection of Wieuca & Phipps Blvd, rarely does a driver yield properly at that
yield sign. For further clarification, that's the traffic coming from Peachtree headed to Wieuca ‐ those
drivers almost never yield to the cars coming from Phipps area. This is a very dangerous spot!
wieua rd intersection. cars already turn left from the right and from wieuca t wieuca incouding a police
car,
Need traffic light at Wieuca/ West Wieuca …
We also need traffic lights at the corner of Wieuca & West Wieuca. .
Hillside Drive between Powers Ferry and Northside Drive needs attention, specifically around the
intersection of Dykes Dr. (If this is North Buckhead?)
the lane approaching Wieuca from Roswell road is impassable form before the stop sign until you are on
Wieuca

Lake Forrest sagged at Interlochen from the longterm water leak at that intersection. After or during
‐‐ Not North Buckhead's Streeran not possible to enter park via sidewalk because street sagged so standing water.
‐‐ Private Street
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Arden Way
Beverly Ln
Buff Dr
Carmain Dr
Conifer Cir
Emma Ln
Glengary Dr
Glengary Way
Ivy Chase
Ivy Park Ln
Ivy Rd
Lakemoore Dr
Land O'Lakes Dr
Longleaf Dr
Loridans Dr
Mayfair Rd
McClatchey Cir
Menlo Dr NW
Mountain Way
N Buckhead Dr
N Ivy Rd
N Stratford Rd
Old Ivy Ln
Old Ivy Rd
Olde Ivy Sq
Park Ave
Park Regency Pl
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
Peachtree Rd
Piedmont Rd
Sheldon Dr
Skyland Dr
Starlight Dr
Stephens Mill Run
Stovall Blvd
Stovall Ter
Stratford Rd
Tower Place Dr
Valley Brook Dr
Valley Green Dr
Whittington Dr
Wieuca Overlook
Wieuca Rd
Wieuca Trce
Grand Total

2
1
1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1
1

3

1
1
1
1

1
3

1

3
1

1
1

1
1

2
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
2

2
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
2
1
4
1

5
1
2
1

3
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

3

1

1

4

1

1
1
4

1
2

1

2

1

1

1
3
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
19
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1
1
1
30
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2
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
3

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

2
1
1
2
1
40

1
1

1
1
16

17

15

1
1
4
8
2
9
1
4
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
6
1
86

Count of participants

Need new
crosswalk
(specify
from/to
location
below)

1

1
1

2

Need to
improve
existing
crosswalk
(specify
below)

Comments (See next pages)

Home Street

Sidewalk gaps
exist (Can't
Sidewalks
Sidewalks
need repairs obstructed by get from here
to there on
vegetation
(specify
sidewalks,
(specify
location,
location, below assuming
below ‐‐
Sidewalks are
sidewalks
‐‐ address is
address is
good/
needed.)
very helpful) very helpful)
adequate

Other (See next pages)

Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.

4
3
2
1
1
1
4
1
4
2
1
1
3
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
4
11
2
10
1
5
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
6
1
98
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Home Street
Stratford Rd
Mayfair Rd

N

Other
See below
need sidewalk paths along Lenox rd between peachtree st and piedmont over 400

N Stratford Rd
Tower Place Dr
N Stratford Rd

No sidewalks
sidewalk.
Need more sidewalks

Sheldon Dr
N Stratford Rd
Stephens Mill Run
Old Ivy Ln

speeding cars
Need more siidewalks!
insufficent width
See below comments

Piedmont Rd
Old Ivy Rd
Land O'lakes Dr
Starlight Dr
Glengary Dr
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
N Ivy Rd

Sidewalks
sidewalk needed
Traffic support for SRS Intermediate campus during school hours
Need sidewalks
Need sidewalks on N. Ivy
need curbing
New Sidewalk Needed
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Problem
Location

N

Comments
What sidewalks? Sidewalks are probably the single easiest piece of infrastructure that the City can install
and they also have the greatest impact on safety and quality of life. But where are they? Better yet,
where is the plan to install them? I acknowledge that the City can't afford to put sidewalks on both sides
of all our streets, but we (NBCA and the City) can agree on a prioritized list of sidewalk installation and
commit to complete them within 3 years.
Unsafe to walk around north buck head in general. Too many unsafe drivers flying through the
neighborhood cutting through from Wieuca to Peachtree dunwoody. It's not a community without being
able to walk the neighborhood safely. Sidewalks need to be extensively extended.

_General

I do not use them.
How about using round up on vegetation crowding sidewalks. How about citing homeowners who let
there lawn and flower bed debris crowd sidewalks and bike paths. It makes no sense to pay for these
improvements if they are not maintained
Because this neighborhood is a cut through for traffic coming and going to work, etc., it is in desperate
need of more sidewalks, not just on the main roads. It is hard to take your children or dog for a walk
without cars whizzing by inches from you at speeds greater than the limit.

Creek Wood Close
Habersham Rd

Habersham Rd/Old Ivy
intersection

Ivy Rd

Lakemoore Dr
Land O Lakes Dr

Would love to see more sidewalks. Would love sidewalks on both sides of roads.
vegetation overgrows sidewalks; major gaps and no way to get to LNCP via sidewalk; impossible to access
public transit or community resources via sidewalks
walking is difficult due to the speed of cars
Sidewalk overgrowth is a big problem. Cutting back vegetation is non‐existant.
In creek wood close open hole in side walk from uncovered water meter(?)
Sidewalk on Habersham (across Forever Fit) way too narrow from big bushes.
On Old Ivy pedestrians are forced to cross the road many times when pavements inexplicably end. This
makes it dangerous as cars mostly ignore the crossings or are traveling so fast they don't have time to
stop. Crosswalks needed on Habersham/Old Ivy 4 way stop or traffic light to ease traffic backup during
evening rush hour.
With the new walking path on Old Ivy we need to make the road much safer for pedestrians. The traffic
needs to slow down!
Sidewalks on the south end of Ivy Road from Old Ivy until it deadends into Ivy Chase would be helpful.
There are two partial sidewalks there. The new housing development (Cobblestone) has built a partial
sidewalk in front of its development, and there is a sidewalk, on the other side of the street, up and down
in front of Ivy Park Lane. Perhaps the City could connect these sidewalks and continue to the intersection
of Ivy and Old Ivy.
Ivy Road North of Old Ivey.
Ivy road south of old ivy needs sidewalks. Dangerous conditions for pedestrians.
Need sidewalk on Ivy from corner of Old Ivy and Ivy up to at least Mayfair
Ivy road has very uneven and cracked sidewalks.
Complete sidewalk on Lakemoore Dr.
Sidewalks on Land O Lakes by Sarah Smith need repair. There is a slightly open cement sewer cover on
Land O Lakes right by Sarah Smith. Very dangerous.
Can't walk from Longleaf/Phipps Blvd. to Peachtree along Lenox as only part of the way has sidewalks.
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Problem
Location
Lenox Rd

Lenox Rd (where?)
Lenox Rd at GA 400
intersection

N

Comments
Need New Sidewalk: Along Lenox Rd from Phipps Blvd to Piedmont Rd
Cannot walk from Phipps Blvd westward.
Need a sidewalk all the way from Piedmont Road to Phipps Plaza on Lenox Road (the old Buckhead Loop,
which was a great name, by the way).
There s/b raised crosswalks with a traffic light to get across Bkhd Loop to Marta.
Also, need sidewalks on the Buckhead Loop at 400 as there is no place for pedestrians to walk on this
busy street.
[need new crosswalks] Across Lenox Road at Phipps Blvd and across Lenox Road at Peachtree Street.

Lenox Rd/Peachtree Rd
intersection

Lenox Rd/Phipps Blvd
intersection

Peachtree at Lenox needs bridge or tunnel. NBCA ‐ especially certain leaders ‐ need to embrace change
and growth instead of fighting it. This is harmful to the community and anyone with this mindset should
be removed.
Trying to cross Lenox from Phipps Blvd to Alliance Center (to continue to Stratford and the MARTA
Station) is really dangerous. Short time for crossing and cars turning right onto Lenox don't see/respect
the cross walk.
[need new crosswalks] Across Lenox Road at Phipps Blvd and across Lenox Road at Peachtree Street.

Longleaf Dr

Loridans Dr
Loridans Dr/Potter Walk
intersection

Longleaf and North Stratford need sidewalks or traffic calming measures. It is a dangerous place to walk
especially during rush hour.
On Loridans Dr. the vegetation is sometimes growing over the sidewalk, especially on either side of the
bridge on Loridans.
Side walk missing a square next to St. James parking lot on Loridans
there is no center lane on Glengary, no cross walk at Loridans & Glengary
Loridans and potters walk
Wish there were sidewalks on 2 sides of P‐TD [Peachtree Dunwoody Rd] & Mountain Way/N Ivy for parks

Mountain Way

N Stratford Rd

N Stratford Rd at Stratford
Walk intersection
N.Stratford/N Ivy/Stovall
area

Sidewalks are rare but right of way is limited. At a minimum sidewalks should we installed and improved
along both sides of Wieuca and PTDunwoody and along Old Ivy to the Path 400 trail. Perhaps [Mountain
Way] near Mtn Way Common
Longleaf and North Stratford need sidewalks or traffic calming measures. It is a dangerous place to walk
especially during rush hour.
Vegeta on problems N. Stra ord near Wieuca
North Stra ord [sidewalk needed]
Wieuca Road completion [sidewalk needed]
Need a sidewalk on north stratford where there is a 90 degree bend, motorists fly through, and people
park on the road.
Walkers are in danger!
Sidewalk on the corner of Old Ivy and Wieuca is obstructed by vegetation.
No sidewalks in the N.Stra ord/N Ivy/Stovall area.
Cars drive too fast through theses streets.
Near GA 400 on Old Ivy...
Sidewalks on Old Ivy in front of Sarah Smith need repair.
Sidewalks on Old Ivy in front of Sarah Smith need repair. Vegetation over grown on Old Ivy in front of
several houses from Ivy Intersection to Allison Dr.
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Problem
Location

Old Ivy Rd

Old Ivy Rd/Habersham Rd
intersection

Peachtree
Dunwoody/Winall Down
intersection

N

Comments
Sidewalks along Old Ivy going towards Wieuca are always blocked with vegeta on.
Sidewalk at Wieuca and Old Ivy has been missing for quite some me.
Crosswalks at SRS Primary campus need repainting and a signs replaced.
Crosswalks on Old Ivy btw Smith to Habersham s/b raised with flashing yellow lights
Sidewalks are rare but right of way is limited. At a minimum sidewalks should we installed and improved
along both sides of Wieuca and PTDunwoody and along Old Ivy to the Path 400 trail. Perhaps [Mountain
Way] near Mtn Way Common
Sidewalk near 400 obstructed by vegetation. Sidewalk doesn't go up both sides of Old Ivy Rd making you
have to keep crossing the street. Dangerous crosswalks next to the school. If a person isn't there direc ng
traffic, cars just speed through.
Sidewalks on Wieuca and Old Ivy missing and inadequate;
Suggest that we have a large sign for neighborhood and Sarah Smith.
All school cross‐walks should be raised and include reflector lights.
Sidewalks on Old Ivy Road and Ivy Road need to be improved ‐ many cracks and gaps.
Speed Limit signs are not visible turning from Habersham onto Old Ivy Road.
Old Ivy between N Stratford and Ivy. [Survey taker checked sidewalks need repain and vegetation
problems.]
On Old Ivy pedestrians are forced to cross the road many times when pavements inexplicably end. This
makes it dangerous as cars mostly ignore the crossings or are traveling so fast they don't have time to
stop. Crosswalks needed on Habersham/Old Ivy 4 way stop or traffic light to ease traffic backup during
evening rush hour.
With the new walking path on Old Ivy we need to make the road much safer for pedestrians. The traffic
needs to slow down!
Various cracks, payment unevenness, wires, water meter unevenness...between Sarah Smith Primary and
the Old Ivy/Ivy Road intersection.
Old Ivy (2 houses prior to Lake O Lakes intersection)
Get the policman that gives tickets for a rolling stop when there is in fact a full stop at the corner before
hal's to give a cket for the cars tho ling thru the cross walk with pedestrians in full view ‐ old ivy
Side walks are not level
Peachtree Dunwoody & Winall Down. See checkmarks above. [Survey taker checked all sidewalk
deficiency options.]
There should be flashing crosswalk lights in front of Nancy Creek Park ‐ perhaps something similar to what
Sandy Sprints put on Roswell near Kroger.
Peachtree dunwoody sidewalks
It would be great to have sidewalks in the Little Nancy Creek Park side of Peachtree Dunwoody so
neighbors could safely walk to the park
Lack of a side walk on ptree dunwoody road to nancy creek park (north buckhead side). Would be great
to have a sidewalk by the new mountain way common park as well before it opens.
Sidewalk on Peachtree Dunwoody between Carmain Dr. and Loridans (opposite side of street) needs to be
repaired. Neighbor's visiting elderly relative fell in hole and sent him to ER.
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Problem
Location

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd

N

Comments
Sidewalks on Peachtree Dunwoody need to have the vegetation trimmed back along fences & have
pinestraw & overgrowth weeds removed from the sidewalk .
The house next to Little Nancy Creek Park toward Stovall has over grown bushes extending into the bike
lane. Dangerous! Wish there were sidewalks on 2 sides of P‐TD [Peachtree Dunwoody Rd] & Mountain
Way/N Ivy for parks
Sidewalks are rare but right of way is limited. At a minimum sidewalks should we installed and improved
along both sides of Wieuca and PTDunwoody and along Old Ivy to the Path 400 trail. Perhaps [Mountain
Way] near Mtn Way Common
On Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road from North Stratford to Little Nancy Creek Park, on the North Buckhead
side. We have a nice park in our neighborhood and no way to walk there.
Sidewalks to LNCP without having to cross over Peachtree Dunwoody.
Can't get from Stovall to Nancy Creek Park on the west (park) side of Peachtree Dunwoody.
west side of Peachtree‐Dunwoody from St. James to play ground need curbing replaced to stop erosion
from rain run off on the streets
Peachtree Dunwoody has many sidewalk gaps, creating dangerous conditions. Both the sections to the
South and North of Little Nancy Creek should have ADA sidewalks on BOTH sides of the street.
Cars go WAY too fast on Peachtree Dunwoody and Wieuca, making it very difficult to pull out of
residential streets (such as N Stratford) onto these main roads ‐ there can be no openings for long periods
of time due to other drivers' speeding on Wieuca; it's simply dangerous on Peachtree Dunwoody.
Peachtree Dunwoody
Sidewalks are needed on the east side of Peachtree‐Dunwoody road so families can get to Little Nancy
Creek Park without having to cross to the Brookhaven side.
We desperately need more sidewalks. In particular, a contiguous one leading from the intersection of
Stovall and Peachtree Dunwoody to Little Nancy Creek Park. You can see where the pavement on the
corner is cracked from cars turning right onto Stovall and that there is almost no room for a pedestrian.
It's very unsafe.
Major gaps and no way to get to LNCP via sidewalk

Peachtree Dunwoody
Rd/Carter Dr intersection
crosswalk to nowhere
Peachtree Dunwoody
Rd/Loridans Dr intersection
Rickenbacker Dr
Roswell Rd

Cross walk from Carter Drive over Peachtree Dunwoody to St. James church leads to no where (I.e no side
walk on west side of Peachtree Dunwoody). Many people cross Peachtree Dunwoody at Loridans Drive to
walk in historic Brookhaven yet there is no cross walk at the intersection.
Many people cross Peachtree Dunwoody at Loridans Drive to walk in historic Brookhaven yet there is no
cross walk at the intersection.
Rickenbacker road has a sidewalk that has been in need of repair for years!!
Roswell Rd.from start to finish in NBCA [Survey taker checked all sidewalk deficiency options.]
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Problem
Location
Roswell Rd near Sheldon Dr

Roswell Rd Rd
Roswell Rd/Poswers Fy Rd
intersection
Roswell Rd/Sheldon Rd
intersection
Sheldon Dr
Starlight Dr area

Stovall Blvd

Stovall Ter
Stratford Rd
Valley Green Dr
W Wieuca Rd
Whittington Dr

N

Comments
The sidewalk across from the goodwill is littered with trash. The shrubs were recently cut back after a call
to Howard Shook's office. The sidewalk on Roswell road needs to be maintained as this is a visibile area in
our neighborhood. Crosswalk is needed at the bus stop on the corner of Sheldon and Roswell Road. Every
hour people cross the road from the Marta stop and dodge traffic to get to the Goodwill or other shops..
all along Roswell Road
There s/b safer enforcement of crossing Roswell Rd at Powers Ferry
Should be crosswalk with traffic light on Roswell Rd at Sheldon
Sidewalks on Sheldon Drive are needed ‐ a blind curve on this road.
Our neighborhood has no sidewalks
Stovall Blvd. from P'tree Dunwoody to N. Stratford could also use sidewalks.
There are no sidewalks on Stovall Boulevard, which are needed since drivers treat it as a speedway to race
through as a cut through street. Moms with children in baby carriages, people walking dogs, joggers,
walkers ‐ all are in peril walking on this street. And when you holler at a driver to slow down, they get
very ugly.
Stovall Blvd [need sidewalks]
Sidewalk on Stratford between Mandarin Oriental and Paramount is badly damaged. Need crosswalk
from Marta pedestrian bridge.
In front of loridans near valley green. Looks like sink hole.
Between Roswell Road and Chastain Park there are gaps in sidewalks and you have to cross a busy street
to make your way over to the park. (Is that North Buckhead?) [No]
Need sidewalks on Whittington Dr.
Sidewalk gaps exist on Weiuca near Roswell Rd.
dangerous crossing wieuca rd from sidewalk side to the non‐sidewalk side north of N. Ivy/Wieuca
intersection. sidewalk on only 1 side.
See above...sorry
Sidewalks needed school side of street in the NorthStra ord/N. Ivy ..in both direc ons from these streets
Sidewalks are rare but right of way is limited. At a minimum sidewalks should we installed and improved
along both sides of Wieuca and PTDunwoody and along Old Ivy to the Path 400 trail. Perhaps [Mountain
Way] near Mtn Way Common
Cars go WAY too fast on Peachtree Dunwoody and Wieuca, making it very difficult to pull out of
residential streets (such as N Stratford) onto these main roads ‐ there can be no openings for long periods
of time due to other drivers' speeding on Wieuca; it's simply dangerous on Peachtree Dunwoody.

Wieuca Rd

There is also a [sidewalk] gap on Wieuca that needs to be finished up. I run there a lot and end up having
to cross Wieuca twice because there is a gap on the north side of Wieuca.
Sidewalks on Wieuca and Old Ivy missing and inadequate;
Suggest that we have a large sign for neighborhood and Sarah Smith.
All school cross‐walks should be raised and include reflector lights.
North Stra ord [sidewalk needed]
Wieuca Road completion [sidewalk needed]
Sidewalks in need of repairs: All along Wieuca from Phipps Blvd down toward Roswell Rd.
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Survey Question 4: Rate North Buckhead neighborhood pedestrian
resources and needs.
Problem
Location

N

Comments
Wieuca has all of the above problems.
sidewalk on Wieuca Road north of Old Ivy Rd needs repair after a water leak about 6 months ago. There is
no sidewalk for about 10 feet
The width of new sidewalk on Wieuca is insufficient for foot traffic.
Sidewalks all along Wieuca are obscured by vegetation, and some are blocked by parked autos in
driveways or garbage cans on pickup days.
Sidewalks are not con nuous on Wieuca Rd...esp from No Ivy to Love e Lane.
Complete sidewalks on Wieuca Rd.
Wieuca Road ...about a block from Phipps BLVD
Most of it is good on Wieuca, but there's an area just north of Old Ivy Rd where it was torn up to fix
flooding & now is gravel. Also, walking home from the fireworks July 4 I stepped into a big hole that was
covered by a board, but it wasn't secure so I went right in up to my ankle & it took my shoe off!
Fortunately, no sprain or anything. That was between Old Ivy & the little park at Phipps.

Wieuca Rd/Loridans Dr
intersection

Wieuca sidewalks are obstructed in numerous places.
Sidewalk on wieuca at intersec on of Loridans. On loridans across street on le falls. Tree is blocking
sidewalk.
A fallen tree is blocking sidewalk on Wieuca at Lodirdans. Need crosswalk at Loridans and Wieuca
intersection.
Wieuca Rd / west of Sarah Smith school. Vegetation and falling tree need clean‐up.
As mentioned above, need crosswalk on corner of Loridans Dr. And Wieuca.

Wieuca Rd/North Ivy Rd
intersection
Wieuca Rd/various
intersections

We have no crosswalks on Wieuca at N. Ivy
Pedestrian cross walks needed along Wieuca Road at different intersection of streets to make crossing the
street on foot with baby carriage/ dog possible. This is a neighborhood also.
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Question 5: I have comments about North Buckhead
neighborhood bicycle‐related problems, resources and needs.
Home Street NComment
Beverly Ln
Buff Dr
Carmain Dr

Conifer Cir

Glengary Dr

Around Mt. Paran and Dudley Lane, there are a huge number of cyclists who are at risk during the rush
hour. They have hardly no space and drivers do not share the road well.
It would be nice to have more bike lanes perhaps
Bike lane next to busy City streets can just be an interim step. those "paths" are simply too dangerous
for children and are intimidating for adults. The best way to address these issues is with a network of
wide multi‐use paths that are separated from the car lanes either with landscaping or curbs.
Bicycling in North Buckhead is perilous; especially along West Wieuca where the curves and topography
block sight lines.
Wouldn't ever ride a bike around north buck head. Unsafe drivers everywhere.
Love seeing bicyclists in Buckhead. Defer to those neighbors, like Kevin McCauley, to point out issues
that affect their resource needs.
Sometimes we have a large group of cyclists coming through the neighborhood and they think they are
li le cars. They s ll need to stay on the right of the road and give enough room for cars to get through.
I don't think cyclists realize how much of a disruption it is to have to go in a lane of on‐coming traffic to
avoid hitting them .
Bike lane on Wieuca just disappears in places, and is covered in pine straw and twigs much of the time.

Ivy Chase

Land O'Lakes Dr
Loridans Dr
Mayfair Rd
McClatchey Cir

N Ivy Rd

N Stratford Rd

Old Ivy Ln

Old Ivy Rd

We all need to be cautious about bicyclers as we drive. However, bicyclers need to follow the same
traffic laws we drivers do. A big problem is their riding through red traffic lights. Just an observation.
The bicycle lane on Wieuca is a joke ‐ it is filled with tree limbs, etc. and at times is nonexistent when
crossing bridges.
What bicycle resources? could definitely use bicycle paths on Old Ivy, Land O Lakes Dr, (new Blue
Heron?) anywhere to get across Roswell Rd, Wieuca Rd, Lenox Rd, Buckhead Loop, Phipps Blvd
More be paths and cleaning of them requested.
Bicycle riders not following the rules of road. Often running through stop signs at full speed
We do not need large groups of bicycles on Weicuea and Loridans. I am surprised some one has not
been hurt. I do know of some accidents. I see traffic problems just as bad as they were before 400.
People speeding on Loridans. Always on their phones. The people that live in the development off Valley
Green (Buckhead) are always speeding on Valley Gr
Any bikers in these neighborhoods are not safe from traffic. They are frequently the hazard. And I love
biking.
Bicycle paths need to be cleaned when the streets are swept
I would not cycle in this area as there is no designated cycle path and cars drive too fast.
I am afraid to let my children ride their bikes in the neighborhood (especially alone) due to lack of
adequate bike lanes and sidewalks, speeding (and often cut‐through) traffic, and poor visibility on hills
and curves.
It would be helpful if we had bicycle lanes on all of the busy roads in and around Buckhead. Bikes are
obviously popular and should be encouraged. However, without designated bike lanes and smooth
enough pavement in them to ride on that is free of obstructions, it creates a hazard for both drivers and
cyclists.
Bicycle "paths" are too narrow.
No place to bike safely.
I support cycling but don't think this is a top priority right now. We have many side streets that cyclists
can use
There is no room for bicycles on our streets. . They are a hazard and they pay no attention to stop signs
or car's right of way.
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Question 5: I have comments about North Buckhead
neighborhood bicycle‐related problems, resources and needs.
Home Street NComment
Olde Ivy Sq
Park Ave
Skyland Dr
Starlight Dr

Stephens Mill Run

Stovall Blvd
Stratford Rd
Tower Place Dr
Valley Brook Dr

Valley Green Dr
Whittington Dr

Wieuca Rd

Cycling in Buckhead is extremely risky. Would discourage the most advanced rider from engaging.
Children, NO!
will get killed if I ride a bike in the neighborhood
Bicyclists need to observe traffic laws! Most bike lanes are not wide enough for bikers to even ride single
file. We are scared to ride our bikes in N. Buckhead.
We have a steep hill in our neighborhood that bikers speed down and bike up. I don't think this is
anything that can be fixed, but it's very dangerous when these guys are speeding and using our toddlers
as traffic cones.
I enjoy riding my bike but I feel like I have to put it in the car to take it to an area where I feel safe riding.
The bike lanes on Wieuca Road, as just one example, are seriously insufficient to accommodate riders.
The bicyclists can be arrogant. There is a bicyclist named Kent who sees himself as a Robin Hood
vegetation enforcer. This spring he went onto my property to cut down a dogwood tree near the street
but not obstructing the street that he described as a trash tree. I caught him in the act and made him
stop. He would not tell me his last name.
There is currently little or no enforcement of existing laws.
Don't ride a bike. Too dangerous. Too many texters cell phone users.
Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road and Wieuca Road need a bike lane/widened sidewalks. I drive it daily from
Peachtree up to Windsor.
Area Bicyclists do not obey traffic flow and rules.
Bicycle lanes are not properly maintained, and are too narrow for safety. Many auto drivers either don't
know these are bike lanes or don't care; they regularly travel in them along Wieuca.
The bicycle lane on Weiuca Rd ends in the vicinity of the intersection with Mountain Way. This creates
dangerous conditions for Cyclists and Motorists alike.
The bike lane on Wieuca is a mess as usual.
Wieuca Road near North Ivy fast traffic and lots of debris
I used to ride my bike to work at Phipps, and afterwards I sometimes wanted to run an errand on the
other side of 400. Tried riding on Lenox once ‐ suicide!
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Survey Question 6: I want to report North Buckhead locations where
vegetation obscures the visibility of stop signs or other important
signs.
Problem
Comment
Location N
Glengary Dr near North Ivy
Road
Loridans Dr/GA400
intersection
Loridans Dr/Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd intersection
Loridans Dr/Skyland Dr
intersection
Loridans Dr's side streets
N Stratford Rd/Buff Rd
intersection
N Stratford Rd/North Ivy
Rd/Mountain Dr
intersection
N Stratford Rd/Stovall Blvd
intersection (east side)
North Ivy Rd/Mountain
Way intersection
North Ivy Rd/Mountain
Way intersection (which
one?)
North Stratford Rd/Old Ivy
Road intersection (near)
Old Ivy Rd (362)
Old Ivy Rd near Habersham
Rd
Old Ivy Rd near Sarah
Smith campus
Old Ivy Rd/GA 400
intersection
Old Ivy Rd/Ivy Rd
intersection
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
north of Carmain Dr
Phipps Blvd approaching
Wieuca Rd

Also end if glengarry near Ivy. Makes visibility poor
on either side of the bridge over 400 on Loridans Dr.
Ptree Dunwoody and Loridans
Skyland at Loridans.
Along side streets of loridans.
N Stratford at Buff ‐ stop sign.
Vegetation blocks stop sign at bottom of hill on North Stratford and the intersection with North Ivy and
Mountain Drive (five way intersection)
N Stratford at Stovall (east side) ‐ stop sign and general visibility.
Vegetation from vacated house being built on corner of North Ivy and Mountain Way often times blocks
the signs at that corner as well.
N. Ivy and Mountain Way "slow down" sign on north side of street is obscured by vegetation.

The intersection one block west of North Stratford and Old Ivy.
School sign at 362 Old Ivy was knocked down due to a traffic accident (leaning on a tree). There was a
police report, but nothing was done to repair the sign.
Old Ivy Road near the intersection of Habersham ‐ all signs are behind trees.
Also Old Ivy near Sarah Smith school ‐‐ bushes and grass are allowed to intrude upon and obstruct
roadway
The vegeta on on the 4oo overpass on Old Ivy is never maintained and looks terrible !
It will be a dangerous area when PATH is completed...also there needs to be lighting under that bridge
for safety.
Old Ivy & Ivy Road. Large numbers of cars run the stop signs.
Old Ivy near intersection with Ivy Road ‐ bushes/trees hang out into road.
old ivy / ivy intersection approaching from west
The "slow down cur4ves ahead" sign on Peachtree‐Dunwoody just north of the Carmain intersection is
so filthy that it cannot be read at night.
Heading East on Phipps Blvd to Weiuca, a tree/foliage is blocking a stop light.
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Survey Question 6: I want to report North Buckhead locations where
vegetation obscures the visibility of stop signs or other important
signs.
Problem
Comment
Location N
Rickenbacker (Dr or Way?)
Rickenbacker
Dr/Rickenbacker Way
intersection
Roswell Rd (4000)

Rickenbacher start to finish.
Rickenbacker stop sign just over the creek bridge
At the corner of 4000 Roswell, the way the street bends, it is difficult to see around the trees.

'Roswell Rd/Land O Lakes
Dr intersection
Roswell Rd/Sheldon Dr
intersection

Exiting Sheldon or Land of Lakes onto Roswell, both vegetation and the Roswell curve make this a
dangerous endeavor.
Exiting Sheldon or Land of Lakes onto Roswell, both vegetation and the Roswell curve make this a
dangerous endeavor.

Roswell Rd/W Wieuca
intersection eastbound

Wieuca and Roswell Road in front of the hand car wash place (NW corner). I t is impossible to see
oncoming traffic moving south on Roswell from Wieuca when you are heading east on Wieuca

Stovall Blvd near Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd

W Wieuca/Wieuca
intersection
Wieuca north of Mountain
Way
Wieuca Rd/Loridans Dr
intersection
Wieuca Rd/Mountain Way
intersection

When you turn off of Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road onto Stovall Boulevard in North Buckhead, vegetation
obscures the sign that says "15 mph". I try to cut back the vegeta on but cannot keep up with it.
We need more signs in that direction and opposite to remind people to slow down, that there is a sharp
curve and to post the speed limit.
Sign marking West Wieuca off of Wieuca when coming from Peachtree has vegetation covering it.
Wieuca north of Mountain Way ‐‐ bushes way overgrown and obstruct view
Frequently obstructed by overgrowth : Loridans Drive and Wieuca Rd.
The entrance to Wieuca from mountain way.
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Survey Question 7: I want to report North Buckhead intersections
where vegetation obscures the visibility of oncoming traffic.
Problem
Location
Habersham Rd/Piedmont
Rd intersection
Loridans Dr/Glengary Dr
intersection
Loridans Dr/Glengary Dr
intersection
N Stratford Rd/????
Intersection
N Stratford Rd/Stovall Blvd
intersection
N Stratford Rd/Stovall Blvd
intersection
North Ivy Rd/Glengary Dr
intersection
North Ivy Rd/Mountain
Way intersection
Old Ivy Rd/Ivy Rd
intersection
Old Ivy Rd/Ivy Rd
intersection
Old Ivy Rd/Land O Lakes Dr
intersection
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd
(near 4844)
Peachtree Dunwoody
Rd/Stovall Blvd
intersection
Peachtree Dunwoody
Rd/Stovall Blvd
intersection
Peachtree Dunwoody
Rd/Stovall Blvd
intersection
Peachtree Rd/Wieuca Rd
intersection
Rickenbacker
Rd/Lakemoore Dr
intersection

Comment
N
When at the traffic light on Habersham waiting to cross Piedmont you cannot see southbound at all.
Glengary Drive..and Loridans..turning le on to Loridans. There are
big bushes there that need to be trimmed back.
the bush growing around the stop sign at the corner of Loridans & Glengary should be cut back or
removed
Also, some dead trees along Loridans circle and North Stratford where branches continue to fall in the
road
N Stratford at Stovall (east side) ‐ stop sign and general visibility.
Stovall and North Stratford...had to see traffic on left...same issue at Stovall Blvd and Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd
End of glengarry near Ivy.
Northeast corner of N. Ivy and Mountain Way is dangerous due to the inability to see traffic heading
east from Mountain Way when you are traveling south on N. Ivy (and vice versa: cannot see N. Ivy
southbound traffic when approaching Mountain Way stop sign). The owner of the corner lot has
contributed to the danger by dumping soil at the corner.
Old Ivy at Ivy Rd.
Traffic approaching from the south side of Ivy at the four way stop (Ivy/Old Ivy) is difficult to see due to
vegetation.
There is a tree/bush at the corner of Land O' Lakes Dr and Old Ivy that blocks the view of oncoming
traffic. This is across the street from the school and the tree should be removed. Also, the intersection
of Sheldon and Roswell Road the vegetation needs to be cut back.
Peachtree dunwoody near the 4844. Sidewalk on peachtree dunwoody towards peach tree .Over grow
vegetation all the way up the road.
Intersecation of Peachtree Dunwoody and Stovall (on NBCA side). Bushes obscure view of traffic,
making this dangerous, particularly when cars come rapidly and without lights.
Intersecation of Peachtree Dunwoody and Stovall (on NBCA side). Bushes obscure view of traffic,
making this dangerous, particularly when cars come rapidly and without lights.
Stovall and North Stratford...had to see traffic on left...same issue at Stovall Blvd and Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd
Corner of Peachtree Rd at intersection of Wieuca and Roxboro ‐‐‐ if you are turning left onto Wieuca
heading north on Peachtree, it is difficult to see oncoming traffic with the way the median has been
developed. I've seen a lot of near accidents here ‐ would be nice to add a longer turn signal at this
intersection.
Rickenbacker at lakemoore
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Survey Question 7: I want to report North Buckhead intersections
where vegetation obscures the visibility of oncoming traffic.
Problem
Location
Roswell Rd/Land O Lakes
Dr intersection
Roswell Rd/Sheldon Dr
intersection
Roswell Rd/Sheldon Dr
intersection
Roswell Rd/W Wieuca
intersection
Roswell Rd/W Wieuca Rd
intersection
Wieuca Rd/N Stratford Rd
intersection
Wieuca Rd/North Ivy Rd
intersection
Wieuca Rd/Old Ivy Rd
intersection

Comment
N
Land O Lakes and Roswell Road
Sheldon Dr to Roswell Rd
Sheldon and Roswell Road
Wieuca and Roswell Road in front of the hand car wash place (NW corner). I t is impossible to see
oncoming traffic moving south on Roswell from Wieuca when you are heading east on Wieuca
Lane instruction sign on w wiueca and roswell as you cross over roswell going to chastising is stuck on
wires.
Stop sign on southeast corner of N Stratford and Wieuca Rds
From Stovall Boulevard turning left onto North Ivy and then left onto Wieuca ‐ that is where vegetation
is an obstruction.
Old Ivy and Wieuca, both NW and SW corners are severely obstructed by vegetation. This is extremely
dangerous.
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Arden Way
Beverly Ln
Buff Dr
Carmain Dr
Emma Ln
Glengary Dr
Glengary Way
Ivy Chase
Ivy Park Ln
Land O'Lakes Dr
Loridans Dr
McClatchey Cir
N Buckhead Dr
N Ivy Rd
N Stratford Rd
Old Ivy Ln
Old Ivy Rd
Olde Ivy Sq
Park Ave
Park Regency Pl
Sheldon Dr
Skyland Dr
Stovall Blvd
Stratford Rd
Tower Place Dr
Valley Green Dr
Wieuca Rd
Wieuca Trce
Grand Total
% of 222 responses

Local shuttle
Short‐term
bus service (like
Improved
Local bicycle
(hourly)
the Buc) being MARTA service rental service in
automobile
expanded inside
inside the
the
rental (like
the
neighborhood. neighborhood. Zipcar) in the
neighborhood.
neighborhood.
2
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

N Ivy Rd

1

2

1

1

2
1
1
1
1
2

1
1

2
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
3

1
4
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
3

1
1
1
1

24
11%

12
5%

3
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
3

4

25

1
1
1
2
1
14
6%

# Better and more bike lanes
# none of the above.

Glengary Dr

# Maybe limited Buc service

Wieuca Rd

# Buc to Buckhead Atlanta area
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1
1
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Total participants

Home
Street

Other (See next pages)

I am interested in…

Comments (See next pages)

Survey Question 8: I have thoughts on alternative transportation
for North Buckhead.

2
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
3
3
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
47
21%
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Survey Question 8: I have thoughts on alternative transportation for
North Buckhead.
Home Street N Comment
Carmain Dr

Glengary Dr

Glengary Way
Ivy Chase
Ivy Park Ln
Land O'Lakes Dr

McClatchey Cir

N Buckhead Dr

N Stratford Rd

Old Ivy Rd

Olde Ivy Sq
Skyland Dr
Stovall Blvd
Stratford Rd
Tower Place Dr
Valley Green Dr

Wieuca Rd

This addresses "the last mile" problem with transit. The word "MARTA" will immediately illicit a negative
response from the community, but a coordinated local shuttle and bike rental/sharing service can go a
# long way to economically address the last mile problems.
I think if we improved the condition of our streets, cleaned up the vegetation obscuring signs it would be a
# big improvement. Alsoligh ng improvements and sidewalks on N. Ivy.
It would be great if there were a shuttle between Peachtree & Roswell Rd on Wieuca, and on Old Ivy from
Wieuca to Roswell Rd for parents who use public transport (or who would like to) to be able to get
# to/from the elementary school campuses and the Marta Station
Marta busses are missed on P'tree Dunwoody and Wieuca. This means that people must have auto access
# to get anywhere, including older residents without cars or who are too old to drive.
(All of the above are of interest in one way or another. Good suggestions. I checked the one that interests
# me slightly more.)
# Spend the money....go to roundabouts everywhere
There is no parking at Bckhd station and no safe pedestrian or bike rte to get there. There is parking at
Lenox but it takes another hr to drive there via Wieuca and Lenox. From Lindberg, it takes the bus 1 1/4 hr
# down Piedmont at 5‐6 pm
It would be wonderful the Buc would circle the shopping center where Publix is located...passing by
Loridans.
Some folks who are older and don't drive but walk would have access to other services, bank, gro,
# restaurants, etc.
Getting to Marta is not difficult but it is not accessible by walking, need local transport to neighborhood
# to get to Marta
A network of SAFE bicycle paths, routes, and lanes, and places to secure the bikes while in stores, etc.,
would be outstanding and would make the most sense. The Buc is interesting, but there would need to be
adequate stops to use from our homes; otherwise, it won't be useful. Cars left in one merchant's lot can
be (and often are) booted if the shopper leaves for another store, even if only next‐door or across the
# street. Around Lenox is notorious for this.
# leave us alone
I am not interested in MARTA coming into the residential part of our neighborhood. I want Wieuca to stay
residential and North Stratford to stay residential. The idea of a commercial or office site at the end of
# North Stratford disgusts me.
The Buc shuttle should definitely cover Phipps Blvd; It should also also be given a trial on Wieuca and Old
# Ivy ‐‐ if successful there then it could be expanded to more interior streets.
While the Buc is a good service, it's hours have been cutback and the access points are not easy to reach.
# It would be great if it came up to the Roswell Road and Piedmont Road area.
Perhaps the Buc running down Old Ivy Rd. [The new GA 400 Trail will certainly help me get connected to
the Buckhead Marta Station]. Anything to shift the business and cut‐through traffic off of Old Ivy. Anything
# to expedite flow of school traffic.
# Anything to decrease the vehicle volume on Buckhead streets.
# Would be great to have BUC available to provide access to MARTA rail line a few times each day!
How about some sidewalks so that we all can walk without being in fear of the very fast speeding cars that
# are mean and aggressive in the streets.
# With path400 opening soon, a bike rental service would be great for recreational riding.
# YES! Trying to go without a car, but options are limited in B'head.
Although MARTA is close by, it cannot be accessed except by auto, so shuttle bus would open the area to
public transit. Bike lanes should be widened and protected from auto traffic so Roswell Rd. And Peachtree
# can be reached by bike.
# As a 75+ senior, I am concerned about how I will get around without driving my car.
# Better walking signage to the new bridge crossing GA 400
Now that more stuff is opening up around Buckhead Atlanta, having the Buc shuttle run up there at
lunchtime or Sat night or something would be really cool. I would love to go to Fado on St. Patrick's day
without
having to park, for example. I'd be willing to pay $1, maybe 2, but not more.
#
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Survey Question 9: I have other comments about North Buckhead
neighborhood transportation infrastructure.
Home Street N Comment
Arden Way

Beverly Ln
Buff Dr
Carmain Dr
Emma Ln

Glengary Dr

Glengary Way
Ivy Chase
Land O'Lakes Dr

Loridans Dr
N Buckhead Dr

Until north Buckhead neighborhoods cease to be cut throughs for business ‐related travel, our traffic
issues will continue. When traffic backs up, people bail onto our streets, often making it next to
impossible to get out of the neighborhood. Stovall and Peachtree Dunwoody, N. Stratford and Wieuca,
W. Wieuca and Wieuca.
May not be technically North Buckhead, but speed is a problem at both intersections of Stovall and
Peachtree Dunwoody. ( I know that's not infrastructure.)
At the intersection of Wieuca and Lenox, add a right turn lane only out of the park area thus making two
lanes the option of turning left with the center lane becoming a left turn/straight ahead lane. Drivers
are constantly turning left out of the right lane anyway causing near accidents. Some drivers may be
confused and others just are cheating.
It would be nice to have sensored lights
Many of our bridges over Little Nancy creek appear to be very old and poorly maintained. Can we get
assurances that these are still in good condition, and if not, can we get a timeline on when they will be
repaired?
We hope that you will include a traffic light at Lakemoore Drive and Roswell Road in the master plan.
Install sidewalks everywhere and people will use them.
Have enjoyed the changes to the Peachtree Road corridor and beautification through trees, etc. I have
an easier time getting down Peachtree than I do traveling down Piedmont or Roswell Rd. and it is a far
more enjoyable and visibly pleasant commute.
I don't think a bus shu le service would be used much. Maybe
it would be good for older residents who don't drive much..to come a couple times a week and take
everyone to the grocery store, etc.
We ALREADY have enough intrusion from Marta!
I'm just worried that our traffic will increase to the dangerous stage with so many new residences being
built in the surrounding area...
We need more traffic calming devices on some of the cut‐through streets.
No Comment
during‐ morning rush hr, evening rush hr (4:15 to 7), spring‐summer Friday afternoons, ice/snow/rain
weather events, and Halloween to Jan 1st shopping season it is almost gridlock around here except thru
other neighborhoods (not considerate) to the w/nw and it will get worse w/ constuctn on
Roswell/Lakemore &Wieuca; Phipps; & ?N Stratford plans
Loridans drive is used as a cut through therefore it recieves increased traffic. Efforts should be put in
place to reduce cut through traffic as well as slow speeders down (traffic humps)
Roswell Rd and Wieuca are becoming busier. Consider lane expansion to help this area with
congestion. especilly on Wieuca
I have an interest in seeing new mixed use development within the area that is walkable. It would be
nice to walk to Little Nancy Creek park from within the west portion of the neighborhood as Peachtree
Dunwoody is not safe as is.

N Ivy Rd
The concrete islands on Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road near Peachtree. They are ugly and dangerous (hard
to see at night or in rain, easy to run over). If there were planters with flowers and annuals, like
Peachtree Boulevard, that would be consistent with nearby Peachtree, safer, and far more attractive.
Traffic waiting to get through the W Wieuca & Roswell intersection (going west) is awful at rush hour. At
the intersection, there is one lane for going both straight (west) on W Wieuca AND left on Roswell, with
no left arrow; the far right lane is reserved for right turns only. Add a green arrow. Change the right lane
to be straight AND right.
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Survey Question 9: I have other comments about North Buckhead
neighborhood transportation infrastructure.
Home Street N Comment
inadequate laid out for 1960
I would like to see speed bumps on North Stratford (between Wieuca and Old Ivy) for safety (due to
speeding commuters using this as a cut thru)
N Stratford Rd
Most roads are in need of repair/ resurfacing. I noticed some have already started, which is great.
Would love to see sidewalks extended/ finished where they have been started. Most of all, the repairs
are needed. We pay enuough in taxes that we should have decent streets.
Not sure if this is part of it, but I am looking forward to the additional walking and biking paths that the
beltway project will provide. It would be great to have something similar to the green line in downtown
Atlanta.
Need to mitigate issues traveling east at wieuca and phipps blvd intersection
Need sidewalks and bicycle lanes. Speed bumps on Old Ivy Lane due to school traffic.The 400 Path will
be bringing more people along Old Ivy Rd. Please improve sidewalks!

Old Ivy Ln

Olde Ivy Sq
Park Ave
Park Regency Pl
Sheldon Dr

Skyland Dr

Stephens Mill Run

Stovall Blvd

Tower Place Dr

Safety is by far the Number One priority. We should also focus on walkability. Expending resources to
facilitate/encourage faster driving by cut through traffic is not a priority in my opinion.
Extremely congested
My biggest concern is the traffic congestion at Old Ivy and Piedmont/Roswell Road ‐ especially during
evening rush hour. The traffic cops are unable to adequately manage the level of traffic on the side
streets ‐ giving preference to the office traffic.
I am all for improving the transportation infrastructure...assuming there will be accountability of funds
spent (an iffy proposition given the history of Atlanta government).
We NEED SPEED abatement on Old Ivy ...especially near the school!!!!!
State of Georgia/Atlanta/Buckhead needs ‐ right now ‐ to develop at least one major project to alleviate
traffic. The tunnel from GA400/I‐85 through Emory and out to I‐675 would help. With the untold growth
in commercial/residential development in Buckhead, nothing since GA400 has been built. We're
clogged!
get more cars off the streets
There needs to be more law enforcement of cars blocking the intersections at Peachtree and Wieuca
and Peachtree and Lenox.
We have so many cars now and will have even more every time new housing project opens with only
room for more expensive living. These people are not using the bus or walking.
Sidewalks are Wonderful!
Traffic is increasing in volume and Speed and will only get worse once the new Windsor Pkwy/Roswell
Rd development is completed. Sarah Smith students who are walking home are in danger.
I truly appreciate the effort to address the transportation infrastructure but the real issue to me is the
amount of new construction that has been allowed in the area. While good for the economy, I believe
that it lessens our quality of life. The cat may be out of the bag but I believe it is a zoning issue more
than transportation.
It is non‐existent. People outside of our neighborhood rule. They get to drive onto our residential
streets as fast as they please and then flip us the bird when we shout at them to slow down. I have had
mothers in SUVs with kids in them tell me to F‐off when I tell them to please slow down. Try to discuss
with them but they have no time.
Educate and enforce "Don't Block the Box."
Start doing this:
http://www.cityofboston.gov/news/default.aspx?id=5757
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Survey Question 9: I have other comments about North Buckhead
neighborhood transportation infrastructure.
Home Street N Comment
Valley Brook Dr

Valley Green Dr

Whittington Dr

Roswell Road has got to be a priority as Sandy Springs continues to redevelop and add traffic. It funnels
down to Buckhead without Atlanta residents seeing the revenue that Sandy Springs will. Atlanta needs
to be proactive in managing Roswell, Piedmont, and Weiuca roads. Piedmont between Peachtree and
Roswell is also a disaster.
Sidewalks are patchy, so there is little connectivity. Same with bike lanes. Attention to these, plus
shuttles to Peachtree St. And Roswell Rd., would help a lot.
The traffic signals at Weiuca/Whittington and Weiuca/Ivy are very useful during high traffic hours.
However, at non‐peak times, they are unnecessary and burdensome for residents of Ivy Rd and
Whi ngton, as the light cycle can take several minutes.
I suggest these lights turn "flashing yellow" along Weiuca and "Flashing red" for cross streets.
Roads are in poor condition.
It is very limited inside the neighborhood..available on Peachtree and Roswell Rds only.
Traffic and cut through traffic is very bad. Need to slow them down with traffic abatement plans

Wieuca Rd
1) the intersection of Piedmont, Habersham & Roswell. the police keep people from blocking the
intersection, which is good, but now it backs up onto Old Ivy. One evening it took 30 minutes just to get
from Wieuca across Roswell.
2) exiting 400N at Lenox, the "keep moving" sign needs to be moved where you see it sooner.
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Survey Question 10: I have other comments about the proposed
2015 Transportation Infrastructure Bond.
Home Street NComment
Carmain Dr

Glengary Dr

Ivy Chase
N Ivy Rd

N Ivy Rd

N Stratford Rd

Old Ivy Rd

Less than 0.1% of the current transportation infrastructure bond project list is due to be spent in
Buckhead (including both city council districts 6 and 7). This is outrageous. This cannot be allowed to
pass. This type of discrimination of one area of the City over others will continue unless our community
organizes to defeat the bond measure.
Do not know enough about the bond to comment on whether or not I am in favor of it. Will defer
decision until I am able to further research.
Have not seen it yet.
More of the bond money should be allocated to Buckhead to support sidewalks, PATH 400, bike lanes,
road repair, etc.
There is NOT a public elementary school campus on Roswell road and has not been one for many years
(the bond project list currently suggests there is)
The Streets in Buckhead are in terrible shape. This problem needs to be addressed far more than
building a new stadium.
With the high property taxes as they are now, I shutter to think of them going up yet again!
The funds are needed, but how can we trust the same city gov. who allowed the infrastructure to
deteriorate so badly. How do we know that this is not some payback to elected officials contributors?
There is not even a list of projects that comprise the $1,000,000,000 and a calendar when they will be
completed so we can hold people responsible.
Need a traffic signal and left turn lane+arrow at the intersection of Lakemoore and Roswell Rd. to add
another safe exit from the neighborhood AND to slow down speeders on Roswell. Fix Wieuca traffic
approaching Peachtree. Look at the neighborhood as a whole and improve efficient ways to get into and
out of it from all sides ‐ or to bypass it.
waste of money
The city needs to take care of all neighborhoods, including those one the north side of town. We are
charitable, taxpaying, law‐abiding residents with a strong commitment to the welfare of the city going
back for nearly 100 years. Don't leave us out!
In addition to the neighborhood transport needs, the bond should be used to fund significant
improvements to Piedmont/Roswell Road and key intersections. If the traffic flow and congestion on
these roads is not improved, the neighborhood will continue to suffer.
Having police directing traffic at the Intersection of Roswell/Piedment/Habersham during peak traffic
periods is very beneficial...perhaps an expansion of hours might also help. And that model might be used
at other intersections on Roswell Rd. [Maybe Roswell and Wieuca, etc.]

Olde Ivy Sq

Park Ave
Peachtree Rd
Sheldon Dr

Priori es include:
1) Extend MARTA rail. Emory area, especially.
2) Big, toll‐based projects to alleviate traﬃc, especially in‐city East‐West traﬃc.
3) Something to alleviate the 75/85 connector parking lot.
4) Immediately advance the GA400/I‐285 cloverleaf.
5) Put toll back on GA400. Add a 2nd toll at Abernathy!
they use the money elsewhere
I do hope that N. Buckhead traffic problems, such as the Wieuca Rd./Peachtree intersection, the
Peachtree/ Lenox Rd intersection, and the Roswell Rd./ Windsor Parkway intersection will be carefully
considered in view of newly applied for developments which will increase those already overloaded
areas.
I have no intention of voting for any bonds or tax increases
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Survey Question 10: I have other comments about the proposed
2015 Transportation Infrastructure Bond.
Home Street NComment
Skyland Dr
Stovall Blvd

Valley Green Dr

Whittington Dr
Wieuca Rd

Tired of paying high taxes....Taxed Enough Already.
Well, can you please do something to help the residents. I am getting ready to write yet another
expensive check to pay my property taxes and I feel like I get absolutely nothing to help me from the
City of Atlanta. When it is 5:15pm until 6:30pm on my street, I cannot leave my house because there is
so much traffic backed up on Stovall Blvd.
Less emphasis on auto and more on pedestrian and bike for both recreation and commuting would
enhance the neighborhoods tremendously. GA 400 trail is a great start!
North Buckhead is used as a cut‐through by non‐residents all the time. As such, our roads receive lots of
wear and tear.
We need to have appropriate funding and regular maintenance to our roads and sidewalks.
Thanks to whoever designed the survey & is compiling it.
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North Buckhead Master Plan
Survey Appendix

North Buckhead Civic Association
Conducted November 4-19, 2014
December 17, 2014
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Introduction
This survey was conducted in November 2014 to get feedback about the North
Buckhead Neighborhood Master Plan draft recommendations that were distributed
on September 30, 2014. The survey was conducted by the North Buckhead Civic
Association (NBCA). While NBCA has conducted many successful online Surveys in
the past, NBCA believes that this survey was compromised in such a way that it did
not accurately reflect the opinions of North Buckhead stakeholder residents,
businesses, and property owners.
NBCA believes that the survey results are not reliable indicator of stakeholder
sentiment because they were compromised by technical issues and an intentional
effort by a single-issue stakeholder to influence the outcome of the survey by
encouraging non-stakeholders to take it. Technical issues include the fact that
many responses were accidentally discarded by the software because they were
taken when the survey was in “test mode.”* Representational concerns include a
flood of responses received mid-way through the survey that included many
responses from residents who do not live in North Buckhead (based on review of
self-submitted data) but claimed they did. Other problems were also encountered,
such as the use of incorrect Internet addresses on NBCA’s Facebook page.
These problems were discussed during a December 1, 2014, meeting of the North
Buckhead Neighborhood Master Plan Stakeholders Committee. NBCA President
Gordon Certain recommended that the results of the survey be discarded and a new
survey conducted. Caleb Racicot of TSW (the consulting firm hired by NBCA) was
concerned about “survey fatigue” and that asking everyone to retake a survey on
the draft recommendations could delay Atlanta City Council adoption of the master
plan, which could diminish 2015 bond funds available for North Buckhead projects.
Instead, Racicot reminded the Committee that the survey was one of many ways to
solicit input, and stated that his preference was for a final open-ended public
comment exercise at the upcoming Final Draft Plan Presentation (in which the
public could comment on ALL plan recommendations before finalizing the report)
and a supplemental on-line version of this for those who could not attend the
meeting or had additional comments to provide after they had time to consider the
recommendations of the plan.
That left NBCA in a challenging situation. The survey’s results were nonrepresentative. Many valid inputs are missing and others were due to a targeted
“get-out-the-vote” campaign by non-residents. These shortcomings clouded
visibility into the sentiments of actual residents, workers and business owners in
North Buckhead.
Because of the way the survey was conducted, two types of responses are
captured, referred to as “Anonymous” and “Auditable” in the survey report and its
appendix. Anonymous and Auditable responses were generally similar. However,
on land use policies (question 5) they differed significantly. Just 4% of Auditable
respondents opposed the draft report’s recommendations on land use while about
56% of the Anonymous respondents opposed the report’s land use policies. Two
clearly different populations were represented by the two types of responses.
i

The Auditable responses were all made in response to email invitations. These
invitations were sent from the NBCA email list. All Auditable survey responses are
traceable to the email address.
The Anonymous results were made via a web site address published in the
December North Buckhead Newsletter (mailed to 4,000+ North Buckhead
households). There is no audit trail for these responses.
Many Anonymous responses showed unfamiliarity with North Buckhead. All
respondents were asked if they were North Buckhead Residents and what street
they lived on. Of Anonymous respondents claiming to be “North Buckhead
Residents”, 46% listed home streets outside North Buckhead, some as far away as
Norcross, Roswell and Alpharetta.
Attempts were made to correct the misrepresentations made by the 46%, switching
them to “Nearby Residents.” But NBCA was uncomfortable about unilaterally
changing survey responses. Ultimately, NBCA decided to verify Auditable
responses, including those belonging to real people from known addresses and to
report their responses in the body of this report. Their responses are probably
most representative of actual North Buckhead residents and workers, though,
because of the shortcomings of the survey, that will be open to challenge. The
Appendix to this report includes all responses and the reader is encouraged to
consider that data as well.
Prepared by Gordon Certain, President, North Buckhead Civic Association
December 17, 2014
* All accidentally lost survey responses were of the Anonymous type. These
responses were not discarded—they were never captured by the survey software.
This happened because the web site URL initially used for the survey was in “test
mode”, a mode in which the survey appears to be functioning normally but at the
end of the respondent’s survey session, all inputs are discarded rather than being
retained in the software’s database. The test mode URL clearly includes a clue that
the results are not being saved.
This is an example of a survey test mode URL:
http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07ea956smhi3g9wqmx/start?TEST_ONL
Y_RESPONSES_NOT_SAVED=t
This is an example of a production mode survey URL:
http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07ea956smhi3g9wqmx/start?
It is surprising no one complained that their survey taking efforts would be lost.
Survey results were lost during more than half of the period the survey was under
way.

ii
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NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN SURVEY
This survey is about the North Buckhead Master Plan. Its draft report lists key plan policies and projects. These might be
great ideas or may have huge gaps and misplaced priorities. Most of you didn't come to our planning meetings. This is
your last chance to say what we got right and what we missed, so the plan reflects the entire neighborhood's needs and
opinions.

Our plan will go to the City Council next March to be approved and incorporated into the Code of Ordinances. It will guide
what happens in North Buckhead for a decade or more.
The survey includes summaries of the draft Plan and provides links to detail sections of the draft, should you be
interested. To see the entire draft report, follow the link at the top of www.nbca.org/plan. It is not necessary to read the
entire report in order to take this survey.

The survey is organized by topic:
*Transportation
*Land Use
*Park and Open Space
*Environmental
*Infrastructure and Facility
*Urban Design & Historic Preservation

We distilled the draft plan to just twelve questions, one for each topic's policies and one for its projects. Each question has
a text box. Use it to comment on whether policies or projects should be removed, or new ones added. Remember to
mention which policy or project you are commenting on.

The survey is anonymous. We only ask for your street name and your relationship to North Buckhead (resident, worker,
and so forth).

Continue >

Online Surveys by
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NORTH BUCKHEAD MASTER PLAN SURVEY

Statue in Tower Place Park

1. We need to gather some information about you.
What is your relationship to North Buckhead?
(Check all that apply.)
North Buckhead resident
North Buckhead worker
North Buckhead business owner/operator
Nearby neighborhood resident
Nearby neighborhood worker
Nearby neighborhood business owner/operator
Other

2. What is the name of the street where you live, work or operate a business?

Page 6 of 124
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50 characters left.

Please remember to click "Finish" at the end of the survey to record your responses.

Master Plan Topic #1 - Transportation Plan

Afternoon traffic on Old Ivy Road

3.
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Transportation Policies
The above is a summary. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these policies:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
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Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

4.
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Transportation Projects
The above is a summary of proposed projects. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
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Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

Master Plan Topic #2 - Land Use Plan

Coordinated update to Roswell Road Transportation and Land Use

5.
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Land Use Policies
The above is a summary. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these policies:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.
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6.

Land Use Projects

O-1. Future Land Use Plan Amendments

O-2. Roswell Road Zoning Changes

Land Use Projects
The above is a summary of proposed projects. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

Master Plan Topic #3 - Park and Open Space Plan
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Little Nancy Creek in Mountain Way Common

7.

Parks and Open Space Policies
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
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Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

8.

Parks and Open Space Projects

Important Note - This list includes a lot of vacant land and redevelopable parcels that might conceivably become
parks. It well may be that no more than a few of these candidates will actually become real parks or public open
spaces.
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
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Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

Master Plan Topic #4 - Envionmental Plan

Beaver visits Blue Heron Nature Preserve

9.
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Environmental Policies
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

10.

Environmental Projects
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.
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Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

Master Plan Topic #5 - Infrastructure and Facility Plan

Want more underground power lines?

11.

Infrastructure + Facility Policies
1. Encourage the burial of low voltage aboveground utility lines along Roswell Road.
2. Encourage underground utilities with redevelopment in other areas.
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3. Address crime on Roswell Road and proactively address potential locations that foster potential
illegal activity.

Infrastructure and Facility Policies
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

12.

Infrastructure + Facility Projects
O-19. Roswell Road Utility Art program

O-20. Neighborhood Watch Programs
O-21. Walking Public Safety Audits

Infrastructure and Facility Projects
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
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Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

Master Plan Topic #6 - Urban Design & Historic Preservation

Historic 1927 home on Loridans Drive (destroyed in 2013)

13.

Urban Design + Historic Preservation Policies
1. Encourage quality building materials for new construction and renovations.
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2. Encourage high-quality architecture.
3. Preserve historic buildings where feasible.
4. Incorporate public art into new projects.
5. Conceal parking with redevelopment.
6. Continue "branding" the neighborhood.
Urban Design + Historic Preservation Policies
The above is a summary of proposed policies. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

14.

Urban Design + Historic Preservation Projects

O-22 Historic Homes Preservation Neighborhood Study Committee

Urban Design + Historic Preservation Projects
The above is a summary of proposed projects. To see the full text, click here.

Please provide your reaction to these projects:
Strongly Support
Support
Mixed (Support some/oppose others - explain in comments)
Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer
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Oppose
Strongly Oppose
Other
Comment:







500 characters left.

15. If you have any other comments about the draft North Buckhead Master Plan or this survey, please use this
space.




1000 characters left.

Please remember to click "Finish" at the end of the survey to record your responses.

Finish
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Survey results will be published several days after the survey closes on Nov. 19. Find the link to that
report at the top of www.nbca.org/plan. While our survey is going on, City personnel will be studying
the report, making their own comments.

The final North Buckhead Master Plan report, reflecting survey and City inputs, will be presented at a
public meeting at St. James Church at 7:00 PM on Thursday, December 4.

Thank you again for your participation in our survey. We value and appreciate your input.

Close
Online Surveys by
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1 and 2 ‐ Survey Demographics

Street
30328
[NO STREET]
Abernathy Rd
Alberta Dr NE
Alexander Rd NE
Alexander Rd NE
Alexander Road off Phipps
Blvd
Alexandrer Rd NE
Allison Drive
Arden Rd
Arden Road
Arden Way
Bellaire
Blackland Rd
Blackland Rd NW
Bolton Rd NW
Bransford Rd.

North

North

North Buckhead

Nearby

Nearby

Buckhead

Buckhead

business

neighborhood

neighborhood

Nearby neighborhood
business

resident *

worker

owner/operator

resident

worker

owner/operator

Other

Nearby Resident
NB Resident
Other
Other
NB Resident
NB Resident
Other
Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
Nearby Resident

Other

NB Resident
NB Resident
Nearby Resident
Other

Brookhaven Springs Court NB Resident
Brookwood Dr NE
Burdette Rd NW
Burdette Rd NW
Burdette Rd NW
Camden Road NE
Carmain Drive
Carter Drive NE
Chaffin

NB Worker
NB Worker
NB Worker
NB Worker
Nearby Worker
NB Resident
NB Resident
Nearby Resident

ANONYMOUS

NB Resident
Nearby Resident
Nearby Worker
NB Resident
Other
Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

NB Business
Nearby Resident

NB Resident
NB Resident

NB Resident
NB Resident

AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

NB Worker
Other

NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

Dudley Lane North West NB Resident
Dunbarton Trace
E Wesley Road
East Wesley
East Wesley Road
Glengary
Glengary dr
Glengary dr
Glengary Drive
Glengary Drive & Wieuca
Rd
Glengary Drive NE
Glenridge Dr
Habersham Rd
Hammond Drive NE
Hardscrabble
Haven Oaks Court
Haynes Bridge Road
Hermance Drive NE
Herrington dr be
Hillside Drive
Holcomb Bridge

AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

AUDITABLE

Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Chateaugay Lane
Cherokee Road NW
Clifton Rd NE
Club Drive NE
Cooper Lake Dr SE
Crabapple
Creek Wood Close
Creekwood close
Cub Drive
Danube
Darlington Circle NE

Respondent **

NB Business

ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE

NB Resident
Nearby Resident
NB Resident
Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
Other

ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

* Red highlighting indicates respondent's home street is not in North Buckhead yet respondent claimed to be a North Buckhead Resident.
Page 1 of 5
44 of 96 "Anonymous" (but only 1 of 93 "Auditable") survey takers had such conflicts.
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1 and 2 ‐ Survey Demographics

Street
Honour circle
Howell Mill Road
Huntington Road NE
Hurt Rd SE
Interlochen Drive NE
Ivy Knoll
Ivy Knoll
Ivy Knoll
Ivy Park Lane
Ivy road NE
Jefferson Hill Place NE
Johnson Ferry Rd NE
King Road NW
Kingsboro Rd
Kingsboro Rd. NE
Lake Forrest Dr NW
Lake forrest drive
Lake forrest Drive
Lake Forrest Lane
Lakemoore Dr
Lakemoore Drive
Land O Lakes Drive
Land O Lakes Drive
Land O Lakes Drive
Land O Lakes Drive, NE
Lenox
Lenox Rd
Lenox Rd.
Lenox Rd.
Lenox Rd.
Lenox Road
Lenox Road
Lenox Road
Lenox Road
Lenox Road
Lindbergh Dr
Lindbergh Drive NE
Log Cabin Dr SE
Longleaf Dr. NE
Longleaf Drive
Longleaf Drive
Longleaf Drive
Loridans Drive
Loridans Drive
Mabry Rd NE
Mabry Rd. NE
Main St NE
Maple Drive NE
Marne DR NW
Mathieson Dr NE
Mathieson Drive NW
mayfair
Mayfair RD
Mayfair Road
McClatchey Cir
McClatchey Cir.
McClatchey Circle
Medley Court
Midvale Drive NE
Moores Mill Rd
Moores Mill Road
Mountain Drive
Mountain way
N Buckhead Drive

North

North

North Buckhead

Nearby

Nearby

Buckhead

Buckhead

business

neighborhood

neighborhood

Nearby neighborhood
business

resident *

worker

owner/operator

resident

worker

owner/operator

Other

NB Resident
Other
Nearby Resident
Other
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

NB Worker

NB Business

Nearby Resident
Other
NB Worker
NB Resident
NB Resident
Other
Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

Nearby Worker

Nearby Worker

Other
NB Resident

NB Worker
NB Worker
NB Worker

NB Resident

NB Resident

NB Worker
NB Worker
NB Worker
NB Worker
Other

NB Resident
NB Worker
Nearby Worker
NB Resident
NB Resident

NB Worker
NB Worker

NB Business

Nearby Resident

NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Worker
NB Worker
Other
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Worker
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
Other
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

Respondent **
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS

* Red highlighting indicates respondent's home street is not in North Buckhead yet respondent claimed to be a North Buckhead Resident.
Page 2 of 5
44 of 96 "Anonymous" (but only 1 of 93 "Auditable") survey takers had such conflicts.
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1 and 2 ‐ Survey Demographics

Street
N Ivy Rd
N Stratford
N Stratford
N Stratford Rd
N. Buckhead Dr. NE
N. Stratford Rd. NE
N. Stratford Road
N.Stratford
Norfleet Drive
Norfleet Drive
Norfleet Rd.
Normandy Drive NW
North Buckhead Dr.
North Druid Hills Rd.
North Ivy Road
North stratford
North Stratford
North Stratford rd
North Stratford Rd
North Stratford Rd
North Stratford Rd
North Stratford Rd NE
North Stratford Rd NE
North Stratford Rd NE
North Stratford Rd NE
North Stratford Rd.
North Stratford Rd. NE
North Stratford Rd. NE
North Stratford Rd. NE
North Stratford Rd. NE
North Stratford Road
North Stratford Road
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Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
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NB Resident

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd.

NB Worker
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NB Worker

Other

Respondent **
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
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* Red highlighting indicates respondent's home street is not in North Buckhead yet respondent claimed to be a North Buckhead Resident.
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* Red highlighting indicates respondent's home street is not in North Buckhead yet respondent claimed to be a North Buckhead Resident.
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44 of 96 "Anonymous" (but only 1 of 93 "Auditable") survey takers had such conflicts.
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Street
Stratford Walk Circle
Tree Haven
Tuxedo Rd
Tuxedo Road NW
Tuxedo Road NW
Valley Green Dr. NE
Valley Green Drive
Valley rd NE
Valley Road NW
Verdun Dr NW
Virginia Ave NW
W Conway Dr NW
W Wesley Rd
Washington Rd.
Weiuca Rd.
Weiuca Rd.
West Conway Drive
West Paces Ferry Rd
West Paces Ferry Road
Wexford Hollow Run
Whittington Drive
Wieuca Rd
Wieuca rd
Wieuca Rd
Wieuca Rd NE
Wieuca Rd NE
Wieuca Rd.
Wieuca Rd.
Wieuca Road
Wieuca Road
Wieuca Terrace
Windsor Parkway
Woods Circle and Valley
Green Drive
Worthington Hills Trace
Counts By Category
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
TOTAL

** Definitions:

North

North

North Buckhead

Nearby

Nearby

Buckhead

Buckhead

business

neighborhood

neighborhood

business

resident *

worker

owner/operator

resident

worker

owner/operator

NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

Nearby neighborhood
Other

NB Worker
NB Worker

NB Worker

Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Worker
NB Worker
Other
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Worker
NB Worker
Other
Nearby Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident
NB Resident

Nearby Resident

NB Worker

NB Worker
51
11
62

AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
AUDITABLE
ANONYMOUS
AUDITABLE

Nearby Resident
NB Resident
96
93
189

Respondent **

NB Business
3
6
9

Nearby Resident
21
3
24

ANONYMOUS
Nearby Worker
7
3
10

Nearby Business
1
1
2

Other
19
1
20

Total in Survey
184
96
280

ANONYMOUS ‐ Survey responses made using a public web page on the North Buckhead Civic Association
web site. The web site address was publicized in the December North Buckhead Newsletter postal
mailed to 4,000+ North Buckhead residential mailboxes and other addresses. These survey responses
are not traceable to user identity such as an email address and are therefore designated "anonymous"
by the survey software. No limit on number of times a survey may be submitted from a given source.
AUDITABLE ‐ Survey responses made in response to an email invitation. Email invtations were sent to
2100+ email addresses on the North Buckhead Civic Association email list. The NBCA email list is open to
anyone requesting access ‐‐ a list enrollment link is posted on the NBCA web site home page; no
membership or other requirements are imposed. These survey responses are directly traceable to the
survey‐taker's email address. Only one response is permitted from each email invitation though
additional responses could be made using the web site survey address.

Note:

Earlier drafts of this report attempted to correct the residency of survey respondents to match their
home street. In this version, respondent inputs are shown as they were made even though they were
sometimes self‐contradictory regarding North Bickhead residency.

* Red highlighting indicates respondent's home street is not in North Buckhead yet respondent claimed to be a North Buckhead Resident.
Page 5 of 5
44 of 96 "Anonymous" (but only 1 of 93 "Auditable") survey takers had such conflicts.
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All Survey Takers ( 100%)
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3 - Transportation Policies
3 - Transportation Policies Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

A balanced system is needed. It is crazy that the only way to safely travel Wieuca Rd from
Lenox to Chastain Park is by car.
The Wieuca rd/West Wieuca/Roswell rd intersection is a disaster waiting to happen.
Roswell Rd needs streetscaping, is it ugly and has way to many driveways.
Requiring street numbers to be added to business signs will help a lot.

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Definitely support complete streets.
AUDITABLE-Carmain Dr[NB Resident]

Great list of policies. Future residents (as well as current residents) will insist on these
projects/priorities/amenities. We have to start implementing them now if we want to remain
as a desirable place to live and work.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

We desperately need more sidewalks and bike lanes for people to safely access green spaces
and parks.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

I love 99% of this- great job to the planning team! However, I STRONGLY oppose MARTA
buses through the neighborhood. (Not sure if that's what you're addressing.) If you're talking
about the high density portion of North Buckhead, I love it and encourage the use of rail. We
do use MARTA trains to get to midtown, etc. for various functions and wish more people used
it! I just don't want buses through the neighborhood, especially at Wieuca!
AUDITABLE-Stratford Walk Cir[NB Resident]

Please please please repave North Stratford between Wieuca and Old Ivy. After years of
fantastic new construction and a water issue/sloppy repair job the street surface is
problematic.

AUDITABLE-Valley Green Dr[NB Resident]

We support any ways to encourage more people to get out of their cars and walk/bike in this
area. It is almost dangerous to do this now in some areas -- so any improvements would be
great!

AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

It should be a given that any new construction should include side walk. The side walk should
be wide and multi use friendly (strollers, joggers, walkers) In particular all the new
construction sorrounding the neighborhood.

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

May be unduly prejudiced but cut through traffic on Old Ivy Road is getting worse each month,
At some points in the day, it's better to not bother trying to get out.

AUDITABLE-Sheldon Dr[NB Resident]

Roswell Rd. Streetscape standard is a much needed improvement
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AUDITABLE-Statewood Rd[NB Resident]

In order for this to occur, there needs to be a mechanism to fund this. I don't think the city
has the money.

AUDITABLE-Skyland, Roswell[NB Resident/NB Business]

There can only be limited improvement in Bickhead traffic if they keep building office towers
and condo/apts. engineers cannot expedite an additional 5000 cars at rush hour.
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

DESIRE: Walking access to MARTA from Old Ivy Rd. Tie in new MARTA bridge on east side of
400 to walking access to residents north of Loop.
Better walking access in general. EX: Walk from Lenox to Toys-R-Us area.

AUDITABLE-Longleaf Dr[NB Resident]

Commuter traffic is out of control. We need to keep commuter traffic out of residential
neighborhoods.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Strong focus on enhancing and promoting walking and cycling in the area, as well as speed
control and POLICE enforcement of speeders and other traffic violators in our neighborhood.
ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

I like to take a run or bike ride with the wife down thru Buckhead, support this all the way.
ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]#87

Would love to use public transportation to work instead of driving.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[Nearby Resident]#89

I commute to Buckhead often and would like to see the above items handled, especially the
potholes.

ANONYMOUS-Roxboro Rd[NB Worker]#90

There are plenty of roads without sidewalks and force people to walk in the streets, this needs
to be fixed.

ANONYMOUS-Valley Rd[NB Resident]#92

RIght now they repair pot holes and they don't last ruining the road and making it very
difficult and uncomfortable to drive in Buckhead.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#93

Roswell Road is always packed, please find a solution to fix this.
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr[NB Resident]#94

We need sidewalks on our roads, it forces all the runners, dog walkers the streets and
congests traffic.

ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Resident]#97
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I have several dogs and would be very useful to have more sidewalks instead of walking on
the street waiting to get hit.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#99

Please fix traffic!!!!!
ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#100

Have a newborn child that I would like to take on walks but cant right now because the streets
don't have sidewalks and Im not risking walking her on the street.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#105

Great for every one.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#106

As long as the costs are reasonable.
ANONYMOUS-Medley Court[(NB role unknown)]#114

I visit Buckhead often, and this is a major issue when I come down there to socialize. Really
like this idea.

ANONYMOUS-Dudley Lane North West[NB Resident]#116

This is a great way to get the community together.
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

A lot of the sidewalks have trash on them. Need to make cleaning the streets up a priority.
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr[Nearby Resident]#133

These are solid ideas, would like to see this done ASAP!
AUDITABLE-Chateaugay Lane[NB Resident]

Streetscapes needed on Roswell road to improve look.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#144

Theres now way you cant support this unless it raises taxes.
ANONYMOUS-East Wesley[(NB role unknown)]#145

As a visitor i find it convenient that buckhead is easily accessible.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

In addition to upgrading sidewalks, we need to add sidewalks. I live on a major thoroughfare
(Wieuca) and do not have sidewalks in front of my house. It is a major issue because I have
children trying to walk to Sarah Smith. We have to cross busy Wieuca twice to get there unacceptable!

ANONYMOUS-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#151

The pot holes in Buckhead are some of the worst ive seen in a city, there has to be
accountability.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#155

I walk to work every day and sidewalks would be very helpful.
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ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#162

I live on a street with no Sidewalks and dozens of people run there every day, when are they
going to learn and make a change to keep a safe neighborhood.

AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

It is very important to stop the Fulton County Development Authority from giving away tax
breaks to support Buckhead projects tax subsidies to encourage developers to build them. At
least five of these examples of corporate welfare have been built inside North Buckhead. They
simultaneously increase traffic on our already clogged roads and diminish the amount of local
tax money that might be used to make transportation infrastructure improvements to handle
the added traffic. BAD!

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#174

My whole street constantly has people walking with no sidewalks, it congests roads and is an
accident waiting to happen.

ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

I see a lot of potential here.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Too much speeding in my neighborhood.
ANONYMOUS-Dunbarton Trce[NB Resident]#188

A couple of weeks ago I was riding down the road on my bike, because there was a patched
pothole I slipped and fell, luckily didn't extremely hurt myself. There has to be accountability
with these contract jobs.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#189

Congestion is a massive issue in buckhead, with commute times increasing, which reduces the
amount of people that want to live / work / visit buckhead. Buckhead NEEDS to take the
steps to become a metropolitan city.

AUDITABLE-North Buckhead Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

More MARTA and rail.
Love the Roswell Rd. Street Scape Standard.
Sidewalks make a neighborhood!

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#195

I rent on Stratford rd with a group of four and we all have the same complaint, no sidewalks
for our dogs. Lest get this fixed!!

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Efficient transport will keep our people & city moving into the future
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#204

Sidewalks are always a good idea, keep the citizens safe.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#208

ME and my animals could really use this, im in constant fear of getting hit by someone paying
attention. Im all for it.

AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]
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Phipps Blvd / Alexander / Wieuca are already jammed at rush hour and will see a significant
increase in traffic as new apartments come on line. Alexander is a 'private' road but should be
brought under city control. As it is now control is in the hands of the Alexander Road
Association which is dominated by Post Properties who does not see at all concerned about
traffic issues. All they want to do is build apartments which dump more traffic on to Phipps
Blvd.
ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

Repaint the crosswalks.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Resident]#227

This would be crucial on our street, sometimes only one side has sidewalks and becomes very
difficult for people to walk and get around.

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

Sounds good to me.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#230

My coworkers and I take Marta, so this is a big plus for us.
ANONYMOUS-Interlochen Dr[NB Resident]#234

Excellent Idea, took the words right out of my mouth.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#237

My wife and Love taking walks and would all be for this.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#239

No more POTHOLES!!!!
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#240

My street does not have sidewalks and some adjacent streets don't as well, would like to see
this fixed. Additionally the pot holes are all over are streets.

ANONYMOUS-Mabry Rd[NB Worker]#251

Have to get more access for people.
ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Many people rely on MARTA to get to work and school so promoting its use will ensure the
longevity of this means of transportation.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford[NB Resident]

All sounds good except Marta!!! No Marta!!!
ANONYMOUS-North Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#82

Traffic is very important issue in North Buckhead. Next to preserving the core of single-family
houses I would say most important. Many high-rises are going up although traffic is already
terrible. Any way we can think of to reduce the density would be good, especially in south end
of the community. The Fulton County Development Authority gives tax breaks for developers
to build skyscrapers and apartments in North Buckhead. This is so wrong! Fighting this will
help with traffic.
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ANONYMOUS-Mayfair Rd[NB Resident]#84

I walk every day, 365 days/year. I walk 4-6 miles/day. I embrace the sidewalks and the new
walking path along GA 400. I support any development project that enhances the walking
experience and improvements of the neighborhoods.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

Definitely need to help out the bikers.
ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#108

Love the idea, but would like to see cost layout structure.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Worker]#113

I have 2 dogs and this would really help us get to out of the house!!
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

We need to make it safer for walkers & riders to travel around our neighbours. Connection
points to public transport (MARTA & buses) needs to be improved to give people the option to
leave their car at home, reduce pollution & improve wellbeing for all
ANONYMOUS-Haynes Bridge Rd[NB Resident]#118

I think this would be great for the community.
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Really like number 10.
ANONYMOUS-Hardscrabble[NB Resident]#120

I like the having the option of using Marta to get to and from Buckhead
ANONYMOUS-Windsor Parkway[NB Resident]#121

My dog and I would Love this!!!
ANONYMOUS-Worthington Hills Trce[Nearby Resident]#125

Sidewalks are necessary because they promote healthy activity (walking/biking) which can
also lead to less of an impact on the environment.

ANONYMOUS-Mabry Rd[NB Worker]#128

Great for afternoon walks instead of walking in the street and tripping on a pot hole!
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

Shared parking benefits everybody. Let's get more of it.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#141

Sometimes the streets get downright overrun with leaves, we need to keep the streets clean
and safe.

ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Make intersections more safe.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Too much speeding in residential areas going on.
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ANONYMOUS-Kingsboro Rd[NB Resident]#150

As a grad student I am a big proponent of quieter streets
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

Signalized crosswalks to make them safer.
ANONYMOUS-Carter Dr[NB Resident]#164

two big things for me are the potholes and sidewalks in neighborhoods around Buckhead. I
would be willing to pay higher taxes to get these isuues fixed.

ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Wish there were more walking paths around.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

MARTA is SMARTER.
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Sounds good.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#181

The upkeep of the area's streets should be a priority. There are way too many potholes in this
area.

ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Keep promoting Marta.
ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

Improving transportation makes everyones' lives easier. Make everything more convenient.
ANONYMOUS-Alberta Dr[(NB role unknown)]#203

Sidewalks help keep everyone safe. Let's work towards safety.
ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

Add balance and it would be nice to have upgrades occur on sidewalks as redevelopment
occurs.

ANONYMOUS-W Conway Dr Nw[NB Worker]#214

I want top notch sidewalks and walking paths.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#226

More walking and biking in neighborhoods will benefit everybody. Exercise improves quality of
peoples lives.

ANONYMOUS-Blackland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#232

I'm in favor of most of these reccomendations.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#242

I'm hoping that the Wieuca Road and Roswell Road intersection can be improved. It is pretty
hectic.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[(NB role unknown)]#245
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I support this as long as its in our budget. It would be a good upgrade to our neighborhoods.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#263

Need to find a way to lower traffic.
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264

What a great concept
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr Nw[NB Resident/NB Worker]#267

Huge improvements can be made incorporating these policies.
ANONYMOUS-W Wesley Rd[NB Worker]#274

The upkeep of the area will benefit the companies around the area.
ANONYMOUS-Pharr Rd[NB Resident]#277

Speeding has been a pet peeve of mine, it needs to be addressed.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Creek Wood Close[NB Resident/NB Business]

Strongly feel that impact of traffic illegally entering/ exiting Old Ivy from Piedmont Center is
important enough to deserve its own policy (it creates traffic on Wieuca, too). This can be
readily documented. Similar with other traffic enforcement (speeding on Wieuca). Without
getting this under control, #2 (walking and biking) can be dangerous.
AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

just fix the damn pot holes
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Traffic calming does not always work well. How do you expect to collaborate with GDOT?
Building owners cannot be made to retrofit theie property.

AUDITABLE-N Stratford[NB Resident]

Maybe not as much focus on MARTA bus service and more focus on maintaining and improving
residential streets. Also, how in the world is the party at fault for creating a pavement
disturbance not responsible for bringing it back to the same quality it was originally.
AUDITABLE-Land O Lakes Dr[NB Resident]

While we agree with most of these policies, we do NOT agree with the proposed path through
the back of the Sarah Smith Primary Campus that will run along the Blue Heron Nature
Preserve. We feel that this would be a huge safety risk for the children and the residents and
that these safety risks far outweigh the benefits.

AUDITABLE-N Buckhead Dr.[NB Resident]

Transportation Recommendations: #8 General Transportation Policies: Have you assessed the
use of pedestrian bridge crossings instead of adding new traffic lights to stop car traffic? A
bridge would be safe and eliminate car congestion.
# 13 of Genl Trans Policies: The intersections of Roswell Rd & Wieuca; Roswell Rd & W.
Wieuca; and Roswell Rd & Windsor Pkwy NEED TO BE IMPROVED.

ANONYMOUS-Bellaire[Nearby Resident]#72
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The volume of traffic relating to business commuters/shoppers is continuing to increase.
These people do not walk. Intersections are at overflow during them normal day. Weather
and holidays bring more challenges. Pedestrian intersection improvements are needed,
however it seems that sometimes this creates more traffic issues. Traffic calming is needed
but NO more speed bumps.
ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Worker/NB Business/Nearby Resident]#78

several land use recommendations (below) are contrary to the principles articulated above as
well as the central principle "to provide accessibility and mobility for people as well as cars"
and "enhanced access to transit"
Many of the other ideas are good and worthy of consideration

ANONYMOUS-Phips Shopping Center[Nearby Business/Other = Nearby Business]#80

Need to link by bike pedestrian paths,work live developments should be encouraged.
Alternatives to drive in traffic encouraged.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#95

Not sure if the added taxes are worth it, where is the money coming from?
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#110

I do not want my taxes being raised, they already high enough.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#146

All depends on cost.
AUDITABLE-Park Avenue[NB Resident]

oppose bike paths and traffic calming, ie speed bumps
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

Where do you want developers to build walking paths? Sounds innocuous, until you start
encroaching on the privacy of others.

ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

Roswell road is too congested and dangerous to turn on and off of. Adding walking and bike
paths here could be very hazardous if not done correctly.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Worker]#253

I believe Roswell Rd. already has enough sidewalks. Potholes are definitely relevant.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Lane[NB Resident]#236

I personally think we have plenty of sidewalks currently in Buckhead, but if the majority would
like more Im open to it.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#247

Sidewalks look fine to me, potholes could be done better.
ANONYMOUS-Piedmont Rd[NB Worker]#259

I see no reason as of now, sidewalks are great in Buckhead.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#115
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Probably too expensive
ANONYMOUS-Allison Dr[NB Resident]#167

We don't need anymore road improvements, I'm tired of the constant road construction all the
time. It always slows down traffic.

ANONYMOUS-Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#186

Taxes are high enough, I don't want to pay for unnecessary stuff like this
ANONYMOUS-Cherokee Rd Nw[Nearby Resident]#206

This doesn't appear to be worth my tax dollars.
ANONYMOUS-Glengary Dr[NB Resident]#233

This project would be way to costly

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-P'tree Dunwoody Rd[NB Res/NB Worker/Nearby Business/Other= Nearby Business]

Government mandatory initiatives are terrible. All needs to be voluntary.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[NB Resident]#126

This looks like a tax disaster waiting to happen, no for me thanks.
ANONYMOUS-Chamblee Dunwoody Rd[Nearby Resident]#205

This project seems to be completely underfunded and would take and unbelievable amount of
time.

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
AUDITABLE-Haven Oaks Court[NB Resident]

Dangerous U- turns. Designate. Better traffic light timing Peachtree Road. Traffic back up.
Greens need last longer. Peachtree Dunwoody impossible to navigate sidewalks. Telephone
poles keep strollers, two people, joggers, reverse direction walkers. Need sidewalks moved to
other side of street. Certain areas inappropriate for pedestrians. More bus routes. Better
signage for dead-ends. Obstruct u-turns near children. Mirrored visions on hills leaving
neighborhoods
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4 - Transportation Projects
4 - Transportation Projects Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

T3 through T-5, t-11 and T-12, T-22 through T-26 and T-30 are vital.
AUDITABLE-Stovall Blvd[NB Resident]

Traffic calming needed on more streets than the ones identified above (i.e. Stovall Boulevard
and North Stratford)

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Traffic calming high priority on Old Ivy Road
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Love this- especially the Wieuca/ West Wieuca intersection roundabout. I feel that will slow
people down as well as maintain better traffic flow!

AUDITABLE-Stratford Walk Cir[NB Resident]

Please please please repave North Stratford between Wieuca and Old Ivy. After years of
fantastic new construction and a water issue/sloppy repair job the street surface is
problematic.

AUDITABLE-Valley Green Dr[NB Resident]

Any possibility of a light at Lakemoore Drive and Roswell Road -- especially with the new
development going in there. It is a potentially hazardous intersection as it is now.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Crosswalks specially in places where sidewalk abruptly ends. Wieuca and N. Ivy.
AUDITABLE-Statewood Rd[NB Resident]

Like I said, the city doesn't have the money. Just repairing potholes seems to be a problem.
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

SLOW DOWN Old Ivy Rd traffic. I know that it is a revenue generator with the Atlanta Police
speeding tickets in the morning. Afternoons are even faster.
We need to have a high-end residential feel to the neighborhood - NOT an alternative cutthrough.
RESURFACE Old Ivy Rd too. We need Shirley Franklins posse back.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

A sidewalk on North Stratford Rd between Wieuca and Peachtree-Dunwoody is sorely needed.
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Lane[NB Resident]

Intersection improvements are the single greatest immediate need for North Buckhead. We
are routinely trapped in our neighborhood.
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AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Traffic Calming by adding speed humps doesn't work well. Other ideas should be explored in
conjunction with regular police enforcement.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

Pot holes are really a burden in Buckhead, not to mention it has ruined the bottom of my front
bumper on multiple occasions.

ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

get the traffic down.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#99

Whatever you need to do to fix traffic,please do.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#103

This is great option for a everyone, a no brainer.
ANONYMOUS-Rose Avenue[Nearby Worker]#104

Potholes are the worst In Buckhead
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

I walk my dog a lot on the sidewalk. Improving the sidewalks would be nice.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

I am in support of it all, but I still don't see the specific addition of sidewalks. Maybe that is
contained within sidewalk improvements. In addition to Wieuca sidewalks, additional
sidewalks are needed on the other side of Peachtree Dunwoody as well.

AUDITABLE-N Stratford[NB Resident]

Need to add Wieuca rd traffic calming.
AUDITABLE-Mountain Dr[NB Resident]

Recent projects have focused on "form" over "function". Widening sidewalks in front of Lenox
and Phipps mall (already the widest in the area) at the expense of losing multiple feet of turn
lanes did not make sense. Medians with flowers/bushes are nice, but again at the expense of
lane space. Some plants too large and not appropriate for space allotted.
AUDITABLE-North Buckhead Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

More safe bike access is important.
ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

Strong support for all of the above.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

The focus should be on improving public transport access to MARTA, business system and
improving bike & walking paths

ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

All for it.
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]
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Many of these streets are not well known to me but the entire area along Wieuca suffers from
too much speed and too many potholes. Lenox is also riddles with potholes. Sidewalks along
Phipps Blvd are collapsing due to underground erosion. Some basic maintenance is badly
needed. Where is the city on this?
ANONYMOUS-Stevens Mill Run[NB Resident]#219

Intersection improvements and the coordination of traffic signal timing should be prioritized as
they will be the most impactful.

ANONYMOUS-Loridans Dr[NB Resident]#225

Would expect to Traffic calming on Loridans drive as a high priority project as it was noted in
survey as among worst with "cut through" issues

ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Reducing the amount of traffic is always a plus

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident/Nearby Worker]

I support the above-listed bicycle & MUP projects, and I would like to see more bike lanes on
major thoroughfares. i.e. an emphasis on infrastructure for cycling as a transit mode in
addition to a means of recriation.

ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Worker/NB Business/Nearby Resident]#78

Mostly good list. Some glaring omissions.
ANONYMOUS-North Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#82

Important to repave North Ivy Road. It is in terrible condition and cracked and sinking in a
number of places. Probably needs to be dug up, built up, and then repaved. The entire road
needs this treatment.

ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Particularly the link with the public transport system. making it easy for people to get to the
MARTA or bus station via safe paths, walking & bike trails.

ANONYMOUS-Worthington Hills Trce[Nearby Resident]#125

The bike paths are a great idea
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

Improve the sidewalks.
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

There needs to be more designated areas for bikers. Separate bikers from cars.
ANONYMOUS-Chaffin[(NB role unknown)]#137

I hate traffic, the study would be wise
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Intersections need to be safer for pedestrians.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Hopeful to make improvements in pedestrian facilities.
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ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

safer sidewalks is a start
ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Wish it was easier for pedestrians to get through the intersections.
ANONYMOUS-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident]#173

I am always in support of bettering our transportation system
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Looks good.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

Traffic calming on Pinecrest is a must.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Need to work on the street surface. It is poor in several areas.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Seen a few potholes recently.
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Attempt to improve the amount of traffic.
AUDITABLE-Pinecrest[NB Resident]

I didn't explicitly see crosswalks for Roswell Road that used to be there before it was repaved.
They were not painted back on but the xwalk signs are there. It's a small item that may be
included in another project but it is important to Pinecrest.

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

I see a lot of places that need to be re-surfaced when I'm driving to and from work.
ANONYMOUS-West Paces Ferry Rd[NB Worker]#243

Improving the roads is an excellent idea. Roads in this area are always in need of repair.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#263

Nothing but support for traffic calming
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264

Put this into action.
ANONYMOUS-Johnson Ferry Rd[(NB role unknown)]#266

Safety on the sidewalk ought to be a priority.
ANONYMOUS-Glenridge Dr[Nearby Resident]#270

Bicycle paths and pedestrian walkways should be welcomed with the growing number of obese
idividuals.

ANONYMOUS-W Wesley Rd[NB Worker]#274

Traffic has always been a problem in this part of town
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ANONYMOUS-Pharr Rd[NB Resident]#277

Traffic is also an issue that needs to be addressed.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr[NB Resident]

Need far more traffic calming overall. Not sure how calming traffic on 2 streets is going to do
anything but increase traffic on adjacent streets.

AUDITABLE-Glengary[NB Resident]

Do not support path 400
AUDITABLE-Creek Wood Close[NB Resident/NB Business]

T-15 may need to be broader. It may warrant its own Traffic Study. A big portion of Old Ivy
traffic stems from illegal traffic entrances/ exits from the rear of Piedmont Center. This also
affects Land O Lakes.
The cut-through traffic from Old Ivy to Roswell (through the shopping center) is not addressed
(unless it is part of T-11).
T-14 seems a bad idea---will impede northbound traffic on Wieuca that currently continues
straight.

AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

Most transporting is and will be done by motorized vehicles. Over emphasis on walking a
biking. Get real.

AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Traffic calming on Wieuca Rd, all of it. It is a major cut thru and there is a school on it!
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Ter[NB Resident]

Don't support T14
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Who pays for all this?
AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

Proper planning of Marta routes
AUDITABLE-Starlight Dr[NB Resident]

Agree with most. Strongly oppose bike/walking trail along 400. Improve sidewalks on larger
street, but leave small neighborhoods alone.

AUDITABLE-Land O Lakes Dr[NB Resident]

We DO NOT support T-24 Blue Heron Nature Preserve Blueway. While we agree with most of
these policies, we do NOT agree with the proposed path through the back of the Sarah Smith
Primary Campus that will run along the Blue Heron Nature Preserve. We feel that this would
be a huge safety risk for the children and the residents and that these safety risks far
outweigh the benefits.

AUDITABLE-N Buckhead Dr.[NB Resident]
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Transportation Projects: Highest priority items are intersection improvements on Roswell Rd
from Wieuca to W. Wieuca & Windsor Pkwy. Given a limited budget, we need to spend the
money on improving the car traffic than on creating a bike path, or "nicer looking roads". We
have to reduce the congestion or else the other items will have only a minimal impact.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

I support all except pedestrian suggestions 2-7. These are commercial and there are other
priorities.

AUDITABLE-Mayfair[NB Resident]

I don't support the 400 paths because they invite crime into our somewhat peaceful residential
area.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#95

I like the ideas but what about the cost?
ANONYMOUS-Kingsboro Rd[NB Resident]#150

Even though this will make it easier for people to travel Buckhead, I think buckhead is already
fairly crowded as it is

AUDITABLE-Park Avenue[NB Resident]

no traffic calming. people who live in those neighborhoods shouldn't move into a high traffic
area and then complain.

ANONYMOUS-Allison Dr[NB Resident]#167

I like that traffic will be calmed but I do not like that there will be more construction
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

There is a much greater need for a traffic light at Wieuca Rd and Loridans than there is a need
for Path 400. Has a traffic and parking study been done for the Loridans/Glengary area once
the section of the trail from Loridans to Mountain Way been done? If not, why no?
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

I am strongly opposed to invading neighborhoods with bike and walking paths. Keep them
safely tangential to primary routes. Note that I strongly oppose the Blueway path. It is
perplexing that the plan is to put a public path directly through an elementary school's
grounds.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#186

Same reason as above
ANONYMOUS-Mathieson Dr[NB Resident]#255

no more construction please!

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Phips Shopping Center[Nearby Business/Other = Nearby Business]#80

No thought as to bike or Peds paths, no connectivity more roads. Need to visit Minniapolis.
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5 - Land Use Policies
5 - Land Use Policies Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

All sound good and in keeping with maintaining the character of the neighborhoods without
undo burden on business.

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

This is a safety and quality of life issue as much as a traffic concern.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Can't tell you how STRONGLY I SUPPORT NO MORE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT NORTH OF
THE BUCKHEAD LOOP. KEEP WIEUCA, P'TREE DUNWOODY, NORTH STRATFORD COMMERCIAL
FREE! This neighborhood is a gem because it is close to everything but feels tucked away.
PLEASE KEEP IT THAT WAY!!

AUDITABLE-Stratford Walk Cir[NB Resident]

Please do not let business encroach into our magical residential space!
AUDITABLE-Valley Green Dr[NB Resident]

I am more supportive of the increase in green space and bike/walk friendly routes, than
concerned with the mix of high-rise and low density housing.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

High density development should have limits and caps on the total number of parking spaces
allowed, which would encourage use of mass transit, walking, and cycling. This should be
apart of the planning and permitting processed, and should be enforced.
AUDITABLE-Stephens Mill Run[NB Resident]

New apartments and townhome developments on Roswell Rd at Lakemore will impact traffic at
that intersection. I wonder what changes (traffic lights) are planned?

ANONYMOUS-North Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#82

Adhering to the CDP and zoning and preserving the single-family core. Do not jump the Lenox
Road-Phipps Boulevard dividing line! No commercial encroachment beyond that line! This is
the most important part of the plan.

AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

It is critical that current CDP land use policies be kept or even strengthened. The residential
core of North Buckhead must be protected or we will see commercial developments gobble up
Wieuca Road from Phipps Blvd. to Roswell Road. These policies have protected North
Buckhead for 25 years and should not be compromised in any sense. Keep new commercial
development south of the Phipps Blvd./Lenox Road line. Defend the stability of Ivy Road, Old
Ivy Road and N Stratford Roads!

AUDITABLE-[NB Resident]

I don't like the placement of high rise buildings next to/in neighborhoods. The neighborhoods
need to stay neighborhoods and the commercial property needs to be kept to a minimum.
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ANONYMOUS-Alexander Rd[NB Resident]#184

Have spoken to the Developers and believe that it would be a good thing to allow the planned
development at the Lenox Rd end of N Stratford with tunnel through to Marta and access to
eating places, select shops and offices - also proposed park

AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

Where low level buildings are placed adjacent to residential towers roof maintenance should
be required by code. Preferably roofs should be covered with live plants or other rainwater
retention and reusage systems. This could be 'counted' as part of greenspace for the property.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#226

I support growth where it is deemed appropriate.
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

I support but see many of the above already being violated. Take the multi-family
developments on and around Longleaf for example. This weakens by trust when you bring us
new projects with associated promises.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

the bike and walking thing again.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

No commercial development on Wieuca Rd. from Phipps Blvd to West Wieuca Rd.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Encourage/achieve/support/avoid = no change
AUDITABLE-Starlight Dr[NB Resident]

Strongly oppose destroying natural green areas to pave with a walking/bike trail which would
destroy natural habitat. It would also make a flooding issue due to drainage an even worse
problem than it already is.

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy[NB Resident]

Not opposed to high density mixed use commercial development close to main roads and high
to medium rise residential behind that providing there is reasonable graduation of height
towards low density residential homes and buffering.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker/NB Business]

Strongly oppose the questions above and there relevance to each other. Strongly oppose
2,3,6,7,9 and support 1,4,5,8,10,11

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Business/Nearby Resident]#76

Strongly Oppose 2,3,6,7,9. Certain parts of the existing residential streets in North Buckhead
can be and should be utilized for a higher and better use. The areas closest to MARTA should
be considered for commercial and higher density residential which will support local
businesses, encourage utilization of MARTA and increase the city tax base. This can be done
while protecting the remaining single family residences and achieving the main objectives in
this section.

ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Worker/NB Business/Nearby Resident]#78
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Support: # 1,4,5,6,8,11
Stongly oppose: # 2,3,9,10
#2 "integration" or "mix" is more appropriate term than "encroachment."
#3 Exactly! 25 year old plus policy that no longer serves anyone as situated....again
"encroachment"
#7 Abslutely not.
#9 Support Public Transit and other forms of transportation choice, period...throughout the
entire community.
ANONYMOUS-Phips Shopping Center[Nearby Business/Other = Nearby Business]#80

High density work/ live is the future of urban cores.
ANONYMOUS-N Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#83

Want to see a tunnel at the North Straford cul de sac as discussed with Developers to get
through to Marta and Alliance. Also support new park, boutique shops and eating
establishment development

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

I like topic 1 with the open space idea, but disagree with letting Buckhead spread out as far as
commercial buildings.

ANONYMOUS-Roxboro Rd[NB Worker]#90

All for the green space, but do not want to hold back the growth of Buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-Valley Rd[NB Resident]#92

I love the way Buckhead is set up, but all the shops and restaurants are getting packed, We
need to be able to expand this great city.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#93

I would like to see more options on high rises with an affordable rate. If you have to expand
Buckhead to do that I would be all for it.

ANONYMOUS-Stoval Blvd[NB Resident]#98

Mainly disagree from holding back the development of Buckhead. If the building is in the
residents back yard I Agree, but If there is 25 feet or more, I would not mind at all.
ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#100

Would like to see Buckhead become a destination for people in the southeast. We will need to
expand to see that happen.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker/NB Business]#102

STRONGLY OPPOSE numbers 2,3,6,7,9

STRONGLY support numbers 1,4,5,8,10,11
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#106

If Buckhead continue to grow I don't want to limit the area around it.
ANONYMOUS-North Druid Hills Rd[NB Resident]#111

The pedestrian friendly is a big plus, but I don't want to limit Buckhead because of some small
residential streets.
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ANONYMOUS-Medley Court[(NB role unknown)]#114

Ive noticed over the years its getting more and more crowded. Im surprised a lot more shops
and restaurants have not been built.

ANONYMOUS-Haynes Bridge Rd[NB Resident]#118

I dont understand why it is a problem to build skyscrapers next to homes, there is always a
little buffer between them and has never been a problem as afar as im concerned.
ANONYMOUS-Windsor Parkway[NB Resident]#121

The more shops the better in my opinion.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[NB Resident]#126

Im all for separating commercial and residential, but there seriously needs to be more
shopping and food stops available. This town is getting overrun.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#141

I feel projects should not be restricted by boundaries, if the people in the neighborhood want
to sell, let them sell.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#144

My backyard backs up to commercial and I love it, im close to every thing while still having a
back yard. If new commercialization connects more people with Buckhead im All for it.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#146

Expanding a city is not a bad thing.
ANONYMOUS-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#151

Buckhead is not a walkable place, its not really connected to a community, there needs to be a
way to connect north Buckhead to downtown Buckhead.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#155

The more Buckhead expands the more Jobs that are available.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#162

The Buckhead area has become over populated, they need to extend there reach and expand.
ANONYMOUS-Carter Dr[NB Resident]#164

Pro keeping open areas in the city, but also pro expanding Buckhead to make it more of a
destination for people to come enjoy the amenities.

ANONYMOUS-Allison Dr[NB Resident]#167

I like that this advocates more pedestrian walk ways, but I do not like that this states that the
7th district has less green space than any other district, we don't need to compare this district
to the others. Buckhead is known for its high rises, there's no reason to change this.
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[Nearby Resident]#168
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Ive been coming to buckhead for quite some time and it becomes more and more of a burden
to have an easy time getting in and out. I wish Buckhead would branch out and spread the
people around.
ANONYMOUS-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident]#173

Even though I like the idea of increasing green space, I do not see why there needs to be
separation between high rise and single family homes. If the single family homes have an
issue with these high rises they should not have moved to buckhead where high rises are
everywhere.

ANONYMOUS-Alexandrer Rd[Nearby Resident]#194

it is all very well living in a treed enclave but better access to Marta from Stratford via a
tunnel and improved shopping and dining places would be a good thing as per developer
conversation. Proposed park will be good feature

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Resident]#202

If we had this type of mind set 40 years ago, altanta would be one small town. More people
equals larger growth.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#204

I love the small neighborhoods, but that being said, Buckhead going stagnant as I have not
heard of any new shops or stores opening up in recent history.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#208

Would like to see a way to connect north Buckhead with downtown Buckhead without a car.
ANONYMOUS-Alexander Rd[NB Resident]#211

Not against any development providing it respects the amenity of residents and on balance
improves it
The developers have explained to me their desire to link the blind end of N Stratford with the
Alliance Center by going under Lenox Road. Also to provide more eating options and quality
shopping. Both these things are needed and getting to Marta will be much easier. Also agree
with a park along N Stratford.

AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

By "green space", do you mean concrete paving where trees and other vegetation used to be?
We don't need additional "green space" if it means developing currently undeveloped spaces
for use by the general public. Instead we need conservation easements that prohibit much
human use in order to protect the habitat of the fauna in the area.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Resident]#227

I wouldn't mine having a few commercial properties in the mix with residential, I believe it
could help home values.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#230

I have plenty of friends that are looking for work, the more shops the more opportunities for
employment.

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Lane[NB Resident]#236

A lot of points involved up here, more pedestrian friendly is a plus but limiting Buckheads
development is not a smart idea.
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ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#237

As a commercial Real Estate Agent that works in Buckhead, it makes sense to Progress
Buckhead to the north. There are already skyscrapers next to Homes, pushing the line would
change nothing.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#239

I want to see more commercialization like Roswell rd. move north of Phipps. The more options
the better.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[(NB role unknown)]#245

We need green space around our buildings, but that being said, My street has no direct access
to downtown, or sidewalks for that matter. We need a way to connect to Buckhead without
walking and extra mile to do so.

ANONYMOUS-Piedmont Rd[NB Worker]#259

More green space would be wonderful, but more options as far as shopping goes would be a
plus.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#105

On my current street I am blocked off form downtown Buckhead, I would like to have a bridge
or Road I can walk down to shops, etc.

ANONYMOUS-West Paces Ferry Rd[NB Worker]#243

Buckhead has high rises everywhere, why put a limit to the number or location of these
buildings? Build houses elsewhere.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#79

The residential roads north of and close to Lenox Rd/Alliance Center and Buckhead MARTA
should be zoned for high density living or mixed use (residential/commercial). These areas
should be linked by walkways/cycleways to MARTA and Alliance Center.
ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

I would like to see Buckhead expand, right now its too clustered.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[Nearby Resident]#89

Agree with some but mostly oppose. Would like to see more restaurant development in
Buckhead as well as more access.

ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr[NB Resident]#94

I would like to see more commercial use and access to downtown Buckhead from the north
side to downtown, right now we are cut off.

ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Resident]#97

Buckhead is growing and needs to expand, separate traffic in different areas. Limiting were
they can build would slow that down drastically.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#99

Would like more options in Buckhead fore shops and Restaurants.
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ANONYMOUS-Rose Avenue[Nearby Worker]#104

I love the Buckhead Area, but think it is getting a little over crowded, wouldn't mind if they
expanded a bit.

ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#115

The restaurant life in buckhead is what make sit thrive, if you hold that back, Buckhead will
never progress.

ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Buckhead is clustered. Would like to spread it out
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

I'm in favor of expansion.
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

More shopping and more restaurants, please.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Improve safety for pedestrians.
ANONYMOUS-East Wesley[(NB role unknown)]#145

In my opinion there is a substantial amount of greenspace in this area. Plus younger aged
people like myself see Buckhead as a place for going out to restaurants and bars, not so much
for parks and green spaces.

ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Looking for more development. I don't care if high-rise buildings are close to low-density
residential homes.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#174

There's always a point where a city ends and residential begins. Its inevitable.
ANONYMOUS-Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#186

Sounds like taxes will raise
ANONYMOUS-Dunbarton Trce[NB Resident]#188

My favorite restaurant has lost his its luster because more and more people, longer and longer
lines. we need more establishments in Buckhead.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#189

Single family dwellings are for outskirt sub-burbs. "25 year old policies" are not going to ease
traffic congestion, and are not driving tax revenue to buckhead.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#195

One thing we would love on our street is access to downtown Buckhead and Marta. Maybe a
bridge or possible a road underneath 400.

ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

An increase in cafes and small shops would be right up my alley.
ANONYMOUS-Alberta Dr[(NB role unknown)]#203
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I wait in massive lines every time I visit with my friends. It is apparent that there needs to be
more stores.
ANONYMOUS-Chamblee Dunwoody Rd[Nearby Resident]#205

Buckhead needs growth.
ANONYMOUS-Cherokee Rd Nw[Nearby Resident]#206

Buckhead needs to expand no matter what.
ANONYMOUS-W Conway Dr Nw[NB Worker]#214

As a frequent MARTA rider, it would be convenient to have more access to MARTA.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

I think that high-rise buildings can be incorporated next to low-density residential homes and
for the homes to still maintain their privacy.

ANONYMOUS-Blackland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#232

Buckhead should keep expanding.
ANONYMOUS-Interlochen Dr[NB Resident]#234

I live pretty close to a few shops and Restaurants of roswell and I love the convenience of it.
ANONYMOUS-Glenridge Dr[Nearby Resident]#270

Younger populations tend to move toward the buckhead area and prefer to live in high rises
rather than homes. By building more high rises, younger individuals will be attracted to this
area and as a result the economy will grow.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy[NB Resident/NB Worker]

North Stratford near Lenox rd is a mess. After speaking to the developers I believe a link to
Marta through a tunnel and wholefoods, restaurants ect walk-able and bike-able with link to
Marta would be great for the area.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#77

I support the redistricting of N Stratford and the funnel to create more pedestrian-friendly
access to boutiques, restaurants, etc.

ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]#87

Buckhead needs to grow, not be held back by minor residential streets.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#95

I want more options in Buckhead, restricting development is not a good start.
ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#108

There are some really old crap homes around Buckhead that would be much more suited to be
torn down and either modernized or commercialized.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#110

Its time for Buckhead to move in a new Direction.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Worker]#113
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I live north of Phipps plaza and lenox mall, would like to see the shops and restaurants come
this way so I don't have the burden of being stuck in downtown with traffic every time.
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Increased density and mixed use development is welcome on North Stratford to take
advantage of the neighbouring commercial and mixed use area, connect to MARTA directly
under the road, and add restaurants, cafes and shop. This can be done in a way to
complement the neighbouring residential properties & increase, not reduce amenity for all
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr[Nearby Resident]#133

The north Stratford Project will build across Lenox rd and help connect the neighborhood with
downtown Buckhead as well as ease of access to Marta.

ANONYMOUS-Chaffin[(NB role unknown)]#137

How would you buffer a high-rise from a family home? High rises have to start somewher, it's
just going to cost more money to create a buffer.

ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Need more links to MARTA!
ANONYMOUS-Kingsboro Rd[NB Resident]#150

I live in a high rise building and I don't see any issues with its location being near a residential
home. People who live in buckhead should expect high rises, that is just a part of buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

More places to eat and shop.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

EXPAND.
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Let's get more connected.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

I see no problem with commercial projects being close to smaller homes.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Should be more spread out.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

There still needs to be more options for shopping and eating. The sky is the limit here. Take
advantage.

ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

No need to distance commercial projects from smaller households.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]
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Specifically in relation to North Stratford Rd the area is suitable for and requires mixed used
development, due to its proximity to the commercial area & the easy connectivity (tunnel
under roadway) to MARTA. A balance can be achieved of denser development and more green
space. Adding commercial shopping and retail amenity is welcome by residents, like myself &
my neighbors
ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

Bring parks/green space to Buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

I'm looking for more growth and expansion. There are so many possibilities with Buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#240

I am a frequent user of marta and right now Im completely blocked off from access unless I
walk miles around to get there, there needs to be access to public transportation.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#242

The sky is the limit with developing more places to eat and shop in Buckhead. I want more
options and a greater variety.

ANONYMOUS-Mabry Rd[NB Worker]#251

I would actually prefer Buckhead to keep growing.
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264

Everytime I come to Buckhead, I am looking to try new things. There should continue to be
growth and expansion.

ANONYMOUS-Johnson Ferry Rd[(NB role unknown)]#266

I visit and look for the growth! Why would it stop?!
ANONYMOUS-W Wesley Rd[NB Worker]#274

Buckhead is always developing by adding new and better buildings and restaurants. These
new businesses are what attracts outsiders to the area.

ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#280

its time to change this view somewhat,the planned development on the North Stratford
Culdesac and propsed tunnel, planned retail precinct of shops,eating houses and Cafes will all
add to the area which as residents we will all get enjoyment from.

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Comments directed towards #1 and #11. From the Master Plan drawings, my house is being
proposed to be in a green space which I strongly oppose. My property for the past 20 years
has already been a buffer from a developer's encroachment on our street and single family. I
do not want to continue to be the step sister for North Buckhead. I do strongly agree with #3
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6 - Land Use Projects
6 - Land Use Projects Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Roswell Rd is a mess. Visually it is an eyesore and functionally - well it doesn't function! Far
too many curb cuts and multiple access points create a free for all. It is very dangerous to exit
many businesses especially if you have to turn left. The center lane is a "suicide" lane.
Pedestrian and bike access impossible.

AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Some change is needed to strengthen the neighborhood.
We ought to consider a redevelopment project for the north side of West Wieuca Road and at
the west end of Old Ivy Road between Habersham Road and Roswell Road. Our neighborhood
deserves more fitting (more upscale and useful) gateway entrances.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#189

This is common in Europe, and has great tax and traffic congestion benefits.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Smart initiatives
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Use the land to make more money and have more jobs available.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Makes perfect sense
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

I am not familiar with Roswell Road issues.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Don't understand this enough to comment.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

I oppose because I do not understand the intent, especially of O-1. If zoning changes mean
further encroachment into neighborhoods, I strongly oppose.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident/NB Worker/NB Business]

â€œLow Density Commercialâ€ to â€œLow Density Mixed
Use.â€ Because â€œLow Density Mixed-Useâ € will not be enough to redevelop and correct
Roswell Rd

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
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7 - Parks and Open Space Policies Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

All sound good.
AUDITABLE-Carmain Dr[NB Resident]

This is a very good list, but I question why it's in the best interest of the neighborhood to keep
GA 400 sound wall locations where they are in the area where the toll plaza was. Doing so
benefits the 13 home owners that get to keep 3 GDOT acres for their own private green space,
but it robs the rest of the community of critical park space right along the GA 400 trail.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Please, please, please keep the sound barrier! I noticed they removed a lot of it at Mountain
Way, and I can hear more of 400 than ever before. Please replace this sound barrier and
maintain what is already there!

AUDITABLE-Stratford Walk Cir[NB Resident]

Please ensure the sound wall stays in tact at the Stratford Walk Circle cul-de-sac during the
construction of the new 400 trail.

AUDITABLE-Valley Green Dr[NB Resident]

I agree with all the open space recommendations. If the sound wall needs to have an opening
or way out for development of a bike path, is that prohibited by this?

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

i like the neighborhood farmers market with local easy access.
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr[NB Resident]

Would love to have the ga toll plaza space become Greenspace. I think the sound wall may
need to be moved to best support this use and to allow neighborhood access and use of the
space.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

This is vital to the neighborhood's balance! Could the existing building still standing at the old
GA400 Toll be repurposed to support the PATH and growing green spaces (used for public
bathroom facilities, etc)?

ANONYMOUS-Phips Shopping Center[Nearby Business/Other = Nearby Business]#80

Connect open spaces with green ways
ANONYMOUS-North Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#82

We used to have no parks. Now we have four. The development of our green space in NB has
been the most exciting thing happening here in the past 15 years. It has put us on the Atlanta
map.

ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

Go park Go!
ANONYMOUS-Valley Rd[NB Resident]#92
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Would love to see more farmers markets.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#105

Would like more space for my pups to run and enjoy the good life.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#141

Farmers markets bring the community together, period.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

I never want to pay that toll on 400 again.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

NO MORE TOLL.
ANONYMOUS-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#151

very good idea
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Parks bring a neighborhood together, improve a sense of community and quality of life. More
well-thought-out parks such as Little Nancy Park, Blue Heron Nature Preserve and Mountain
Way Common are badly needed.

ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Connect the open space.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

I despise the toll booth.
ANONYMOUS-Dunbarton Trce[NB Resident]#188

Please don't bring back the toll.
AUDITABLE-North Buckhead Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Maintain the sound wall!!!!
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Number 6 is of utmost importance in my opinion.
ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

Totally support open space and green space.
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

Greenspace should be 40%, no exceptions. This may seem like a high percentage but many
counties around the state include the 40% figure in their zoning regulations. Green roof
gardens on flat roofs could be counted as part of the 40%.

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

I enjoy trying out different farmers markets and getting fresh produce since I don't have a
garden myself. I would be sure to visit these farmers markets and partake.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[(NB role unknown)]#245

Like I said before we need the green space just as much as we need the buildings.
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ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#263

All these look good... Especially number 1 and 6.
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr Nw[NB Resident/NB Worker]#267

Would like to see more environmentally sensitive street standards.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Loridans Dr[NB Resident]

Am unclear why location of sound wall on 400 N of Loridans needs to be a priority.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Strongly support avoiding the redevelopment of the Toll on 400!!!
ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Worker/NB Business/Nearby Resident]#78

Do not support #6
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

I like the idea of having these green spaces along with mixed use.
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Farmers Markets are great. I have had good experiences with them when available.
ANONYMOUS-Windsor Parkway[NB Resident]#121

Once again my dog and I would love this.
AUDITABLE-P'tree Dunwoody Rd[NB Res/NB Worker/Nearby Business/Other= Nearby Business]

Needs to be private initiative like Little Nancy Creek Park and not artificial taxes.
ANONYMOUS-Tuxedo Rd Nw[NB Worker]#123

Like number 2 and 4.
ANONYMOUS-Worthington Hills Trce[Nearby Resident]#125

Green space is always good...no brainer
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

Open space to walk my dog would be nice.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

keep the sound wall.
ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Liking the farmers markets ideas and community gardens. very nice.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Resident]#177

We should always be environmentally sensitive.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Let's do it.
ANONYMOUS-Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#186

Investing in the environment is a good thing
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ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

I like to have extra open space to toss the pigskin with my son.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Great idea. Any new development must consider the amenity it is adding or subtracting
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#226

Big yes to number 6.
ANONYMOUS-Johnson Ferry Rd[(NB role unknown)]#266

Like the park idea.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Haven Oaks Court[NB Resident]

Very nervous about safety. Needs video monitoring to identify people being raped, kidnapped,
etc. many parks and green areas attract vagrants, teens with places to do drugs or alcohaull
consumption. Video cameras could identify those who cannot be trusted. Keep our green space
safe to bicycles, walkers, joggers, roller-skaters. Terrible crimes ( murder, rape, etc. have
happened on Silver ComitTtrail. Green Spaces scare me to death for safety of users.
ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]#87

As long as its in our budget.
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Need to get the balance right. All new developments must provide an appropriate transition
and link to the neighbourhood, be the residential, mixed use or commercial

ANONYMOUS-Hardscrabble[NB Resident]#120

I do not like the ideas of more tolls, we just got rid of them! I do however like local farmers
markets.

ANONYMOUS-Kingsboro Rd[NB Resident]#150

The toll should not be redeveloped, that just creates more of a hassle to get down 400.
However, I do think the development of sound walls could be a great idea.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#174

The city needs open spaces and a barrier on 400.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Don't care about number 5, but the rest sound good.
ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

Don't need farmers markets, but I do like avoiding the redevelopment of Georgia 400.
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

I don't support community gardens because they take public park space and limit its use to a
very few people. I don't want to subsidize your garden with my tax dollars. I would prefer
residential development of the Toll Plaza area over creation of an "open space" accessible to
the public.
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ANONYMOUS-Arden Rd[NB Resident]#250

I am a big supporter of farmers, but at the same time 'Encourage the City of Atlanta to
develop more environmental sensitive street standards' is too general and I have no idea what
they mean by this.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-W Conway Dr Nw[NB Worker]#214

I don't care if new developments are hidden.
ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Not an important topic to me
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264

Doesn't exactly effect me.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy[NB Resident]

Not opposed to development providing not grossly overlooking or intruding on low density
residential

ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

I don't care about green space.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Don't care.
ANONYMOUS-Cherokee Rd Nw[Nearby Resident]#206

Not paying the 400 toll again. Please keep this from happening in the future.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#242

I've been a lot happier since the toll booth was removed. Don't bring it back.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
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8 ‐ Parks and Open Space Projects ‐ Auditable Responses
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8 - Parks and Open Space Projects
8 - Parks and Open Space Projects Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

O 5 and 0-8 of particular importance. Connecting PATH400 to Chastain Park is vital. The
Chastain Trail gets a lot of use. The new PATH 400 will as well. It would also provide access to
3 schools - Sarah Smith Primary, The Galloway School and the presently named E.Rivers
school.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Love the idea of more parks!
AUDITABLE-Valley Green Dr[NB Resident]

We strongly support the acquisition and development of all of these areas into protected park
lands.

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Keep your Blue Herons in the preserve and out of my backyard Koi pond!
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Business/Nearby Resident]#76

The creation of the North Stratford Park as a community amenity is a good example of
something I support than can be incorporated into a responsible development.

ANONYMOUS-Longleaf Dr[NB Worker/NB Business/Nearby Resident]#78

Do not support O-3 or O-5
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#95

All for it.
ANONYMOUS-Worthington Hills Trce[Nearby Resident]#125

Same as above, parks are good. It promotes exercise.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

I don't see Mountain Common Way on this list. I assume it is including in these priorities.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

Love the parks, want to see them flourish.
ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#115

Every one likes parks.
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Yes but we need to find the right balance
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Would like more parks in the community.
AUDITABLE-P'tree Dunwoody Rd[NB Res/NB Worker/Nearby Business/Other= Nearby Business]
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Again private initiative driven.
ANONYMOUS-Tuxedo Rd Nw[NB Worker]#123

Need more open space.
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

More places to take my dog to would be great.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Could see myself using a new park.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

develop new parks.
ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

I'm a big fan of parks and would love to see more around.
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Some of these projects won't ever happen. The final report should list only realistic
opportunities and not be an inventory of all possibly vacant land.

ANONYMOUS-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident]#173

I really enjoy going to the park with my kids and dog, so the more the better
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Resident]#177

I'm a fan of parks. Always have been, always will be.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

I want to forget that the toll booth ever existed.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

I take my grand kids to parks to spend time with them. The more, the merrier.
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

I agree that there needs to be more parks.
ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

Same comment from the previous question.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Yes good for all
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

I support but arks in dense urban environments are crime magnets. Police presence will have
to get a lot better as more parks and walkways are added.

ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

I would give new parks a shot.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#242

Parks would be good for the community.
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ANONYMOUS-Mabry Rd[NB Worker]#251

I would use the pond.
ANONYMOUS-Phipps Blvd[NB Worker]#252

Green space is always needed in urban areas!
ANONYMOUS-Pharr Rd[NB Resident]#277

I enjoy parks

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Carmain Dr[NB Resident]

Same comment as above. If we keep the GDOT sound walls where they are north of
Loridians, the community loses the possibility of gaining access to 3 or 4 more acres of park
space that sit on the east side of the eastern sound wall (behind th13 houses on Glengary).
We need to open this space up for everyone to enjoy.

AUDITABLE-Mayfair Rd[NB Resident]

Ensure that funding for road improvements, sidewalks and infrastructure are first priority.
Parks while nice, are not critical at this time

AUDITABLE-Haven Oaks Court[NB Resident]

See obove mixed emotions on green space. There must be safety staff hired for public
protectiom and gates/ chains. ListingTimes of usage. This done at park at I-40 and the
Chatahoocnee River, Allen Park I'm Samdy Springs. City of Atlanta more dangerous than those
locations. Keep our parks safe. Videos should reduce crime.

AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

It's better to get one big park then a bunch of little useless one with two benches. You get the
idea.

AUDITABLE-Land O Lakes Dr[NB Resident]

We DO NOT support O-12 Blue Heron Nature Preserve Blueway. While we agree with most of
these policies, we do NOT agree with the proposed path through the back of the Sarah Smith
Primary Campus that will run along the Blue Heron Nature Preserve. We feel that this would
be a huge safety risk for the children and the residents and that these safety risks far
outweigh the benefits.

AUDITABLE-Old Ivy[NB Resident]

Broadly support but don't believe whole area can be or should be conserved as parks/open
space

ANONYMOUS-Bellaire[Nearby Resident]#72

Love the idea of more green space and park areas but needs to tie in with pedestrian friendly
access. Little nancy creek park is awesome, however there are often cars lining adjacent
streets because there are not enough parking spaces for the park. This is dangerous for both
pedestrians and motorists.

AUDITABLE-Mayfair[NB Resident]
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i oppose any park locations, such as the lovette pocket park that create areas for people
outside the immediate area to loiter. It would be more beneficial for those neighborhoods to
buy the spaces and create common areas for their residents. We don't all need to be hanging
out in other people's neighborhoods unless invited. We don't live in a commune!
AUDITABLE-Mountain Dr[NB Resident]

Have some concerns about final plans for mountain way common area. Heard some "gossip"
about acquiring unbuildable plot of land on Mountain Drive for use in park area. This might be
nice overall for neighborhood, although I am not sure if this is fair to neighbors immediately
abutting this lot who bought their house without knowledge that it might someday abut a
public park property. ? parking issues if mountain way commons ever has a similar # of cars
to what is seen at nancy creek park
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

Open space is good. But the connectivity projects that will invade people's property and drive
additional traffic into neighborhoods are not.

ANONYMOUS-Arden Rd[NB Resident]#250

I like idea of creating more parks, but the list is too long. I need to know specifically which
locations would turn into parks and I want to know details about these parks.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Don't care.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

More parks would be fantastic. I am a frequent park user.
ANONYMOUS-Cherokee Rd Nw[Nearby Resident]#206

Don't care.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#240

Would love a dog park near North Stratford.
ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Not an important topic to me

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

Seems like there are options with the space that would be more profitable than this.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

I strongly oppose O-3!!!!!!!!! I have no idea of how this North Stratford Park would affect my
home.

AUDITABLE-Starlight Dr[NB Resident]

I feel that this area does have enough parks. More parks are not needed as most have yards
and safe neighborhoods to play in. We will lose the feel of "neighborhood."
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AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

I am adamantly opposed to a park or any public use of the area between GA 400 and the
sound wall along Glengary Drive. So are most, if not all, of my fellow Glengary residents.
Leave it as green space as opposed to cutting down trees, destroying the habitats of the
wildlife, and inviting strangers into the backyards of residents living on a quiet dead end.

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
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9 - Environmental Policies
9 - Environmental Policies Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Minimizing exterior light pollution will be both cost beneficial and environmentally sound - how
nice it would be to see some stars at night!

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[Nearby Resident]#89

Strongly support renewable energy as long as we don't spend a fortune on it.
AUDITABLE-Mountain Dr[NB Resident]

after flood plains changed for houses on mountain drive due to flooding of 2009, one wonders
what of this was preventable (i.e. trees in the area torn down in violation of city codes,
?people funneling water into the creek illegally?)

ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Make as much as possible eco-friendly.
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

These are all excellent goals. North Buckhead is an amazing neighborhood and should be kept
that way.

ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#181

Green buildings and encouraging renewable energy help reduce our carbon foot prints, so I'm
all for this

ANONYMOUS-Alberta Dr[(NB role unknown)]#203

Invest in renewable energy now.
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

All worthy goals but many are impractical in Buckhead (it is too late).

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

I love the idea of the tree canopy being protected. The other stuff is not as important to me.
Please spend money on infrastructure before getting to light pollution!

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#93

I support every thing except Renewable energy, all Ive seen so far is that is costs a fortune
and does not produced that much energy.

ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Beavers are welcome
ANONYMOUS-Haynes Bridge Rd[NB Resident]#118

I do like the idea of preserving the tree line, but not at the expense of Atlanta expansion.
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Want to keep the animals happy during landscape design projects.
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ANONYMOUS-Tuxedo Rd Nw[NB Worker]#123

Need more sustainable development.
ANONYMOUS-Worthington Hills Trce[Nearby Resident]#125

We need to start investing more in renewable energy. It's our future.
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

Go green.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Like the idea of more building that are green building certified.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Save the native animal species.
ANONYMOUS-Carter Dr[NB Resident]#164

The more we invest now in renewable energy they better it will be down the road.
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

All of these seem practical.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Renewable energy is the way of the future.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

All of these seem reasonable.
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Sustainable development practices are for sure practical. I'm in favor of them.
ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

Don't want the native species to be in any danger.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

The greener the better for our childrens future. In our planning we need to continue to think of
leaving a lasting positive legacy.

ANONYMOUS-W Conway Dr Nw[NB Worker]#214

I'm fine with the idea of watershed management.
ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

If these policies cut down on taxes, I am for it.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#226

Enhance the flood plains.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Resident]#227

Protecting the streams seems like small business, but in reality if we do not do the small work
now, it could become a big problem later.
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ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#263

Looks like the way of the future.
ANONYMOUS-Glenridge Dr[Nearby Resident]#270

Native landscape is much more attractive to the eye

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Oppose any renewable energy that costs more than conventional
AUDITABLE-Mayfair Rd[NB Resident]

The city/county, should have NO control over private property decisions regarding tree
type/use/coverage. Encourage is acceptable approach. By NO means should regulate or
mandate be applied to #4,5,6, especially 7

AUDITABLE-Haven Oaks Court[NB Resident]

Light polution unfortunately keeps citizens safe. If too much tree damage by groth of beaver
population, the growing population must be split, moving some beavers to other large parks
along Chattahoochee, etc. keeping green space from loss of other prob
E,s.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

We have plenty of trees and they are falling all over the power lines every time there is a
storm.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Some of the renewable and sustainable initiatives need to be more cost effective. The ROI on
these for home use make them non-starters for many residents.

AUDITABLE-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident/NB Worker/NB Business]

City new storm water plan is badly designed and does not work nor does it address the
primary issues.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker/NB Business]

Strongly oppose 2.
ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

Would like to see more renewable energy.
ANONYMOUS-Blackland Rd[NB Resident]#132

There were a few good ideas in there but I don't care about exterior light pollution.
ANONYMOUS-Alexander Rd[NB Resident]#211

This is a city and perfect preservation of nature is impossible
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

Most of it sounds good (just like most environmental/leftist speak, but the reality is paving
previously natural spaces creates stormwater problems. Renewable energy use costs more
and often ends up polluting more or causing more environmental problems than it solves. Let
people make up their own minds whether they want to waste their money on "renewable
energy".
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Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Dudley Lane North West[NB Resident]#116

Im very pro renewable energy to power our city in any way we can.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

Increase sustainable development.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Doesn't make a difference to me.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

Doesn't seem like it would have that big of an effect on me.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#204

The more we invest now the better for our future.
ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

Rebuild the creek banks. They are caving in.
ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Not an important topic to me
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264

Could be beneficial for the community.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Hardscrabble[NB Resident]#120

I don't think exterior light pollution is a major issue at all
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#174

Renewable energy is costly and for the most part ineffective.
ANONYMOUS-Cherokee Rd Nw[Nearby Resident]#206

Don't care.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

Environmental extremism is inappropriate use of resources.
AUDITABLE-P'tree Dunwoody Rd[NB Res/NB Worker/Nearby Business/Other= Nearby Business]

Some good things but you seem to want to regulate them which is very wrong

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
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All Survey Takers ( 100%)
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10 - Environmental Projects
10 - Environmental Projects Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Trees Atlanta is a great organization.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

Keeping the streets clean will help to ensure Buckhead stay a high end area.
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Great plans
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

More trees means more fresh air.
ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Definately.
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Much of North Buckhead's tree canopy is getting old and homeowners need to think about
planting replacement trees.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#230

The community would enjoy this.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#247

Lets all get together and turn this place around for the better.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Always good to live in a clean neighborhood.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Increase in trees is always positive.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Clean-ups would be a nice addition.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

Increase trees and freshen the air.
ANONYMOUS-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident]#173

Who doesn't like a clean neighborhood?
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Good idea.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

All in favor of this.
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ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Yes!
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Sounds like a good idea and not to hard to put into action.
ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

These clean-ups should have been occurring for a long time by now.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Great project. Shows real initiative
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Resident]#202

Great way for the community to get together.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

We should definitely do neighborhood cleanups a couple of times a year. I'll admit I've only
participated once in many years because life gets so busy, but I think it's the right thing to do.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

I only see positive things coming from this so why not?
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#242

Doesn't effect me directly, but cleaning up the neighborhoods occasionally would benefit all
the local residents...

ANONYMOUS-Mabry Rd[NB Worker]#251

This is good in every community, not just Buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-Johnson Ferry Rd[(NB role unknown)]#266

Positive contributions to the community here.
ANONYMOUS-Pharr Rd[NB Resident]#277

I like trees

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Mayfair Rd[NB Resident]

Tree Atlanta has not been very good at long term visioneering. The use of fast growing on
improperly planted trees(from a life Cycle growth perspective) is not helpful. Again,
recommend is ok, but NO mandated tree type, coverage, etc....

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

I don't want the city telling me I have to plant trees on my property. I like the idea of
preservation, but ultimately I like my property as-is. There is a forest in my backyard, but
trees have had to be removed due to disease and danger to our house. I don't want someone
telling me I have to plant something due to sonme formula. This should be targeted at certain
developers who strip the land bare before building (others do a fine job of keeping what is
possible!).

AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]
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Support O-18, oppose O-17
AUDITABLE-P'tree Dunwoody Rd[NB Res/NB Worker/Nearby Business/Other= Nearby Business]

We have to many trees. Need more open space.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

Would be nice, but I don't really have a stance on this.
ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Not an important topic to me
ANONYMOUS-Glenridge Dr[Nearby Resident]#270

A clean environment is a healthy environment

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Hardscrabble[NB Resident]#120

I think trees are important but we have other issues we need to focus our time and money on
ANONYMOUS-East Wesley[(NB role unknown)]#145

Waste of money
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Worker]#253

We have plenty of trees.
ANONYMOUS-Arden Rd[NB Resident]#273

We have enough trees and the neighborhoods are clean enough. Don't waste money.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
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Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Arden Way[NB Resident]

It's amazing that in 2014 we still have this 100 yr old "technology" running above our streets.
Huge, huge eyesore.

AUDITABLE-Sheldon Dr[NB Resident]

Underground lines made a big impact in Sandy Springs and will make an equally large impact
in NB.

AUDITABLE-Statewood Rd[NB Resident]

Really expensive. Don't know about the crime problem on Roswell. Do know that the city of
Roswell said there was a lot of crime from the apartments at Roswell and West Wieuca that
they tore down but I also know there was very little crime associated with that apartment
complex. So, a little confused about what crime is being discussed.

AUDITABLE-Starlight Dr[NB Resident]

Please realize that you are increasing our vulnerability to crime by building the path along
400.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

The crime has got to stop, im for the power lines as long as it doesn't ruin or expensive roads.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[Nearby Resident]#89

Crime is my big topic on this one, have seen and increase over the years.
ANONYMOUS-Valley Rd[NB Resident]#92

I would like all future lines built underground, not so much the current ones because I think it
would be too costly.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#93

I think the powerline Idea is a solid one.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#99

Protect the working class, at ANY cost.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#103

This is good for our future.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#106

Am all for more police as long as there emphasis is on drugs, robberies, etc. not traffic tickets.
ANONYMOUS-North Druid Hills Rd[NB Resident]#111

Very good ideas, we should implement this city wide if the budget allows.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[NB Resident]#126

I do feel a little nervous walking on roswell. Like this idea.
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ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#155

Strongly support the police effort.
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

It is probably more practical and certainly more useful to consider burying Wieuca Road power
lines. Power is lost too often on Wieuca because a car hits them or a tree falls on them.
Wieuca should be beautified -- burying power lines would be an important step toward that
goal.

ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[Nearby Resident]#168

Low crime rate helps Buckhead be a place to be, this is a top priority.
ANONYMOUS-Dunbarton Trce[NB Resident]#188

Forward thinking on the power lines means progress.
ANONYMOUS-Chamblee Dunwoody Rd[Nearby Resident]#205

Im a big a believer in authority and than the more you have the less crime will be present.
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

No more above-ground wiring anywhere. Some of the residential areas off Wieuca are covered
with wires, some hanging low enough to be dangerous. Long-term = all underground.
ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

Do something in the near future regarding crime on Roswell Rd.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#230

I think Police need to focus more on crime and less on traffic stops.
ANONYMOUS-Glengary Dr[NB Resident]#233

The crime factor in Buckhead must be handled, it is imperative that we spear head this and
put the thugs in jail.

ANONYMOUS-Interlochen Dr[NB Resident]#234

Once again I live off Roswell and this would really help the cosmetic look of our road.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#239

There are electrical lines every where, this could help clear the congestion.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#240

Would put a few more cops on duty at night, to many people getting robbed on our street.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[(NB role unknown)]#245

My street has been robbed several times in the last year, I would like to see cops patrolling
the streets during the day time when we are at work. This would be a big help.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#247

yes, yes, and yes
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ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Worker]#253

The crime needs to come down. Weather that be by more officers patrolling or neighborhood
watches, we need to find a solution.

ANONYMOUS-Piedmont Rd[NB Worker]#259

Not Only on ROswell, im nervous around peachtree and piedmont, this needs to be city wide.
Could care less about power lines.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Mayfair[NB Resident]

over-development of parks and trails in residential areas can also be a conduit for crimes of
opportunity.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Worker]#113

honing in on crime spots will definitely help but I think if we installed cameras on the mains
street it would be a big benefit.

ANONYMOUS-Medley Court[(NB role unknown)]#114

Sound an excellent idea.
ANONYMOUS-Haynes Bridge Rd[NB Resident]#118

Ive seen crime sneak up on Roswell, were decent people are working, something has to be
done.

ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Have heard a lot of stories about bad crimes in the area.
ANONYMOUS-Hardscrabble[NB Resident]#120

I believe that the amount of crime on Roswell Rd is increasing, so of course I would support
addressing this probelm

ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

Would be more pleasing to the eye to have the utility lines buried.
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

I see a lot of suspicious activity on Roswell Road. Needs to be patrolled constantly.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#141

Crime must be stopped.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Would like for crime to reduce in the area. Too many break-ins.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Bury the lines. They can be hazardous.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Lot of sketchy people on the streets. They should be monitored.
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Put these power lines underground and it will look a lot better.
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ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Less crime!
ANONYMOUS-Verdun Dr Nw[Nearby Resident]#199

If it isn't hard to accomplish, putting the utility lines underground is a superb idea.
ANONYMOUS-Alberta Dr[(NB role unknown)]#203

Sounds like a good concept, but it could be too costly to the taxpayers.
ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

If moving the utility lines underground make the power more reliable, then go for it.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#226

There has to be an increase in communication with the Atlanta Police department and people
stepping up to help.

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

I visit Buckhead frequently and am often on Roswell Road. It seems obvious that there should
be something done about the high level of crime.

ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#237

Going forward I would make it mandatory for the power lines to be underground.
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

Please note that you intend to reduce crime along Roswell Road but also plan to connect it to
paths. All you will accomplish is providing a link into neighborhoods which I strongly oppose.
ANONYMOUS-Hillside Dr[NB Resident]#260

Any crime is too much crime
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264

Solid ideas.
ANONYMOUS-Johnson Ferry Rd[(NB role unknown)]#266

Fight crime! Keep the streets safe.
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr Nw[NB Resident/NB Worker]#267

Reliability for the power lines.
ANONYMOUS-Arden Rd[NB Resident]#273

I am all for fighting crime, that is money well spent.
ANONYMOUS-Pharr Rd[NB Resident]#277

electric lines are an eye sore

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Stoval Blvd[NB Resident]#98

Depends on cost of Burial.
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ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#108

Good thought, but what does encouragement do? the owner will still take the cheap route.
ANONYMOUS-Rumson Rd[NB Resident]#127

Support number 3.
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr[Nearby Resident]#133

How expensive is it going to be to rip up all the ground and place wires there? Seems costly
and time consuming.

ANONYMOUS-East Wesley[(NB role unknown)]#145

I agree that crime should always be addressed, but I am not aware of there being much of an
issue with crime lately

AUDITABLE-N Stratford[NB Resident]

Not sure just some buried lines worth the cost. Plus inevitably digging up and patching
sidewalks and streets to repair or enhance service.

ANONYMOUS-Ivy Knoll[NB Resident]#173

Even though I don't see the need for underground utilities, I think it is important to address
any sort of crime. I want this area to be safe for my children.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#204

The idea of Underground powerlines sounds like a great idea but with great cost to the
community. I would be more focused on crime.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#208

All for burying power lines but I doubt we need more police Buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Resident]#227

The powerlines project in theory sounds great, but the constructions seems like it would be
cumbersome on our community.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Bury the power lines! The visual impact would be immediate, the economic impact great as
well- no more power outages, shut businesses and spoiling food in our fridges.Between
frequent ice storms, fallen trees and squirrel chews power loses are a major factor of life in
the area.

ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

Was robbed on roswell several days ago, something has to be done to keep the streets safe.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#105

Buckhead crime is going up? I doubt it
ANONYMOUS-Dudley Lane North West[NB Resident]#116

One my family members was recently robbed near roswell so this one hits home. Would like to
see it get turned around.

ANONYMOUS-Windsor Parkway[NB Resident]#121
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I feel the utility project would be very costly for the community and probably back up traffic
even more than it already is.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Resident]#177

This doesn't haven much of an impact on me.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Not a big deal to me.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#95

I already think there are enough police in Buckhead and im sure putting power lines
underground would cost a lot if money.

ANONYMOUS-Rose Avenue[Nearby Worker]#104

Would prefer we not dig up half our city.
ANONYMOUS-Blackland Rd[NB Resident]#132

From what I've read, the burial of low voltage aboveground utility lines are harder to fix than
the ones that are currently in place.

ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#144

Powerlines underground seems a little extreme and expensive.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#146

No more police. We can protect ourselves.
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#174

Burying power lines would take months and cost millions of dollars.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

Don't need to spend any more money on an already high police presence. The active police
force just needs to do a better job.

ANONYMOUS-Wexford Hollow Run[Nearby Resident]#183

There is hardly any crime here
ANONYMOUS-W Conway Dr Nw[NB Worker]#214

An art program on the poles would be a waste of money.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Roxboro Rd[NB Worker]#90

I do not want tax payers to spend extra dollars on burying cable wires.
ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#115

once again probably too expensive

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

They all sound good, but Path 400 is going to be an invitation to crime! What is going to be
done to prevent and address this issue?
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Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

I'd also add: get 911 operators not to act like I am crazy when I call. I feel like I am getting
some sort of "guilt trip" the few times I have had to call because we are in a nice area of
town, and nobody has been harmed (yet). One person even asked me why I had called if
nobody was in an altercation at that time! Not acceptable. I shouldn't have to feel guilty for
tryinig to be safe in my own home.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

I support the Art program as long as it is cost effective. I'm also disappointed that Atlanta
doesn't have Auxiliary or Citizen involved patrols (neighborhood watch working with police and
public safety) like Alpharetta, Sandy Springs, and many other communities have to our North.
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

Art improvements should also be considered in our neighborhood parks. Our historic sites
such as Lowery- Stevens Cemetery (1852) on Loridans at 400 and the Stevens Mill dam
(1880s) at Wieuca Overlook could be enhanced with explanatory art work.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Roswell Rd would look so much better if power lines were buried or "dressed up"
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Yes, build a stronger sense of community & fellowship
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

Neighborhood watch could help reduce crimes.
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

Safety is key. Neighborhood watch programs would make me feel better.
ANONYMOUS-Blackland Rd[NB Resident]#132

Safety is always a priority.
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

I would be okay with more neighborhood watch programs.
ANONYMOUS-Chaffin[(NB role unknown)]#137

It is important to have safety within our neighborhoods. Kids can not protect themselves.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

Neighborhood watch could have immediate benefits.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Increase public safety.
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ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Would be a fan of walking public safety audits. It seems like most people have different ideas
of what is acceptable and what isn't.

ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Don't know what the Roswell Road Utility Art program is, but I like Neighborhood Watch
Programs.

ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

Wouldn't volunteer for neighborhood watch, but would support it.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Increasing awareness of what to look out for can help decrease crime.
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Solid Facility Projects.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Yes, yes, yes
AUDITABLE-Pinecrest[NB Resident]

Pinecrest needs more street lights
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Lane[NB Resident]#236

Would be very interested to implement Neighborhood Watch Program.
ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#263

Neighborhood watch is absolutely a good idea. Make it happen.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Creek Wood Close[NB Resident/NB Business]

O-19 seems more romantic than feasible. Seems a poor investment.
AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

watch programs good idea
ANONYMOUS-Bellaire[Nearby Resident]#72

Figure out the transportation issues before beginning a project that would incorporate art into
the utilities.

AUDITABLE-Mayfair[NB Resident]

I think the public art thing is a stretch!
ANONYMOUS-Rumson Rd[NB Resident]#127

Support Neighborhood watch programs.
AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

"Roswell Road Utility Art program" - sounds ridiculous! I don't want my tax money wasted on
something like this. The other two sound fine.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#100
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Havnt noticed that much crime.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Resident]#177

This also does not impact me.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Again, not a bid deal to me.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[(NB role unknown)]#256

Since I don't live in this area this does not have an impact on me.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Wexford Hollow Run[Nearby Resident]#183

We saw how neighborhood watch worked in Florida, it didn't
ANONYMOUS-Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#186

Again unnecessary

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Same as above
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Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Arden Way[NB Resident]

Not to mention the "Governor's summer log cabin" on Arden Way that was torn down several
yrs ago.

AUDITABLE-Carmain Dr[NB Resident]

My only comment too this is that we need to further discuss what "Historic" means. Just
because something is old, doesn't make it historic in my opinion. Our neighborhood is filled
with 50+ year old houses that we should support developers removing and replacing with highquality, energy-efficient homes.

AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Love this!
ANONYMOUS-Hammond Dr[Nearby Resident]#86

I want to see Buckhead in the right direction, especially with architecture.
ANONYMOUS-Norfleet Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]#87

I have seen some poor construction in the Buckhead area, which in turn is lowering home
values. We need to set a standard.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#105

Love the historic buildings, we need to preserve our past.
AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

We have some wonderful old buildings which should be cherished, not bulldozed.
ANONYMOUS-Alberta Dr[(NB role unknown)]#203

I would like to hear more details on what goes into these decisions for preservation.
AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

Concealed parking a must in new homes and developments. Street and open parking not only
looks bad but is a crime magnet which has broader negative implications for property values
and the reputation of the neighborhoods. Get the card off the streets and out of the driveways
and crime will drop.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Preserve historic buildings, and conceal parking. These 2 are key.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#93

I support this but doubt we can force someone to use certain material for a residential home.
ANONYMOUS-North Druid Hills Rd[NB Resident]#111

I like this idea within reason, as long as it is not hindering large useful projects.
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119
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I want to preserve as much history as possible.
ANONYMOUS-Tuxedo Rd Nw[NB Worker]#123

Quality building materials provide extra safety.
ANONYMOUS-Mabry Rd[NB Worker]#128

This is a win win for every one including our house values.
ANONYMOUS-King Rd Nw[NB Worker]#129

I enjoy seeing old buildings. Hope to preserve most of them.
ANONYMOUS-Northside Dr[Nearby Resident]#133

If it is profitable to neighborhood to keep the historic home im all for it.
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#144

If they keep the property in good condition, if its an eye soar then it has to go.
ANONYMOUS-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#151

History is our heritage.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

Keep historical buildings unless there is just a much better option.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#155

The older homes bring uniqueness to Neighborhoods.
ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

This house in the picture is beautiful. I would be curious as to what it was replaced with.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Brand the neighborhoods.
ANONYMOUS-Slaton Dr Nw[Nearby Worker]#175

If it isn't hard to do, preserve historic buildings.
ANONYMOUS-Maple Dr[NB Resident]#185

Why was this house torn down on Loridans Drive? Need more details.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

A lot of places have sentimental value to many people. Preserve them!
ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#195

I love the old homes in our neighborhood, we need to protect them.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Need to find the old balance of tying in the new with the old to respect the past as we move to
the future

ANONYMOUS-Virginia Ave Nw[NB Resident]#212

Branding of neighborhoods is a big part of Buckhead. Keep it going.
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AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

This seems pretty vague to me, but I support these principles, especially public art. Not sure
what makes something "historic". Don't want too many restrictions on what individuals can do
on their property.

ANONYMOUS-Clifton Rd[Nearby Worker]#221

The use of graffiti resistant materials would help cut back on the unwanted "art".
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#226

Parking should be concealed from the road. It looks bad when it isn't.
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Dunwoody Rd[NB Resident]#227

The better the materials the more home values go up.
ANONYMOUS-Mathieson Dr[NB Resident]#255

Yes! less construction

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Creek Wood Close[NB Resident/NB Business]

Question the cost-value of the public art vs other ways to invest those funds (such as buffer
landscaping, lighting, etc.)

AUDITABLE-Mayfair Rd[NB Resident]

#3 Always a slippery slope. Encouragement is reasonable. Requiring/mandating
"community" approval is a BAD idea.

AUDITABLE-Mcclatchey Cir[NB Resident]

forget the public art.
AUDITABLE-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident/Nearby Worker]

Language should be included that encourages mixed-income/affordable housing development
that adheres to the above policies where possible.

AUDITABLE-Statewood Rd[NB Resident]

Must be aware of property rights. Can't tell people too much what to do with their property.
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

NB has no historic warehouses or industrial buildings. Owners of historic homes have property
rights. So do other homeowners.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#85

At the end of the day we can encourage all we want, but we still have to respect people option
to build what they want on their land.

ANONYMOUS-Roxboro Rd[NB Worker]#90

I want to preserve the historic buildings but would like the option to build the home I want to
live in without others breathing down my neck.

ANONYMOUS-Weiuca Rd[NB Resident]#108
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Theres a difference between historic and just unkempt houses. All for keeping around good
condition old homes.
ANONYMOUS-Park Regency Pl[NB Resident]#117

Get the balance right between the old and the new. Must allow progress while considering the
past

ANONYMOUS-Hardscrabble[NB Resident]#120

I like neighborhoods, but I do not think it is important to preserve every historical building.
ANONYMOUS-Pine Tree Dr[NB Resident]#142

conceal parking, but take it easy with the branding of the neighborhood.
AUDITABLE-Park Avenue[NB Resident]

2 and 4 are only in the eyes of the beholder.
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Lane[NB Resident]#236

Quite a few homes just need to go, the restoration project on them would be outrageously
expensive.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[(NB role unknown)]#245

If its feasible to restore, then yes, if not, no.
ANONYMOUS-Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

Be sure that you do not force unnecessary cost and administration on homeowners with your
"encouragement".

ANONYMOUS-Arden Rd[NB Resident]#250

I need more details as to how art will be incorporated into new projects.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Worthington Hills Trce[Nearby Resident]#125

This doesn't really effect me
ANONYMOUS-Lindbergh Dr[NB Worker]#136

Don't really have an opinion on this.
ANONYMOUS-East Wesley[(NB role unknown)]#145

I DONT CARE
ANONYMOUS-Main St[(NB role unknown)]#197

Seems like it depends on the situation for most of these.
ANONYMOUS-W Conway Dr Nw[NB Worker]#214

If there is a significant amount of history behind a building, I would say keep it. I don't really
care though.

ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr Nw[(NB role unknown)]#229

Doesn't make a difference to me. I will remain neutral on this one.
ANONYMOUS-Roxburgh Dr[(NB role unknown)]#264
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If it is feasible, go for it.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
ANONYMOUS-Lake Forrest Dr[Nearby Resident]#89

Would like to see free choice on this topic.
ANONYMOUS-Pineland Rd Nw[NB Resident]#147

Unless the building is really special, most of them don't need to be preserved.
ANONYMOUS-Darlington Cir[NB Resident]#182

Not of my highest concern.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#189

The
ANONYMOUS-Peachtree Rd[NB Worker]#237

If the owner sells a lot that has an old house an he wants to tear it down it should be right to
do so.

ANONYMOUS-Burdette Rd Nw[NB Worker]#242

If it is feasible to remove certain old buildings and bring in new buildings that will offer more
value, I'm all for it.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-P'tree Dunwoody Rd[NB Res/NB Worker/Nearby Business/Other= Nearby Business]

No to architecture committee. Very bad. Things are better with freedom and the quality that
people will do to make things more desirable.

AUDITABLE-Glengary Dr & Wieuca Rd[NB Resident/NB Business]

It all sounds fine except for the #4, Incorporate public art into new projects. I don't want my
tax dollars paying for somebody's idea of art. When tax dollars are spent on art you get
things like a giant dog urinating on the Orange County Museum of Art, or something super
expensive like Jackson Pollack's imitations of 1st grade art splatter.

Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
AUDITABLE-Haven Oaks Court[NB Resident]

There is an unmared residence at Peachtree- Road and the new Ritz Carlton high rise at
Peachtree Road. This historic home is the first Africam-Americam School in Atlanta. It dates
from the late 1800"s or early 1900's. It is a valuable structure in a residential area under huge
reconstruction and is at risk of being destroyed. It backs up to Wiejca Baptist ChurcH. It
should be under the American Historic Homes. It is an unknown relic.
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14 - Urban Design & Historical Preservation Projects
14 - Urban Design & Historical Preservation Projects Comments
Survey takers voting 'Strongly Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Carmain Dr[NB Resident]

Similar comment to above, we need to really understand what we mean by "historic". 99% of
the redevelopment of the residential part of our neighborhood is beneficial to the community
and should be encouraged.

AUDITABLE-N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]

This study committee is a great idea.

Survey takers voting 'Support' commented:
AUDITABLE-Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Atlanta is always on the "move" and reinventing itself, not bad in general but we are loosing
our character and history.

AUDITABLE-Stovall Blvd[NB Resident]

Should be a volunteer committee. There are other pressing issues.
ANONYMOUS-Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#103

I like this, helps provide a stable future for real estate In Buckhead.
ANONYMOUS-Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#119

It is important to preserve historical places.
ANONYMOUS-Moores Mill Rd[NB Resident]#153

Preserve when possible.
ANONYMOUS-Huntington Rd[Nearby Resident]#165

Sounds good.
ANONYMOUS-Rivers Rd Nw[(NB role unknown)]#193

Yes.
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]

Each case must be assessed individually but generally support
ANONYMOUS-Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#208

These look like great ideas.

Survey takers voting 'Mixed (Support some/oppose others)' commented:
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Depends on the project...
AUDITABLE-Sheldon Dr[NB Resident]

Not a top priority
ANONYMOUS-Alexander Rd[NB Resident]#211

Can't stop progress
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AUDITABLE-Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]

Some of the of homes need to go, not be rehabilitated. Preservation is a mixed blessing.
History that enhances a community is in the eye of the beholder.

Survey takers voting 'Neutral Don't Know/Don't Care/No Answer' commented:
AUDITABLE-Statewood Rd[NB Resident]

Wouldl like to preserve but can't demand that a property owner preserve the home they own if
they don't want to. Sad, but true.

ANONYMOUS-Tuxedo Rd Nw[NB Worker]#123

Not sure.
ANONYMOUS-East Wesley[(NB role unknown)]#145

Not important
ANONYMOUS-Johnson Ferry Rd[(NB role unknown)]#266

Don't know much about this.

Survey takers voting 'Oppose' commented:
AUDITABLE-North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]

Classifying another person's home as "historic" is crazy. In my hometown this carried with it
an infeasible ability to upkeep the property (even routine painting has to be approved by the
"historic committee"). I don't want resale to go down because someone can't sell a lot with an
old, dilapidated house on it because it's "historic". There are certainly some cute ranches from
the 40s and 50s in here, but there are plenty in disrepair that should NOT be considered
historic.

ANONYMOUS-North Stratford Rd[NB Business/Nearby Resident]#76

I get concerned when third parties decide for an owner what must be preserved.
ANONYMOUS-E Wesley Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#171

Doesn't matter to me.

Survey takers voting 'Strongly Oppose' commented:
Survey takers voting 'Other' commented:
AUDITABLE-Mayfair Rd[NB Resident]

There is no summary available for review
AUDITABLE-Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]

Same as above
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Woods Cir & Valley Green Dr[NB Resident/NB Worker]#1

Great work, thanks!
Creek Wood Close[NB Resident/NB Business]#13

Improve curbing over time. Many streets could use this, and it would help with stormwater
management, erosion control, and undermining of pavement edges. Many streets still have no
curbs or rubble-type stone curbs.
Establish standards for visual obstructions (both plants and other "boxes") at intersections.
This should be city-wide. Will see if I can find something on this. At some intersections, for
example, control boxes for traffic control devices obstruct view of oncoming traffic (such as Sbound Roswell traffic from eastbound W Wieuca).
As to traffic, limits on both volume and speed need to be established on Wieuca Road----and
alternative routes encouraged. Particularly concerned about speeds on the north portion of
Wieuca.
I worry about the long-term impact of how multi-family residences and their grounds are
maintained----as they affect nearby single-family quality. This seems to be gradually
degrading the quality of homes on streets like Herrington and Emma Lane.
North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#16

Please install sidewalks along Peachtree Dunwoody Road from North Stratford to Stovall Blvd
so that neighborhood children can safely walk to the park.
Also, please put in a stoplight at Winall Down to cross Peachtree Dunwoody to Little Nancy
Creek park to give children a safe way to cross the street to get to the park. I've seen too
many near misses with cars speeding down the hill both ways and small children running
across without waiting for their parents.

North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker]#17

Thank you all for your time and efforts on this project. I am glad to see we're thinking ahead,
and hope that some of this funding (especially for roadwork and sidewalks) comes through

Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#22

More traffic calming esp on Wieuca Rd.
Nstratford[NB Resident]#25

Thank you for all your hard work in keeping our neighborhood a neighborhood.
Sheldon Dr[NB Resident]#36

Great job! This was a comprehensive plan. The City of Atlanta needs to show it does not take
North Buckhead for granted by moving forward with many of these high priorities.
Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#38

It would be great if you could walk and bike around Phipps Plaza for exercise, right now the
sideway breaks down under the bridge and is a little scary right there. That's the only section
that is needed to make it a great walking, dog walking circle! It's missing like 50ft of
sidewalk to complete the otherwise amazing pedestrian circle.

Statewood Rd[NB Resident]#41
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I am a supporter. I also know these things are expensive. Just wonder where the money
comes from.
North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#48

I was out of town for the first 2 meetings that discussed the Master Plan. It concerns me that
my home appears to be in a green space and it is to be used as a buffer between possible
commercial or high land usage and North Buckhead.
For 20 + years I have been putting up with a developer who has bought homes on my street
and who has caused our street to deteriorate with no word coming North Buckhead. As I said
earlier, the remaining home owners on my street are treated as the step sisters to North
Buckhead. We are just being used for others to benefit. Is anyone listening or looking?
Longleaf Dr[NB Resident]#53

Thank you to the NBCA and all others involved in the Master Plan--we need all of the above.
Please consider speed bumps on Longleaf Drive. I would encourage anyone to come sit on
Longleaf really anytime during the day--cars coming down from Phipps towards N Stratford
fly. Rush hour commuter traffic is even worse with people trying to cut 5 mins off their driving
time.

N Stratford Rd.[NB Resident]#54

Thanks for taking on this huge project. I love the idea of improved "walkability" throughout
our neighborhood!

North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#65

Thank you for completing this. I hope it provides a guide for the future - and that the City
takes our recommendations and requests that come out of this process.

Old Ivy[NB Resident]#70

Very well constructed survey
Addresses all concerns
Don't believe can oppose all development to live in a nature sanctuary
Commercial and residential development properly designed and managed will enhance
Buckhead providing walkability and transport oriented principles are followed
Honour Cir[Nearby Resident]#71

The traffic in the evening on Piedmont road and Lenox road coming from the 400 has to be the
most poorly managed traffic by the police. extensive evaluation and improvement is
desparatley needed .

Stephens Mill Run[NB Resident]#73

All of these topics are positive. Obviously, they cannot all be pursued at once. I applaud the
efforts of everyone involved.

North Stratford Rd[NB Business/Nearby Resident]#76
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There is a bit of a mixed message throughout the plan. There is talk of preserving the status
quo while encouraging residential alternatives, open space & farmer's markets. There needs
to be more flexibility in the plan. Just because a use exists today does not mean it is the best
use for the particular tract. I support responsible development, not stagnation for its own
sake.
Buckhead, like most urban centers, has changed dramatically in the past decade. 25 years
ago, nobody heard of live/work/play, and few would have predicted that the lifestyles of the
new generation would be so oriented to walkable communities and mass transit. If Buckhead
is to remain a desirable destination for the next 50 years, it cannot be governed by decisions
made decades ago.
Responsible development that incorporates open space, promotes walking/biking and use of
MARTA and protects the surrounding residential areas should be encouraged.
Longleaf Dr[NB Worker/NB Business/Nearby Resident]#78

It is a shame that while there are many noble and worthy recommendations in the draft, the
"heads in the sand" attitude toward the land use and connectivity opportunities afforded by

Lenox Rd[NB Worker]#79

I support encouraging residents to work and live in Buckhead with a walkable/cyclable public
transport oriented neighborhood.

North Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#82

I am concerned about the southern end of North Buckhead, and traffic. I know zoning was set
years ago and developers are taking advantage of existing zoning now. So I think we need to
put our minds as to what can be done to minimize the overdevelopment of North Buckhead.
These builders build as if traffic could never be a problem, but people aren't going to want to
live here if there is unending gridlock. One things is to fight the Fulton County Development
Authority giving builders of high-rises and apartment buildings tax breaks. They should pay
their fair share of taxes. If they have to, maybe, hopefully, they will build elsewhere. Also we
need to put our minds to traffic solutions. "Supporting MARTA bus and rail transit" will help.
Norfleet Dr[NB Worker/Nearby Resident]#87

Overall a lot of these policies look pretty good except Number 5. I would like to see Buckhead
continue to grow and flourish.

Roxboro Rd[NB Worker]#90

Overall, looks like some decent plans other than limiting Buckhead growth and burying cable
wires.

Roswell Rd[NB Resident]#99

Traffic is number one priority!!
Bransford Rd[(NB role unknown)]#101

Looks good guys!!
North Stratford Rd[NB Resident/NB Worker/NB Business]#102
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I think it especially disturbing that decisions are being made regarding my residence of 25
years by persons that do not live anywhere close!
I do not feel that anyone's input is actually considered.mi personally believe that a select few
stuck in the dark ages have decided what is best for a younger generation.
Blackland Rd[Nearby Resident]#132

I like the idea of increasing the amount of restaurants and shopping areas for our community
regardless of the environmental impact.

Chateaugay Lane[NB Resident]#134

Excellent work
Chaffin[(NB role unknown)]#137

none at this time
N Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#166

Once we have this master plan completed, approved and published we need to monitor our
progress in meeting its goals. We should organize local neighborhood groups to ensure
project plans and implementation efforts meet residents needs and expectations. Finally,
things will change -- we should plan to revisit the plan and update it every few years.
North Stratford Rd[NB Resident]#200

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute
Alexander Rd Off Phipps Blvd[(NB role unknown)]#213

These are mostly all good goals but t city is going to have to commit a lot more resources to
make some of the plans work. Are they with us on this? Doubtful.

Wieuca Rd[NB Resident]#218

Seems ambitious. I'm not sure how much of this would realistically take place.
Pinecrest[NB Resident]#222

I appreciate everyone who participated to put this proposal together to make our
neighborhood a more enjoyable place to live.

Old Ivy Rd[NB Resident]#223

Well done! The NBCA keeps us very informed and that is much appreciated.
Land O Lakes Dr,[NB Resident]#246

I am strongly opposed to the Blueway. My opinion is educated and I have met with the Blue
Heron Board and operators. Their pitch was misleading and clearly had an agenda. I do not
trust these plans and do not want our neighborhoods and schools invaded with public paths.
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